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SKYLAB REACTIVATION MISSION REPORT
i SECTION i
[
i_ MISSION SUMMARY .........................
)
i._ INTRODUCTION
il
_ On J.uly.ll, 1979., .Skylab impacted the Earth surface. The debris.
dispersion area stretched from the.South Eastern Indian Ocean
across a sparsely populated section of. Western Australia. This
report discusses in some detail the. events leading to. the _
reentry ofSkylab together.with a final assessment of the Skylab..
debris impact footprint ......................................................................................
_" 1.1 Background
On February 9,.1974, Skylab systems were configured for. a.final.
power down and Skylab was deactivated... Prediction of solar
cycle 21_ activity, the solar cycle predicted to_begin in_ 1977,
• indicated that the final attitude in wh.ich Skyiab was left,, the ..
gravity-gradient attitude, would.result-in a potential s±orage
period, of. 8 to 10 years.. Howevec,. in the fall of 1977 it was
determined that Skylab had left the gr.avity gradient attitude.
and. was. experiencing, an increased orbital.decay r.ate._ This was
a result, of'-greater than _ predicted sol_r" activity at the
beginning of solar cycle. 21. This-increased activity increased
the drag forces on the vehicle. Skylab-we_ now predicted_ t_
reenter the Earth's atmosphere in late. 1978 or early 1979. unless_-
something was done to_rgduce the drag_ £orces acting upon it. It ....
was necessary' to make a decision to. either accept an early
uncontrolled, reentry of Sk¥1ab or to ettempt to actively, control _ --
Skylab in a .lower drag.attitude thereby extending its orbital..
lifetime until a Shuttle mission c_ould effect _boost or deorbit
maneuver with Skylab.
In order to verify what options could.be accomplished with the •
on-board Skylab.systems, a small team of NASA engineers went to.
the-Bermuda Ground..- Station to establish communications and_
interrogate Skylab systems. On March 6, 1978,_ the Airlock
Module (AM) command and telemetry (TM) sy&tems were commanded.
on from the_Bermuda Gnound Station. The reception o.f the AM TM
carr.ier__..Bermuda.was proof that. the-on-board AM systems had
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT _LMED
responded to the commands. For:the next several days, the AM
electrical power system was properly ¢ongigured and the AM -
batteries charged whenever theslmultaneouscondltlons of ground ........................
station coverage, at Bermuda and solar energy availability
permitted. Subsequently AM power was"transferred to the Apollo
Telescope Mount (ATM)_ systems and the operational status of the
ATM systems was determined. On March ii, 1978, power was
applied to the ATM Attitude and Pointing Control System (APCS)
bus which in turn supplied power to the primary ApolloTelescope
Mount Digital Computer (ATMDC)/Workshop Camputer Interface Unit.
(WCIU). Power was maintained on the APCS bus for approximately
5 minutes and the receipt of ATMDC telemetry data at Bermuda was ....
confirmed. The receipt of this data indicated that the primary
ATMDC/WCIU hardwareand attendant softwarewere operational and ..
cycling. On March 13, 1978, engineers concluded the
interrogation test--on Skylab. The resulting data indicated no
discernible degradation of the. Skylab systems during its 4 years
of orbital storage. Aided with this data, the knowledge that /
Skylab was in an unstable tumble prompted investigation into
schemes which might extend the orbital_lifetlme of Skylab.
The first optiQn investigated was to use the on-board Thruster
Attitude Control System (TACS) to; maintain a quasi-stable tumble
of Skylab. However, it was soon determined that this option
would not extend Skylab lifetime sufficiently to correspond to
the operational readiness of the Space Shuttle for a possible
reboost or deorbi_ mission. The only alternative left was to
reactivate and con£inuously control the Skylab in a minlmun drag
attitude. In order tQ accomplish this the End On Velocity
Vector (EOW) minimum drag attitude control scheme was developed
and used after the initial Skylab reactivation on June II, 1978.
Skylab remained in_this low drag E09"_ control orientation until
January 25, 1979, when the vehicle was _ommanded to a high drag
Solar Inertial__SI) orientation.
With the _active control of Skylab in mid-1978 in a low-drag
attitude to minimize its rate of decay, it was decided to_
accelerate the development of mn orbital retrieval system that
might be accommodated on an early flight of the Space_Shuttle,
thus increasing chances of rendezvousing with Skylab.. The rate
of orbital decay, however, continued to increase due to
increased solar activity. Skylab's on-board systems also showed -
signs of deterioration and _here were increasing concerns over
the Space Shuttle's_schedule. For these reasons, the c_ncept of ---,.
Skylab recovery was terminated in December 1978. At that time,
-- it was decided to reorient and control the vehicle in a solar
_ertial attitude which was the normal, vehicle orientation for
ariginal Skylab mission operations.
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As Skylab's altitude'decr_ased,.the magnitude of the aerodynamic
torques on the vehicle increase4. Studies indicated that
vehicle control in the solar inertial orientation would no
_ longer be possible below about 140.n.m. due to these increased
aerodynamic torques and the limited control authority available _
from the vehicle Control Moment Gyros (CMGs). Aerodynamicists
and control engineers at the. Marshall Space Flight Center
(MSFC), while investigating vehicle Orientations which produced
minimal disturbance torques on the vehicle, found certain
orientations where the summation of these disturbance torques
was zero. These . attitudes were called Torque Equilibrium
Attitudes (TEA). On June 2@, 1979, with the vehicle at _
_ approximately 142 n.m., Skylab was reoriented and controlled to
L_ a high drag TEA a_titude.. It was controlled in this attitude _
until just prior:to reentry on July ii, 1979_ when the vehicle
was commanded to tumble in Order to reduce its drag and decrease
; the possibility of impacting high population density centers .................
1.2 Purpose ...........
The purpose• of-this report is to review, the Skyl.ab Reactivation
mission and associated Skylab Subsystem.Operations from the time
it was deCided to_interrogate Skylab Systems in March of 1978
until impact July I I, 1979.
,
LSECTION 2
MISSION DESCRIPTION
2.0 INTRODUCT ION
This section contains a.description and summary of the most._
significant events in the Skylab ReactivationMission from the
interrogation tests in March, 1978. until Skylab reentry on Jul_
ii, 1979. It gives_a brief description of_ the operating modes,
significant flight events and Sky!ab attitude .control
maintenance considerations.
2.1 OPERATING MODES4"--
_i The Skylab vehicle was maintained in several• different operating
_.t modes during the Skylab ..Reactivation Mission. The Solar
_! Inertial (SI) mode had•been a part of the first ATMDC '_flight _
._._ program and was the major operating mode during the original
_I mission. When initial plans were ma_e to extend the orbital
_I_•_ lifetime of Skylab,. the End,On-Velocity-Vector (EOVV) Mode. was
!! dev.eloped because o.f_its minimum drag characteristics. After .......
i_.I plans for a reboost/deorbit, mission were abandoned, the Torque.
_! Equilibrium Attitude (TEA) mode- was developed .....to control the
_i vehicle as the orbit decayed toward reentry. Only the. SI and.
'I_I' TEA Modes _were used for. control subsequent to.J.anuary 25,. 19.79.
!!_ A brief • description of the EOVV, SI and TEA..control modes
follows.
i .....
i 2.1.i End-On-Velocity-Vector (EOVV) Mode
The EOVV mode was a minimum drag attitude, with the relatively
small surface areas of the front or -back ends of Skylab being.
pointed approximately along the velocity vector. This mode was.
a modification of-the Z Local. Vertical (ZLV) mode (vehicle "Z"
axis along the-local vertical) that was used during the original
Skylab Mission. In the. EOVV mode, the vehicle_ coordinate axes
were offset sli.ghtly fr.om the ZLV axes• to align the vehic.le
• principle axes with the ZLV axes._ The vehiCle was then rolledsuch. that •- its solar arrays pointed toward the Sun near. orbital
noon for ....maximum power._ collection and at]titude refexence ..............
updating. Denaturation of CMG. momentum.was done with gravity _
gradient torques and was continuously active aLomnd the .......o_bit .....
.......
P-RECEDING PAGE BUANK NOT FILMEI_..............................
There were two subsets of the EOW mode, EOVV A and EOW B.,
The EOW B mode can be thought of. as a backward EOW A mode ....
The EOVV A mode had the Skylab Command Module docking port.
pointed along the velocity vector• while the-EOVV_ B mode had the.
aft end of the workshop pointed along the velocity _ector. The
EOVV B mode was developed to prolong the life of CMG #2. by
allowing maximum solarimpingement on CMG #2 spin bearings for
negative sun angles. For the same reason, EOVV A was utilized _ .....
when the vehicle experienced, positive solar angles.
The EOVV mode was used in the first part of the Skylab_
r:- Reactivation Mission to .reduce the vehicle rate of descent as ......i
_:_ much as possible,_ It was hoped, that the orbital life of Skylab ...................
_: could be extended until a reboost/deorbit mission could be
launched by the. Space Shuttle. The effect of. the EO.V_ mode on
the descent rate is illustrated by the altitude profile in
Figure 2-1. There was a .noticeable slowing down of the Skylab
fall when_EOVV w_s entered June ii, 197.8. It. was estimated that
if 8kylab had remained in EOW that reentry, could .have been.delayed until__asju_April of-198Z .............................................
2.1.2 _ Solar Inertial Mode (SI) ..........
In the SI Mode (Figure 2-2[, the. Skylab.solar arrays were _
maintained perpendicular to the sun during the. daylight portion
of the orbit for maximum power collection. During the night __
_ portion of the orbit., momemtum desaturation maneuvers were
performed to decrease any undesired accumulation of CMG
momentum.. This mode had been used extensively and was the major
operating mode of the original Kkylab mission_ The SI Mode was_
a minimum .maintenance mode of_- operation with very little
commanding required under normal conditions.• Late in the
reactivation mission SI maintenance, increased due. to large.
aerodynamictorques encountered.a± the lower altitudes.
The SI Mode was used_after January 25, 1979, _rimari.ly as a low
maintenance holding pattern mod.e- for vehicle control while
preparationswere made for entering the TEA control mode.
The atmospheric drag on.the vehicle .in the SI Mod_ changed a&
the vehicle., revolved around the orbit from.minimum drag at
orbital noon and midnight to maximum drag at the sunset/sunrise
terminators. This placed the average drag on the vehicle
approximately midway between.minimum and maximum. The effect of_
, this drag can be. seen in the altitude profile• of Figure 2-1. A
i noticeable increase in the descent rate was-ohser_ed when__thc SI• M de was entered on January 25, 1979.
i
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TEA Control was a mode in which gravity grmdlent torques
counterbalanced aerodynamic, torques. This was the only mode _
that could maintain +attitude control below altitudes of about
140+ n.m. There were many TEA control attitudes that were
identified+ foe the Skylab vehicle but only a few were useable
because of solar power collection constraints. These attitudes _
, also existed only over certain ranges of altitudes so that
procedures foL acquiring a particular TEA attitude had to__
consider the vehicle altitude and predicted rates of descent as..
well as total vehicle poweri_generating capability in the
selected attitude. _
[.
I There were two TEA attitudes that were available for control
i_ during the final days of the reactivation mission. One was .....
il TI21P (Figure 2-3) in which_the+longitudinal axis of the vehicle __
was nearly perpendicular to the orbital plane resulting in a
high aerodynamic drag on the vehicle. This was the TEA attitud .....
that was actually used from June 20, 1979 until the vehicle was++
tumbled just prior to reentry on July II, 1979. The other..+
attitude available was T275 (Figure 2-4) which was similar+to an
_: EOVV attitude (the long axis of the vehicle lying along the
velocit Z vector) and had a.low aerodynamic drag,. If necessary,
it was planned to shift.+ the reentr_ orbit+ o.f Skylab by
maneuvering from+the TI21P to the T275 attitude thus decreasing
the drag on the vehicle and shifting the predicted Skylab
_ reentry point to a later oxbit
The TEA Mode was a modification of the original+Skylab Z axis
(ATM solar viewing axis) along the local vertical. (ZkV) mode.
The TEA Mode was activated by first commanding an offset ZLV
maneuver to, the. desired TEA attitude. If an exact TEA _ttitude
i was+ not obtained, the vehicle would experience small aerodynamicand gravity gradient torqu s.. The momentum state, of the CMG's.
would gradually approach saturation as the CMG's generated
torques to .keep the vehicle in control while unde_ the influence
of these external disturbance torques. Skylab computer logic-
sensing this_mnbalanced torque environment would command the-
vehicle to.a different attitude from that predicted based on its
update of a revised torque, equilibrium attitude.+ CMG+
desaturation was accomplished by maneuvering the _ehicle to an_
attitude near the newly estimated torque equilibrium position
such that the external torque field+acted on the vehicle in a
manner+ to desaturate the CMG's moving them away fr.om+_heir ......
momentum.saturation limit. The desaturation maneuvers were
computed every 300 seconds using a 3 by 3 matrix (referred ta as_
the SLOPE MATRIX) which related moJaentum errors to attitude
errors+ about the+TEA.attitude. ., 4
N

'Since TI21P was a near maximum drag attitude and because the
atmosphere was rapidly becoming more dense, the Skylab descent
rate increased significantly after TEA acquisition on June.2_,.
1979, This is shown in Figure 2-5 by the altitude, profile fOE
the .later part of the reactivation mission,
2,2 SIGNIFICANT FLIGHT EVENTS
The significant Skylab flight events are listed in Table 2-1.
The initial entry in this table, the March interrogation test on
March ii, 1978, is. considered the beginning of the Skylab.
_. Reactivation Mission and. the last event, Skylab reentry on July
_ ii, 1979 is the end of the mission. These events are also shown
on Figure 2-6Twhich illustrate the time spent in each. of the
various operating modes during the Skylab Reactivation Mission
lifetime.
_: 2.2.1 March Interro@ation Test
il In March, 1978 a team of NASA_engineers went to the STDN ground
_ station at. Bermuda with the_ intent of establishing the
operational status of Skylab systems and_ additionally, ..
obtaining data which could help determine the vehicle attitude
_ motion. The STDN ground stations command uplink capability,
having been changed since the primary mission, was no longer .....
directly compatible with the. Skylab command decoder. A
work-around was developed whereby a limited number of
predetermined Skylab commands were pre-assembled and only these
commands were. available for uplink to Skylab. ThiE command
capability limitatiQn remained throughout the Skylab ......
Reactivation Mission ...............................
On March 6, 1978 at 21:.50 GMT, communication with the Skylab
Airlock Module (AM) command and telemetry systems was ..........
reestablished. After 2.5 minutes of operation, a loss of_signal_
was observedwhich was later attributed to the vehicle rotating
its transmitting antenna out of the line of sight of the ground ....
station. Upon acquiring the signal the second time, a loss of
modulation on the AM telemetry downlink had occurred. Between.
March 6hand March 10, trouble-shooting tasks on the AM telemetry
system were successfully performed and Chax_ginq of the AM
batteries was_initiated.
12
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Table 2-1. Significant Flight Events o'f the fikylab Reactivation Mission
I I
., DATE EVENT .
March II, 1978 '- Initial ATMDC Interrogation
May 81. 1979 "P" patch implemented (FFS0 buffers 1-3)
June 1--5, 1978 "Q" patch implemented (FF81 buffers I-8) ___
June 9, 1979 __ Initial solar inertial acquisition
June 11, 1978 Initial EOVV acquisition•
June 11, 1978 ..... FF81 buffer 9 implemented..
June 26, 1978 .. FF81 buffer 10 implemented
June 28, 1978 RetreatIo solar inertial ..
July 6, 1979 Second EO_ acquisition
July 9, 1978 Loss _of attitude reference ..
.i_ July 19-20, 19.78 SI acquisition from .unknown attitude
i
._ _ July 24, 1978. FF81 buffer 10A implemented
!; July 25, 1978. Third EOW acquisition.
August -12, 197.8 .. FF 81 buffer 11 impl.emented
_... September 8, 19.78 ............. FF81 .buffer 12 implemented
September.ll, 1978 ........ FFS1 buffer 13 implemented
September 20, 1978. FF81 buffer 14 implemented-
November 3, 1978 FF81 buffer 15 implemented.
November 4,_1978 EOVV A to EOYV B acquisition
t_
December. 3, 1978 FE81 buffer .16 implemented
!_. December 19, 1978 Decision made t0_discQntinue Skylab
reboost/deorbit plans
January.25, 1979 EOVV B. to Sl_acquisition
January 30 t 1979 FF81 buffer17 implemented
May 19-20, 1979 TEA Control Patch implemented (FF81 buffers.IS:22)
June 20, 1979 TEA. Control Acquisition from SI
June 22.1979 FF81 Buffer 23..implemented
June 24, 1979 TEA Control Reacquisition
July II, 1_979 Reentry __

An operationalconfigurationof the AM command, telemetry and.
electrical power systems was established for the AM by March 10,
1978. Either an electrical short in an AM TM measurement group
or a failure in the -24 volt side of DC-DC Converter - #i caused
the loss of AM TM modulation° AM TM modulation was established
using DC-DC Converter #2°
On March 11, 1978 at 20:.34 GMT powerwas_transferred from the AM
power system to the.ATM power system. The ATM command and
i telemetry systems were successfully commanded• on at 20z35 GMT "
I thereby establishing a two-way communication link between the.
i ground station and the ATM systems. The stage was now set to
!i interrogate the operational status of the Skylab APCS.
At 20:36 GMT on March ii, 1978, power was transferred to the
! APCS bus and the receipt Qf ATMDC TM data at Bermuda confirmed
_• that the_ATMDCwas cycling. ATMDC-TM data indicated that the
!i ATMDC and WCIU internal temperatures at power on as measured by
thermistors were -15.9°C and -26.2°C, respectively. Power was
maintained on the APCS bus for approximately 5 minutes and no
i_ anomalies were observed. Subsequent analysis of the ATMDC TM
i data indicated the following:
i) . Both acquisition sun sensors operational
i •
_ 2) Rate gyro Y2 failed
3) Rate gyros X1 and X2_saturated (0>1.0 deg/sec)
4) Rate gyros YI,ZI,Z2 operational
5) ATMDC flight software parameters, discrete inputs
(DI's) and discrete outputs. (DO's) were _as_expected.
!-
ATMDC data indicated 5 of the 6 "six.-pack" rate gyros were.
operational. The saturated Xl, X2 rate gyros confirmed earlier
predictions that the vehicle was spinning about the X axis
greater than 1 degree/second (1.7 deg/sec predicted). __
Insufficient power and ground station coverage did not permit .......
i_ proper warm up of the CMG bearings therefore the CMG system was
not interrogated. The TACS system was not excercised_because of
--the limited supply of nitrogen gas and the desire not to perturb
the attitude motion of Skylab which was becoming somewhat._
predictable. In summary, the Skylah--ARCS_ appeared ....to be
_ operational.
On March 13, 1978 at 20:.19 GMT, Skylab. systems were configured
for shut-down with the Objective of reestablishing
i!• communications with Skylab at a later date. The.--interrogation
I 16
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' tests had been highly successful and the operational status of
on,board systems exceeded all expectations.
2.2.2__ Initial Attitude Control Acquisition
On June 9, 1978, .attitude control of Skylab was acquired for the
first time since-Sky lab had been powered down in February, 197.4.
This section describes the events that occurred prio.r.to and
during this attitude control acquisition ....
_ 2.2.2.1 Preparation
Between March and June of 1978, the primary ATMDC onboard Skylab
_ was periodically turned on to monitor the APCS rate gyros to
determine the vehicle rates. The X axis (r:oll) rate gyro input
i was saturated which indicated that Sky lab's roll rate was
i.
il greater than one degree per.second. NORAD determined that the X
az_.s was near perpendicular to the orbital plane inclining about ......
31 degrees. By monitoring the battery charging cycles, it was .
determined that the roll rate was approximately i.I degrees per
_ second, The Y and Z axes rates (pitch and yaw) together with ..
_ NORAD data and battery charging measurements .showed that the
_: vehicle motion was in a type of. wobble about the X axis_
_ indicating a conical motion, see Eigure 2-7. Using thi_.
information, a........pl_n was developed to obtain control of_the .....................
Skylab.
The first task that had to be accomplished was to change
Skylab's AM and ATM batteries. This was.accomplished by NASA._
flight controllers over a period of'weeks. Af±er charging the
batteries, the ATMDC was powered on in-late May, 1978.and the__.
primary ATMDC flight program was modified by uplinking eleven
(ii) memory load buffers using the Skylab DCS. The. first three
(3) buffers updated the flight program from FF5Z to FF8Z and the
remaining eight (8) buffers implemented the new -
end-on-velocity-vector" (EOVV) maneuver'capability. Updating the
ATMDC with the EOVV logic was completed on.June 5, 1978. On
June.6, the CMG #2 _nd #3 bearing heaters were turned on to
warm up the bearings in preparation for CM_3 wheel spin-up on-.
June 8, 1978. Prior to turning on the CMGs., they were caged ....
such that the CMG to/que experienced during spin-up woul_, slow
the vehicle _oi.i.................................
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ra_e and thereby reduce the TACS _ impulse required for attitude
control acquisition. After approximately ii hours the CMGs were
up to the nominal spin rate of-8800 rpm.
Prior to solar inertial acquisition, the• ATMDC flight program
was configured as follows:
L
! . I) Software switchover was inhibited
L
2) Rate gyros 1 & 3 were selected for control in each axis
_ with RG redundancy management •inhibited
3) VREF_ redundancy management was inhibited _
4) CMG redundancy management was inhibited
_ 5) S_n sensor averaging was enabled
6) ......Sun_sensor redundancy management was inhibited •
7) Computer timing for navigation was selected ......
.J
Everything was now ready for acquiring attitude c_ntrol of
_ Skylab. All pertinent commands issued to the_APCS system during
_ the initial attitude control acquisition phase of the
reactivation mission are shown in Table_2-2. These _ommands .................
cover theperiod starting from•the initial preparation on May
30, 1978_ until after EOVW was determined to be performin_
correctly and TACS control was inhibited on_June 14, 1978.
242.2.2 Solar Inertial Acquisition
!_ The target date for the initial solar inertial acquisition was
!i_ to one day prior to sun angleselected be when the relative to
the orbit _plane (beta angle) passed through zero degrees. The
procedure that was developed called for the EOW acquisition to
take place the day following SI acquisition. From a. control
standpoint, a zero beta angle was desirable because this was
when the ZLV attitude was nearly aligned with the EOW attitude.
This enabled EOVV to be initiated _,ith a minimum of commanding
and maneuvering thereby simplifying the procedure._ The sun
i_ passed_ through zero_ beta approximately once every three to four
!: weeks, see Figure 2-8. The June i_ date was considered the
I earliest zero beta day for all preparations to be complete, I
!!
FThe stage was therefore set to capture the vehicle on June 9,
1978. A total of 19 station passes using Bermuda. Madrid and
Goldstone stations--the Only stations configured for Skylab
-- systems were scheduled to occur over a period of app1:oximately
16 hours and eleven Skylab orbits, see Figure 2-9. On the first
pass the primary computer_was powered on at 4:09:15 GMT- and a
navigation update was issued at 4:12:30 GM_. This navigation
update had anerror of 15 seconds in the time of midnight
because the computer had been powered up 15 seconds later than
scheduled. This error hadnegligible effect on the performance
of_the vehicle and was considered insignificant.
On the second orbit of June 9, TACS control was enabled and
vehicle data was monitored for a suitable opportunity to command
solar inertial acquisition. When the ACQSS readings and
electrical power measurements showed that the Skylab solar ..
panels were near perpendicular to the sun, the strapdown
reference was initialized to (0,_0,0,1) and the solar inertial
mode was commanded. These commands, issued at 5:46GMT, placed
the vehicle_under TACS control and stopped the vehicle .rQtation
rates.
20
i'
i': T_bl_ 2-2
TIME SITE" PASS COMMAND
(May 30, 1978)
' 150:-12-', 05:05 BDA 152 Turn on X axis rack, rate
gyr0s
15_. 12: 05. 19__ BDA 152 Turn on-Y axis rack rate,
gyros_
_' 150: 12: 08:27 BDA 152 Select RG 1 and 3 for X
axis
150: 12." 08" .5.7 BDA 152.. Inhibit X axis RGRM .........
15_: 12: 09:26 BDA 152 ...................Select RG 1 and 3 for Y
_: axis . -
!'_ 150.:,12: 09:49 BDA 152 Inhibit Y axis_RGRM
150: 12:, 10:25 BDA, ].52 ..Reset alert discrete
I_ outputs
i
150: 12: ii: 05_ BDA 152 Reset c_ution and
!i_ warning discrete outputs
,
i' _ 150: 13: 41:. 28 BDA 154 .. Turn. on .Z.axis rack rate
il gyros
150:_..13___,43_'_5 BDA ].54 Select RG 1 and 3 for _Z
axis.
150: 13: 46:18 BDA 154 _nhibit Z,_,axisRGRM
15Z: 13: 54:_27. MAD 155 Select.standby_ APCS mode.
150: 13: 54:,39 MAD 155 Set TACS thrust = 70
newtons_
150:.13: 56:38 MAD 155 _ SetTACS pulse.width-. =-
320. ms ....
150: 1-3: 57: 31__ MAD 155 Inhibit X _xis, SSRM
i
" i
15J_.-.,.13..'_58:29 MAD 155 .........Inhibit.-Y, axis SSRM
i
21
TIME SITE .... PASS COMMAND
150z 13: 59: 22. MAD 155 Select ACQ.S.S #2..fPr.sun._
presence .......................................................................................................
(May. 31, .1978).
151: 09: 42:34 MAD 16.0 Implement ',P" patch.,
_. buffer 1 _
151:._ii: 23: 3.2._ MAD 162 Implement ."P" patch,
buffer 2.
151: 15:_ 59:45 BDA 165.5 Implement "P" .patch_ ....
buffer 3
(June.l, 1978).
i. 152: 03: _43:00 MAD 170 Implement FF_81 buffer 1
152: .06: 44:. 28 BDA .-/73 Implement..FF81 buffer 2 ............
_..
_ 152:. 13: 21:_ 27-- BDA ._. i_5 Implement FF81 buffer_. 3
152: 15: 10:55 MAD 177 Implement FFSI buffer 4 .........
It 152: 19: 48:59 BDA 179 .....Implement. E-F.81.buffer 5
(_June.2, 1978)
153: 07-22:08 BDA 184. Implement.FFSl buffer 6
153: 14: 12:..49 MAD 186 Implement FF81 buffer 7
(June 5,. 1978)
i
156: 22: 13:02 .....GDS. 19.4 Implement FFSI buffer 8
_
(June_ 6,._1978) .
I_7: .10.:.19- 37 MAD ..... 196 Turn on./_MG.bearinq
heaters
(June _7, 1978)
158: 04: 35:36 MAD --208 Turn oD_CMGIA.heaters
158:...O6:_06:_ 27.............MAD 209 T1 patch loaded __
2 .....
l-
TIME SITE ........PASS•_ COMMAND ............
,i
158: 06: 07: 56__ MAD ___2_ 9elemeter memory load .........................................
buffer --_
1581 06:091 42: MAD - 209 T2 patch .loaded.
1581 06:.10:56 .. MAD 209 -Telemeter_memery !oad_.
buffer
(June 8, 1978).
15_1 II:_2AI 04 BDA _.23.4 Begin spinning up CMGs.
15_1_ ii: 27:58 BDA ..234 Set gimbal rate. limit =
1 degree/second
159: ii: 34:00 MAD 235 . CMG cage
(June _, 1978).__ __
160: 04: 09:15 MAD .......247 Primar.¥_qomputer turned
on --
: 160: 04: 12: 3.0. MAD .........247. Navigation u_date
[ 160: 04:12:.52 MaD 247 Set maneuver time = 0
160:_ 05: 45: II MAD__ 248 .Enable TACS
160: 05: 45:49 MAD 248 Select rate gyro land 3
in Z axis
160: 05: 46:, 02 MAD 248 Inhibit Z axis rate gyro
redundancy management .........
1•60: 05: 46:15 MAD 248 Initialize strapdown,
selec_solar inertial
mode (Begin vehicle sP!D .....
down) ....
160:.07: 14:. 55 BDA 248.5 Set maneuver time =--4
minutes.
16.0,:07.:_,i.5:..4.4.... BDA 248.5 Select attitude hold,
TACS mode
i_"
TIME SITE ,PASS COMMAND,.
' 160| 07: 25:01 MAD 249 Command attitude_
_ maneuver-. X = -30-, %[ =
0 , Z _. 0 (Begin X axis -.-
maneuver )
[ 160" _7" 25:54 MAD 249 •Select attitude hold
TAC.S.,iOde (Complete X
axis maneuver)
160' 07:. 27:.08 ...... MAD 249 ........Command attitude
maneuver: X = 0 , Y -
2@ , Z = 0 (Y axis .................
I_ maneuver )
I i60" 07" 29:23 MAD 249 Select attitude holdTACS mode ....
!:
[_ 160" 08: 46:28 BDA _. 250 Command attitude
i maneuver- X = 0 , Y =
i 14 , Z = 0
_ 160: 08: 46:4.7 BDA. 250 Set_ maneuver time = 0
! 160:. 0.8._50:23 BDA 250 Initialize strapdown,
!_ command solar inertial
I_. (Y axis maneuver
complete)_
160: 08: 52:39 BDA 250 Implement T2 patch
(start rate only contrQ.l
in Z axis) ....
160: 08: 54: i_[ BDA 250 ........Set TACS pulse width =.
120 .ms
160" .09: 00:14 MAD 251 Load T1 patch into
memory load buffer
1150: 09: .01:32 MAD 251 Telemeter memory load _.
buffer
160: 09: 04.: 10 MAD 251 Dis Dl_..ysum check
constant on single
memory location display
160" 0.9: 05:.12 MAD 251 InitialiZe strapdown
2_ ..........
I _TMR" SITE_ PASS COMMAND ....
!
i.
. 160=.10= 25r..14 .........BDA -_ 252 .. Initialize strapdow_n
160z, 10z. 25z 50. BDA 252 -- Set maneuver, tlme =
minutes
[i .. 160: 10z 30s. 07. BDA_ 252 .........Initialize strapdown
'_ 160: i_ 42z 03 MAD .253 Initialize strapdown
.-:_ 160: llz 49:43 GDS 254. Initialize strapd_own.
160.: ii: 50.: 18 GDS 254 Implement_T1 patch (End ........
rate only control in Z.
i axis..[
160: II: 51:24 GDS . 254 Display maneuver .time
160:_//_ .51:54 GDS 254 ..Set_TACS pulse width =
_ 320.ms
160: 11:_52: 26 GDS 254 CMG cage.
160: ii: 53: LS... GDS 254 CMG csge
160: ii: 55:45 GDS. 254 .Select attitude hold .........
!_ TACS.mode
160: Ii: 56:05 GDS_ . 25.4. Command at.titude
maneuver: X = 0 _ Y = Z
, Z = 180
160: 12:_.12:30 MAD 256 Update CMGmomemtum
bias: X.=.16% 3H, Y.=
Z% 3H,.Z = 6.% 3H
160: 13: 25:_57.. GDS .257 ..Set maneuver, time = 0
160: 13: 27:_4 GDS. 257 Initialize strapdown
160.: 13: 27:18 GDS 257 Select solar inertial
mode.
160: 13: 33:.25. GDS 25_7__ Enable CMG control
160: 13.: 33:55 GDS 257 Enable gravity.gradient ....
dump
25
TIME SITE PASS COMMAND ....
160: 13; 38:43 BDA 2511 Set maneuver time = 9
minutes
160. 16. 41:40 GDS 261 Computer _aut_enable
Command (CMG#3 turned
off by spur ious-command)
160:..16. 47:33 .... _GDS 261 Enable_CMG Control
160:..16:_ 56:26 _BDA. 262.. CMG #2. on, RM inhibited
160: 16: 56:.50 BDA 262 _ CMG-#3_on, RM inhibited
160: 16. _57:_.37 ......BDA 262 CMG #I VREF,. RM
i inhibited ..
!' _..... 160: 16: _8:_O8. BDA 262 Enable CMG control
160: 18:. 17:05 GDS 263_ CM_3_#3. serv.o amp on
p
I_ 160: 18" .17:38 GDS - 263. CMG #3 control enabled
160: 19: 54:29 •GDS _ 264 Set CMG gimbal rate ..limit =_ 2 deg/sec .........
(June _10 L_I978 ).
161: 03: II:._A2<_ MAD .265 Reset caution and ....
war n ing._disc rete__outpu t ...........................................
161: 03: 12:. 07 MAD 265 Reset alert.discreteoutput
!!.
161:. 04: 48:04 MAD 266 Set-CMG.gimbal rate
limit = 1 .degree pe.r_
second
161: 09: 26:59 ..................BDA 268 .....Nav igation..update .......................
(Jurte. Ii, !978).
162: 03: 51:33 MAD 278. Navigation update.
162: 03: 52:15 MAD 27_ ........Set maneuver. time = 28
minutes
" 162: 06: 481__2!______BDA 2_8@ Inhibit CMG cont[ol
26 ......
C
Li TIME SIgE PASS COMMAND ...........................
[
162: 06: 48:48 BDA 280. Select ZLV. mode ,
r 162: 06: 50:42 BDA 280 .......£ommand maneuver bias
(12.2 , Y = 10.7 , Z =__
1.0 ).
i *
_ 162: 06: 51:24 BDA -. 280 CMG ca_e.
162: 06:53:.30 BDA __ 280 Set KKZ = 0 (inhibi.t Z .
axis strapdo__wn update)
i 162: 06: 54:. 49 BDA 280 Enable X and Y axis EOVV
_i strapdown update
i. 162z 06: 55:47 BDA 280 Set maneuver
time _.10
minutes
162: 07= 06:10 MAD 281 Display SNBRSSP (Past
value of the root sum,
square of the Acq. SS
_. outputs)
162_ 08: 2_: .22. BDA. 282 Enable CMG control
L
!!_ 162: 08:. 27: 52__ BDA 282__ Enter. EOVV _
l 162: ii: 34L59' GDS 286 Set _=-12 degrees
' 162: ii: 52:.24 MAD 288 Select_ACQ SS #2 in Y_
i 162: iI_ 53_ 29 MAD 288 Inhibit Y.axis ACQ SS RM
i
162: 13=_06:48 GDS. 289 Load buffer 9 into
memo/y load buffer
__ 162: 13: .10:07 .....................GDS 289 ........Telemeter .memory load
buffer
162: 14: 44:_ 51 GDS .... 291 Implement buffer 9
162: 14: 46:45 GDS 291 Select ACQSS. #I and #2
- for. Y axis .........
162:.14: 47:15 GDK ......291 Inhibit Y axis ACQ SS RM
162: 15: 01s 07 BDA 292 .................Set KHZ. = .I. (Enable .Z
axis update)
27
TIME SITE PASS • COMMAND
162: 17: 57: 58.. GDS. 295 Display _.y
162: ig:.-35:37 GDS_ 296 Inhibit TACS.
!' (June 12, 1978)il
i
i 163:.Z2: ,54: IZ MAD 297 .Navigation. update ._.
i'
1 163: 12: 09:28 .- GDS 308 Display interruptenable ...............................................................
I_ mask
163: 13: .46:53 GDS 310 Enable TACS control
163.: 13: .4.7: 36• GDS 310. Y rate gyro #I bias =.....2
isb's
:_- 163: 1.3: 48_ 18 GDS 310 Y rate gyro'#3.bias - -2
i isb's ,
_ 163: 13: 53:_.7 BDA 311 Load.interrupt inhibit
restore patch
_ 163 :_13-_ 58 : .27. BDA 311 Telemeter .memory •load
buffer ........
161: 18: 35:@2 GDS 315 Y rate gyro #i •bias, = +2 _
'Isb's 7_.....
163: 18,: 35:._4_4 GDS 3.15 X rate gyro #3 .bias = +2
isb's.
163: 18: 36:24 ...... GDS 315 Inplement interrupt . '-_
inhibit patch
163: ]_8: 37:32 GDS 315, Set erN = 2.5 ............
.o___
163: 18: ,38:34 GDS 31.5 Display _y .........................
(June _.13, 1978.)
164: 03: 26:3.9 MAD 317 Display interr.upt enable ........
mask ._
164: 03- 29: 19__ MAD 31.7 Set tttd = 150_5 seconds.
164: 03: 31:29 MAD 317 ................Load interrupt inhibit '7
restore patch.
'_ TIME SITE PASS COMMAND
• Z
1641 03z 33J_ MAD 317. Telemetry memor_y load
buffer
164" 051 03| 19 MAD 318 Implement interrupt
i inhibit restore patch
:i 164z 051-_3t_45 MAD 318 Display K_Z
, 1641 051 051 14 MAD 318 Set maneuver time_-5
_i minutes.
il 164s 081 05| 27_ BDA 321 Set K_Z = .2
i 164L 14L 25t 08 GDS 330_ SetL erb=-.05_H
_: 164z 14: 25s 40 GDS 33% _i& = .15 _adians
(
_- 16,4:141 26: 20_ GDS 330 _
_er_ --,.:.. 246¢9 .Hi:
!. 164: 14s 2_7s 09 .... GDS 33_0 9_ym = .15 radians
i
164: 14".27t 36_ GDS . __33_@_ ..............K_Z = 1.9/
_, (June 14., !978)..
l 165:071 07_ 00. BDA 13.8. Inhibit• TACS c_ntrol .
I
i
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Since the vehicle was in the SI m0de, the attitude errors of the
X and Y axes would be updated by the ACQ SS. _readings, If this
occurred properly, the solar inertial attitude, would be
established for X and Y axes and no further maneuvering would be -
required .for these axes. However, when the vehicle rates were
stopped, the vehicle was outside the linear r'ange of the ACQ SS.
If the ACQ SS's are outside their linear.range when operating in
TACS only control, it is possible to _erform strapdown
corrections with an opposite pQlarity and ther_hy__rease__the
_ attitude error ....
[
This• was what happened in the Y axis.: The strapdown reference
in the X axis was updated correctly but the Y axis attitude .
error was increased until the absolute value of the Y ACQ SS
reading•was less than Z.8 degrees (See Reference 4 for the
specifications of the ACQ SS strapdown corrections). The
readings became less than 0.8 degrees when the Y axis was ....
approximately 20 degrees away from the sun. When the .Bermuda
station was acquired at 7:08 GMT (pass 248.5) the vehicle
position was 0_ degrees in X and -20 degrees, in Y.
! The vehicle had been out of station caveragesince the Madrid .-
station•had lost contact at 5:53 GMT and there • was no way at ..........
that time to have known for certain the Skylabts position.
Therefore, the first maneuver was to establish the X axis•
position. At 7:25 GMT, a -30 degree maneuver about X was
commanded. This maneuver was terminated a few seconds later when
!_ ACQ SS-data sho%ed that the X_axis was already n_ar _zero
!_ With the X reference determined, the next step was to. establish
the Y position.- The lCQ. SS da.ta showed that the Y axis was at a
negative angle from the SI attitude_and therefore a positive 20
degree maneuver was commanded•.. _ust before LOS occurred, the
maneuver was stopped.by commanding the _ttitude hold TACS mode.
When AOS for the next station occurred, it was seen that the Y
axis was still seueral degrees from the SI attitude, At 8:46•.
GMT an additional 14 degree maneuver about Y was commanded and.
when ACQ SS data showed the Y axis was near zero, the strapdown
reference.was initialized and the SI mode was commanded.. This ....
command, which occurred at 8:50. GMT, caused .the.solar panels to ..........
lock on the sun and with the_ACQ SS's now in their linear range,.
strapdown correct/on was_now assured.
The next step was to establish the Z axis 'attitude reference ....
This was done by implementing a special ATMDC flight program
i patch•(labeled the T2 patch) to• change the TACS con.trol gains in
the Z axis• These gains were set so that-the. Z axis would be in ...............................
a "rate only" type of eontrol. This allowed the gravity
gradient torques acting on the vehicle, to cause the X axis to
fall into the orbital plane. However, it waspossible for the
vehicle to fall either forward-or backward, depending upon its
"_".."_.j'4,_-q_ _--T-_'_" '....... _" . ...... r w
X axis.orientation with respect to the orbit plane. This meant ......
that if the vehicle fell in a direction other than that desired,
the posltive X axis. would be 180 deg!ees away from the desired ....
orientation.
At 8t52 GMT, the T2 patch..was, implemented and the gravity
gradient torques began pulling the X axis into the _orbital
plane, Shortly afterwards, it could be seen that the X axis, was
falling in the wrong direction and that a 180 degree maneuver
• about Z would be. required after the end of the rate only
control. The strapdown reference was re-initialized
periodicallywhile the vehicle fell to keep the Z axis attitude
error small. By 11:50 GMT, the X axis was sufficiently near the.
orbital plane to end rate only control. This was done by
restoring the TACS control, gains to their original values with
the T1 patch.. At II:55. GMT, the 180 degree _aneuver in Z was
commanded. At the completion of this maneuver, the vehicle was
at the solar inertial_attitude.
The next step was ta enable CMG control and gravity gradient ....
dump of the CMG momentum. To ensure_a desirable momentum state,
! the CMGs were caged to_nominal momentum _rior_ to enabling CMG
I"
control. By caging the CMGs_ during, the. 180 degree Z .axis _
i maneuver, the caging was accomplished with a minimum of TACS
usage. The CMG momentum biases were uplinked and at 13:33 GMT,
_ CMG control and GG dump was enabled. The first GG dump occurred
I during the following o/bital night period.. This completed the_
I_ first phase, of the._/nitial.attitude_control acquisition The
_ vehicle was in the ....solar ....inertial attitude, with GG dump
I! performing properly.
• 2.2.2.3 CMG #3 Servo Off Comm_nd
When the Goldstone station was acquired a_ 16:41 GMT, all
: systems were nominal.. Prior to this pass,_it had been decided
to_ invoke_ the mission rule (Reference 2) which, allows comDuter .....
switchover _o be enabled while operating in the. solar inertial
mode.. At 16:42 GMT, the command to enable auto computer _..........
switchover-was transmitted to.the vehicle. The octal code for
this command was a 30077. Because of a problem with switch
selector. #3, it issued an additional command which was sent to.
the. hardware .(an octal code 30057). and commanded CMG #3 servo
power off.
L
With CMG #3 servo power off, its gimbal angle positions were
frozen and the CMG could not be used for control. Because CMG
redundancy management was inhibited, the flight program could
_. not detect that CMG #3 had no_control capability. This resulted _
_ in a large attitude .....e[r pr .........in the. x axis and when.this error
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reached 20 degrees, the flight program switched tO TACS only
Control.
While this was happening, the flight data was being analyzed to
determine exactly what had gone wrong. When the flight program
switched to TACS only control the first time, it was not known
then that CMG.#3 Ser.vo power was off. Therefore, CMG control ..........................
was quickly re-enabled. Immediately, the 1 axis. attitude.
increased again to 20 degrees andthe flight program switched
again to TACS only control. By this time it had been discovered
that the servo power: was off.. It was hoped that the servo power
could be restored by issuing the following DCS commands to the
flight program: CMG #2 on with redundancy management inhibited,
CMG #3 on with redundancy management inhibited and CMG #i VREF
selected, with redundancy management inhibited.• These commands
were issued and CMG control was re-enabled. These commands
failed to produce the desired results because a previous•
_: spurious command from switch selector #3 had inhibited the
: capability of._ the computer subsystem tom activate power to the
CMG subsystem. (i.e. CMG Auto Shutdown Enable/Inhibit Command).
The X axis attitude error again increased to 20 degrees causing._
I_ a third switch to TACS only control. By this time LOS of the
station occurred and the next. sta_iDn acquisition, was not
scheduled until over an hour later at_18:17 GMT.
It should be noted.that a considerable_amount of TACS fuel is
use._whenever the-control system, switches to. TACS only control
due to a 20 degree, attitude, error. The flight program TACS
control law.tries to remove this 20 degree error as quickly as
possible. This is much more costly from a TACS standpoint than ""
maneuvering 20 degrees over some defined maneuver time. It was
estimated that .apprOximateLy 100,0 Ibf-sec of TACS was used each ....................
time the system switched to._ACS only.
Figure 2-10 shows the TACS usage for the. Skylab Reactivation
mission. A large part of the-95.69 Ibf-_ec..that was used during
June. 9-11, 197B was expended following the three switches to
TACS only control. The program switched to _ACS only control
one other time during the reactivation mission and this occurred..
_ on July 19, 1978. On Guly 24 a program, patch was implemented
(FF81 buffer IZA) which_prevented any further automatic switch
to TACS.only control.
While the Skylab vehicle was Out o.f site coverage between 16:59
and 18:17. GMT, the problem with cMG #3 was throughly analyzed ....
A plan was developed to bring the CMG back on line and to
r_-establish CMG control. At 18:17 _MT_commands were- issued.
:z which turned CMG #3 servo Dower back On and. reenabled CMG
i control. These commands performed as expected and CMG control
of the vehicle_was.regained_ ................................................................
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2.3 initial EOVV Acquisition and M_inten_nce-
The dat_. t.o. enter the EOVV control mode.-had, been originally
schedu]',_ fo_ June I_, 1978 because the s.un angle was near zero
degree oR this day. Because of the problems w.ith CMS #3 it was__
deeid _ tO postpone the-EOVV acquisition until June Ii. The
bet.- ar_gl_ had increased to 5 degrees oli .June ii but this would
_ ._ little effect on_E0VV .acquiSition.
The station passes that. were available, on _une ii were similar ....
to. those on June 9, see-Figure 2-11. Twenty _tation passes-were
scheduled cavezing almost 16 hours and Ii. Sk_ylab orbits .........................................
!.p
2.2.3.1. Initial EOVV Entry
The-.entry-into EOVV was a two step function. First, an offset.
ZLV maneuver would be commanded to place. Skylab into a near EOVV..
attitude. _ Second,. the select., EOVV attitude command would be
issued t_init/ate the EOVV mode._
At 6:49 GMT on June ii, 1978,. the select. ZLV mode- command
followed immediately by the offset. ZLV_bias commands was sent
via the Bermuda tracking site to Sk¥1ab. Skylab,. under control
of. the. ATMDC flight program, began maneuvering to the-commanded ..........
attitude. At 6:51 GMT the CMGs were Caged so. that the EOV.V mode ..
would he entered with a satisfactory momentum state. Next
orbit, when. Skylab came back in.range-_of Benmuda..at3:24 GMT,
i_,. Skylab was in the _r.ope.r.attitude to enter_ the EOVV mode. The
CMG control mode was then, enabled_ and the_ select EOVV, mode
command was sent to Skylab a.t.8:28 GMT. Afte_r the EOVV attitude .......
was acquired, a dramatic change occur.red.iD, the orbit decay r.ate .
as shown_.in.Eigure 2_i...
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2.2•3•,;. Ifiitial Parameter Tune UR
i After enteLin_ EOV_, _ev6r_i parameters wer_ _xpected to. need ....
_ adjustment to keep the EOV_V control l.ogic within oertain.bounds.
i' The first measurement, that was monitored was. strapdown update.-•
t Early in EOV_. operatiOn, by observing_a variable (SNBRSSR) using
the single word display feature of. the flight, prOgram, it was
!_ observed that the strapdown update was occurring prematurely
_' SNBRSSP, is a multipurpose variable that wa_ designed to be usedi
L, both aS a flag, indicating when strapdown update had occurred,I.
I_ and. as a computed .variable, SNBRSSP = Root Sum Square of _eK
I_ and__.(RSS) .........
i SNBRSSP was initia.lized to its.maximum value (+180 deg.) when
%_,,: sun presence discrete wa.s off and when the sun presence
discrete came on again_the value of. RSS was checked against 5.7
I degrees. If it were less than 5.7 degrees, then SNBRSSP was set
,, .- equal, to RSS-. RSS would continue to be stored .into SNBRSSP as
_ iong..as it was smaller than.SNBRSSP. When RSS became greater
i:" than SNBRSSP, the strapdown update was executed According to
i: the acquisition sun sensor specification, 6.0 degrees was the
_ told o,f the linear regilon for the acquisition sun sensor (ACQ SS)
%
!:_ and subsequent AcQ SS readings would be. smaller until the Y axis
i_ swept across or near the sun disc at which time strapdown update
_:: should occur. Due.to ACQ SS #i reading lower than expected, RSS ........................
wa& less than 5.7 degrees when the sun presence discrete came
on. Thus the strapdown update occurred immediately even though
the sun angle was approximately 9 degrees. This error caused
the strapdown to be in error by about 3 degrees. To solve this
problem, a program patch to change the test limit to 5 degrees
instead of 5.7 degrees was generated, verified, _nd implemented
in the primary ATMDC _ithin a span of 4.5 hours.
After solving the problem with strapdown update, the rate gyro
integrals were monitored and it was determined that a scale
factor error was showing up in all three axes. To compensate
for the errors, it was decided to use the updatable drift
compensation terms rather than patch the flight program to allow
scale factor updates, on all gyros. This seemed to be an
acceptable plan since the scale factor errors were small and the
rate change between Y and Z was. slow. The rate gyro drift
compensation_was determined in the X and Y axis by the-strapdown
quaternion elements QVII and QVI2 just prior to the strapdown
update. The Z axis compensation was determined by the value"
_8 ....
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2.2.3.3 EOVV Maintenance
r
While the ra_e gyro compensations were being monitored and
updated, rOW performance _as also being monitored. After
several hours of EOVV control, it was observed that the Z axis
control (9]_ was continulng to he limited by the fllght
_ program. Several more hours of monitoring faund the same .........
conditions to exist and it appeared as though EOW would have to___i be aborted by returning to SI to regain control f momentum
i! using the gravity gradient dump routine. Several EOVV
parameters were changed to allow the CMG's to dump more Z-__axis
i,
ii momentum and try to stay i_EOW. The parameters that werechan_ed are listed below:
K_Z from .I to .2
epb from 0 to _u.5 H
_Z& from .i to .15 radians
QZ,,)from .17 to .24609 H
_ _;_'from .....1 to ..15 radians
!!: K_ from 2185/ to 1.9/ _
Following these data changes, EOVV control performance improved
!i
!_ significantly and the decision to return to S! was cancelled..
During the early EOVV monitoring experience, it became ewident
that the availability of the elements of the strapdown update
quaternion ( _ Q) would help detect the need for updating the
rate gyro biases and some of the EOVV parameters._. Therefore,
SWCR 4Z%1 was generated and patch buffer #1Z was built. This
change allowed_the flight program to save and telemeter the _ Q
quaternion.
2.2.4 EOVV RETREAT TO SI
After operating in the-EOVV control mode. for approximately 17
days, Skylab was returned to the solar inertial attitude on June
28, 1978 because of momentum management problems in EOVV. Large
momentum errors and Z axis attitude errors were _ first observed
at 179=09_23 GMT and the decision was made to enable TACS
control to assist the CMG control system. After one orbit, i_@
ib-sec of TACS impulse had been used withou_ resulting in a
significantly improwed CMG momentum state, therefore, the
decision was made to return to the solar inertial attitude. An
additional 192 ibf-sec of TACS impulse was required to achieve
steady state solar inertial operations._ A summary Of the
command history during this period is summarized in Table 2-3,
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The initial suppOsitio1% o.f the problem was £hat the CMGs had
encountered gimbal _top problems which activated.the CMG outer
gimbal drive logic in the flight program to.reposition the CMG
gimbals. This action would generate attitude errors which in . _
turn could corrupt the desired system momentum state. However,- . ......
subsequen_ investigations revealed that the postulated CMG
gimbal stop problem was_more likely an effect ra_her than the
cause and that the strapdown reference error.about the sunline
was more likely the origin_ of the momentum management problem.
I.t is more.probable that strapdown reference errors introduced ....
control erlors which resulted in abnormal momentum states which
then could lead to CMG gimbal stop encounter s,_ Following is a
1 brief explanation qf_. the- strapdown errors that led to this
prnblem.
6
4_..........
tTable 2-3, Pertinent APCS Commands.for the Retreat to SI on June 28, 1978. {.......
TIME(GMT) SITE PASS COMMAND
(June 28, 1878)
179:06: 19:84 BDA 477 Set Z1 rate gyro bias_= -3.1sb's
179: 06: 21:00 BDA 477 Set Z3 rate gyro bi_as = -3 lsb's
179: 07: 45:38 GDS .. 4.78 Update TACS.thrust = 44 newtons
!i
"_ 179: 09: 23:17 GDS 480 Enable TACS_ Control [
179: 11:01:_26 GDS _ 481 Set maneuver time = 45 minutesz 179:,11:O3:20 GDS 481 Select solar inertial mode
179: 12: 37:40 GDS 482 Update CMG momentum bias
179: 12: 38:11 GDS 482__ Set Y1 rate _r_o bias = 0
179: 12:.38:48 GDS 482 Set Y3 rate_gyro bias_.= 0 f
179: 19: 49:40 MAD 482.1 Set Z1 rate gyro bias = 0 _"
179: 19:50:20 MAD__ 482.1 Set Z3 rate gy_/o bias = 0
179:19:51:I0 MAD__ 482.i Reset caution and warning discrete
outputs
179: 19: 51:40 MAD 482.1 Reset alert_discrete outputs
i 180: 00: 39:44 MAD 482.6 Inhibit TACS control
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iThe E0VV strapdown reference update scheme maintained an
i a_curate reference in the X and Y axis by using the acquisition
:_ sun sensor tO update these axes once per orbit. The Z axis
strapdown reference was also updated once per orbit based upon
the per orbit change of the orbital Z system momentum; the
direction of change being an indicator of the Z axis strapdown -
reference error. At this time the. major source, of strapdown .....
errors was thought to be a result of rate gyro scale factor
_ errors. Rate gyro drift bias compensation was being used to-
Compensate _for these er[o.rs depending upon the apportionment of
i orbit rate in the Y and Z axes.
_ The inertial reference maintained, onboard Skylab was by
i definition relative to the orbit plane and. the position of the
_ sun with respect to the orbit plane. The onboard software used_
_ this definition to compute the local vertical reference system
il in which the EOVV control equations were defined. Since the
il orbit plane and sun both move relative to a true geocentric
inertial reference, the onboard strapdown reference definition
is a quasi-inertial.reference System. E_en though it was known.
that the strapdown reference was a quasi-inertial reference, it..
_ was believed that the strapdown updating scheme could compensate
the movement of the inertial neference. However, a detailed
< investigation following the problem that occurred on _une 28
revealed that this effect was particularly pronounced at hfgh
sun angles and_ exceeded the capability of Z axis strapdown
update scheme. In addition a pronounced change in the
derivative of the Z axis drift caused by this effect occurs when
the sun angle relative to the orbit plan (_) passes through an
_ extremum. This was exactly the situatiQn when the momentum
I management problem occurred on June 28. The sun angle had just
peaked at 73 degrees and had started decreasing. The Z axis ..............
reference drift rapidly decreased and was not correspondingly
compensated with decreased rate gyro drift bias ....which in turn
led to a large Z axis strapdown refer.ence error.
After this_ effect was well understood, a strapdown Update bias
term (e_b , see- Section 2.3.1.) was successfully used.- to
compensate for .the Z axis drift, due to orbit ip_n
motion.
2.2.5 Second EOVV Acquisition From SI
Skylah was controlled in the 5I attitude between Jane- 28 and_
July 6, 1978 to allow time to understand the problems that had ..................................
been encountered in EOVV and to allow the beta angle to decrease_
to where EOW operation would be easier to Control. On July 6,
the vehicle was maneuvered baEk to the EOVV mode. The pertinent
APCS. commands for there procedure are shown in Table 2-4 and
station coverage___s shown in Figure 2-12.
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Table 2.4 Pertinent APCS Commands for ,the Second]_OW Acquisition
,, TIME (GMT,) SITE PASS COMMAND
-- i! --- li ii | ii • i| i i
f (July 6,197e)
i,_ 186: 20: 44:30 ...... BDA 530 Set _ym : +.1.radim_ ....
,i,_ 186"20:-46:25 BDA _ 530.. Set. AeTL 2 =- .165
i_ 186:_20:47:30 BDA 530 Set _17z = 2.85/_-
ii L86:,20:.48:25 BDA 530 Set maneuver, time : 30 minutes.
186:,23:+49:29 GDS 533.1 Inhibit gravity gradient dump
i+ L86:23: 51:16 GDS 533. i .... Enable TACS _
' (July 6 ,. 1978) .,
Ii 187:+00:14: 0O ....MAD 535. Select ZLV mode
_+rr 187: 00: 14: 17_.......... MAD...... 535 Command Maneuver bias
(X= 45.7, Y = 6.5, Z :-3.6)
187:.00:.15::.19 __. MAD 535 Set maneuver time.= 10 minutes
187:01:23:29 GDS 535.i Command maneuver bias
_
_ (x =+o°, Y.= 0°, z= 0°)+
!. 187:01:24:.22 GDS 5_5.I InhibitCMG control
: 187+:01:24:55 GDS 535.1 Begin CMG caE_ug
187:01:26:38 GDS 535.i RG driftcompensation,.
Ii
YI = 3 lab's
+ 187: 01: 27:05 GDS 535.1 RG drift compe+nsation,
Y3 = 3 lsb's.
187:01:2_:25 GDS 5J5.1 RF driftcomp_fi.nsati0n,
Zl = -2 lsb's
187: 01"_?: 4f__ GDS 535. I RG drift.compensation,
Z3= -2 lab's.
• 187:01:28:05 GDS 535.1 RG driftcompensation,
Z2 =-2 lab's
187:01:36:30 BDA. ___ 535.3 EnableCMG control
187: 01: 36:49 BDA 535.2 Inhibit TACS control .................................
187:01:3?:07__ BDA ___ 535.3 Enter EOW_
187:01:37:16 BDA 535.2 Command maneuver bias
(X= 12.2°+ Y =_I0.? °, Z =I.0 °)
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f , Table 2.4 Pertinent APCS Commands for the Second EOVV,Acquisltion (Continued)
.... - : " ] .... : " ' " ,,l, ,t. ' i,
..,,,
TIME (GMT) SITE PASS COMMAND '
i,| i i ii l _ .- i i i
187: 01: 37:34 BDA . 535.2 Enable TACS control
187: 03: 14:08 BDA 535.5 Set K_Z - .2
-187:04: 51:03 BDA 535. ? Set _Ym = . 15,radians
187:04: 52:24 BDA 535.7 Set K_z = 1.9/_
187:04:.53:31 BDA. 535.7 Set eTL 2 = .24609
187: 07:51:46 GDS __ 535.91 Inhibit TACS
187: 09: 29:59 GDS . 535 •92. Set eTN = 2.8242
187: 09: 31: 22 GDS _ 535.92 Set erb = ..02
18i1:21: 21:42 BDA 540 RG drift compensation, ......
Y1-21sb's .
187: 21:22:.41 - BDA 540 RG drift compensation,
i- Y3 = 2 Isb's
_ 18?: 21: 23:41 BDA 540 RG •drift compensation,
Zl ''r --3 lsb's
187: 21: 24:38 BDA 540 RG drift compensation, .....
Z2 = -3 lsb's. (
Ir
187: 21: 25: 35. BDA .54_. RG drift compensation,
Z3 = -3 Isb's
(July 7.,. 1978)
1_S: 05: 26:34 BDA 543.9 RCLdrift.compennsation,
Z1 = -4 Isb's _
188: 05: 27:31 BDA . 543.9 RG drift.compensati0n,
• Z2 = -4 Isb's
i8_: 05: 28:29 BDA 543.9 RG drift compensation,
Z3 = -4 lsb's ........ . ......:..
188: 05: 29:44 BDA 543.9 Set etn = 2.5
i
188: 15: 51:55 BDA 544 Set etn = 2.4
i
188: 17: 23:12 MAD, 545 _ Set erb _ 0 ilq
L;:..._, ,m" ,, Jl II I I " ....................... [
4!

Skylab was first maneuvered to an offset .ZLV attituded using a
maneuver time of 30 minutes. Th_se-commands were issued at ..................
00:14 GMTon July 6 and the commanded attitude was attained at,
00:44 GMT. Then at 1.:23 GMT the Skylab was commanded to make a
10 minute maneuver of--zero degree attitude change. This was ........
done so that the CMGs could be baged while Skylab was performing_
in a _ate only control mode • under TACS control, which is a
minimum TACS usage cage procedure. At 1:25 GMT____ttke..CMG cage
command was issued.
At 1:37 GMT, after the caging operation had been completed, TACS
control was inhibited and Skylab was commanded_-into the EOVV
control mode. Eighteen seconds later, the EOVV biases were
uplinked and TACS control was reenabled. TACS control had been ....
inhibited to prevent TACS usage until the flight program had.
received the. correct EOVV biases. T.he total amount of TACS-used
i_ for EOVV acquisition including the. ZLV maneuver and the CMG cage
I was. 475 ibf-_ec.
• k
6 ..........................................
i: 2.2.6 __ Loss of Attitude Reference .,
i On July 9, 1978 Skyla_ was operating in the EOW Mode with all
systems functioning normally. This was the situation observed ..
over the Madrid tracking station at 17100 GMT. ....However, at the .......
20:12 GMT pass over Madrid_ contact with Skylab was lost. It
' was determined that the ATM batteries_had all automatically
tripped at low voltage, causing loss of vehicle attitude
. reference and control. Skylab had previously been placed in a ....
new power configurationwith the AM batteries not on liner due to ....
twounexplained battery charger failures in that system. The
ATM _ power system and AM solar arrays were not sufficient to
carry the load in the EOVV mode_causing the _ ATM batteries to
automaticall Z trip off.
Contact with Skylab on subsequent passes was established through
the AM and initial recovery operations using the CMGs spinning
at partial speed were unsuccessful. After the_ unsuccessful .....recovery attempt, a slow roll about the X axis (2.5_rolls/orbit)
was induced on Skylab to obtain sun on_the solar arrays while
plans could be formulated to reacquire attitude control of
Skylab. In a favorable solar environment, the integrity of the 4
electrical power system (EPS) could be restored and made ready ........
for reacquisition.
242.7 SI Acquisition From Unknown Attitude
z On July 19 and 20, 1978 control of the Skylab vehicle was
L_ regained by acquiring the solar inertial mode from an unknown ......
i attitude. This section describes the events which supported
" this reacquisition of attitude control. The pertinent APCS.
commands issued during, this time period are shown in Table 2-5.
i 2.2.7.1 Preparation
On July Ii, Skylab was in a random attitude with CMGs stopped ._
and little illumination of the solar arrays ....Telemetry showed .................
that vehicle.angular rates were small. On July 13, the vehicle
_- was rolling _ approximately two. re_olutions per hour and was-
getting sufficient power for the ATM battery charging. On July
17, the Skylab roll rate was 23 minutes _er roll (approximately
four revolutions per orbit). Charging of the Electrical Power
System Batteries was initiated. By July. 18, the batteries
were sufficiently charged to spin up the CMGs. At 23.:.50 GMT,
July 18, the CMGs were caged and spin. up was initiated. On July
19, CMG_spin up was near complete and all systems were ready for__
..7-.......
solar inertial acquisition. The station passes that were
scheduled to support the solar-inertial acquisition are-shown .in
Figure 2-%3. Nineteen station passes.-were scheduled t_-cover_lA ........
h_urs_and i_ orbits of aperations.
8 ..................................................
' e....
J
Table 2--5. Pertinent APCS Commands for the S[ Acquisition From Unknown Attitude
TIME (GMT) SITE PASS COMMAND
(July 18, 1978)
• 199: 12:.57:00 MAD 645_ Inhibit CMG •Control
199: 12:58:03 MAD 645 Enable TACS Control
199: 23: 49:32 GDS 659_ .. CMG.2 Wheel On . _
_. 199: 23: 49:44 GDS 659 .... CMG 3 Wheel On ....
(July !9, 1978,)
200: 13: 34:35 MAD 665 Set maneuver time equal to zero
200: 16: 34:33 BDA 668 Cage CMGs ,
200: 18: 22:28. MAD 672 Initialize strapdown
_ 200: 18: 22:40 MAD 67.2 ...... Initialize strapdown
:i:. 200:18:22:50 MAD 672 Initialize strapflown
i 200: 18: 23: 11. MAD 672 Select solar inertial_mode
200:.18: 23:42 MAD. 672 Enable CMG control
i ,
200: 18:.27:28 MAD 672 Select attitude hold CMG modeli
200:19:.33:_29 __ GDS 67.3 Select solar inertiat mode
" 200: 19: 56:-49. MAD 675 Maneuver time =.60 minutes
200: 19: 57: 04.._ MAD 675 Select attitude hold CMG mode
200:1 "9:_58:00 MAD________ 675 Command attitude.maneuver
(X "0 °, Y= 0°, Z =--179 °)
200: 19: 59:26 MAD 6,75 Reset ,caution and warning discret.e
fl outputs
200: 20: 00:12 MAD 675 Reset alert discrete.output
200: 21:11:31 _ GDS .... 676 Set maneuver time = 0.
200: .21: 11:55 ....... GDS 676 Initialize_strapdown I
200:-21: 12: 13. GDS 676 Select solan-inertial_'node
200: 21: 12:38 GDS 676 Set maneuver.time = 60 minutes .... "....
200: 21:.26:04 BDA 677 Navigation update.
200:21: 26:37 BDA . ._ 677 __ Select attitude hold CMG
,200.21: 28:26 BDA " 67.7 Command attitude-maneuver
(Y = 0°, Y = 0°,_z = -20 ° ) _
200: 21: 28:52 BDA 677 Display sin Igle__memory location: 49
0096 ...........
Tsblo 3-5, Pertinent APCS Commands for. tho Sl ACquisition From Unknown Attitude ...........
(Continued)
TIME (GS_T) SITE PAS'S ' COMMAND ' '
[ |ll [ i [ j i
300: 23_ 49:23 GDS 678 Set maneuver, time :. 0.
300: 33: 49:38 ......GDS 678 Initialize strapdown
200: 22: 49: 5a. GDS 678 Select solar inertial ...
200:22:_50:_28 GDS 678.. Enable gra_ty gradient dump[
200: 22:51:01 _. GDS_ 679 Enable auto CMG-reset
(July 20, 1978)
201: 00:.28:51 GDS ..... 680_. • Enable CMG control .
201: 00: 41:_49. BDA ....... 681 . Select.attitude hold CMGmode
il .... 201: 02: 03:10 GDS. 682: Set CMG gimbal rate limit ffi
2 degrees/second
201: 02:03:32 GDS 682 . Set maneuver time _ 0_..
201: 02:.03:52 GDS .. 682 .... Select solar,inertial mode
201: 02: 04:37 GDS 682. Inhibit TACS control
201:02:.05:37 GDS 682 .. Enable X axis RGRM .
201:.02: 0.6:03 GDS 682 Enable Y axis RGRM (
201:02:.06:24 : GDS 682 Enable Z.axis RGRM _
201: 02: 06:46 GDS 692 Reset.caution and warning _
• discrete output
201: 03: 40:45 GDS. 683 . Enable TACS control_ _
201: 03: 41:03 GDS 683 ...... CMG Nominal H Cage
201: 03: 44:12 GDS 683 Inhibit TACS control
687 [, Set gimbal rate limit = .
. 201: 14:0_8:36 MAD i 1 de_ee/second
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FIGURE2-13.STATIONCOVERAGEFORSOI._RINERTIALACQULS_ITION
JULY19.AND20, 1978
i 2.2.7..2. Solar Inertia! A_uisition
At 13:35 GMT, July 19, (pass 665)the Skylab maneuver time was
set- to zero in prep arationu for° solar inertial acquisition. The
AC0 SS and power system data was then _monitored fOE an.
opportunity to initiate SI acquisition. This data would
indicate when the solar panels were in the field of view of the
sun at which time the SI mode would be -commanded. However,
I since the vehicle was rotating about once per 23 minutes and the
E_
average station pass was only 8 minutes long, it could be
several orbits before the solar panels would be pointing toward
the sun over a station pass.
In order to conserve power during CMG spin up. the ATMDC
computer was turned off .just prior to the last station LOS of
each orbit. This allowed the CMGs to drift off the caged
position which affected_the vehicle spin rate and. also resulted
in a bad momentum state. At 16:35 GMT, the CMGs were re, aged
and the. ATMDC remained powe!ed up until just priort9 reentry on ....
Julz ii, 1979.
In the eighth orbit of July 19, three s.tation passes were
scheduled. AOS-of.the first pass occurred at 17:59. GMT and LOS
of the last pass was at 18:28. This gave 29 minutes of almost
_: continuous coverage except.for-short gaps between passes It
was almost certain that the vehicle could be captured during
i_ these passes.
At 18:22. GMT the sun was inside the linear region of the ACQ SS
and the strapdown reference was initialized. As the sun ....
i approached zero degiees the strapdown reference was initializedtwo more times. Then at 18:23 GMT, just after the sun passed
I_ %hr.ough zero degrees in the X axis, the solar inertial mode wasselected and CMG control was enabled. By us ng TACS, the
vehicle rates were diminished to zero causing the X and Y axes
to "lock" onto the sun. At 18:27, just prior to LOS, the
attitude_hold CMG mode - was selected to freeze the vehicle
attitude• (see page 54.)
The position of the X axis with respect to the orbital plane
could be estimated by analyzing the CMG momentum changes over an ....
orbit while the-vehicle was held in an inertial attitude• After
AOS occurred_on the ninth orbit, the momentum data indicated
that the X axis _as approximately 180 degrees away from the
desired orientation. At 19:58 GMT a -179 degree maneuver about ........
Z was commanded ....
During the next orbit, further analysis of the momentum data .....
indicated that_an additional -20 degree maneuver was needed in.
the Z axis_ This maneuver was commanded at 21:28 GMT. Later,
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maneuver was unnecessary and that the X a_is was actually at
the desired attitude prior to the meneuver, Thls additlonal -20
degrees was partly responsible for.--the momentum problems
discussed in the_ollowin_ section.
At 22s50 GMT, the solar inertial mode was reselected and gravity
gradient dump was enabled• The CMG momentum appeared to be in
reasonable condition and, to save TACS fuel, it was decided
not to command a CMG cage. The solar inertial acquisition;
' maneuvers nominally when LOS occurred at 23z08 GMT. The solar
inertial acquisition maneuvers were almost complete• If all--
went well, all that remained was to monitor the momentum dump
for a few orbits and acquire EOVVthe next day. As it turned
out, however_ some unexpected events occurred prior to the next
AOS.
i 2 2 7 3 CMG Momentum Problems
_! When A0S occurred at 00:25 GMT on July 20, the flight
_: controllers and system engineers were expecting to see a
nominally operating Skylab. Instead, the flight program had
executed an automatic switch to TACS only control and the TACS
_ system had used 272 MIB firings and 138 full-on firings for a
_: total of_approximately 2000 ibf-sec of TACS fuel._ At that time_
there was no way to have known what had happened so. the most
reasonable action to take was. to reenable the_CMGs and select.
the attitude hold CMG mode while the problem was being analyzed ....
There were only two more station passes remaining until the_
Skylab would be out of station coverage for more than seven
hours, so an explanation of what happened and a solution to........the
problem_needed to be formulated quickly•
The exact cause of the switch to TACS only contnol was still not_
known by the next AOS. Howe.vet, the Skylah would have to be.
returned to the SI mode with the dump operating if control was
to be maintained through the. seven hour period_in which there.
was, no ground station coverage. The_ SI mode was therefore.
reselected at 2.04 GMT. The gimbal angle rate limit (_) was
increased to 2 degrees per second_in order to give the CMGs more
control capability• TACS control, was then inhibited to prevent •
another automatic_switch to TACS only control• It was resolved i
that a rate gyro failure could have produced the observed
results and therefore, rate gyro redundancy management (RGRM) ....
was enabled in all three axes.
The Skylab.was operating satisfactory when the Goldstone station
(pass 683) was acquired at 3:38 GMT. This was the last pass for_
over seven hours and the "MGs were caged to_give them _.the best
chance to remain in _._n._.r_..o.!.. ..()v_e._............t h !.s.........P.e..r...i.()..d.... ...........TA c.s...........w_.a..s
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saved. When the Madrid station (pass 684) was acquired at 10:54
GMT, all systems were nominal. Also_ by this time, the cause of
the p_oblem had been discovered.
The automatic switch to TACS_only control occurred just after.•
the start of the first GG dump when the X axis attitude error
reached 2_ degrees. The large attitude error was caused by s
phenomena that is referred to as the X-axis momentum siphoning
effect. This phenomena had occurred twice during the regular
Skylab mission and is described in Section 2.3.2.4 of Reference
I. The X-axis momentum siphoning of July 19, 1978 was brought
about by the accumulative effects of three conditions prior to_
the first dump. First, the Z .axis. reference was approximately
_ 20 degrees in error which caused more than usual momentum to
accumulate. Second, a s.ingle sample dump was being executed
which does not compensate for the presence of a momentum ramp-
_ component. Third, the CMGs had not been caged prior to the. dump ............
i and therefore_ere not in the best. possible momentum state.A simulation was made on the AS-II simulator_ with all flight
i_ parameters identical to those of-the Sk¥1ab vehicle just prior
to the.dump. The simulation results revealed what had happened._
!_ after Skylab lost the. Bermuda station (pass #679) at 23:Z8 GMT.
i Figure 2-14 shows the total momentum and the X axis momentum,
_ attitude error and rate. Because of the X axis momentum_
,_ siphoning, the X attitude error began to increase and when it
I_ reached 20 degrees the flight progra_ switched to TACS only
control. Further simulations showed that if'this switch to TACS .........
I_ only had been inhibited, the vehicle would not have lost control
and the X axis attitude error wDuld__hau_e been driven back to
i_ zero before the dump was_complete.
At this point it was decided to delay the EOVV. acquisition and
to modify the flight program ta prevent any further automatic
switch to TACS only control,. This requirement was then
specified bz SWCR-#4002 and FF81 buffer 10A was ....programmed to_
i:_ incorporate the. requirement. At 16:12 GMT on July 24, buffer .
10A was implemented into the flight program. ........................
2.2.8 Third EOVV ACuqisition From SI
The. third EOVV acquisition fxom solar inertial was very similar
to the. second EOVV acquisition (See Section 2.2.5). This
maneuver was made on July 25, one _ day following the_
_i implementation Of buffer 10A. The _ pertinent APCS commands_
i- issued to support_the third EOVV acquisition are shown in_ Table
2-6.
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Table 2_-.8. Pertinent APCS Commands for the .Third EOW Acquisition From SI._
TIME (...._GMT)_. SITE PASS COMMAND
I (July 24, 1978)
i_ 205: I1: 46:45 . MAD 764 ..... Uplink FF81 buffer_10A
205: 13: C.?:22 BDA 705 Set _ym : "I radian
205: 13: 08: 14. tiDA , 765 Set K.F.Z = 0
i 205: 13:09:16 BDA ._ 765 Set AeTL 2 -_ .16406
i 205:13: 10:16 BDA . 765 Set K_Z = 2.85/7r
,_Fi 205: 16: I1:36 . GDS _ 769 Implement buffer 1OA
i_ - (July 25, ,1978)
" " 206: 09:,11: 02_ MAD 783 Navigation update [ " " , ...........!. 206: 10: 42:56 MAD. 784 Set maneuver time = 10 minutes i!
206: 12: 07:32 BDA 785 Inhibit g ra,_ity gradient dump !
206: 12: 08:24 BDA 785 Enable TACS control [
206: 12: 10:r.ll BDA_ 785 Select ZLV mode.
206: 12: 10:27 BDA 785 Command maneuver bias
(X--29.8, Y-_9.9, Z=4.2)206: 13: 43:25 .... BDA 78.7___ Command maneuvex bias ......
(X=0 °,Y=0 °, Z.-0 °)
206: 13: 43:.49 BDA 787 Inhibit CMG control ....
" 206: 13: 44:08 BDA 787 CMG .cage
206:13:45:12 BDA 787 CMG cage .
206:13: 48:11 BDA 787 . Enable CMG control .............
206: 13:57:07 _,LAD. 788. InhibitTACS control
206:.13:57:22 MAD 788 ...... SelectEOVV. [.....
206: 13: 59:12 h_D 788 Command maneuver bias
(_-12.2 °', Y-10.7 ° , Z_I °)
206: 14: 00:20. MAD ._ 788 Enable TACS control
206: 15:21:28 . BDA 79.0. Set KpZ = .2 ..
206:15:.34:59. MAD 791 . single memory display, location0096
206: 15:36:57 MAD _ 791 Inhibit.TACS control _
t,
5.6
An offset ZLV maneuver was commanded at 10:43 GMT with a
maneuver time of 10 minuteS..At.13:44 GMT and again at_ 13:45
GMT, commands were-lssued to. cage the CMGs. These commands were
issued after the Skylab had been commanded to make a .10 minute.
maneuver of zero degree attitude change. This caused the CMGs
to be caged while the vehicle was in a rate only TACS control
mode, which is minimum TACS usage cage procedure. At 13:57 GMT,
TACS control was inhibited and the EO_V mode was selected. The
EOVV biases were scheduled to be uplinked immediately, following
EOVV activation. However, the sequence.of commands for the EOVV
biases had been impKoperly labeled with an er.roneous mack.-
number. When this was discovered, the bias commands were
: uplinked one .at a time using the mark numbers for the individual
i_: commands, The uplink of the bias commands was completed at
i_ 13:59 GMT, almost 2 minutes _late but soon enough so that theI
_ EOVV performance was not adversely affected. TACS control was
i then reenabled at 14:00 GMT. The erroneous mark number was for_
i a command that used switch selector #3 and since this_, switch
selector-had been previously powered down_ the erroneous command -------_
had no effect on Skylab.
After monitoring EOVV performance for an or_bit, TACS. control was
_ inhibited at 15:37 GMT._ The vehicle then remained i_ this
i flight configuration.until it was maneuvered 180 degrees.on.
November 4, 1978.
i Although there were no serious problems between July 25 and -
_ November 3, several patches were uplinked to improv_ the APeS .................
_ performance. FFel buffer ii was implemented on August 12 to
_ improve the.-calculation of_ and_ (SWCRs 4003 and 40_4). FF81
buffer 12,_ implemented on September 8, modified switchover_
capability (SWCR 4008), changed the CMG. VR_r redundancy
management constant (SWCR 4009) provided for:' an automatic
adjustment for:erN (SWCR. 4006) .....The.- strapdown update logic
was improved when FE81 buffer 13 (SWCRs 4005 and 4_07) was ...........................
implemented on September Ii, 1978.. On September 20., 1928., FF81 .
buffer. 14 (SWCR 40..15)was implemented to improve the calculation
of the.gimbal rate command limiting.
2_2.9. EOVV A to EOVV B Transition
On November. 4, 1978 Skylab was maneuvened 180 degrees from its.
normal EOW orientation with the _ MDA pointing toward the-
positive velocity vector (EOVV A) to a _ew EOVV-orientation with
the MDA pointing toward the negative velocity vector (EOVV B).
The purposeof this maneuver was to increase the probability for
extended Skylab lifetime by pnoviding the most favorable thermal.
._- conditions, in EOVV Operation, to reduce_ the stress on CMG 2.
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/I Analysis of Skylab data obtained during EOVV operation up to
this time showed a relationship between the occurrence of CMG 2
anomalies, the sun angle, and the operating temperature of CMG
2. This data indicated that the stress conditions on CMG 2
could be avoided or reduced by providing a higher-operating .....
temperature environment for CMG 2.. The EOVV A orientation
provided more solar exposure for CMG 2 at positive sun angles
while an EOVV B orientation would provide more _olar exposure at
negative sun angles (Figure 2-15)_
The transition maneuver was scheduled for. early November 1978 to
coincidewith the upcoming positive-to-negative change in sun__
angle (i.e., sun angle movement from North to South of the orhit_
plane). A modification to the flight software had to be
developed (SWCR-S4016, buffer_lS)and was implemented to account
for computational differences associated with the EOVV A and
EOVV B orientations and to automate maneuver sequencing to ..........
support the transition maneuvers.
The transition maneuver sequence was developed and simulated,
based on available station coverage (Figure 2,1.6.)to minimize
TACS utilization and to provide favorable conditions for
initiation of EOVV B operations.
Normal and contingency procedures to suppoxt the transition
maneuver were developed and executed from 11/2/78 through
I 11/4/78 with the transition maneuver taking place on Ii/4/7__ as
the sun angle passed through zero. It should be noted that the
I! design and simulation effort enabled the maneuver plan to be _
• executed for no TACS usage, saving this limited resource for
future operations. Table 2-7 summarizes the pertinent APCS
commands for the ED_V A to_EOVV B maneuver.
Skylab remained in the EO_V B attitude from November 4, 1978 .....
until January 25, 1979 .... During this time all Skylab systems
functioned satisfactorily.
One software modification was required during EOVV B operation ........
(SWCR-S4019, buffer _-16). Its purpose was to insure that all-
EOVV momentum sample data was utilized in the ,-orbital Z-axis
momentum prediction computations. Different sequencing in EOVV
B operations caused some sample ° to be ignored. Buffer 16 was ................
implemented on December 3, 1978.
The sun angle did swing back positive around the mid-point of
the EOVV B operation period (see Figure 2-8). However, its
magnitude (_27 degrees) and duration (_ 20 days) were not
sufficient enough foL the EO_V A orientation to significantly
increase the CMG 2 thermal environment _ver that obtainable by
remaining in the EOVV B orientation; and therefore did not
warrant a temporary tranSition back to the EOVV A orientation.
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, , Table 2- 7 .. - Pertinent APCS Commands for the EOW A_to.EOW B Maneuver :
.....................
I_ TIME SITE PASS COMMAND
(November 2, 1978)
306: 14" 24:42 ACN 2182 Implement excessive interrupt patch
- 306: 17: 44:37 MAD 2184 CMG momentum bias
306: 17: 45:21 MAD 2184 _ Enable gravity gradient dump
306: 17:47:08 MAD 2184 Display commanded maneuvering, time
_.. 306: 19: 22:00 bIAD_ 2185.1 Set maneuver time = 46_minutes
306: 19: 23:37 bIAD i 2185.1. Set. TACS firing limit.= 20 MIBs .
306: 19: 25:14 MAD 2185.1 Display EOWB flag, (Ioc: 0ICE)
!'i 306: 20: 45: 15. BDA 2186 _ Load FPSI Buffer 15 .
306: 22:26:10 BDA I 2187 Navigation .update
L_
i
._:: (Kovember 3, 1978)
307: 01: 25:03 GDS 2189 Display interrupt enable mask (loc: 0096:
!: 30?: 01: 52:30 ACN 2189.1. Implement Buffer 15
_ 307: 03: 01: 47. GDS 2190 Load excessive interrupt patch.
i_ 307:09.51: 17. AGO 2194 Zi rate gyro bias = 1 LSB
307: 19: 42:51 BDA 2200_ Set erb =-3 LSBs .....
307: 21: 19:41 BDA 2201. set.AeTl_I: 0
307: 21: 20:40 BDA 2201 set eTL 2 rain : 0
30.7:21: 21:34 BDA 2201 ....... set. eTL 2 max = .6 _
307: 21: 22:41 BDA r 2201 Display commanded, maneuver time
307: 22: 44:45 GDS 2203 Enterdelaycd ZLV command:. (Delayed
maneuver schedule tobegin.308: 01: 41: 53"
307: 22:45::32 GDS 2203 Inhibit CMG auto reset
(November 4 1978):
308: 00: 20:48 GDS. 2205 Enable switehover to standby mode
308:.00:22:.24 GDS 2205 Enable TACS Control
308:00: 34:30 BDA 2206 Xl.rate gyro bias_= 0 .....
• 308: 00: 35:18 BDA 2206. X3 rate.gyro btaa = 0
30B:00: 36:06 BDA 2206 X2 rate gyro bias = 0
..... 6_
m B I _ I
_ Table 2-7. - Pertinent APCS Commands for the EOW A to EOVVB Maneuver '..........i ......i-1
(Continued) ....
I I
TXMR(GMT) SITE PASS,, , COM_M_AJCD
• a0$: 00: 53:03 ACN 2207 Select solar inertial mode
308: 00: §3:39 ACN ... 2207. Set maneuver time = 36 minutes
308: 00:54::49 ACN 2207 Display EOVV B flag
308: 01: 58:48 GDS 2208 Set EOVV B flag
308: 01: 59: 43, GDS 2208 Set eTN = 0.3
308: 02: 00:21 GDS 2208 ......... Set K#z = 0 ..........
308: 02: 00:55 GDS" 2208 Set ATD = 5 seconds
i:i 308: 02:09:_26 BDA 2209. Y1 rate g'yro bias .= 0:02: 10:23 9 3 te yr = _.
308: 02: 11:05 BDA 2209 .... Y2 rate gyro bias- 0
308: 02: 25:39 ACNv 2210 Inhibit TACS contr_ol_____ ,
308:02:28:22 ACN -- 2210 Enter EOVV
308: 02: 28:50 ACN 2210 Attitude Maneuver (X = -188 °, ....
: le90,z: 10) (
308: 03: 49: 39_ BDA 2212 . Inhibit switchover to standby mode
308: 05: 12:42 GDS. 2213 . Set K_z = ,.2
308: 05: 13: 40. GDS 2213 Set _eTN = 0,0§
308: 08: 14:40 GDS 2213 XI _'ate gyro bias =2,LSBs _
308: 0§: 15:33 . GDS 2213 X3 rate gyro bias = -2 LSBs
308: 05: 16:26 GDS. 2213 Z1 rate 8"yro bias = -2 LSBs
308: 05: 17: 36_ GDS .. 2213 ......... Z3_rate gyro bias = I LSB
308: 05: ].8:33 GDS 2213 X2 rate gyro bias = 2 LSBs
30.8:.05:19:.31 _ GDS _ 2213, Z2 rate gyro bias = -2 LSBs _ _
308: 06:50:16 GDS. 2214_.._ Y1 rate g_rro bias = 2 LSBs .................. ,
308: 06: §1:15 GDS 2214 Y3 rate gyro bias = 3 LSBs
309: 06:51:_58 GDS_ 2214 Enable CMG auto. reset
308: 06: 52:41 GDS 2214. Display interrupt, e__nablemask .
'1
I
2.2.1_ EOVV B to SI Acquisition
In concert with the decision of "December 19, 1978 tO I
! discontinue plans .for a Skylab reboost or deorbit mission was i
the directive to maintain Skylab operations until further
!! specific plans were developed. Presumably these plans wouldprovide for an orderly shutdown of Skylab after first collecting
_ii scientific and engineering data from the onboard _ systems and!_ .
ii_ experiments. Skylab _as then_commltted to remain in the EOVV B_
_ attitude as a holding pattern.. Subsequently MSFC and JSC were i
directed to investigate the possibilities of.controlling oro i
iii influencing Skylab reentry. A decision with respect to
_ maintaining Skylab operations had to be made prior to the end of i
!_I January 1979 because the sun angle (_) would go through zero_
_ heading positive at that time. If Skylab remained in the EO.VV B
attitude past this time, the temperature of the bearings on CMG ....
#2 would drop enhancing the conditions forCMG #2 anomalies, i
Since the possibility of controlling Skylab reentry could no.t be I
positively ruled out, the decision was made by NASA to return !4
_ Skylab to the solar inertial attitude until a decision could be ...............................j
i reached relative to Skylab reentry control.. The primary reason..
for acquiring solar inertial rather switching from EOW. B to
EOW A was the reduced operational maintenance required while_i_ ...........
the solar.inertial control mode_
,!- Therefore, on January 25, 1979, Skylab was maneuvered from EOVV
B to the solar inertial attitude using the delay SI. maneuver.
feature incorporated into the flight software for the. Skylab
Reactivation Mission. This feature allowed phasing of the
maneuver relative to orbit position without regard to station
coverage and the maneuver to SI was accomplished without using
any TACS-impulse. A time history of'the DCS commands for this •
event is_presented in Table 2-i.
The aerodynamic drag with Skylab in the solar inertial attitude.
was dependent upon the sun angle but in. all cases was much more-
than the drag experienced in EOV_. Therefore,. with the
acquisition of the SI attitude, Skylab,s return_ to earth was ......
accelerated as shown in Figure 2-1__
Following SI acquisition a 5 degree, roll maneuver was commanded
about the X axis to expose CMG #2 to. more sunlight. This.
maneuver was performed to help prolong the lifetime of CMG #2.
I .
.3 .............
Pable 3-8.,, Pertinent APCS Commands for the SI Acquisition on January 25, 1970
w ]l : | i a i n i ..... , J, • i
,-,. TIME GMT SITE" PASS COMMAND
"* • I i i e• t *.
(JanUary '_4, 1979)
024:15: 52:40 GDS 3371 • Set erb -- .015625
024:17: 41:50 BDA 3372,1 Display commanded maneuver time, DSBTAU
(loe 6FDA) t
024:17:43:21 BDA. 3372 .I Display GG dump halfangle (lee?00E) 1o ......
024:21:01:25 AGO 3374 CMG glmbal rate limit= I degree/second
024: 21: 02:50 AGO 3374 Display CMG gi.mbalrate limlt(lee 01D8) ............................
024: 21: 05:40 AGO - 3374 Navigation update
i
i. (January 25, 1979)
i 025: 05: 29: 25. MAD 3379 CMG momentum bias025: 05: 30:34 AD 3379 Set TAGS firing limit = 40 MIBsL.
025:05:31:51 MAD 3379 Display TACS firinglimit(lee01CC) ....... I
: 025:05:33:34 MAD 3379 Command delayed solar.inertial mode
!,
!._ 025:05:34:15 MAD 3379 Display interruptenable mask .(!oc0096) ..............[
_ 025: 05:35:00 MAD 33?9 Enable switch over to standby _
_ 025:08:28:44 BDA 3380 .I Enable TACS control ........................
!."
i
i_ 025: 09; 47:05 - - Delayed Sl entry
i 025:I0:05:02 BDA 3381.1 _ X1 rate gyro bias = 0
025:I0:05:28 BDA 3381.1 X3.rate gyro bias = 0
025:I0:05:54 BDA 3381.1_ YI rate gyro bias _=0
I 025:I0:06:17 BDA 3381.1 . Y3 rate gyro bias = (I025: I0:05:49 BDA 3381.1 ZI rate_gyrobias.= 0 -
025:10: 07:23 BDA - 3381.1 Z2 rate gyro bias = 0
025: 11:34:04 GDS 3381.3 SelectAC_ SS 1 and 2 for X axis, SSRM enabled
025: I1:34:44 GDS .... 3381.3 Select ACQ SS 1 and 2 for Y. axis, SSRM enabled
'. 025:LI: 55:39 MAD 3381.5 Command.maneuver bias (X = 5°, Y = 0°, Z : 0°)
025: 16: 23:02 GDS 3383.2 Inhibit TACS control
025: 16: 24:41 GDS 3383.2 Inhibit.switch over to standby mode -
025:18:08:56 BDA , 3385 X2 rate gyro.bias = 0
025: 18: 09:55 BDA 3385 Y2 rate gyro.bias _ 0
025: 18:I0:49 BDA 3385. Z3 rate gyro bias = 0
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2,2..11 Tea Control ACquisition from SI
On May 19 and 2Z, 1979_ the T_rque Equilibrium Attitude (TEA).
software patch. (SWCR 4022, Memory Load Buffers 18 through 22)
was upllnked to the ATMDC flight program. This patch provided
the capability to maintain attitude control of the vehicle to .o
within a few hours of Skylab reentry. This was possible because
in a TEA attitude, aerodynamic torques counterbalanced _ravlty.
"-- gradient torques and gyroscopic torques.
The TEA attitude control law was developed after the decision
was made to abandon plans for a Skylab neboost/deboost mission.
This control law was unique because it was the first spacecraft .....
control scheme which used upper atmospheric aerodynamic torques
to desaturate CMG momentum. In the normal. Sl Skylab Mode, CMG
momentumwas managed by dumping excess momentum using gravity
gradient torques. In a TEA attitude, the aerodynamic torques.
and gravity gradient to/ques are equal and opposite. By
offsetting the vehicle slightly from this attitude the relative
_ magnitudes of the gravity gradient and aerodynamic torques can
_ be increased or -decreased as desired to.. maintain the CMG
momentum at the desired state. The TEA control law was
developed, pi_ogrammed and ve;_ified between January and May,
i 1979_
There were several TEA-attitudes and each resulted in different
atmospheric drag on the vehicle. The limiting factors in
_: maintaining control were meeting the electric power "requirements
and being in a dense enough atmosphere to generate the desired
aerodynamic_ torques. Most of the TEA attitudes were unuseable
because the Skylab solar, arrays could not collect sufficient
solar energy to run the various Skylab systems in the specified
attitude. Other attitudes could be used only during a range of
certain sun angles and below certain altitudes. Two of the
usable attitudes, the. T275 and TI21G are shown in Figure 2-17.
The T275 attitude has a smaller projection of surface area into
the direction of flight and a corresponding lower atmospheric
drag than the TI21G attitude._ By maneuvering between_TEA
attitudes the drag on the vehicle could be modulated to slow or
speed the.. desired descent rate of Skylab. This provided the
capability . to shift the reentry timeseveral orbits if ...................
necessary. I
Based on early reentry predictions of mid June, 19.79, initial i
procedures were developed to begin TEA operations in the TI21G.
attitude on May 26, 1979. At this time the vehicle altitude was --
' predicted to. be approximately 15Z n.m. and the sun angle profile
r such.that the Tl21G attitude would supply sufficient solar power--
i from this point to the predicted reentry. However as the time
approached, it became _pparent that Skylab was not reentering as
fast as predicted and reentry slipped to early July, 1979.
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AS a result of this delay in reentry,, a maneuver from TI21G to
TI21P or T275 would be required to provide sufficient power over
the sun angle range from 26 of May to reentry. Because of this__
!_ and.the fact that Skylab would be around 157 n.m. on 26 May, it
was decided, to delay TEA operations and stay in 8I control until
late June, 1979. In the June. 18-20 time frame, Skylab altitude
would be-approaching its lower.limit f_r SI control (14_ nm) and
the sun angle would be such that th_ T121P (Figure 2-18)_
• attitude would provid_sufficient-power all the way to reentry.
In addition to requiring only one TEA orientation for solar
power, this delay provided additional benefits. More time was
available, for TEA control analysis; development Of procedures
for power management, rate gyro bias compensation, TEA parameter
updating, and contingencies; and ground controller training.
i On May 2Z/, the altitude of the vehicle was approximatel_ 16__
iiI n.m. Skylab could.be controlled in the SI Mode only until .....................
_ approximately 14Z n.m. The Skylab descent rate and expected
solar activity indicated that this altitude _ould be reached
!_, near June 18-2Z. Because of the sun angle at this time, the .
i;i Tl21P-attitude was the most favorable of th_TEA attitudes that .
i: were available. This attitude, shown in Figure 2-18 w_s_near
il perpendicular to the orbital plane and the velocity vector, and
provide a high atmospheric drag on.the vehicle. _
The sun angle would allow sufficient power for_ the TI21P_
attitude through the end of July, _o,hich was well past the I
_ predicted reentry time. Als_, as reentry neared greater ...........]I! atmosphenic density would allow the T275 attitude to be useableIt was planned to use the TI21P and T275 attitudes for drag
modulation durinq the final 36. hours prior to reentry if the
predicted reentry occurred during a highly populated orbit .......
On June 17_, preparations were begun for the TI21P attitude
acquisition by uplinking the desired TEA control, parameters.
(All APCS commands pertinent to the TEA acquisition are shown in
Table 2-9). On June 19, the SLORE_ matrix, was. uplinked and
sectors 58 and 59 of the fliqht program were transmitted by
memory dump to. verify that all TEA variables were correct.
Computer timing was._ then selected in order to prevent
computational overflows assocfated with the sun timing scheme at
low altitudes, At 21:23 GMT on June 19, the five degree offset.
about the axis was removed. All preparations were then complete
for. the TI21P acquoisition on J//ne__@.
At 3:14 GMT, June 2@., the delayed ZLV commands..containing the _
time to start TEA.acquisition and the ZLV offsets.were uplinked.
At 4:5_ GMT, TACS control was reenabled. At 8:17 GMT, the- CMG.
gimbal rate limit was increased to 2 degrees/second to allow for i
more contnol authority during acquisition and initial phases of
.7 ...........................
iL
I
_ t Tabl.e.2-9. Pertinent APCS Commands.for.-the TEA Acquisition on Junv 20, 1979 .............
I-
I
TIME (GMT) [ SITE PASS COMMAND "
I.
(June 17,%979).
168: 00: 19:63 GDS 4459 _ Update eTLN1
• 168_ 01: 49:29 GDS 4460 Update eTLN2 ................
168: 01: 50:22 GDS 4460 Update eTLN3
168: 01: 50:50 GDS, 4460 Update KDTHX
168: 01: 51:23 GDS 4460 UpdateKDTHZ
166: 01: 51:51 GDS _ 4460 Update KEF
168: 01: 52: 19_ GDS ' 4460 Update DTHL1 .
" •166: 01: 52: 45.. GDS 4460 . Update DTHL2 ........
168: 04: 57:45 .... GDS ,._ 4462 Update DTHL3.
169:O_4:58: 07". GDS 4462 . Update DPHL1
168: 04: 58: 45 GDS 4462. Update DPHL3 •
168: 04: 59:29 GDS 4462 Update DELl
168: 04: 50:57 GDS 4462 Update DEL2
168: 05:00:17 GDS 4462 Update DEL3
168:_05: fl0:41 GDS 4462 Update TDESAT_
' 168: 05: 01:04 GDS 4462 Update DPHSCL
168: 06: 33:._3 GDS 4463 Update maneuver time
(June 18, 1979)
169: 00: 13:04 GDS 4473 Navigation Update
(June 19, 1979).
170:00:11:03 • GDS 4486 Navigation Update.
170: 19: ._6:51 GDS 4496.1 Update slope, matrix _
ii 170: 19: 47:27 GDS_ 4496.1 Memory. dump (s_ectors 58 and 59)
170: 21: 19:56. GDS 4497_.1. Select .computer.timing
170: 21: 23:06 GDS 4497,1 Remove 5 degr.ee bias in X I
(June 20, 1979)
171: 03: 24:39 I BDA 4500,1 Delayed _LV commanded
6_
!/
Lr_
Table 2-9. Pertinent APCS Commands for the TEA Acquisition on June 20, 1979. (
_. (Continued)
. i
TIME (QMT) SITE PASS COMMAND
171: 04: 48' 25 BDA 4501 __ Update AMIB
171: 04: 49"36...... BDA 4501' ,. Enable.TACS.
!_ 171: 04:.51:36 BDA, 4501. Navigation Update
i_ 171: 06: 21:44 GDS 4502 Enable switohover to standby
,_ 171:06:42:51 GDS 4502 Update£MIB
:_ 171:.08: 17:06 AGO 4503 CMGRate Limit.= 2 degrees/second
171: 12: 55-00. - ..... ZLV Maneuver initiated
171:13:_00:53 _ AGO 4504.1 CMGCa_e
171:13: 14:04 ACN 4504.2 __ Update X1 rate _ro drift ......
171: 13:14:29 ACN 4504.2 .- Update X3 rate Leyro drift
171: 13: 14:55 ACN . 4504.2 Update Zl_ratm g'yro.drift .._
_ 171: 13:15:20 ACN ..... 4504.2 ._ Update Z2 rate gTro drift
171: 13: 15:56 ACN .............. 4504.2 Enable CMG_control
171: 13: 16: 21. ACN 4504.2 Enable TEA control
171: 13:-17:06 ACN 4504.2 Update .A bIIB (
171: 13: 17:51 ACN 4504.2 Update maneuver time
171:1_: 15:16 ACN_ 4504.2 ....... Enable TACS
171: 16:33:25_ MAD 4505 Update X1 rate gyro drift
171: 16: 34:13 MAD. 4505. Update X3 rate gyro drift
!.i 171:16:.35:_00 MAD 4505_. Update Zl rate 1Drto di'ift
171: 16: 35:46 MAD 4505 Update Z2 rate [uyro drift
1,71:-16: 36:03 MAD 4505 Update maneuver time
(June 21, 1.979)
172: 02:04:.11 - ACN. 4511 CMG _'ate limit =1 degree/second..
70 ...... (
TEA control. The maneuver Sequence for going from solar
inertial to TI21P is shown in Figure 2-19. The delay ZL_
maneuver was initiated_ at 12_53 GMT while the vehicle._as_
outside of site coverag@. At 13:01 GMT, shortly after the
i Santiago station was acquired,, the CMGs were caged to the
! momentum desired for the new TEA attitude ....At 13:13 GMT, the ........
maneuver to the TEA attiude was complete.
When_ the Ascension station was acquired, new rate gyro biases
" were uplinked. These biases had been previously analzzed and.
were designed to offset the strapdown reference drift toward a ....
favored direction.. The vehicle could be. controlled with these_
! biases until the correct rate gyro. biases could be computed.
i_!, NeXt,control_wasCMGcontrOlinitiated.Wasreen bled to terminate'CMG caging and TEA__
The to.tal maneuver to TEA control, including the offset ZLV
i maneuver and CMG cage used approximately 7ZZ, ib-sec of TACS
: fuel._ Once. TEA control was activated., no TACS was required
until reacquisition of TE_ control_ on June 24........
The. correct rate gyr.o biases were computed as a function of the
_ ACQ SS data and the s_rapdown reference._ Procedures. had_been_
.i developed to slightly reorient the TI21R attitude so. that the._.
ACQ SS's. would acquire sun presence. Rate. gyro bias information
was then computed each orbit and new biases.were uplinked as
!i required The first set. of_ biases foll_wing TEA acquisition
were _uplinked between. 16:33 and 16:36 GM_.
Several hours after. TEA acquisition, it was noticed that small
errors were .beginning to accumulate in the TEA.. reference,
quarternion (QBL) causing the QBL elements to become .....
unnormalized._ An analysis of the flight program showed that
................................this was due to computational drift caused-by truncation in the
ATMDC._ Th/s problem was temporarily solved by developing buffer
TI4. which reinitialized the QBL quaternion to nominal values.
This patch was implemented three times between June 21 and June
22_while.a permanent p@tch was being dgveloped. _
The permanent patch, s_ecified-by SWCR 4Z23 and implemented in
Buffer. 23 was uplinked _une 22. This patch renormaliz, u the QBL.
quaternion approximatoly_once__per- orbit and corrected the.
effects of-the QBL drift. This was the last software patch
implemented into the ATMDC.
....................................................................." ...................... I
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................ 2.2.12 Tea C0ntrPl. Re_cquisltlon
To support the- normal- maintenance of TEA control, the slope
....... matrix was programmed to receive updates by ground uplink. This
was a 3 by 3 matrix relating the momentum errors to attitude
errors about the torque equilibrium attitude. This slope matrix
was a function of atmospheric-density and the TEA attitude.
. Since atmospheric density was increasing with the ....vehicle_
descent, the slope matrix required periodic adjustment.
i At 16_13 GMT-on June 24, the first slope matrix update since TEA
_' acquisition was uplinked. However, the flight program required
that the slope matrix elements be commanded in row order, but it
was uplinked from the ground in column order. This meant that
ii the elements in the slope matrix were reversed and the flight.
_ p_ogram had actually received the transpose of the desired
_ matrix. With an incorrect slope matrix, the vehicle cannot
_ proper!y manage the CMG-momentum and will._slowly lose attitude
control.
The first_ pass through the TEA control calculations with the
_ transposed slope.matrix occurred after the telemetry station was_
_ lost. T_here was no indication, of a problem until the next
_ station acquisition occurred at 17:44 GMT. The telemetry data
from this station showed_that the CMG momentum was becoming
saturated, TEA control parameters were off-nominal, TACS had
!_ been used and that, in general, TEA control authority was being
_i lost. An analysis of the DCS commands issued during the
!' previous pass was made and it was discovered that the transpose
ii_ of the slope matrix had been transmitted.
A contingency TEA control reacquisition procedure had been
previously developed for 'use_ during the initial TEA control ....
................acquisition. Although this contingency procedure was developed.
- assuming that TEA control might be lost duello an offset in the .
assumed X axis center of pressure, it .also applied to the.
current situation. The commands necessary for the procedure.
were alIeady resident at the ground stations and were readily
available. The reacquisition procedure was executed when the
next station coverage occurred over Madrid. (All pertinent APCS
commands issued during TEA control reacguisition are shown_in
Table 2-10). _.
First, the maneuver time was updated to 20 minutes for the
upcoming ZLV maneuver. Next, the CMG rate limit was increased
to 2 degrees/second for added CMG control authority. TEA
control was .then inhibited, the allowable minimum Impulse Eits_
(MIBS)
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Table |-10. Pertinent APCS Commands foe the TEA.Control Ruoquleitign on
..... June 24, 1979
It- _ •.... , • I II I i n I ......... i ii inn
TIME (GMT) SITE , PASS COMMAND
I IL .I II I
(June 24, .1979)
I
175:16: 12: 35, MAD ...... 456.7 ......... Slope Matrix Update (elements reversed)
175: 16: 12:48 MAD 4557.__ ETLN1 : 0. I
175: 16: 13:17 MAD. 4557. ETLN3 : -0.7
175: 19: 18: 29. MAD 4559 Update.maneuver time (20 minutes)
'_ 175z_19:.19: 20. MAD ............ 4559. CM_ rate limit_= 2 de[tees/second ......
!_, 17_5_9: 19: 32. _ MAD. 4559 Inhibit TEA control
UPdate AMIB
Enable TACS ....
Enable CMG control ......
Select ZLV ,_,
175: 19: 19:63 __ MAD. 4559 ........ Attitude maneuver to desired ZLV offset
i,_ 175: 19: 20:19 MAD._ 4559. Inhibit CMG control
i 175: 19: 20:30 MAD . 4559 _ CMG Cage_
i 175: 19: 20: 43. MAD 4559 ETLN1 : 0.0
ii
5: 20: 3 :3 GDS...... 60. Slope Matrix Update (Elements corrected).
175: 20: 30: 55_ GDS 4560., Enable TACS control
175: 20:31:90 GDS. 4560 Enable CMG.control
175: 20:$1=42 GDS 4560 Enable TEA c,ontA.ol
175: 20: 52:.2,2, MAD 4560.1 ETLN1 = O. 05
175: 22: 06: 10_ GDS ..... 4561 CMG rate limit = 1 de[rr.ee/second,.
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DeE half orbit expended by the TACS was increased to _00 MIBs
and TACS and CMG control were reenabled to initialize the TACS
counters. ZLV was then selected-and the desired ZLV offsets
were uplinked. This commanded the vehicle to maneuver back to
the TI21P attltude. Next, CMG control was inhibited and the.
CMGs were caged to th_nominal Tl21P_,values,
'i! When the Goldstone station., was acquired at 20:29 GMT,_the
:_' vehicle was back in the Tl21P. attitude with the CMG's in the
. desired momentum state. The correct slope matrix was upllnked_
i and TACS control, CMG control and TEA control were then .reenabled. An orbit later , it.was seen that TEA control was
? performing properly. The CMG rate limit was then reduced back
i:I to one degre./second,The entire process of losing TEA control and. reacquiring TEA
control used approximately llZZ ib f-sec of TACS fuel_ Although
this fuel usage had been unplanned, there was still sufficient ....
fuel r_m_ini_g for any required maneuvers prior to. reentry.
i_ 2.2.13 Skylab Reentry
i
_i Following acquisition of TEA c_)ntrol, detailed procedures were
_.... develope_d which would provide flight controllers with a limited
!_ amount of: reentry control capability Procedures to maneuver.
_i
_ Skylab from the hlgh-drag TI21P attitude to a low-drag TEA
_i (T275) or ZLV_ attitude were developed to pro.vide a means of! !
!i shifting the reentry prediction. By maintaining a low-drag
attitude, the. orbit lifetime_could be extended over .that in the
TI21P attitude. This would make it possible to shift the
predicted reentry from an orbit o.f high population density to
one w/_k a lower population density .......
'i Since several factors indicated that TEA control (Tl21P_or. T275
,_ and TACS only control could not be reliably maintained below 80.
n.m., procedures were also developed to initiate a. random ......
vehicle_ tumble .... A random tumble, results in a predictable
average dragwhich can be used in reentry predictions.. By
controlling the time at which the vehicle drag changed due to a ......
tumble, the impact prediction accuracy could be maintained.
- However, if the tumble occurred at some unknown time due to a
loss of TEA or TACS only c.ontrol, the imp.act prediction would be......
d_.graded ..
Beginning on July 9 at 48 hours prior to predicted reentry and
each six hours thereafter, NORAD supplied NASA Headquarters_
MSFC-and JSC with Skylab tracking data and reentry predictions.
Communications between these centers was constantly maintained
over a telecommu_i_ations_net.w_ork loop_.....Decisions pertaining to
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executing procedures for shifting Skylab reentry were made by ,d
NASA Headquarters under a set of prevlously defined groundrules.
The- NORAD data received between the 48 and 18 hour-to-go time
points indicated that Skylab would reenter during a low ....
population density orbit. The decision at each 6 hour point
during this interval was therefore to continue in the TI21R
attitude as long as the control authority and station coverage.
permitted. The 12 hour-to-go NORAD data confirmed the previous
reentry predictions. Based upon the favorable reentry
predictions, the available station coverage, and increasing_
difficulty in maintaining vehicle control., the decision was made
tO command a tumble at 07:45 GMT .on July ii.
The APCS commands issued .in preparation for reentry are shown in .......
Table 2-11, The slope matrix was updated for the last time at
i 3:35 GMT_ July II and the last navigation update was issued at_.
3:38 GMT. At 4:54_GMT, the TACS firing limit was updated.to its.
maximum value in preparation for the tumble. At 6:26 GMT, a
delayed SI_acquisition command was uplinked with the maneuver
indication time corresponding to 7:45 GMT. While maneuvering to
_ SI, the aerodynamic torques increased significantly causing the
APCS to fire TACS in an attempt to maintain control... When the
TACS was expended control authority was lost and.the aerodynamic
torques put the vehicle_into a tumble..
In order to save battery power and.ensure telemetry for the..
remaining station passes., commands were issued at 8:21 GMT to-
remove power from the CMGs. Because • of spurious commands_•
associated with switch .selectio_ 3, the CMG power off commands
were later reissued for CMG #i and CMG #2. At 9:39 GMT the
standby mode was selected and at 9L43 GMT the APCS was powered
off.
On subsequent, passes, the APCS was powered.back on to allow
flight controllers to receive-ATMDC'telemetry. When the APCS
was powered up for the. last time over the Ascens_pn_.tation,
ATMDC data showed that the rate gyros were saturated in all
three axes which meant that the vehicle rates were greater than
1 degree/second. The p_wer system data indicated that the.solar.
panels were beginning to. separate from the vehicle. The
Ascension station was lost at 16:06 GMT, and Skylab reentered
p L!pr to acquisition qf the next ground station.
i
J
Table 2-11. Pertinent APES_Commands ffor-Skylab Reenn'y
TIME (GMT) .SITE _ PASS COMMAND
I_.._ i
(July lo, 1979).
191: 17: 59:20 BDA 4774 U.pdate..slop3 me.ix,.
I91: 18: 00:10 BDA 4774 . Update maneuver time
191: 19:21:.33 GDS _ 4775. UpdateEMG momentum bias_..
191:19:.22:.11 GDS 4775_ Memory dump (Sector§6)
191_20:,52: 43. GDS 4776 Up date_DTHL1 ......."
191: 20: 53: 09. GDS. 4776_ Update DTHL3 _
191: 20: 53: 39. GDS 4776 CMG Rate Limit..= 2 degrees/.second
(.J.uly.11, !979)
192:_03:_35:29 ACN 4778 Update Slope Matrix ....
192:03:37:53 ACN 47.78 leavigationUpdate
192: 04: 53:44 AGO 4779 Upflate_MIB..
192: 06: 25: 37. AGO..... 4781 Delayed SI commanded ...
192: 07:.45:00 .... SI Maneuver Initiated (begin tumble)
192: 08:20:56 MAD. 4783 ,. C_G I powdered,off.
192:08:_i:II MAD 4783 CMG _ powered off
192: 08: 21: 26. MAD 4783._ . • CMG 3 powered off.. -,,,
192:09:38:09 BDA 4784 CMG .Ipowered off.
192: 09:38:47 BDA 47_84. Select standby mode
192: 09: 42:,51, BDA 4784 APCS powered off ....
192:09: 52:58 MAD 4784.i APCS.powered on
•, 192: 11:11:.33 BDA 4785 CMG 2 powered off_
192.: 11: 25: 00_ MAD 4786 APCS po_vered_off
192: 15: 46: 49. BDA 4790. "APCS powered on...
- 192: 15: 49:26 BDA 4790 AP.CS powered off
....................192: 16: 01:31 ACN. 479.1 APCS powered on
.: 192: 16: 37:2.8 ....... Reentry
__ - .--y , ,,,
7v (
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2.3 ALTITUDE CONTROL MAINTENANCE
An essential part of the reactlvatlon, mlsslon was the activity
..... required to maintain the vehicle in the varSous attitudes that.
were operational between SI acquisition on June 9, 1978 and
reentry on July Ii, 1979._ In order to maintain attitude
control, the ATMDCuelemeCry, APCS hardware data and the vehicle
.... environment: _ required considerable analysis. The following
sections describe the maintenance_ required for attltude.controlof the EOVV, solar_.irte_tia/__an_l__, cont ol m des.
[_
i_ 2.3.1 .......................................EOVV Maintenance
lI_.i The EOW operations began on 6/11/78 and a£ter two early! anomalies (refer. to Sections 2.2_4 and 2.2.6)the EOW attitude ..
was maintained from 7/25/.78 until 1/25/7.9.. The EO.VV A attitude
!i (MDA Forward) was maintained continuously from 7/25/78 until
i ll/4/78:when Skylab was maneuvered 180 degrees to .the EOW B.
iE attitude (MDA trailing). The EOVV B attitude was, then
_i maintained continuously from 11/4/78 until 1/25/79 when Skylab
<! was maneuvered to the Solar. Inertial attitude after it was
_i decided that Skylab cOuld not be saved.
il
I:i Several ground support operstions were required to maintain.
_._ EOVV. These ground support functions included:
i) software modification £o aid EOW management and
provide new operating capabilities;
_}.
2) manual attitude correction commands to. account for.
movemen_ithe Solar inerti'al reference;
!
3) adjustment of the desired system momentum reference;
4) rate gyL'o drift compensation updates to account for
varying effects of rate gyro scale factor errors; and
5) generation of navigation parameters which minimized
transients induced by periodic update%, ......................
8 ...........
i
i
I
In addition., to these functions, infrequent ground updates were ,q
also made to a few EOVV parameters to increase or decrease EOVV i
capabilities, within llmlts, of stability, as a function of the.
sun angle and to adjust, to conditionswhich existed at the time .........................
(i.e., momentum level). <
2,3.1.1 EOVV Software Modifications ...................
_ Memory load buffers ii through 16 were implemented into the .i!flight software .during the EOVV maintenance period. These
, modifications eliminated computational effects due to ....
:s:. c.ross-coupling and limlting, reduced dependence upon ground,
.._,. support, provided new capabilities, and. de-sensitized the
_ onboard s.ystem to transients.. A summary of the effect, these
_' modifications had on EOVV_operation is as follows:
i,
I I)_ eliminated X, Y-axis cross-coupling into Z-axis .................................................................. EOVV s rapdown updates;
!. 2) eliminated EOVV Y-axis offset errors during
l.imiting.._
:
i_ 3) provided automatic adjustment of EOVV nominal
momentum
4) compensa__d EOVV Y-axis offset for_strapdown update
5.) provided. EOVV .B capability
6) modified orbit, momentum prediction in EOVV B
operation
2.3.1.2 S I Movement Correction
The flight software was designed., to use the Solar Inertial
reference system as its basic attitude reference frame and ....
computed all others, including, the-local vertical frame, upon .....
which the EOVV equations were based, with respect to it. As
described in Section 2..2.4, the. Solar Inertial reference is not
truly inertial but quasi-inertial due to movement of the orbit
plane and the sun.
The EOW _ control equations were .designed to account for this
movement. The ACQ SS data-was used for strapdown updates about
the SI X and Y axis and while orbital Z axis momentum changes
were _used for up_tes about the SI Z axis. The_ACQ SS provided
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an absolute measurement of the X and Y axis• SI referencedrlft.
However, the_onboard computation of-the orbital Z axis momentum
change provided a proportional measurement of the Z axis SI
reference dri£t. This measurement was sensitive to various
conditions (i.e., rate gyro scale factor, navigation and ..... I
computation accuracy, overall EOVV performance). In actual
operation, the EOW stabilty limits were exceeded with.gains
_ large enough to_account for all of the SI reference drift about
the Z axis. This was particularly true at large sun angles.
However, a built-in Capability to manually bias Z axis reference
updates was used through the EOW maintenance period to keep
onboard operations within the Capability of the EOVV Z-axis
_ strapdown update scheme. These manual biases, or er& updates,
_ were computed off-line as a function of the estimated SI
reference movement and were shown to vary with the sun angle.
Figure 2-28 shows a history of the-commanded e_b updates. The
amplitude and frequency of the e_b update history compares with •
the changes, in sun angle over thesame interval of time (Figure
2-4). A few deviations (i.e., around DOY 338) were in response ........
il .-- to off-nominal conditions existing at those particular times.
2.3.1.3 Desired Momentum Adjustment
_,_' Them EOVV control law managed system momentum by generating
i_ attitude offset commands, relative to the local vertical
i:_ reference, to maintain a desired momentum normal to the orbit
_ plane (eT )_- Twelve times.per orbit (approximately every 30
i degrees Wof orbit), EOVV control equations were excercised to .....
t
_i determine the s.ystem momentum accumulation normal to the orbit
I plane. Attitude offset commands were then generated to
•_ desaturate or dump the difference between the .......measured and
desired orbital Y momentum. •
The theoretical value-of orbital Y momentum was constant, for a •
given EOVV orientation, and was manually initialized following
acquisition of the EOVV. A and EOVV B orientations. It was ...........
necessary, however, to adjust eTN from time to time in order to
respond to existing operating conditions (i.e. ,_ EOVV
performance, rate gyro errors and failures, sun angle). These
eTN. adjustments were performed manually during the early phases
of EOVV operation. However, it was necessary to implement an
automatic.eTa adjustment capability into the flight software in
order to respond to eve.nts which could occur during the long
gaps.in station coverage (7-9 hours).
The automatic e,. adjustment capability was implemented (Buffer
12, SP'CR-S4006) on 9/8/79. All eTN adjustments after this date,
exclusive of the initial EOVV B value, were made automatically .............
by the flight software. Figure 2-21 showS the vS.lues of eTN
•, during _OVV A and EOVV B operation.
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"- ........ Z3 RATE GYRO FAILUREO
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2.3.1.4 .... Rate Gyro Drift Compensation
The EOVV control logi6 operated while vehicle attitude was ..........................
continuously being, maintained relative to the rotating local.
reference system. The APCS rate .....gyros were therefore
collectively measuring orbit rate. The vehicle Y-axis rate
gyros basically sensed a rate component equal to orbit rate ....
_. times the cosine of the. sun angle. Therefore,. the Y-axis rate.
measurement was always of the same polarity_ positive for EOW
A and negative foe EOVV B operation. The vehicle Z-axis rate
gyrosbasically sensed a rate component equal to orbit rate,
times the sine of. the sun angle, The magnitude and polarity of
the Z-axis rate measurement were. therefore directly dependent
upon, the magnitude and sine of the sun ang!_ cycle (see Figure.
2-8). The vehicle X-axis. maintained a small cyclic offset above
and below the orbit plane.,and thenefoxe,, on the average, sensed .
a zero.rate componento
One of the major.error _OUE.CeS during EOVV operations was-the
effect of rate gyro scale factor error on attitude reference.
drift. These effects, were so significant that the rate gyro
scale factor errors had to be manually determined and
compensated for throughout EOVV operations. The average Y and Z
_ axis rate. gyro scale factors were determined, as often as once.
_. per orbit, from the EOVV strapdown update_and rate integ.ral data .....................
telemetered from onboard systems.
_ After determining the average Y .and Z._axis scale factor error,
i_ the. average rate gyro drift, or. bias, compensation to counteract
the scale factor error was computed._ Rate. gyro drift
compensation was required since the flight software did not
provide a readily available capability to directlycompensate
for. scale factor errors, Figure 2-22 shows a history of. the
average Y and _ Z axis.dr, ift_..compensation commanded during EOVV
• operation.
The actual drift compensation commanded for an individual rate ....
gyro was computed to compensate for the measured average scale ....
factor error and, at the same timew_ to minimize .....the difference
between the. rate. integ.rlals in thah_axis ....
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The onboard navigation computations were pe,riodicallz updated
throughout the entire reactivation mission in order to maintain
an accurate navigation reference. It Has especially impQ;:tant.
I to maintain accurate navigation during EOVV operations. The.
!_ local vertical attitude reference used_in EOV_ computations was
directly dependent upon navigation data for the time_f_om_ orbit
m_dn..ght.
Navigation errors in the time of orbit midnight _¢ere directly
transferrable, to attitude error about orbital north. One degree
of attitude error was _roximately. equsl to fifteen seconds
error in the time of orbit mdni_ht___
Navigation updates were _ommanded, as required, to. prevent the
error in time of midnight from exceeding Z 60 seconds (+ 4 ........
degrees). Initially, these navigation updates were performed to
discre ely reset the er or in time.of midnight to zero (dis.cret
i update). However, analysis of the navigation errQr and the
uRdate procedure revealed two facts:
I)....The navigation errorl always built up. toward the
negative 60 second limit (computed midnight
_ lagging, actual midnight). This was.due to the ........
change in the orbit negression rate resulting
from Skylab altitude decay_
2) Discrete. updateswere resulting in attitude
error_ transients equivalent to the navigation
_ error when the update was performed. This
i_ caused perturbations in the EOW control oper-
ation .........
Examination _of the onboard navigation_equations revealed that hy
biasing one of the navigation update parameters (time between
ascending, node crossings:. T_) a reversal in navigation error
could be induced. By applying a large enough bias. an existing
error close to the. negative 6Z second limit could be smoothly
ramped toward, the positive 6@ second limit withou.t causing any
attitude transients. Restricting the bias to.. a. reasonable.
_: magnitude also ensure3 that. the natural drift due to.. decay in i
orbit altitude would overtake the induced drift before_the
, positi_e_6_ second_l_t would be exceeded_
[.
The smoothed, update procedure had an additional, effect, of
reducing tlne navigation update frequency. The navigation error ,,
was allowed to drift across the entire • 60 second error_ range_ .
instead of only across the 0--to -60 second range. Initlally.
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navigation updates were-performed once every one or two weeks.
This increased to daily updates at the end of the reactivation
mission.
2.3._ Solar Inertial (SI)•Maintenance
An important pair of Skylab reentry control was the ability to
maintain Skylab operating in the SI attitude until the
transition to TEA control could be accomplished. Several
factors dictated the requirement_to.remain in _he SI mode of
control. These were:
I) 9he time required to. develop and construct"
the TEA cont/_ol capability. .......
2[ An upper and lower altitude, limit, outside
of which, TEA control is_not possible.
3[ The ability to maintain EOVV control to
altitudes compatible.with TEA control was
not probable..because, of the limited momentllKL .
desaturat_on capability in EQVV control.
4). The ability to successfully acquire the desired
TEA control, attitudes was directly dependent_
upon the accuracy of the-onboard strapdowm
reference prior to the maneuver to the TEA
attitude._ The SI mode provided the most accurate
strapdown reference.system.
Preliminary analyses indicated co.ntrcl o.f Skylab in the SI mode
could_be maintained.until, the-vehicle reached approximately 150.
n.m. in altitude. This SI control limit was based upon data
which predicted Skylab woul_ reach a 150 n.m. altitude on May
24, 197_, a time which also corresponded .to the sur angle .....
passing through the-orbital plane (i.e., _ = - Z_. Subsequent_
__ ar_alyses determined that the SI control limit was dependent upon ..........
a combination of-the sun_angle and the atmospheric density; the
atmospheric densit_ being directly dependent upon altitude_ and
solar- activity. In an aerodynamic torque environment., the
maximum control authority was required from the CMG system as
the sun angle. Crossed the. orbit plane_ ...................
In_early April 1979, the Solar'activity dropped from a _2_value
to less than. nominal and remained near or below nominal through
Apr:il and May. This effort reduced the expected orbital decay
rate which eventually forced abandoning plans..to acquire TIilG
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TEA control on May 24, 1979. The initial TEA acquisition plans
had to be changed because the phasing requirements of sun-angle
versus altitude required for a successful reentry scenario using
TI21G TEA control was no longer satisfied, Because of the
higher than predicted altitude (157 n.m. vs. 15Z n.m.) on May
24, 1979, SI control was. maintained through the @ = Z crossing
and the SI control llmitwas revised to occur between Ju;'e 18
and June 24 when the sun angle again approached crossing the
orbit plane. The altitude projected for Skylab, consistent with
this .time frame, was 140 to 145 nm.
! The design of the momentum management system for SI control used
gravity gradient_torques to maintain a desired momentum state in......
i_ the CMG system. Control of the CMG momentum state was effected ....
Ii by a series of maneuvers (called GG dump maneuvers) performed -oeach orbit during the night phase of the orbit and an attitude.
_ adjustment (also each orbit) about the sunline (see Reference 3
and 4). These maneuvers and attitude adjustments were computed
automatically onboard based upon _kylab operating solely in a
gravity gradient torque environment. As the altitude of the .
Skylab decreased, the i fluence-of the aerodynamic torques on
I: the performance ofthe SI momentum management system became more
i_ pronounced and required CMG bias adjustments in order to._
maintain adequat% control of:" the-CMG momentum, and CMG gimbal
i_ excursions.
_ The_ influence _f aerodynamic, torques on SI momentum management
i first observed within two weeks after SIwas acquiring on
_, January 25, 1979. The al_'itude of Skylab was approximately 193 .....
_ nm when flight controllers observed an unexpected bias offset in.
the Z axis momentum. This was the first cue to the effects of ....
aerodynamic torques.on SI momentummanagement performance since
at that time the existing Skylab simulatons did hot.include
aerodynamic, models..
The aerodynamic torques experienced by Skylah in the_SI attitude
were cyclic in nature with a non-zero mean value and had a -
frequency of one cycle per orbi_ as compared to the two cycle
per orbit frequency off, he gradient torques. Depending upon the
per axis phasing o£ the aerodynamic torques relative to the.
expected gravity gradient torques, the onboard momentum ...........
management._ scheme would interpret the aerodynamic torque
component as a bias gravity gradient torque and compensate_
accordingly. This_compensation in turn caused the CMG momentum _
to operate about a bias value other than that commanded. This ...............
condition could lead to CMG gimbal stop encounters if unchecked.
A desired set of CMG stop values commandable through the ATM_C_.
DCS, had been established for the p[imary Skylab mission to
minimize CMG gimbal stop encounters. Now, the job was to
determine what CMG bias values to command to make the. CMG-system ........
operate about the set of desired bias values.
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Using simulatlon analyses and observing f].ight performance, a
procedure evolved to determine values for CMG bias commands
which forced the momentum management system to. keep the CMG
gimbals in a favorable operatlng region. PrediCted values for
the CMG bias commands versus elapsed time (i.e., predicted
altitude, sun angle)were generated to give flight Controllers
some expectations relative to. trends and magnitudes of the
commanded bias values. The limits of SI control were rapidly _
. approaching when_TEA control was acquired on June 2Z, 1979.
Control of Skylab in_the SI mode was maintained from January 25
to June 20, 1979 with the SI momentum management system
operating in an environment for which it was never intended and
i without using any TACS _impulse. The one dominant trait_
i_ exhibited by simulation . results with Sky_a_perating under ....
these conditions was that if a CMG gimbal stop encounter ever
i occurred, successful reacquisition of the SI operating_ mode was
highly improbable. Had such an event occurred, active .control
of Skylab would have most likely been_.terminat_d.
i!
_ 2.3.3 _ TEA Maintenance
!i
The TEA operations began.on 6/20/79 and, with only one exception
_• continued uninterrupted untili_ (refer to Section 2_2.12), °
7/11/79. At that time Skylab was maneuvered to the S_lar_
_ - Inertial attitude to. support reentry operations (Section
_ 2.2.13). A high drag torque equilibrium attitude, referred, to_
_• as the Tl21P-attitude, was maintained throughaut TEA_operations
(see Figure 2-3). The vehicle X-axis was oriented near the_.
' orbit normal with the positive X-axis pointing. South. The-
vehicle Y and Z axes were orie.nted near the orbit plane so that.-
the ATM and OWS solar arrays were trailing and approximately 45
degrees either side of the vehic/e velocity vector.
Several ground support functions were required in order to-
!_ maintain TEA operations. These ground support functions
included:
4
i) rate gyro drift compensation upda.tes to account for the .................
effects of rate gyro scale factor errors;
2) .TEA refere_c_ updates to account for small amounts of" °
drift in the attitude reference (also attributed
to rate gyro scale factor error);
3) nominal TEA._momentum updates to adjust the TI21_
orientation in order • to provide sufficient solar power
for Skylab Systems;
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_" _ 4) TEA control matrix (Slope Matrix) updates to account for_ ....
torque equilibrium changes due to nominal.TEA momentum
_-- updates and .altitude decay; _
i
_) TEA momentum error limit updates to provide increased
control capability as the .orbit altitude decreased; and_
6) generation of navigation updates which minimized trans-
ients induced by perio.dic updates.
In addition to these functions, two software modifications were
_ implemented soon after the TEA operations were initiated. Both
of these modifications were performed to maintain normalization[
_. of the TEA reference quaternion by eliminating computationaldrift, associated with reference updates_
Figure 2-23 shows the_altitude and san angle profiles during TEA
operations
_ 2.3..3..1 Rate Gyro Drift Compensation
The TEA control logic operated while vehicle attitude was
continuously being maintained_relative to the rotating local ......
• vertical reference system. The_APCS. rate gyros_were therefore
collectively measuring orbit rate. In the TI21P attitude, the
_ vehicle X-axis rate gyros were basically sensing the negative of
_ orbit rate. The vehicle Y and Z axes, being near th_erbit
_ plane, were sensing only a small component of orbit rate.
As with EOW, the effects of rate gyro scale factor errors on ._
attitude reference was a major concern during TEA operations.
: However unlike EOVV, the TI21P attitude did not vary
significantly and therefore once the gyro scale factor, error and.
compensation were determined they did not require continued .
updating.
%
i Once each orbit, while_ the vehicle attitude was maintained_
relative to the local vertical, the sun would pass through the
X-Z _lane of the vehicle. During the early days of TEA ........
:! operation this sun pass was such that the sun was _ithin the -
. fi ld f view of the ACQ SS. Several. times it was even within
the ACQ SS linear range._.
Although these sun passes did not always occur during real time
_ station coverage, the necessary_. ACQ SS and onboard attitude-
reference data was obtained by dumping and processing ASAP
recorder data. This data was pracessed on a Zerox Sigma 5
_ computer located at MSFC to determine the average scale factor
t
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recorder data. This data was_ p_oeessed On. a Zerox Sigma 5
Computer located a£ MSFC tO determine th_ avsrage_scale factor
error for a given axis and the rate gyro -drift compensation _
required• to counteract it. Th_ actual drift compensation
commanded for an individual rate gyro was computed tO compensate
for the measured average scale factor error and, at the same
time, to minimize the differente between the individual gyro
rate integrals in that axis.
Figure 2-24 shows a history of the_rate gyro drift compensation
commanded during TEA operations. The initial Compensation was _
commanded just prior to activating TEA operations. A large
negative X-axis bias was commanded because TEA controlLCOUld be
lost within one_to two o_its if an average bias of this nature
were requiredbut not available._ If compensation in the
opposite direction was needed, which it was, TEA control could ......
remain active until the true compensation was determined.
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2,3.3,2 _ TE_ Rpfor_nce Updates
r
i Throughout the TEA operation period small_updates were commanded
to adjust the TEA attitude_ reference, These updates were
relative to the local vertical reference system and corrected ......
for small magnitude drifts in the onboard attltude reference
quaternions. These drifts, were due to_ navigation drift wlthin_
the navigation update limits; and rate gyro scale factor errors
below the quantlzatlon level of the rate gyro drift compensation_
I_ command.
, The TEA reference updates were generated by comparlng the
nominal reference_ profile to a history of the actual TEA
reference data. One ormore orbits of TEA reference data were
required for this operation. This was.obtained from up to 3
consecutive orbits of ASAP-recorder data. The de-logged data
was manually input to a Zerox Sigma 5 computer located at MSFC
where it was processed to determine the required update. The
resulting update was then_ commanded to adjust the attitude
reference quaternions used for TEA control. Figure 2-25 shows a
history of the TEA reference updates.
2.3.3.3 Nominal TEA Momentum Updates
D'
The TEA control law automatically maintained the total system
momentum to. nominal values specified via DCS command. Every 30Z
seconds the difference between the actual and the nominal TEA
momentum was calculated. This momentum error was translated
through a matrix (SLOPE Matrix) which related momentum error to
attitude error relative to the torque equilibrium attitude. The
resulting attitude errors were used to automatically update the
TEA attitude reference such .....that the momentum error would
conver_e toward zero.
The nominal TEA momentum was defined relative to the local
vertical reference system and wasupdated several times during
TEA operations. The X and Z axis updates (eTL,_ and erL_) were
used to tilt the TI21P orientation relative tS_he orbit _ormal..
These adjustments in the TI21P attitude were made in unison with
changes in the sun angle to provide sufficient solar power for
TEA operations and, where possible, to provide ACQ SS data for
rate gyro compensation.
Updates in the Y axis (erLN_ ) did not effect the TI21P
orientation but were used to provide a favorable CMG gimbal
angle ....orientation to avoid gimbal stop encounters. Figure:2-26
shows a history of the nominal TEA momentum updates. There were
no updates after DOY 182. The power system and rate gyro
h ,
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compensation needs had settled to the polnt where it was more
important to stabilize the TI21P oc:i_.ntatlon..by m.._ink_,_ing a
eonst&nt value for the_nominal TEA momentum,


, ,,
2.3.3,4 • Slope Matrix Updates
The TEA. control or SLOPE matrix, relating momentum_error to
attitude_error about the torque eguilibrium point, was updated.-
several times during TEA. operations. The SLOPE matrix was
updated with each change in e. to account for the shift in..-.
the equilibrium attitude. Updates were also made-as a function
ofkorbit altitude to account for the increase in aerodynamic
torque as altitude • decreased. Figure 2-26 shows a history of
the_SLOPE matrix updates.
The first update on DO Y 175 was actually uplinked as the
transpose of the desired matrix. This resulted in an attitude
_ control transient as described in Section 2.2.12, The correct
matrix was uplinked approximately 3 orbits later after TEA
control had been reacquired. Based on observed and predicted
control performance, the SLOPE matrixs used from DOY 177 through
the first matrix on DOY I_i were all uplinked at one-half gain
to desensitize the TEA control operation, x
_ 2..3.3.5 TEA Momentum Error Limit Updates
The TEA momentum erro_ limit was updated five times during TEA --
operations. As shown in Figure 2-26 each update increased the
i! limit. This increase provided greater control authority as the
!_ orbit altitude decreased _and aerodynamic torques increased).
2.3.3.6 Navigation Up.dates
As with EOW, it was important to maintain an accunate
navigation reference during TEA operations. Any navigation _
error gave a corresponding attitude error about orbit North._
Navigation updates were commanded, as required, to prevent the
error in time of midnight from exceeding + 60 seconds (±4
degrees). As described in Section 2.3.1.5, the _moothed update
procedure was used so that navigation updates did not cause an
attitude error transient at the update time. At the end of the_
mission_ navigation updates were being_required, at .....least once
per day with T biases of 15 seconds_
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SECTION 3 ....
ATTITUDE CONTROL
3._ INTRODUCTION _
The actual control of the Skvlab attitude to the attitude .....
reference was done exactly as in the original mission. However,.
only the pointing control system (PCS) of the APCS was used;_ the
experiment pointing control system (EPCS) was disabled_ _
i °The major parts of the APCS were the rate, gyros, the sun
I'_=_ sensors, the star tracker (it had failed during the original
Skylah mission), the Apollo Telescope Mount__igital computer
i (ATMDC) , the workshop com.DuteT interface unit_ (WCIU),
i double-gimbaled control moment gyros (CMGs), and cold-gas .......
(compressed nitrl)qen)thruster attitude control system (TACS).
Six control modes were addressable: i. STANDBY, 2. SOLAR
INERTIAL (SI), 3. EXPERIMENT POINTING, 4. ATTITUDE HOLD/CMG, 5..
i_ ; ATTITUDE HOLD/TACS, and 6. ZLV. EOW_ and TEA control were
prourammed to be substates of the_ZLV mode The basic ZLV (for
Z axis along the local vertical) attitude was with the positive
i Z axis along the local vertical, pointing up, and the positive X
axis in the orbital plane, pointing in the direction of- the
_ velocity vector. Any angular offset from the basic ZLV attitude-
(offset identified_by the qua ternion QAL) could be commanded via
a set of three ruler angles (chi's) with a (Y,Z,X) rotation
sequence. None of the original APCS capabilities were _
eliminated by the addition nf the EOVV and TEA control methods.
In the following sections rOW and TEA are mostly discussed in
narrative form. Much more detail as- well as equation
development can be found in Refs. 13 and 14. Sections are also
included covering the TACS, CMG, Rate Gvro, sun sensor and ATM
d/gital computer hardware and software systems.
3.1 EOVV AND TEA CONTROL
- The problem for both rOW and TEA was to determine variable
reference attitudes such that, on the average, the angular
i_ momentum was contained within the two-CMG capability (allowing
the CMG's.to hold the prescribed attitude reference), while the
average reference attitude was consistent with the desired
aerodynamic drag. Low drag was desired for. EOVV in the hope (at ....
that.-time) that Skylab ccu_l__h_e_Aept in __high enough orbit long
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enough for...the Shuttle to car_y a_.orbit_l ret_.iev_l system up
to it for bOOsting. Skyl.ab into a high_-r orbit or for dehoosting
affording a _ontrolled.reen_y. The _esire for TEA w_s _to find
two S_parate attitudes with a drastically different drag to.
control the. Skyl_b.imp_ct point by- s_itching from _ high-dr_g
attitude to._.low,drag a.ttitude (or vJc.e_ve._s_) when th_ impact
point prediction w,as _ccur_te enough to_ _ndic_._.e__the desired
change.
3_i.i.0 EOVV ContrOl (2- CMGs)
Minimizing the drag ....on. Skyl.ab required that the least frontal
area was presented to the wind while _t the same time holding a ...................
GG torque equilibrium (at the altitudes, of concern the GG
if= _ torques-were still very dominant _nd they were,, therefore used.exclusively for momentum control)... Keeping. the minimum __
principal mome.nt-of-ine.rti.a axis par311el to the wind direction
fulfilled this nequirement. To..have the necessary electrical
power from the solgr_ cells as well as strapdown update
information fr:om the ACQ SS.. the Skyl_b was rolled about the
_, minimum principal moment-of-inertia axis. (principal X axis)such
that once an. orbi.t the Sun-line p_ssed through the center of the
ACQ SS.
There were_ two attitudes which s_tisf_ed, these, requirements:.
One. with the MDA forward, called EOVV.._A, and one-with the_DA
backward, called EOVV B. In eithen case, the MDA. had to. be
pitched down b.y vary.ing degrees (depending on the bet_ngle) to
align the pri_pal X axi.s with the orbit tangent.
3.1..1.1 Momentum Control Methods
Control of the anguler momentum was split into the control, of
the momentum component perpendicul_r to the orb.it_l plane (POP
_ control) and the component in.the orbital plane _(IOP contr,ol)..
Since. IOP control had some effect on POP_coatrol, _ IOP_ contr_l
will be treated first.
3.1,I._ EOVV IOP Momentum Control ....
When Skylab w_s originally designed, it was desirable to_
minimize the GG tongues _long the minimum principal-
moment-of-inertia ....axis as much _s possible since the momentum...
i.i management, scheme (Ref. 15) was least efficient in this axis.
Fi _......_?i:i/_
,. For EOW control this meant that there w're basically no.large
GG torques available along this axis and furthe::more., there
would be no change in torques when the principal_Y and Z axes
were +45:deg from the orbital plane (tracklng of- the sun by
rolli_g would make this a.frequent occurrence). Therefore, this
: first order effect_ had to be abandoned andthe.actually used
momentum control, scheme assumed that the Skylab
moments-of-inertia were cylindrical, with an average
, moment-of-inertia difference of A I.
The problem was solved by using a second order effect. First, a.
large cyclic POP. torque was generated by "nodding" (pitching)
the Skylab in the orbital plane. Cyclic nodding was required to
avoid a continuous angular momentum build-up- in .the POP
direction. The cyclic POP torque, was then tilted as required
(differently for each half cycle) to generate a controllable
component in the orbital plane. The. second order effect stems..
i from the fact that the IOP torque is proportional to the .nodding ....
i angle times the tilt angle.
! The effectiveness af the IOP.momentum control did not depend on
_: the frequency ofthe nodding. However, other, considerations
;_ entered:. (I) the lower the frequency, the larger the POP
: momentum swing; and (2) the higher the frequency, the larger the
:- maneuver momentum that has to be exchanged between the vehicle.
and. the CMG system. Since only _ limited momentum volume was
: available.with two CMGs and their assoiated gimbal angle stop
problems, a nodding frequency of twice orbital frequency was
chosen as. a viable compromise: ..................
i _yn = -._ym .sin(2/_t) (El).
i Therefore the.IOP momentum control calculations were done e_ery
quarter orbit.. This had the added advantage that the. resolution.
: from the nearly inertial O system to_ the rotating L system.
happened in 90 deg intervals allowing indexing of some. of the
i: saved momentum samples rather than requiring a full-fledged ......
resolution.
ii To minimize transients at the quarter orbit, sample points thetilting angle was also sinusoidal with twice orbital fr:equency.
' and its:amplitude was the onl_ changing quantity:
I_i
Iq zn - - (E2)
w,here ....
L q zm = K Z eZO- -- eA + e14/ ....................
K_z = (15H) I (4.811ym._k.I.)
is the momentum component leZ0
to be desaturated. _ _,11 r_ ,_e in
} ulli ts of one.-H.,.
. mo _ntumeA . is the amplitude _ t..l_ m_
• _ of one-CMG.
eR. is the _ramp Der orbit • l .......
The phasing of .the nodding, and.t.ha tilt.inq, angles was the same
_. Such that the 9mplitude was _-e_c,hed _If w_y between sample
points.
The, sample, pc_ints were-chosen such that ane-- of the samples .....
occurred at the time when the sun.was, perpendicular to the,solar,..
panelS. This happened before orbital noon for EOVV A. and after.
_.. for EO.VV B (the diflerence of about ii deg betw.een the geometric -
_' and. the.principal X a_es. is the-, _eason.). _n addition, the
__ nodding: rate, being added to the or.bital rat,e, was phased such ....
that it slowed Skylab down when the sol.at panels were
perpendicular to the sun and.therefore-maximized the power from.
the solar, panels. (..<li.vingrise-to the minus sign in Eq. El)..
The tilting angle amplitude._was calcul_ated_ such. that the. IOP .....................
momentum component which could be affected during the-next
quarter. _rbit.(it .was_along the direction.of the connecting line
be.tween the.pre.s_nt Sample point -nnd the next one) would be-
driven to the desired value... The.-desi_ed v,._lue,was basically
zero, but any constant torgue in the L s.ysten% causes only a .................
cyclic momentum, change (with noraaliZed, amDli.tude-_A) over"one
orbit and should not be _omDensated.. for,.. Therefmr.e the momentum
' attributable to a.constant. L. sys.tem torgue w_.s suhtraeted out of
the mom__ntum e_0. to be desaturated over the next guar,te_r ..orbit.
To recognize a cyclic as.w%ll as a ram D momentum change., four
past momentum samples.wer.e saved. T.he _amples wer_e also used to
gene.rat.__.strapdown update information once an orbit. ....
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The torques associated with a rotation about the orbit normal .................................
are much stronger than the ones associated with lOP control..
Hence the momentum sampling for momentum control has to be done
as frequently as possible. However, the transients should have
had a chance to settle before the next POP sample is taken.
Twelve samples per orbit satisfied both requirements. To
further reduce transients, the calculatedPOP• angle (which would
have eliminated the momentum offset within the next interval if
!_ it were applied fully during interval) was ramped-in such that.
_i the angle was.achieved at the end of _he interval. SinCe this
i:_; only reduced the momentum offset by half, the angle was.
ramped-out during the next interval for a full momentum offset
_ elimination. The ramp due to the newly calculated POP angle was
simply supe;imposed on the rampdown from the previous POP angle
(Fig ....3-1). This method still resulted in a constant hang-off,
when necessary: the angle_ change due to the old angle being
ramped out was compensated by the ramp-in of-the new angle (in
_ flight, constant angle hang-offs were common due to strapdown
errors and navigation errors and they were not detrimental,
_: since the momentum control kept the vehicle at the'truly desired ....
attitude). A block diagram of the EOVV orbital Y-momentum
i_ control scheme is shown in _igure 3-2. ......
_ 3.1.i.4 EOVV Strapdown Update
Strapdown.updates about the vehicle X and Y axes were always
furnished by the ACQ SS. To do that the roll angle abou_ the
principal X axis was changed•by large amounts to compensate, for ....
the large beta angle_changes (a slow change) and relatively fas.t
smaller_ corrections were applied to compensate for-_the nodding
and the tilting angles. The overall effect was that the vehicle
Z axis nominally traced a cone• about orbital _north. The ....
difference between where the. sun-line was at the closest.
approach t_ the ACQ SS center and where it was supposed to be
: according to the _trapdown information gave the strapdown X and
Y information .....
To gain strapdown update information about the sun-line was more.
- difficult since there was no other sensor available. The
selected momentum control method fortunately had the feature
that, due to the nodding angle, a misalignment between the ideal
orbital plane and the indicated orbital plane generated an. lOP _.
momentum ramp. ...............................................................................................................................................................
i
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,, The actual strapdown update v/,-_Sdono hV cllangi.ng the. reference
quater ion.
i: QVi =-_ a Q OvI (E3)
_: __ where the double-ba._.ope_tof J._ de_J_ed _,_ ---
: "+Q4. +Q3 -02 +Of"
: -Q3 +04 +Ol
+Q2 -Ql +Q4 +03:
</ jQI -02 -Q3 ,+04b .-'
r and
I
AQ = [/%QI, /%Q2, _Q3., z_.U._.] = [_Q AQ4] (ES)i:i __ r _.
i with ___QQ =- @.5t s X.V +_(z S ).... (E6).
;; and _ Q4_ = _i_ " _ Q_ _'Q " (ET)
i: The cross product in Eg. E6 is the ACQ SS _pdate-and the last --
:!
il term is the IOP. ramp update, where _v is a un_.t vector in the-s.un
!_ direction as calculated by the ATMDC and s is. the- measured sun
"i direction unit vector. /_z is the _nqle about the measured sun
I dinection:
! _z e -Kqz (eTLNI - eTLNIP:__ (E8.)i:
_ where K_z is a gain and (eTLNI - eTLNIP) is the r_mp per orbit
I _ (,4(z is calculated at sample point I) modified by the--ground
commanded_ramp bias eRB since
eTLNIP _ e_TLNII + eRB (E9}
is calculated right after, the_z c.alculati.on and therefore- is -
used for the nextA_z ca.lcul_tion.. (_.._i,NIP is modified __t every
sample pQin.t.-to acco.unt fo_ the momentum ch_ng.e._.__ommanded .....by
 zM.
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3.1 1 5 _OW O_eration and I'erfo_:manee
The original EOVV equations considered EOVV A only. In EOVV A.
CMG I#2 received more- solsr radiation when the sun w_s north._ of
the orbital plane (positive beta angle) and less, when. it was.._
south o f..itheorbital plane. (negative.. beta angle). For_ l_ge.
negative, beta angles the_ CMG #2 bemr.ing temperatures became
i: critically low (see Section 3,3.3). As a consequertce, the EOVV
! A equations had to be modified during EOVV ooeration to allow an
EOVV. B .-attitude during extended periods of l,._.__IL_ative b_.ta
}! , ang!_es.
il - Constant _yc angle h_ng-offs (caused b7 st.ra_)down, navigation .......................
:i and_ other, errors) recluired constant pOP momentum hang-offs-to.
generate the necessary commands. .Since the rangp-of acceptable.
POP momentum component was rather limited (+Z.4H from the-
nominal4 the nominal eTN being. 2.5H in EO.VV _ and Z.3H in EOVV ..
K) the nominal POP momentum had to be changed to accept large
angle hang-offs (.3de.g of POP angle, hang-off required 0.1H POP.
momentum hang-off.). This change _ .in nomin.91 momentumwas m(_de.....
•_.' from the g,round ,_t th_..-.beginning of the. EOVV o.Derat_ion,and later..
';: was automated on-hoard to guard _gainst ground inatterLtlon,
_; ground system f_iiur_, _nd long te.leme.tr7 coverage, g@ps.
Momentum excursions outside, the SDeCi.fied r_-_n.a_cause4 loss of"
_, attitude due to CMG s.atur_tion on one occasion (6/28/78) .pnd it
,_ was therefore very important to k_D
•i ....." the POP momentum bounded.
I_ Strapdown updating. _bout the sun-line w,_s don_. with inform._tion
_! derived from the IOP momentum r 9_mp. Unfortunately, the
evaluation of the IOP, momentum ramp yielded ver.y noisy readings
from one orbit to. the next and could o_._Iybe used with a very
reduced gain K_z. This in turn coul,_ le,_d to.large orbit pl_ne
misaligDments to generate the. required str_rdown.updates to keep
up with the. +5Z deg rocking of the true or.hit,_l plane (due to
the precession when viewed with respect, to the. pxojection of the. i
sun-line into the orbi.tBl plane). The 19rge size of the maKimum ..............
change ....per orbit (1.2 deg.) w_ not recoqn.i.zed at the beginning
of the EO-VV operation and w.Rs.the. cause F.or loss. o[. _tti.tu.de- on
6/28/78. After thot- I-_._ i.de._lst.r-_pdowttupdate necessary to- 1
follow the r.ockinq,oF. t.he.orbit_l D!_ne-w_.s introduced open loop
through the quantity.called eR_, (.Eq_.EP-)_n,':_no more..problems i
were.experienced ....
18.7
3.1.2._ TE_ Cont_ol
Witl_ the. doeisio_% in Decealbo_ ].9';8"to discontinue efforts tO
J,eep th0. Skylab i_% orbit cam@ tlie decision t_ terminate the
highly successful EOVV mode of o_eration and to _eestablish the-
sola_ inertial mod_ &S soon as p_actic_l. This would DUt the
s@acec_aft in an ideal powe_ attitude and greatly reduce ground
management of systems. It would also increase the-drag on the.-
i spacecraft and cause_/t to reenter sooner. Unfortunately the SI
' attitud_ could not be m_intained.,,uch below 280 km (150 n.m.)
i since the g_owing density of the ,tmosphere- would cause the
ae_odynami.cs, to grow to.the point where the storage capacity of ,
the CMGs-for angular momentum was inadequate._ Since control Of -
i_ attitude to 150 km or below would, be-required .in order to
i influence reentry and the amount of thruster gas was far too Ic_w
_! to consider control with thruste_-s-, _nother new attitude-cOntrol
!i scheme had to- be developed. _erodynamic torques are.-
proportional to density and beCome nea_ly overwhelming at.l_Z km
i and- so any attitude control Scheme° which _ould work at 150 km
i_ would have to .accurately take into account the aerodynamiC
disturbances. Thus it became olear that we must look at the
< torque equilibrium attitudes (TEAsJ if any existed and plan our
i_ control schemes about these. Thus the important early questions
!_ were: L. Are there equilibridm _ttitudes?; 2._If so, is-
_ adequate sol.at power av_il_ble? An investigation with the-
mathematical .. aerodynamic model of the Sk_lab. vehicle indicated
i ther_ were no aerodynamic- trim . or equilibrium attitudes but
iil there may be-attitudes where, aerodynnmic, gravity g_dient, _nd
_ gyroscopic torques balance. Indeed, 12 such attitudes were
I_ found.. Most were not useable _s control attitudes.since there
would be insufflcient sol_r energy avmilable to power the-
spacecraf.t and battery power would be completely inadequate for
the several weeks required. Only 3 of the 12 TEAs- appeared
viable if a control scheme _could be developed for_them.. So work
began on a TEA control scheme.. A candidate scheme was developed
which, was ....promising.but ther_were large uncertainties because
of lack. of confidence_in the aerodynamic coefficients. This
lack. of confidence was due to-_he lack of tes_ data confirming.
the-aero moment model at these altitudes... As a result there was
not a high confidence that the new TEA scheme would work. Later
flight performance would show tl%at ou_.m_dels were much better
than had been expected. The various-mathematical_models and
tools needed lot TEa control _re described in the following
sections. .......................................................
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' ":'-- 3.1.2,1 _ TEA Bar Angles
For TEA control it was physically most meaningful to use_BANK,
ATTACK, and ROLL.angles to describe the attitude of Skylab with
respect to the rotating ZLV system. The first rotation (bank
angle) is about the X. axis. This axis is, on the average,
parallel to the wind direction and a rotation about it does not ......
affect the aerodynamic torques and forces. The second rotation
i is about the intermediate Y axis and determines the angle of
i+ attack the vehicle X axis makes with respect to the wind
direction. The third rotation (roll angle) is about the X
axis.
3.1.2.2 Torque E_uilibrium Attitude .....
As mentioned_previously the aerodynamic coefficients are only a! function of the roll angle and the angle-of-attack. Figure 3-3-
_ shows the zero-moment curves for the three components with
. respect to these angles. As can be seen, there is no set of ......
_,_. angles, where _ii three curves intersect. However, they come
i close in several areas To get a true three-axis equilibrium,_•
i other external torques are required Gravity gradient (GG)
: torques and gyroscopic, torques were found to be sufficiently
large for. all altitudes of concern to create twelve torque ....
i_ equilibrium attitudes (TEAs) altogether. Gyroscopic torques
I come into play, since the aerodynamic and GG torques areh
i! constant with respe.ct to the. rotating local vertical coordinate.
system, and the total angular momentum of the Skylab was --
se!ectable within certain limits (imposed by the finite storage
capacity of the CMG system). Since the .aerodynamic torques do
not change (lelative to body-fixed axes) when the Skylab is
rotated about the relative, wind velocity vector and gravity
gradient torgues do not change in body-fixed axes for. a rotation
of 180 deg about any axis perpendicular to the local vertical,
there is always _ pair of TEAs with the same
angle-of-attack/roll _ngle combination, but with bank angles
differing by 18Z deg, i.e. there were actually only 6 ba.-£caliy
different TEAs with respects_to the aerodynamic torques and they
are indicated in Fig. 3-3 by asterisks. The TEAs are shown for.
an altitude of 20Z km (108 nautical, miles) and zero total
angular momentum. See-Table 3-i.
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TEASFOR6.-3.11E-I0kglm3:
.... (--200 km OR 108 NAUT, MI,)
i
........ "NO ID'S ! BANK ANGLEOF ROLL CD .BC
ANGLE • ATTACK ANGLE. I
i 1 21P/SU - 78,6
108,0 + 124,9 6,66 132,5
' 2 ND +101.4
l
3 T121G/UN - 173,2
93,8 + 124,0 6,94 127,3
;_ 4 DS + 6,8 ._
i
F 5 T275/BU + 70.2_
_ 147,8 1-89.2 3,52 ........... 250,5
l;: 6 .... BD - 109.4
7 BN - 51.4
.... 168.1 - 117.6 2.72 324.9
8,. BS + 128.6
i
9 DN - 11.9
110.6 - 60.7 6.37 138.9
10 US +--168.1
L'
11 . NU + 86.4 71,8 - 51,2 7,11 124,2
12 SD - 93,6.
THE ABOVETEAS AREFOR ZEROANGULAR MOMENTUMAND
" A CPOFFSETOF [ + 0.06, -0.07, -0.11]T m
1]1
From-_ol.,_ " psnel power considerations _ sun-poJ.nting., inertiallv
fixed.attitude, as_iven in_.the SI mode, was the best and TEA ....
ranged from good _o bad. Nine of the TEAs were unuseable.when.
it was eStab.li_hed that 28 p.ercent_of_full Sun illumination was
required for each orbit,_on the._.verage, to supply the needed
power (i_0 percent, is the power received when the. sun is .....
perpendicular to the.. sol_r panels and the.vehicle is in an
all-daylight orbit,.as is the case for.high sun elevation angles
with .respect to the orbital pl.ane). Only the remaining three
i'
i: TEAs were usable, and these only when the optimum.ang.ular
momentum was used _(each of-the.TEAs, exiSts-in a volume- of the.
' BAR angle space when the total angular momentum is varied within_
: its available volume.)• Even.then,. some of_the-TEAs did not have_.
!' enough powerfor certain. be.ta angles The three acceptable TEAs, •
!i were named TI21P, TI21G, and T271..and they a.re-shown in.Figs.
3-4, 3-5 and 3.-6:where the point of. view is_ slightly south of.
the or.bi±al plane and the vehicle ia moving from .the frontlower
left to the.back upper right. T275 was a low-drag attitude (the
i ballistic, coefficient was_ approximately 275) . with the MDA.
trailing.; Tl21G. and TI21P were both high-drag attitudes (the ..............
ballistic coefficients, were about 121). In TI21G the Skylab was.
approximatelyin.a GG eguilibrium attitude with. the. MDA pointing.
upward (the same attitude which Skylab had .been left in when it
@ @
was deactivated in early 1974); in TI21P the MDA was almost
perpendicular to the.orbital plane and pointing South. For_ both.
TI21G. and TI21P the solar panels were trailing and they were
s.tatically stable,.with respect to aerodynamic torques• TI21G
was also statically stable, with respect to the. GG torques
(therefore stable in all axes) whereas TI21P was in.an unstable-
_: GG equilibrium. Figs. 3-7 and 3-8 show the var.iation in TI21P
for.different nominal angular, momentum commandS; the variation
was used to maximize po__e.[.__
3.1.2.3 TEA Seeking Method
_ The assumption is. made _ that the • total exter_nal .torque, T ,•
acting., on Skylah is changing linearly with. the attitude.
offset.,. , and that the par.tia]-derivatives of the torque •with
respect to the offset _re known ..........................
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Evaluation_ of the On=hoard total _ngulan momentum change
over, the desaturation interval, T_s - , _esults in an
estimate.of the total.external torques ................................................
i T_xt' =. (t t- Hp_/T¢,_ (T.2)
_';;
i: where H is .the present total _ngular momentum and Hp is its
_. past value. The attftude o.ffset_from the. torque-equilibrium ...................
attitude, assuming the-offset is. cans.rant, is then
°!
r_Tt 1
Changing the attitude refernce by -_h_¢ would, ideally,
eliminate a further angular momentum change. However, the
pre_iously accumulated angula[ momentum away from a desired
momentum state, _.o_., has to be eliminated during .the next ...............
desatu_ation, interval .by
The-total required attitude, change is therefore
= TauL  'Jl
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i:'_ This method for eliminates, inltalattitude, change ideally, any
_ condition within two desaturation intervals. (The parenthetical.
expressions in Eq. _5 were not combined since these quantities
had to be limited.separatel_).
Xn the Skylab software all angular momentum quantities._ere -
normalized by the nominal angular momentum magnitude,. H, of one
CMG_and they were called e. Eq. T5 then becomes
<
(T6) .'
where
L&em = Lim{{e&_=I_o{_. _
i Aep = P._lu_limi{_&_elue.o{_____ '
i The reor ientation capability of Skylab was limited and
,. therefore _ had-to be limited also. To avoid a large momentum '
i: offset overcoming a signal due to a momentum change, Lie_ is-
limited to a value which cannot command more theft about 8@% of
the limit an _L_ •
The_actual reference change is.done by. generating a quaternion
......... __. _ (T7)
and updating the refenence quaternion.
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3.1.2.4 TP_ Ooeration and Performance
Nominal flight parameters had to be continuously generated for
several days in advance since the conditions tended to change
(for example_ estimated atmospheric density, estimated CP
location, etc.). The data was given to the flight controllers
in the form of tables (Tables 3-2 and 3-3 show the data DOY.
171.5 through DOY 1.74.5). Since the altitude decreased slowly
and personnel needed timelto get. used to the TEA operation, the .............................
SLOPE was .not changed during this time period. ETLN (with-1
components .ETLNI, ETLN2, ETLN3 in the-- L system) isl the._
normalized nominal angular momentum.. Z-AXIS BETA is the.._
elevation angle of the vehicle. Z a_i_ with respect to the .....
orbital plane. CD and BC are the- drag and the ballistic
r coefficients, respectively. CMG MOM is the angular momentum in
the CMG system and it is in percent Of 3H. ETSF is the
normalized .and filtered total system momentum in vehicle
components. QBLNOM is the nominal attitude reference quaternion
Q AL (a QBL already existed in the flight computer and could be
used; therefare the subscripts A and B are eguivalent here).
Table 3-4 shows the SLOPE MATRIX UPDATE LOG. The first three
columns show the date when the SLOPE was updated (DOY 171
corresponds to 6/20 and DOY 192 to 7/Ii). The first entry is
the start of TEA control rather than the time when the initial
SLOPE was lo_ded. The index in the fourth column is added toL,
!i facilitate correlation with Table 3-5. Columns 5 through 13._
i__ Show the components o£ the SLOPE as indicated, by the heading.Table 3-5 shows what data was used to generate the SLOPES. The
_ slope generation parameters for index 2 and 3 are the same; the
transpose of SLOPE 3 had been sent up (SLOPE 2) by mistake,
whereupon attitude control was promptly lost. SLOPE 3 was sent
as soonas attitude control had been regained. SLOPE 13 was ......
used for a higher altitude than the one for which it was
calculated, since a 6 hour gap in the ground coverage eliminated
an additional slope change and it was considered better to have
the proper slope at a lower altitude and take a reduced gain at
the higher altitudes.
Figure 3-9 shows the actual BAR angles for DOY 172:Z3:21 to DOY
].72:.06:12 versus time in sec_unds and the _redicted. BAR angles_
are shown as horizontal lines. It Can also be noted that the
BAR angle traces zig-zagged, indicating that the gain was too
high. As a consequence the SLOPE gain was late__reduced to 0.5
from 1.0, resulting in a much smoother trace. The actual BAR
angles, are only correct tO within the strapdown error, which_ ....
due to the availablity of ACQ SS informatipn_ was !ess than a
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i ..........degree. A very good correspondance between the nominal and the-
actual BAR angles can. be seen, indicatingthat the prediction of
I! the CM and CP- locations,, as well as the aerodynamic
i coefficients, was much better than anticipated.. The nomlnal BAR.
[,,,
i angles were generated assuming that the relative wind velocity
is antiparallel to the vehicle velocity vector, but =educed by
an amount appropriate-for the earth rate. The nominal BAR
angles are therefore the nominal average of the actual BAR .............. _angles. Some of-the good correspondence is due to. the fact that ....
changes in ETLNI were used. to iniluence- the roll angle.
Initially, a roll- angle- smaller than nominal was very
detrimental since the sl.ope matrix, changed drastically such that
a roll angle of less than 90 deg was found to he unstable: the ........
_ actual slope Components had changed sign. __ An initial
_! unfavorable rate gyro bias could have changed the actual roll!i a gle y that much long before t e ground would have had enough
i data to detect and correct for it. To eliminate this
possibility, a favorable rate gyro bias_ compensation was
i introduced into the software such that if we had had the bad
gyro drift, the. compensation would have eliminated it. As. it_
_!i turned out, the real rate gyro bias.was in _ good direction andthe compensation had.to be changed to the. opposite polarity (as.
i always, Skylab seemed to refute Murphy's La_, since anything
i,_ that could go right, would; also see the last paragraph of this
section).. The great sensitivity to the- rate-gyro introduced
i drift about, orbital north was_ due to the relatively large.nega ive-angular momentum bias in .the ZLaxis (ETLN3 = -IH) which
I_ then was resolwed into the actual X_ axis thereby changing, the
I equilibrium position dra_tically. This r.es.olution also_
...... suggested the (at least tempo.rary) remedy: counteract it with
an appro2riate amount of.momentum bias in the X& axis.
An overview, of _ the. BAR angles f.Qr. the three weeks of TEA
ope/ation is given in Figs. 3-10, 3-11 and 3-12. The bank angle .....
is. the lowest trace, the angle of attack is in.the- middle, and
the roll angle is the highest. Each figure shows one week af.
TEA operation. The horizontal scale is in days, the numbers
indicate the start of _ day. Only BAR angles from the ASAP
tapes are shown, since they were saved in the. ground computer__
TEA control was initiated on DOY 131:13:17 GMT (6/2Z/79) and ....
Skylab impact occurred on DOY 192:16:37. GMT (7/11/79). During.
-- the latter half of'D0X 171 it can be seen that the average roll
angle steadily increased. This was due tO the initial.rate gyro
bias (intentional. compensatiDn and b_sic bias)._ After ...............
corrective action w_s taken the angles settled close to their
predicted values. Kigures I-IZ and 3-1] show the BAR angles -
during the shift_in ETLN3 from -iK to 0 between DOY 175.5 and
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il.._ DOY 18g.5. With the gradual removal of the ETLN3 the
• sensitivity to rate qyro drift was removed; however, the
excellent control capability overthe roll angle (and with it,
the drag), also vanished, In fact, the actual roll angle could •
later not be influenced at all (the indicated roll angle also
showed the effect of str.apdown error about'orbit north and this
fact in conjunction with one fact that the actual roll angle was _
steady, allowed the use. of the indicated r011 angle for ....
strapdown update about orbit north).
To illustrate the -evaluation. of the information on the ASAP
tapes DOY 187:16:56:30 to DOY 187:20:56:3% are taken as an .............................................____
example. Table 3-6 shows the basic QBLftime information, the.
i, equivalent BAR angles are shown in Table 3=7 and graphed in
Figure 3-13. The BAR angles were always _valuated for their
avarage and a sinusoid of orbital frequency._ The latter was
; fitted by a least-square fit, after t_e average had been
_ subtracted. The results for our example are shown in Figures
il 3-14, 3-15 and 3-16. In the lowe_ left quadrant of each .figure
there is a table of expected angle values (right column) as a
function of the orbital angle (left column). Since the circle
charts (Figure 3-17)show this orbital angle, the tables were
used to check the actual B_R angles (live; from telemetry) ......
against these reference angles,
The sinusoids in the angle-of-attack and roll angle were due to
the relative wind direction oscillating about the vehicle
velocity direction (since the atmosphere rotates with the
earth). The sinusoid in the bank angle was due to the In Orbit .
Plane (IOP) strapdo:,n .error and the appropriate strapdown update
is shown in the upper left hand corner of Figure 3-14, both with
respect to orbital midnight and. w_tth respect to the actual time.,
the update is to be telemetered. For :the_latter a resolution of
the error with respect to mfdnight had to be made.
Application of the various methods was severely hampered by lack._
of data and large delays_ between the ocutrence and_ the receipt_
of the data If the stra_down error had drifted substantially
_ there would have been_ .no way to correct it in time.
_ Fortunately, the rate gyro drift components in the orbital plane
(if constant) integrate to exac.tly zero in one__revolution and
generally TEA control was• not ver.y sensitive to the drif.t....
_ components along the _rbit n_rmal.. In-plane-strapdown errors ......
resulted from inaccurate naviqation_updates and from the sun
motion, of about one deg/da¥.. For data on strapdown errors the
on-board ASAP tape recorder had to be run fnr at least one full
orbft (more consecutive orbits.were desired, for noise content
reduction) during a quiet state i.e. the last slope update had
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to be done two o_b_ts before and no other-stra_down correctlon
was permitted. Once the ASAP tape was dumped over a ground
station, it took at least another,half hour of data prooessing
and parameter extraction, to obtain results. The results were 18
sets of-OAL's per orbit, which then had to be fed into the Sigma.
5 computer to be evaluated with the appropriate programs. The .........
actual updating of the p_ameters had to wait until thenext
groundstation. The bottom line was, that the delay in the
actual on board happening and the corrective action amounted to
at least two_orbits, sometimes more_
The ground support operationswere aided by the"circle charts"
(Figure 3,17) and telemetry formats (FORMAT 8 fo_ TEA parameters.
is shown in Figure 3-18). The data on FORMAT 8 changed every
second provided the Skylab was_over a ground station, _he circleI! ....................
_ charts were applicable for one orbit.
!_ _/ The circle chart has midnight at the 6 o"clock position; the_
_ - outer numbers are minutes from midnight, the inner ones are
orbital degrees from midnight. Orbital night time is indicated.
by the heavy part of the circle. The hoxes on the outside of
the circle indicate the ground station coverage; the ground
stations were Ascencion (ACS),. Bermuda (BDA), GoldstDne (GDS),
Madrid (MAD), and Santiago (AGQ).
_, FORMAT 8 showed the present and the past _e, the present
_ attitude refernce change _ and any impending-strapdown update
' ..__T.IAlso shown were the filtered total system momentum (in _
i_ unxus, of H), the CMG momentum (in % of 3H) and the. inner and
i_ outer_gimbal angles (to the nearest degree) _lus their gimbal
rates. .
i_ Of further_interest are the qua_ernions QAL (QBL), QVA, and QqI._The first allowed evaluation of 'the current BAR angles, the
second showed how well the vehicle was following the attitude
reference, and the third .indicated the attitude with respect to
the solar inertial system •(useful for determining the closest
approach of the sun line to the. center of. the ACQ SS.which then
was used for strapdown update information).
The history of the TEA control parameters, as well as the solar
elevation angle with respect to the orbital plane are_shown in
Figure 2-7,_ and 2-22 through 2-25. The biasing history of the
I rate gyros..is shown in Figure 2-23 On17 one rate gyro was still
i_ operating in the Y axis (Y3), two each wer_ averaged for the
' other two axes (Xl and X3; Zl and Z2).. As mentioned before (cf .....
_ _ middle of 3rd paragraph of this section) the initially
introduced beneficial bias had to .be t_ken out and replaced with
-- a bias of the opposite sign. The fact that in two axes two rate
138
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gyro outputs were averaged,allowed, us to work effectively with
half. LSBs by biasing only one. of the.averaged gyros, with a full.
LSBo A trimming o.f the rate gyros to within about...0,25 .....
deg/orbit.drift was therefore .possible,
The large number of changes in ETLNI (Figure 2-26) reflect the
considerable effort given, to- controlling the-. roll. angle_ to
acceptable values, ETLN2 did not influencethe TEA since it was .
parallel to the o_bital velocity, but it affected the CMGgimbal
angles and was therefore changed once (.in two steps, to minimize ................
the transients) to. improve the actual gimbal, angle, traceK._.
_ Simulation predicted that TEA control in TI21P was possible down " "
to about 140 km (75;NM) and in T275 down to 130 km (70 NM). At
these altitudes the gravity gradient and precessional torques
: were no longer large.enough to achieve zero: external torques in
all axes simultaneously. Fortunately,. Skylab was about to __
I reenter on the most desirable orbit, onewlth the leastpopulation density beneath it. This orbit, however, did go over
the United. States, the southern part_of Canada and Australia,but most of it was over water_ Therefore, only a slight
_ adjustment of the nominal impact point. (which was in the
Atlantic Ocean) was indicated and there was_no, need t_maneuver
to the low-drag. T275 attitude (this attitude was on an unstable[.
equilibrium point in all. axes, and the equilibria were much more
precarious than the ones in.Tl21P). The slight impact point
adjustment could be achieved by going to a random tumble (with
somewhat less average drag than TI21P) at an altitude of. 15_0 km .
(81 NM). Thiswas done by commanding a delayed maneuver from.
the. TI21P attitude to the solar inertial, attitude_ The latter,
due to the high aerodynamic torques, could not be held, and a
random tumbling resulted. On the average this random tumbling
had the desired drag, whi_,_h then lengthened the lifetime
sufficiently to place the nominal impact_ at the_ desired .............
location .........
14_
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i..... 3.1.4.@ EOVV Control (I CMG)
i' t
3.1.4.1 Introduction
In March 1978 while developing concepts foz controlling Skylab
to a low drag attitude, much concern was expressed for the long
term survival of CMG #2. Previous experience suggested this CMG
might be close to failure and thus there was much interest in
• the possibilities of EOVV control with CMG #3 alone. At first
i . this idea was dismissed as impossible while the prospects_that
_ _ both CMG's would operate for an additional 18 months was not .
. encouraging.. Thus EOVV seemed destined to die before it was.
i!_ ............born because success, depended upon CMG hardware operational
I _ probabilities that were low. The existence, of a single CMG
:_i_ backup to EOVV began to be a very important consideration. As a
_i result, a closer, more imaginative look at the problem was _-
undertaken. A technique was discovered to point the X-principal
ii _ axis (Xp) along the velocity vector. This attitude would
_ experience nearly minimum drag as in 2 CMG EOVV. For_
convenience in. this discussion we shall identify 2 CMG EOV_ as .......
EOW2 and 1 CMG EOW as EOVVI. A drawback was that, since a
single CMG can only control 2 degrees of freedom, the vehicle
_ would be uncontrolled about 1 axis. Since. it was_Xp we desired
_ to point, this meant the vehicle would roll about Xp at an
_ uncontrolled rate. All electrical power used onboard must
eventually come from the solar arrays. It was necessary to be
assured, somehow of sufficient illumination, on the arrays to
_. power the average load. Simulations.of EOVVI indicated that
_ power would be insufficient when the sun elevation angle out of
the plane was less than 20-50_degrees. The range was_due to the.
_ uncertainty of exactly how much ppwer was required as well as
_ . uncertainty in the_components _f the power system which would .........
....................remain functional.. The momenlum management scheme employed for
EOVV2 had been devel ped _ith EOVVI_in mind and thus would also.
work for that case. The capability to control the. total vehicle_
system momentum gave some control over the average spin rate
about Xp. With this control a roll rate phasing scheme was ..........
developed which synchronized vehicle rate about Xp with the.
orbit so that it would rotate an inhegral number of times per
orbit. Thus EOVVI offered some backu_ capability for EOVV
control and increased the overall probability for EOVV success.
As a result, even though it turned-out that it was never needed,
it enhanced rOW prospects and contributed to the e_entual
decisio_ to proceed with Skylab reactivation. Also, since
future vehicles may face similar problems, EOWl control _
techniques may well be useable in the future,, giving additional
redundancz without additional, cost in hardwar:e.
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i 3o.l-.Ao2 Control and Maneuverin_ "1
The attitude control and maneuvering logic of the Skylab vehicle
_ as developed for the manned and unmanned original phases of the_
[ Skylab program were adequate for EOVV2 except that a new
momentum management logic had to be developed. This was not the
case for EOWl. It was necessary to develop a new control law,
a new CMG steering law and a new momentum management scheme for
the vehicle. All of these.things were accomplished quickly.
,', The momentum management scheme developed here was also useable .
i in EOVV2 and was adopted for both cases, although it had to be
extended somewhat for EOWl because of the additional attitudes
_" that had to be included. After it was realized there was ---
inadequate power.available most of the time for Xp along the-
! velocity vector, more favorable orientations such as Xp POP (Xp
along the orbit normal) were examined._ This attitude could be_
used.from time to time toreplenish the spacecraft batteries.
_ Such attitudes would increase the overall drag, however, and
_
i would have to be minimized for the longest orbital lifetime.
i This implied a scenario ofrepeated maneuvers between different
attitudes or pointing directions of the Xp axis. We later found
that if the Xp axis were pointed about 15 degrees below, i.e.
south of the orbit plane and momentum_anaged to maintain the
average roll rate about Xp to 1 roll per orbit, sufficient power
appeared to be available. This would considerably reduce the
workload on the ground controllers as the _ehicle could be.
maintained in this position indefinitely. All of these _
: considerations increased the complexity of EOVVl over EOVV2.
i:! Now flight software requirements had to be developed fo_: L A
_ new vehicle control l__w; 2.A new CMG steering law; 3. A
_ maneuver scheme; 4. A momentum management scheme which would ....
work at anM allowed EOVVl attitude; 5. A roll rate phasing
scheme; 6. A s_rapdown offset estimation scheme which was
independent ofthe sun sensor_ All of _hese things were done
and eventually implemented, in flight computer code. These
developments and the details of the software requirements will
not:be presented_.here (see Ref 18).
3.1.4.3 Momentum Management
In EOV_ control, only the direction of the Xp axis was to be
precisely controlled. This meant that any momentum management
that was to be done had only the direction of Xp to work with..
At this time.it appeared only gravity gradient (GG) torques were
well enough understood and large enough to do the job. We -
worked on the assumption that the vehicle, inertia _ensor was
cylindrically symmeZric with Xp as the symmetry axis. This was
not strictly true. but was. approximately correct. This
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!_ assumption implies that th_ gravity gradient torque is
_ independent of the vehicle rotation angle _bout Xp depending
i : only its direction. It is a characteristic of GG torque thatthe component along the local vertical dire tion must vanis .
_ Cylindrical symmetry forces the component along Xp to vanish
also. Thus, the GG torque, must lie along a mutuallyi
perpendicular direction. Tf Ur is the outward pointing local ....
vertical direction unitrvector, _xp is the unit vector along_X9,
la and It are axial and_transverse moments of ineLtis, Wo is the
_ orbit angular velocity, then the GG torgue used for momentum
Ii management is
'i 2
i Tmm = 3 Wo (It - Ia) (_xp • _r) U_/xpX _r
We can see from this equation that Tmm = Z when Uxp and Ur are_
orthogonal as they are nominally. Th_ nominal direction of UXD
was controlled to an angle Z, a.positive rotation about Ur s_ch
that Uxp was along the velocity vector when _. = Z. - Small
d viations from were comm_nded to dump momentum that
accumulated in thesystemo.
i The momentum storage "space" _of--CMG #3 was approximately a
!_ hemispherical surface, centered about the negative vehicle X
_ axis. The control law exchanged momentum between the vehicle
and the CMG along the 2 axes normal.to Xp with no concern for
_ the parallel_component other than it should remain negative
li Thus as the CMG was mo_ed about in controlling the direction of
i Xp, vehicle rate along Xp varied. The momentum scheme worked to
maintain the total system momentum .near null. and this kept CM_-
#3 close to -Uxp and hence the rate about Xp tended to remain
constant at a _value determined, by adjusting the commanded
' --- momentum bias (ETN) along the orbit narmal. The mom ntum
management scheme maintains the average momentum at. the desired
bias _alue. The value of this bias determines the a_erage nol.l
rate. The roll rate w_s also _ function of the angle ef the Xp
axis out. of the orbit plane. It increases as XD goes abo_e the
plane and decreases below. This [act _as key in the roll rate
phasing sc_heme.
Derivations- will. be found in a detailed report on EOVV._
Essentially as in EDVV2 a. specified periodic nodding, motion
about an axis parallel to _r X Uxp was imposed on the vehicle
with Small variations of this as required to dump momentum. The-
so-called nodding angle w_s adjustable hut was generally kept ....
less than .15 radians. These small variations would have-little
effect on the average drag on the vehicle which depended mainly
on _ .....
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3.1.4.4. Strapdown Maintenance
A problem of much concern for EOVVI was the maintenance of an
accurate attitude reference o rstrapdown as it was also called.
In EOVV2 the inclination angle Of the _ solar arrays were
controlled such that the sun sensor would nominally sweep across
the center of the sun once per orbit allowing a 2-axis update of
;_ the strapdown. By this method alone, no corrections of-
I strapdown offsets about the vector to the sun were made. This.
Ii error was corrected by onboard software that related inplanebias. torques to strapdown errors about the sunline. This was
done through a rather low gain and caused trouble as mentioned
elsewhere. For EOVVI strapdown maintenance, we could not count_
on sun sensor data and thus-decided to rely entirely on momentum
data. The strapdown error, could be extracted .from that. This •
method was not as accurate as sun sensor data but would keep the.
errors within tolerable bounds. Our simulations showed that
this-technique wou Id.__wp_a tis fac to rily .....
3.1.4.5 Effects of Rate Gyro Drift
6-
_ Rate gyro drift is defined as'the rate difference between true..
ii body rates and those sensed by. the gyros. For our purposes
i these can be thought of as •2 types: i. Bias or constant drift;
and 2. Scale factor error or drift proportional to the true
!< rate along the sensing axis. Previous experience in SI
_ indicated the bias values were extremely small Therefore, only
_ scale factor errors could generate significant drift. Gyro_
specifications required a scale factor error, of. less than 1
percent and thus drift rates from this source were limited to
less than 3.6 degress per orbit. This is a substantial drift,
however, which would produce intolerable errors in a very few ...........................
orbits if uncorrected. The primary corrections means avmilable.
was by gyro bias_compensation which was already setup in the
flight software.. In EOVV2 the gyrn drift generally caused the
strapdown offset to grow a'long the orbit normal while remaining
small irLthe plane because of the once-per-orbit rotation of the
vehicle about the orbit n_rmal .....This causes the gyro drift ....
which is constant in body axes to be resolved, into inertial
space as constant along the orbit normal and sinusoidal in the ....................
plane. This condition was modified somewhat by EO_/VI control.
Since there was a rotation about Xp, constant drift rates in the
body no longer, resolved necessarily into constant rates along
the normal and the drift was even_, more randomized meaning
strapdown offset growth tended to be slower. The gyro.bias
compensation was le_s effective since it's effect was also
randomized by the rotations described above. Thus ground -
supplied strapdown update biases available in EOVVI software
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were used. This was included prime_ily to correct for sol_r
motion and orbit regression effects on the SI frame motir1_but
would as well correct a gyr_o drift induced offset provided it....
was recognized in time. Simulations did not seem to show a
severe problem here but it was a concern.
3.1.4,6 Roll Rate Phasln@
P
As mentioned previously in the EOVVI introduction, a roll rate
control scheme was required to assure adequate electrical power
availability. This was done by adjusting in a closed loop
fashion the parameter ETN the commanded average bias momentum.
along the _orbit normal. The actual system momentum was ..........
sinusoidal and nominally centered around ETN. The. roll rate
about Xp relative to local vertical coordinates was averaged
ower 1 orbitand mixed with the roll angle error. This result
then was converted by a gain into a _ETN to adjust the bias and
correct the rate phasing so that the solar arrays would point to
the sun or other desired dir.ection at the appropriate place in
_:: the orbit. This technique was difficult to do in practise but
was made to worm fairly well eventually in that it would
_' converge to the proper phasing from . an arbitrary start. The
it fluctuations were sometimes rather large approaching 50. degrees
_1 o_r more but phasing seemed, to hang in there This seemed about
" the best that could be done in the face of all..the _ther
i'!' variables .... That all these things worked at all seemed at times
_' miraculous.
3.1.4.7 Conclusion
i _ It is perhaps unfortunate that a chance to try out single CMG
_ EOVV control never occured. All the bug_ seemed to be ironed
i out of the basic scheme by simulation and m_ny of the lessons ....• learned from 2 CMG EOVV were incorporated such as finer scali g
of the momen£um computations and of the angles used for
strapdown corrections. Procedures were developed for
initialization in EOVVI and some thought giv.en to maintenance
such as adjustments of roll rate phasing and strapdown updating
but actual flight experience would h&ve allowed us to .- _
demonstrate the techniques and smooth out the rough edges as was
done _in EOVV2. *
Q
The time and effort spent on EOWI should not be considered
wasted. Much valuable experience was g_ined in deqeloping and
implementing the scheme-into computer flight code. A backup
mode was. discovered that was previously thought __to be
impossible. Also, there are future vehlcles such as the 25 kW
1.4.5
kii_ Power Nodule to which these developments•oou1_ be applied, Thlm
_' scheme.would provide additional control redundancy at little
i, extra cost, A sing!e CMG backup mode basedon _O_l would be a
natural step .........
3.1.5 Rate, ,G_ro Biasin 9
Zn EOW and TEA the vehicle nominally rotated about, orbital ................................
I north. Any rate gyro drift along this axis resulted in a total
!' strapdown drift. Any rate gyro drift in the orbital plane
_ integrated to zero over one orbit. The Skylab software was only •
_ configured to accommodate rate. gyro bias c.om_ensatlon, but not a
i!. scale factor compensation. As indicated-by' the near perfect
_' operation in the SI mode, there was no. need for a true bias
:_ compensation. However, a false bias campensation could be used.
_: to compensate for a scale factor error, but only for a given
i angular velocity component along the particular vehicle axis.
The same scale factor error required then a different bias
compensation if the vehicle was rota ed • nd the rate a ong this I
_: particular axis changed. Being "the onlz _[ame in town", this ............method was used.
_ The POP_strapdown error, suitably averaged over several orbits,
i_ could be used to determine the to.tal POP gyro drift. Due to the
i lack of any other information, this drift was prorated along the
_ vehicle axes acco.rding to their POP direction• cosines. The bias_
i_ compensation had a resolution of about 0.5 deg/orbit. In_ the.
_ axes where the_outputs o.f two rate ._yros were averaged (all axes
in EOVV; the X and Z axes in TEA) the effective resolution.was_
0.25 deg/orbit, since one LSB bias change in one gyro only had
i the effect of 0.5 LSB for the averaged output. The varying roll•
angle in EOVV as well as the change from EOVV A to EOV_ B
provided some insight as to which gyros should have what bias,.
aiding somewhat in predetermining what biases to use. for the TEA .....
- control. Rate gyr_-integrals were used in the. averaged axes to ....
determine how to_ divide, the biasing between the individual gyros•
(the_ biases were applied such that .the.integrals did_not diverge
from each other in the same a_is) .............................................
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d3.2 T}IRUSTTER_.ATTIT[JDECONTROL SYgTEMM
The use of the Thruster Attltude Control System (TACS) was a
necessary element in,gaining attitude. Control and supporting the
various _maneuvers required during the Sky!ab_.Reactivstlon
Mission. Because TACS usage was constrained by the. limited
• amount of propellant remaining from the manned mission, ca.reful
management of.the onboard pro.pell_nt resources was_necessary to
successfully support- the reactivation mission. There were no
hardware failures or detectable propellant leakage of the . TACS
throughout its orbital life .....
3 2 I System Description
The Thruster Attitude Control System (TACS) is one element of_ .
_': the Skylab Athitude and Pointing Control System (APCS) as
presented in the simplified block diagram, Figure 3-19.. The
TACS is a cold qas blowdown sYStEm with six thruster nozzles._
• located on the aft skirt of the .Orbital Workship as shown in.
Figure 3-2_. The propellant, is g._seous n.itrogen which is
supplied from twenty-two 4.5 cubic, foo_ titanium _spherical.
i pressure vessels and tontrQlled • at each. thruster via a.
quad-redundant solenoid valve as_sembly, ....A schematic of..the TACS
i_ hardware is presented in Fig ure_ 3-2_.
Commands for. TACS firings are pro.vided via the_Apollo TelescDpe •
Mount Digital Computer (ATMDC) and electrical power to opea
solenonoid control valves is provided_frDm the Airlock Module_
power buses. TACS firings are conducted in either a Minimum
_: Impulse Bit (MIB) o.r 100 percent duty cycle (Full-On) mode
_ according to the magnitude o.f the attitude or rate errors ................................
Firing times in the MIB mode can be varied from. 5Z mill/seconds
to 400 milliseconds in iZ millisecond increments. A Full,On
firing is defined as a firing of one second comm_nd pulse width i
il duration• F-irings of longer, duration _re. counted as individual.
i one second F.ull-On firings ee_gual to the number of seconds of th9
firing command.
A description of. the_ complete Attitude and Pointing Control ....
System together with a report on its Manned Mission performance
(May L4, 1973, through February 9, 1974) c_n be found in
Reference. 4, Reference 5 provides a detailed description of th.e......
TACS.
[,
J
i-
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3.2.2 Reactivation Mission Performance Summ@r_Y
When 8kylab was successfully _econtacted in March of 1978,
- telemetry data indicated that all TACS elements were in the same
configuration as that following system deactivation in February
1974, The TACS propellant supply pressure was approximately 3.9
million N/m". (56_ PSIA) with an average supply temperature of
268_ (21" F). This relates to a propellant mass of
approximately 138 KG (3%5 lhs) whick is the same as that
calculated at the end of mission in February 1974. This
indicates _that there was_no measureable system leakage during.
the four year quiescent storage period which is consistant with
the lack of detectable leakage during the nine month manned
mission.
3.2.2.1 TACS Usage Summary ....
, • g i_
The TACS was required to •support the. Reactivation Mission
attiuude management during two periods. During the first
period, (June and, July of 1978) TACS. was used to support the
maneuvers required to. place Skylab in the low_ drag
End-On-Velocity Vec.tor (EOW) attitude, and to provide backup
attitude..control required because of early mission system
3 problems. During the second period (June and July 197,9) TACS
was used to support maneuvering to the Torque Equilibrium
Attitude (TEA)and during the final reentry maneuvers. In order
to assure conservation of TACS propellant, the TACS was disabled
during much of the time between these two periods. Section 2
provides a detailed description of Skylab Attitude management
- during the Reactivation Mission including a definition of all
attitudes and operating modes_ A summary of TACS usage during
the Reactivation Mission is presented in Table 3-8. The first
Reactivation Mission usage of TACS occurred on June 9th, 1978
when the vehicle was placed under TACs control and the rotation ...............
rates which had accumulated during the quiescent storage period
were stopped. TACS was then used to support the maneuvers to
acquire a Solar Inertial (SI) attitude. After successful
acquisition of SI a problem with switch selector. #3 caused CMG
#3-servQ power to be turned off with a _esulting loss of CMG__
control. This resulted in an increasing attitude error in the X
axis such that TACS only control occurred three times during
this period using approximately I%0Z ib-sec impulse each time.
On June llth the vehicle was successfully maneuvered to the EOW
attitude. A total of 9569-1b-sec impulse _as provided by the
TACS duning this_period.
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TABLE3-8 ........................
TACSUSAGESUMMARY
,DATE. EVEI'IT IMPULSE-
USED(LB-S,EC1
9-11 JUNE19.78 STOP.VEHICLEROTATIONRATESAND/_ANEUVER
TO SOLAR.INERTIAL(SZ)ATTITUDE;MAINTAIN 956g
CONTROLWHEN CMG,#3SERVOPOWER.WAS INAD-
VERTENTLYTURNEDOFF...........
28 JUNE1978 ASSISTCMG CONTROLAND MANEUVERFROI,IEND
ON VELOCITYVECTOR.(EOVV)ATTITUDETO SI 292.....
!: _ECAUSE"OF:MONENTUMANAGEMENT.PROBLE_,S..
i IN EOVV.
b _ULY 1978 MANEUVERFROM SI TO .EOVV. 475
_..
I; 19....OULY1978____ MANEUVERTO SOLARINERTIALFRO_IAN UN-
KNO}rJNATTITUDE:(ATTITUDECONTROLWAS.LOST
ON JULYgTH.DUE..TOELECTRICALPOWER. 3375.........................
PROBLEMS)AND MAINTAINCONTROLINTHE
TACS ONLYMODE DUETO CMG.MOMEPiTUMPROBLEMS
,25,]LILY1978 MANEUVERFROM S! TO.EOVV 279
20 JUNE1979. MANEUVERFROM EOVV.BTO-TORQUEEQUILIBRIUM 373
ATTITUDE,(TEA)
2a JUNE197g MAINTAINCONTROLAND.REACQUIRETEA CONTROL
" WHICH.WASLOST.DUE_T_OAN _JPLINKOF.THE. 1092 .
TRANSPOSEOF A SLOPEMATRIXUPDATE,.
11 JULY19Z9 SUPPORTUIIBLEtV_NEUVERDURINGREENTRY 682S
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On June 28, 1978, after 17 days in EOVV, large momentum errors
and Z axis attitude errors were observed and the decision was
made to enable TArS control to assist the CMG Control System.
After one orbit, approximately 100 ib-sec of impulse had been ...........
used without significantly improving the _ CMG momentum state.
The decision was made to return to Solar Inertial attitudewith
an additional 192 ib-sec of TACS impulse required to achieve
steady solar inertial operations.
t After the momentum management problem was understood and
on-board software modified, tha. Skylab was returned to the EOVV
attitude on July 6, 1978. This was-accomplishedby first ....
_ maneuvering to an offset ZLV attitude and caging the CMG's while
Skylab _as performing in a rate only control mode under TACS
control. This is a minimum TACS usage cage procedure. After
the caging operation was completed Skylab was commanded into the
EOVV control mode.. The total amount of _ACS impulse used for ...........................................
EOW acquisition including_the ZLV maneuver and the CMG cage was
i 475 ib-sec.
On July 9th, 19_% Skylab attitude control was lost when the ATM.
batteries automatically tripped off line due to low voltage. __y
i July 18th the batteries were sufficiently charged to attempt to
.. regain attitude_control and CMG Spin-.up was initiated. By this
time Skylab was rolling approximately four revolutions per orbit_ ,
[
as determined from telemetry data_ On J_ly 19th, the TACS was .........
used to maneuver _ the vehicle to the solar inertial attitude
where the_solar panels were in the. field of view of the sun .....
_, Due to momentum pr_oblems which accumulated after_ the SI
acquisition maneuver, an automatic switch to TACS only control
occurred when the _ X axis err.or_ re_ched 2_ degrees._
_ Approximately 3375 Ib-sec of-TACS impulse was. used during the
TACS_ only control mode_period and to acquire the SI attitude...
Approximately. 200Z ofthe 3375 ib-sec impulse was used in the.
TACS only control mode. Because of the limited TACS propellant
remaining, the flight program was.. modified to prevent, any
further automatic switch o_er to.the TACS only controlomode.
On July 25th, Skylab was. maneuvered from the solar ineltial ....
attitude to the end-onnvelocity vector attitude using_
approximately 279 Ib-sec of. TAC$ impulse. This maneuver was
very similiar-to the July 6th m_neuver described abo_&e....
Between July 25th 19_8 and June 20th 1979_ there were two Skylab
maneuvers, both of which _ere managed without the use of the
TACS. The first, on November 4, 1978, was _ maneuver of 18_.
degrees from th_ normal E_VV orientation (EOW_A) with .the MDA
pointing toward the positive velocity vector, to a new.
orientation (EOVV-B) with the -_orbita.l workshop leading.. The- _
purpose of this maneuver was to provide the most favorable .....
_ _ thermal conditions to r_duce the sir.ass in CMG#2. The-second
15a
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maneuver on Januai:y 25, 1979 was f:om the EOVV-B attitude to the
i solar inertial atti_'ude for the purpose of r_duced operation_l
maintenance since ,_xtending Skvlab.'s orbital life was no longer
a mission objective.
The next TACS usage occurred on June 2Zth, 1979 after nearly
eleven months of non-use. The onboard propellant mass of I13 _
ibs remained constant during this. period reconfirming a leak
tight system. On June 2@th 1979 the Skylab was maneuvered from
" the solar inertial attitude to a Torque Equilibrium Attitude.
(TEA). The total maneuverto TEA Control, including an offset
ZLV maneuver and CMG-cage_l!s_ed approximately 373 ib-sec of . TACS
impulse..
On June 24th, 197.9 TEA control was lost when the transpose of ......... I
._ the desired matrix relating momentum errors to attitude errors ....
i abo.ut the torque eq%ilibrium attitude was uplinked.° The er/or
was.corrected and TEA reacquired. The entire, process of losing
and reacquiring TEA control use-approximately 1092 ib-sec _i.
TACS impulse. Although this usage was unplenned, sufffcient
propellant remained to support reentry maneuvers if required.
:_ The last TACS usage occurred on .July II, 1979 approximately 9.
': hours prior to the Skylab reentry. The TACS firing limit was
!i
updated to its maximum value and Skylab was commanded to a solar
._ inertial_ attitude. While maneuvering_ to SI, the aerodynamic
torques, increased significantly_ causing TACS firing in an.
_. attempt to maintain control. When the TACS propellant was
_ expended, control authority was lost and the aerodynamic_ torques
[i put the vehicle into a tumble. This tumble was initiated, to .
i_ obtain a predictable average drag during thr. final hours of
reentry to support cpmputer reentry predictians _rog.ram_ ...........................
3.2.2.2 TACS Performance Data
When Skylab was. reactivated in M_rch 1938 there- was a total
impulse of 22,28@ ib-sec available for supporting, the ....
reactivation mission. Impulse usage during the reactivation
mission is presented in Figure 3-21. Total impulse calculations .........
were based on the propellant mass remaining following, each TACS -
usage period as presented in Figure. 3-22. Propellant mass
calculations_ are dependent on the average gaseous nitrogen
supply pressure, from two supply manifold pressure measurements
and the average supply temperature as determined from six
i_ nitrogen supply sphere temperatare transducers which were
distributed among the 22 supply spher:es. Since the initial
loading of the nitrogen supply was at. a high pressure,.
approximately 3Z@Z psia the _upply pressure-transducers were by.
necssity of a high pres___9_rir____/o_..__pro .........to 3500 psia. The-
1'53
potential instrument error resulting from using these high range
_ _ pressure measurements to calculate mass at the relatively low
supply pressure experienced during the reactivation mission
could result in relatlvily high mass and impulse errors..•
i Therefore, the results of analyses conducted using these
pressure measurements were considered to beapproximations.
_ _ The GN| supply pressures, temperatures and thrust available from __
i TACS thrusters during the various usage periods is presented in
Table 3.2-2. The thrust calculation, is dependent upon the
supply pressure with the assumption of a 7% drop from the supply
pressure manifold to the thrusters during flow conditions. This
pressure drop value had been determined by analysis and test and
proved to be. valid when used during the manned mission sys!@_m"...........
analysis.
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FIGURE3-22

3.2.3 Conclusions and Lessons Learned
[
The cold gas propulsion system used to support_Skylab attitude
management has proven to be extremely reliable throughout the-
Skylab manned and reactivation missions. There were no hardware
anomalies _and no _indications of,propellant leakage throughout
the more that 6 year orbital lifetime. The all brazed
propellant supplysystem and the thruster valve design provided ....
! a leak tight system. _ Although the propellant supply was
sufficient to support all manned and reactivation mission ........
attitude control requirements, careful management of propellant ..
resources were required due to higher:demands on the system than
had been an.ticipated prelaunch. While the TACS could have used _
additional gaseous propellant supplies, the Skylab environmental.__
r control system had an excess of gaseous oxygen (approximately
22001 Ibs) and gaseous nitrogen (approximately IZ0 ibs) at the
i end of the reactivations mission. Should a future design use
two similar systems, an intenface between the two supplies with
ground interface c trol may prove beneficial. However,
!i potential decreased reliability il_pacts on both systems and the ....
intermixing of oxygen and_nitrogen SUPPly systems, as would have ......
been the case for Skylah, would require considerable analysis
i before such and interface design concept could be incorporated
L
i
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3_3_ CONTROL MOMENT LqYRO__!CM__! SJST___EM
3.3.1 Sy_t_em Descri_ption
'1
The Control Moment Gyro (CMG) consisted of a motor driven rotor
which was gimbaled to provide two degrees• of. freedom within the
limits of the electrical and mechanical stops. The instrument.
by utilizing its rotation momentum was capable of producing
torques on_a vehicle proportional to the. angul_r rate- of the
gimbals. By controlling the CMG gimbal rates, attitude control
of-the vehicle was achieved. Figure 3-23 shows the assembled
_* CMG.
Three vehicle mounted doubled gimballed CMGs were used as_
momentum exchange devices for• maintaing vehicle _ attitude. The-
underlyingprinciple of momentum exchange is the conservation of ..............
,_ momentum, The. total Skylab system momentum was made up of
vehicle momentum plus CMG momentum and constrained such that the.
_i: change_in vehicle momentum was__equaL to zero.. Any transient
_. change i.n vehicle momentum due to external torques (i.e.,
! gravity gradient or aerodynamic) was comp_ensated.fo_ by an equal
and opposite chan_e in CMG momentum ........ ..............................
To compensate for. an external torgue, a restoring torque was
_ generated by the CMG system. This..was accomplished by rate
commanding a change in direction of. the three CMG spin vectors.
The rate commands to the CMG g_mba.ls were computed in the ATMDC
as part of theCMG Control Law. The CMG system was capable, of
operating under conditions where one of the three CMGs had
failed_ A detailed description of the Skylab CMGs and their
utilization in ths APCS may be found in RefeDence 4.
3.3.2 Orbital StOrage
No orbital storage effects were_etect_d in any of the CMGs, CMG
inverte.rs or* electr.onics. The performance of the two_ operating
CMGs in the Skylab reactivation mission was identical, to the
original Skylab mission. The CMG runup curve of wheel speed vs.
time was the same as for. the o.riginal mission. T.his indicates
that neg!igihle chang9 in bearing friction had occurred since
the beginning of the_original Skylab mission.snd little if any
pressure had built up in the wheel cavity. The pressure
e_vacuation valves were closed at the. 9nd of the. first mission.
All three CMG inverters and elec.tronics-oDerated_throughout both
missions without any failure& Or probl_ms. CMG No. 3 performed
i: . flawlessly during both Skyl_b m[Ssi.on_. Th.__ wheel s_eed
indicator on CMG No. 3.was lost du.[ing [_? oriqinal mission, but
this_did not_affect the-CMG perfgr_an._e.
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, ! 3.3.3 Reactivation Mission 0_p._[at!onal Performance
The main concern with the CMG system perfo._ance during the
reactivation.._ mlsslsn csntered around CMG #2, On DOY 327 of
19.73, during the original Skylab mission, CMG #1-was powered off ..............................
via DCS Commands after'an apparent catastrophic wheel bearing
failure.. An investigation was_ inltlated to analyze the _ata
from the 30 days prior to the DOY 3.27 to dete.rmine if there: was
a signature of the CMG parameters prior to £ailure. It was
discovered through this analysis that. there had been four
"anomalies" or "distress points" before the failure.. A distress ....
point is characterized as_the following:
i) One bearing temperature increases more rapidly than the
ii other
2) An _increase in phase current
3) A decrease_in wheel speed
ill These would_occur almost simultaneous, over the. same time. period .........
i ....... The first distress point was noted, about 20 days prior to. thefailure and .the fourth d s ress point egan approximately on
!_ hour before the first indications of a catastrophic failure. It
was also discovered., during, the CMG #i •failure characterization.,
ilj that CMG #2 was also exhibiting the distress point signature.
Between DOY 323 of 197.3 and DOY 23 of 1974 a total of 39.
L
distress., points were. observed_. (Reference 4). On DOY 23, a.
distress point signature started that.lasted for a long period
of. time and would recover_ for. only brief" periods. This
signature, persisted essentially until CMG #2-was powered off. at
the end of the (_riginal Skylab mission.. CMG #3 did not show any
of the _istress .point. characteristics.
Therefore, there was much concern about the health ofCMG #2 for
the Skylab Reactivation Mission.. To help co.ntrol the amount of _-
torque, applied to the CMG wheel bearings, the requirements for
the initial EOVV. software (FF8.1 buffers 1-8) provided for the.
capability to update the CMG gimbal rate. limit. (_&). This
allowed the-flight controllers to uplink a large _ whe_n.maximum_
control authority, was essential and to. reduce. _ during_
relatively quiet periods to minimize stress on the_ CMG wheel.
. , 6 ' •
bearings. During the o.r.1_inal Skylab mlsslon, 4_ had _een 4
degree/second whereas during most of-the EOV_ operation, 4f& was
either 1 or 1/2 degree/second. On some_ occasions, such. as
du_.ing the solar inertial operation over the first, long period
Of no station coverage, on Jane 9 and 10, 1978, following the
regaining of CMG cont,rol on,July 20, 1978 and during initial TEA
_: Control Operations, 6_ was increased to 2 degree/second.
1,6 .
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The.CMG data was studied _×tonsi_o_y throughout the ml.ssion..
i ' The CMG bearing t_mger_tu_o_-, who,l cur_e-nts _nd wheel-spe_d_--
were-analyzed to detect tl%e p_esenc_ of the. CMG st_.ess point
signature. The CMGs perfo-_m_d nomin_!ly f_om tha tlmo of
initlal control. _quisiti_n on June g, 1978 (DOY 16Z) until the
#2 bearing tempe ratur_ oE CMG #2 dropped .below 63 degrees F on._
September 22, 1978 (DOY_265)_. On this day, the first signature
of a CMG #2 dlstr_ess point durin_ _OVV Operation occurred.
Three days later, on DOY_268, a second signature was observed.
followed by_ a third on.DOY 271. ThesO signatures are shown on ..........
Figure 3-24. During the Kkylab. reactivation mission, _ total of-
18 distress points, occurred. TheSe _re listed on Table 3.-IZ with-
the date,, beta angl_, bearinq temperature and mode of oDe.ration.
_: Evaluation of the CMG dat_ indicated that. the stress poinhs were
I probably caused by re_ainer-instability aggrav.ated hy marginal
_, lubrication and. was a £unc_ion of bearing tempe_rature.. Th_
bearing temperature of CMG #2 while in the EOW_ mode is- a
i function of the beta angle. A. plot of the #2 bearing
temperaturesof CMG #2 ver._uS beta _ngle for EOVV.-A is shown in
• Figure 3-25. As shown, in.the figure, the _treSs point.occur ed
[i when the beta angle was less than .-45 degrees causing the #2
_ bearing temperature to drop below 63 degrees F. At this time it.
was estimated that the minimum temperature required to avoid ............
stress_wa_ approximately 65 degrees F
i In order to maintain the bearing, temperature-above 6.5 deg!ees F,
a method was develope_ for. flying the_vehicle., backward in the
_ EOVV B mode o_for large negative sun angles and. forward in_the .
!:_ EOVV A mode for large_positive sun _ngles (section 2). An
_ additional advantage, of these-modes was that while it prevented
the, CMG from_becoming too cold it also prevented the ATMDC _from
becoming too.hot (See Section_ 3.6)..
It was planned to change modes between_ZOV._A and EOKVB only when
the absolute value of the-beta angle would becomegreater..than ......
4@ degrees (-40 for EOVVA and +4.Z for EOVVB). This was
considered sufficient to keep the bearing.temperature,.above 65
degrees F., see Fi@ure 3-26 fmr- a plot _ of-the #2 bearing
temperature versus beta angle in EOW B. However, on DOY 346,
at a beta angle of 16 degrees and.CMG bearing temper.ature of 78 .....
degrees F, the fourth distress point occurred. _,This was the
first distress .point_ in EOVV B..
At this point the. estimate of the- stress point minimum
temperature was revised.upward to approximately 8_-85. degrees.
When _three more distress points occurred on DOY 348, 349_ and.
358 (see Figure 3-27) it bec_me evident that the vehicle w_uld
_" require an EOVVA/EQV_B transition for each pass through zer_
beta. Ky this time, however, the decision _as mad_ to.abandon.
plans for a reboost/deorhit mission.
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TABLE3-I0
'i
ii CMG #2DISTRESSP_OI.NTSDURI"I GTHESKYLABREACTIVATIONMISSION ..r
bIstrea_ Date Angle 'I_mpor_ture
Point (DOY) (Degrees) ('¥) ,;ode Comments
#I, 265(19T_) -490 62°- EOV_VA Minimum temperature.to
avoid_stress believed to
r be -6 5l°F ,
_' #2 2@8 "50° G5° ZOVV A
#3 -- 2T0 -4T ° 63° _OV_..A
il,
#4 3.46 . 16° ?S° " '_OW B First distress point
'_ in EO'v'V B -
_ ' _--I J_ 3.48 21° .... ?7° EOW B Estimate of distress point
minimum tempe_'ature re-
i vised upward..
_! #6 _ 349 • 24° 76° EOV'V B
•" #7 , 35L_ 19° 81° EOV'V_B Plans are made to rotate
_, vehicle on each pass
: through z_ero beta, .
!- #8 365 -5° 90° EO_ B CMG #2 is pointed toward
,'_, the sun.
ii #10 1 (1979) "11 °- 95°_ EOW B It appears that distress
- points will be unavoidabh
forlow beta angles_j
#II 1_ -13°. .... 9?°. EOW B
#12 ..... 2 -- -15°- 102° EOYV B Itisfearedthatthe
CMG lubricationis
evapc_.rating.
#13 2 -17 ° 104°/- EOW B
Sl #1 26 -35 ° 93 ° .... Solar First distress point ..
Inertial in solar inertial.
S I # 2 l 2 ? -30°. ?9° Solar _,
Inertial i
Sl #3. 27 -2?° 760 " Solar l_is feared.that the
Inertial 5 offsetisnot enough.
! "- patch is started tOallow largeroffset.
Sl 14. 28 _25° 77o Solar
Inertial
SI #5 29 -22 ° _. 80° . Solar Last distress point,
Inertial temperature stabilizes.
_T_l_l R^IUR| OF _ _ I W_t_L O_A_ING 8 _ laF)
lb4 .....
i_ _,
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Between DO¥ 365 of 1978 and DOY 2 of 1979, six more distress
'_,. points occurred. These took, place when the beta angle was_
negative in the EOW B modewhich meant that the sun wasshlning
directly on the CMG. -It appeared that stress points would _ow
be unavoidable for low beta angles even if the vehiclewas.
rotated each beta pass. It was thearized that the CMG I
" lubrication was evaporating and that distresspoints would
_ occur at.lncreasingly higher temperatures.
On January 25, 1979 the vehicle was maneuvered to the _ solar
inertial attitude.• Shortly afterwards, a 5 degree maneuver was
commanded about the X axis to allow as much sunlight as possible
to warm CMG-#2.. This was the maximum allowable rotation about
the X axis. that could be commanded_n solar inertial operation.
Immediately upon acquiring the. SI attitude,, the bearing
temperature began to fall (see Figure. 3-28). On DOY 26, the
Ii distress point the solar inertial mode occurred. Fourfirst in
, more distress points occurred during the next three days. .....It
ii was fearedthat the 5degree offset would not ber sufficient to
I: adequately warm the CMG. Therefore._ a p;o_ram patch was
generated to allow larger offsets during most of the daylight
portion of the orbit and smaller ffsets for ACQ SS s rapdo n
updating and gravity gradient dump ....The program.patch was not
ii implemented however because afte_ the fifth distress point
_: following SI acquisition, the temperature of the hearing
_, stabilized at approximately 75 degrees F. From_this point until
!_ the end of the mission, there were n_ further distress points.
! 3.3.4 Conclusions and Lessons Learned
!
After reevaluating the premious CMG distress points, it was
decided that in addition to the marginal lubrication and low
temperature, that the temperature gradient also contributed to -
the cause of hhe stress points. After the temperature became
stable, the CMG behavior was normal. It was also concluded that
orbital storage had no detrimental effects on the CMGs or their .............
associated ele:tronic sys_em_ .................................................................
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3.4 .... RATE SYRCS O_RqAL PAGE IS
OF l_)OBQUALITY,
3.4.I s_l t m_D_  s r ion
The ATM Rate Gyro Processor (RGP) Cansistsd of a single Kearfott
series 2519 rate irLtegrating gyroscope and the electronics
necessary to operate it in _he rate mode, and w_m contained in 0_
' rectangular enclosure 30.28 X 2L. 74 X 14.6Z centimeters. The
RGP weighed 5.58 kilograms. Three-rate gyros were utilized on
,_ each of the vehicles .l control axes (X, Y and Z).. During the
il original Skylab mission excessive drift in these gyros w._s of
great concern (Reference 4). Because of this a special set of
six gyros (the six psck)_ was developed and installecl in S.kyl._b .......
during the third ,_._nned mission. At the end of the or igina!
Skylab mission the gyro-conf.iguration w_s _s shown in Figure
3-29. Six pack # "5" gyros _repl_ced # "i" designated gyros in
the software while si× D_ck # "6"- gyros repla_ed the # "2"
designated gyros, in the sof.tware. X1 9nd Y1 rack rate gyros-.
replaced the # "3" designated gyros in the sa_tware while the Z3 .
_ rack gyro retained its origin_l designation. _
_. 3.4_2 Renctivation Mission S_um_,_,.0__.r__[
On Mar.ch ii, 1978, Dower wa_ transferred to the Skylah APCS bus
_ for _ppro.ximately 5 minutes. This wgs the first time power h_d
[_ been aDplied to the r_te gyros since the. oriqinal Skylab mission
shu.tdown on February 9, 1974. At this time, 5 of the 6 r_.t_ ......
gyros in the "six-Dock" came on and. wer_ operational._ The Y2
i: gyro respond was to have be.an lost. _
rate did not _nd ,._S S lIfn._.C]
Several weeks _fter the Skylab re_,ctiv_t ion had been.
accomplished, the Y2 rgte- gyro.ine×olicebly came to life- and
performed.norm_lly until _Dril 23, ]979, when it og_in failed to
operate.
The X2 rate. gvro F_iled to Ooer._te so_ergl times duri_._, th _------
reactivation missi.nn, but _t wou i.:] later resume nomin._l
(% .. ..operation. The X2 r_.t_._V_'o _nomgly w_s not ._hard failur.e and
suggested a f_ i.led intermittent Dower sunoly or electr(xnic
cd_nc_//it,reth,_r than _ failed_yro.
On April 23, 1979, :_,x_mination of the re._l-time telemetry d_t.._
showed that the Y] rnte qvro w_s Drovi_ging erratic ou.tputs5" • "'
Although the YI. r.ate gvro. wgs de._l_red fail_d, because its
If signal characteristics hA._ degrade.d, it w-_" s_ill operating _gdindic._t_ing _rj_t_ T,e_sureme_%t_._t reentry .................................................
.'
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nWhile in_ EOW operations, on January 12, 1979, real-time.
telemetry showed that. an error had been detected between the
controlling Z-axls rate gy_:os Z1 and Z3. Telemetry indicated
that the Z3 rate gyro output had failed to zero and flight
controllers configured the Z axis to use rate gyros Z1 and Z2..
1 The failed Z3 rate gyro was one of the three _eratlng gyros
I mounted on the ATM rack. These rate gyros were exposed to a
ir hard vacuum and an uncontrolled_temperature environment _and all
P.I
_i! but the Z3 .rate gyro., operated, throughout the total Skylab
I mission.
3_A_3_ Conclusions and Lessons Learned
There was no evidence that ..orbital storage had any adverse ......
effects on the rate gyros, Even with all the rate gyro
i_ anomalies enumerated, redundancy still remained in the X.and Z: axes at reentry and th_ er/atic YI rate gyro could .have been .....
used in the Y axis if it had become _necessary. ._.
1.71
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3.5 ACQUISITION SUN SENSOR ................ •.....,
I
3.5.1 S__stem.Descr iption
l
The AcquiSition Sun Sensor cOns.isted of.two-major subassemblies,
,, the Optical Assembly (OA). and the. Electronics Assembly (EA)._
_{i:I The Optical. Assembly used a family of five ghotovoltaic. Cellsarranged in a geometriC, configuration to generate voltage. -
!,. analOgs of the sun's angular pos.ition, about two orthogonal.axes,
linear to _5 degree,s, and a discrete signsl any t.zm_-the_sun was
:i within the. field-of-view of. the error detectors (9 + 1 degrees
I circular). The Electronics Assembly used conventional_
!_ i electronics to shape and scale -.the..sign_is from the Optical
_il Assembly and then, transmits: the anqular:error s/g.nal and the sun.
!! presence signal to .the APCS digital computers for subsequent
i, processing and use in. the Attitude and Pointing Control System..
The Optical Assembly optical axis was. aligned., parallel to the
Z-axis of -the ,vehicte..and me_,_ured _ngular. errors about: the X
and Y-axes.
_!i The Optical Assembly contained two pairs of fine-pointing 1
detectors (one pair. per axis) and a, t_rgpt detector... Each pair
i of-detectors was connected so that the output currents were ....................
.;. differenced and. functioned as an. enerqy balance null sensor.
i When the sensor was pointed directly at the sun both photocells.
L received the-same .amount.o£energy _nd the electrical output was ........
!: at a null. When not pointed directly _t the sun, the optics_.
i!_ (lenses and baffles) produced a di£ference in the. solar energy
ii reaching the two cells in the pair. The electrical output from
the cells waS.proportional to the angle between the optical axis-
of the sensor and the- sun line. The target cell detecting
electronics triggered a discrete when the sun was within a _5
degree Gone of the solar, vec.tor_
The subsystem was. completly redundant, Thexe were- two
independent systems operating at all times.
3.5.2 Conclusions and Lessons Learned
There. were ....na indications thatr,orbital storage had any adverse.
effects an. the sun sensors. The sun sensors performed
throughout both_Skylah mis.sions without malfunc, tion or. failure.
The sensors were in continuou& operation from initial power-up ............
_. to final power- down on the original Skylab.mission an@ were on
through all the reactivation mission.
- 172 .......
The sun sensor was sensitive to reductions in solar light
intensity, since it was designed, to operate at one solar
I constant. Apparently, the sensor operated satisfactorily
_I because there was no reduction in the scale, factoronthe analog
_, angular _ rate error signal.
The sun sensors operated as ,designed and fulfilled all
requirements with no anomalies.
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3.6 ATM DIGITAL COMPUTER AND WORKSHOP COMPUTER
INTERFACE UNIT
t.....................
i
3.6.1 Introduction
The Skylab computer subsystem, which consists of. two ATMDCs,
WC.IH, MLU and MLU tape recorder, performed without any failures
during the primary Skylab mission. Both the primary and -
secondary Computer.s wer.e utilized during the primary mission and.
the.. operability of the onboard MLU. and MLU tape recorder was..
successfully demo.nstrated a.t the termination o£ the mission.
Therefore, at the conclusion of the primary Sky.lab mission, the
entire, complement _ of the Skylab computer subsystem was
operational. A complete summar_ of." the Skylab computer
Subsystem specifications and operational performance during the
I? primary mission can_be.found, in Reference 3. _
I This Section briefly summarizes the performance of and concerns
_ with the. S_ylab computer subsystem during the Skylab
_ Reactivation mission.
3.6_2 Orbital Storage Effects
_4
At the onset of the Skylab Reactivation mission, the .operational
_ status of the Skylah computer subsystem was not predictable
_: because of. the unknown, environmental conditions experienced_.
[_ during the four-years of orbital_s_orage. The concerns with the.
effects of long term. orbital.storage, were many; the major of
which, were as.follows: ..........................
I) Thermal cy.cling .....
2). Degradation of the protective control surfaces
3) .De2omposition o£ my_lar tape in MLU-taDe .recorder
Repeated thermal cyClingoocurred because of" the random Skylab
mo_ion with respect to the sun and. the occurance of earth.
shadowing..(orbital day/night) each orbit for 16_orblts each day
for the 4 years of orbital storage. Thermal.cycling stresses
component, integrity and the major concern was. the effect on
internal and external connectors. The concern was that repeated
thermal cycling, could cause either poor electrJ.cal contact or no
electrical contac_ hetween_ the. Dins. and sockets in. the.
connectors. .--
17..4
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The thermal design of the,. ATMDC/WCIU was b,sed on passive
! radiation ofheat,. An important part of that design was the use-
of _. reflective pait to limit the amount ofheat input from
other sources.. Photog a_hs r_turned at the conclusion, of the . .
primary mission showed a significant d_scoloration of exterior
surfaces of the computer subsystem co ponents.which suggested a
degradation in the reflective paint. The major-concern with
degradation o.f.the reflexive paint was that the temperature of _
the ATMDC in an operational state would exceed design
i • specifications because of excessive heat input from ....other
sources_
i Although no plans existed for using the MLU tape recorder, a
concern was voiced that the. integrity of the mylar tape in the
MLU tape recorder may have been degraded• because the long term ....
I_ exposure, in a vaccuum may have depressurized the sealed
recorder.. Concerns. ranged•from unreliable data on the tape 'to
L[ disintegration of the tape. with movement. The operational ..
status of the MLU tape recorder-was never determined.because its..
was not _equired. during, the Skylab Reactivation mission.
I_ .... However., th_ MLU tape recorder is. identical to the ATM TM ASAP-
recorder which was used throughout- the Skylab Reactivation
mission without any discernible degradation in performance.
; 3.6.3 Operational Performance
There were three concerns relative to the operational
performance of the ATMDC/WCIU during the Skylab Reactivation
Mission. The concerns were the operational temperature range of
the ATMDC/WCIU, the repeated power cycling of the ATMDC/WCIU
ATMDC/WCIUduring certain phases of the mission and the .......................................................................
operational lifetime.
3.6.3.1 ..... Thermal Performance
The_ operating temperature of the ATMDC/WCIU was of concern on
two occassions-during the. mission. The first occaslon was the ....
initial power up temperature environment during the March
interrogation.tests £see Section 2.2.1) and the second occasion
.... was operating in the EOVV.A attitude with _large negative sun
angles._..(@).
!" i
'i
i
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3.6,3.1,i March Interro@ation TsstS ._
[
['
At the 00ncluslon nf the prlm_ry Skvlab mission, the-primary
ATMDC/WCIU was left connected to the APCS power bus. The relay
- which disconnected the--0omput_r subsystem from the APCSipower
bus was also- activated by power from the same APCS bus.
Furthermore, the internal heaters for the _omputer subsystem
were also powered by the APCS bus. Thor:afore it was impossible
to thermally condition the ATMDC/WCIU prior to the initial power .....
up and also impossible to. disconnect the prima]:y ATMDC/WCIU from
the APCS bus withOut_ first applying power to. the ATMDC/WCIU ...............
This situation, was of concern since the temperature
_- specification limit for ATMDC/WCIU power-up was -2_ degrees C
and temperature measurements in the vicinty of the ATMDCfWCIU
were indicating measurements in thatrange. The concerns with
attempting a power'up at excessiwely cold temperatures were .......
seVeral. First, the computer: might not operate, at all due to_
_ oscillator failure _t low temperatures. Secondly, some
permanent damage might occur in• the hardware_hich could.render
the _rimary ATMDC/WCIU permanently inoperable. Thirdly, since.
the ATMDC" u.tilizes a destruc.tive readout memory, the attendant
flight, software may be destroyed or corrupted beyond use without
any immediate recovery capabilities, guaranteed. At 20:36 GMT;on ....................
March Ii, 1978, powerwas transferred to the APCS. bus and the_ i
receipt of the ATMDC TM data at the Bermuda gro.und station
confirmed that the ATM_C was cycling. ATMDCTM data indicated
! that the ATMDC and WCIU internal temperatures as measured by
_i thermistors were.-i_.9_ degrees C-- and -26_2 degrees C.
respectively at initial power_ up. Subseguent analysis of. the
il ATMDC'TM data indicated that the ATMDC/WCIU and attendant flight
software were operational. In fact, • as far as the onboard
software • program was concerned, the 4 year and 3Z day aff time
appeared as only a temporary power• transient; the power-up
restart capability in the flight program picked up from where
the program stopped cycling 4 years and 30 days.ag0 ...................
3.6.3.1.2 EOVV Attitude
The EOVV attiuude presented a signigicantly different thermal
environment for Skylab than that experienced in the Sl attitude.
In the SI attitude, the Z wehicle axis is always pointed toward
the sun and Skylab is presented with a relatively constant
thermal environment. However, in the EOVU attitude the thermal ......
environment for Skylab is directly related to the
i elevation/declination ol the sun relative to the orbit plane .........
_ In the- EOVV. attitude the vehicle longitudin_L axis is nearly
aligned along the orbit velocity vector with the vehicle rolled
i
.
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": ' about the-longltudin"l axis such t:,at the solar panels point
toward the sun near orbit noo_.. In the EOVV A attitude, the
operating temperature of the ATMDC hCf eased as the sun angle
_; became mare negative.. (See Figure 3-3.0).
The acceptance test speclflc:_tions forthe ATMDC/WCIU_ required ..........
the ATMDC/WCIU to be operational, including initial power on,
within design .specifications between the temperature range of ......
-20 degrees C (-4 degrees F) and +55 degrees C (+131 degrees F).
All flight units successfully passed the acceptance tests..
Additionally a qualification test was performed on one. ATMDC in
which the internal temperature of the ATMDC was maintained for
1 hour at 67.degrees C (153 degrees_F.) and the ATMDC remained
operational within specifications.. During the primary Skylab
mission, the computer subsystem remained within the acceptance
test thermal l.imits except for one brief occassion on DOY 14 in
! 1974 on which a ZLV maneuver was performed during a large sun ....
I angle condition (See Reference 3). Since the EOVV attitude is
basically a subset of the ZLV attitude the operating temperature
i of the ATMDC for large negative sun angles was of concern. The
ATMDC temperature while in the EOVV A attitude_ based upon_
, flight data from DOY 209 to DOY 258 (1978)_, _s shown wersus sun
i angle in Figure 3-30. As shown in Figure 3-30, the ATMDC
temperature approached 55 degrees C as the sun angle aproached
i -40_ degrees. The sun angle would-reach -70-de,tees_at. a later
date and the-thermal performance of the ATMDC in that situation_
il was unknown. Predictions made by MSFC indicated that the ATMDC
temperature would approach 152.degrees F for those conditions ....
However, this situation was ne_er encountered because the
[_ attitude of Skylab was changed to the EOVV B attitude (180
_: degree rotation about local vertical from EOVV A attitude) wheni
a large negative sun angle occurred. Skylab was placed in the
: EOVV B attitude because CMG. 2 bearings experienced their lowest
temperatures for large negative sun angles; a condition which .....
was equated to enhancing the possibility of CMG #2 spin bearing
failure.
17_,'
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" 13.6•3.2 Repeated Power Cyc.l.ing
As discussed in Section 3.6,3.1.1, the pc lmary ATMDC/WCIU was
connected to the APCS Fower bus and each time the APCS bus was
!_ energized, the ATMDC would power on. The onboard configuration-
remained in that state until the primary ATMDC/WCIU was
disconnected from the APCS bus on June 7, 1978 because of a
deficiency in electrical energy during CMG spin up. During_the
time period from the March interrogation tests until June 7,
i_ 1978, the primary ATMDC/WCIU was repeatedly cycled on and off.
I .
i_ due to interrogations of-the APCS rate gyros, implementation of
PI: -
flight softwarepatches into the ATMDC and unintentional
i operations• The primary ATMDC/WCIU was not removed from the__
ii APCS bus because an uncertainty in the operability of the.
L onboard switch selectors generated a reluctance to change• any
operational onboard configuration unless absolutelynecessary!i " • •
ii Furthermore, since the specific • switch selector command had-
never been issued during the primary mission, there was an
additional uncertainty in its operability. However, when --the
energy shortage in the electrical power system occurred, the.
_ primary ATMDC was removed from the APCS bus and_subsequently was
i successfully reconnected _o the APCS bus.
i The exact number of power cycles applied to the primary
ATMDC/WCIUI is unknown but estimates range from thirty to
hundreds. The reason for the uncertainty isbecause on several
i_ occassions, the APCS bus was unintentionally left energized when
i_ the Skylab_ attitude was uncontrolled. This situatiQn occurredi
I as a result of the spurious switch selector _command phenomenonwhich wasnot well understood a the time ......
Although difficult to quantifyL it was felt that_repeated power.
cycling of the ATMDC/WCIUcould adversely affect the _lifetime
capability of the hardware ...................................................................
3.6.3.3 Operational Lifetime
The operational lifetime of the ATMDC/WCIU was of significant--
importance during, the design phase of the APCS. The computer.
was considered to be one of the least reliable .components in the _
APCS. Considerable effort was devoted to screening par.ts,
rigorous testing and designing a redundant computer subsystem ....
which could satisfy the planned 236 day mission lifetime.
- Originally the stated design reliability goal for the composite
Skylab computer subsystem was a reliability of _0.70 for a 236
day mission. (See Reference 3). An ATMDC Failure__ Effects.-
Analysis dated 1 July 1970, estimated a 236 day mission
reliability figure of Z.869. The original ATMDC/WCIU design had
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an estimated failure r_te of 98.8 f_ilures per million hours.
i The 16K memory contributed 73 3 of th_ 98 8 failures per million
..... hours. The addition of the 8K flight p_ogram capability and the
memory reload capabilities (MLU) increased the overall ....
ATMDC/WCIU system reliability to 0.971 for a 236 day mission.
The Skyl_b computer subsystem Operational lifetime far exceeded
its design goals.
The tot_l operational time for the n_imary and secondary ATMDCs
and WCIU common TMR section is shown in Table 3-11. As •observed
in Table-3-11, the total accummulated hours on the computer
subsystem is equivalent to 762.3 days_ of operation; and the
computers were still operational when Skylab was destroyed uRon
reentering the earth's atmosphere.
IBE_ ..........

3.7 ..............ATMDC FLIGHT SOFTWARE
3.7.1 IntrodUction.
Software modifications developed to Support all phases of the__
Skylab reactivation mission included extensive modifications to
i the ATMDC_Iight software as well as corresponding changes to
_ off-line .support software used for verification and performance ....
_ analysis. The software development activity during the _
' reactivation mission was concentrated around three major areas:
i two CMG EOVV operations, single CMG EOVV operation and TEA
control. EaCh of these software development activities resulted
in new ATMDC f]'ght software which utilized the available APC&
hardware to provide momentum management and vehicle control.
The initial purpose was to maintain a minimum drag or
End-On-Velocity-Vector (EOVV) attitude to prolong Skylab ....
lifetime. Later,. when plans for the reboost/deboost mission
were dropped, the:purpose was tot enable vehicle control to be
maintained as Sk_lab attitude decayed toward reentry.
_ A fourth area of activity, which applied to each of. the m&jor.
il development areas, provided flight software modifications to
_ improve Skylab system oper_ation in the reactivation mission-
environment. The environmental considerations included unmanned
I_ operation, limited ground coverage, and limited APCS resources
(i.e._TACS).
A description of the tools used for development of-flight
software; the methods and procedures, used to define, analyze,
program and verify software-modifications into the ATMDCand a
chronology and description of the modifications follows.
3.7.2 Development Tools
_ Prior to and during the original Skylab misSion, there were_.
several simulators which had been used for the Skylab
performance analysisw flight software development, crew training
and mission support. Upon comple.tion of_ the Skylab mission
these simulators were stored away or disassembled with no-
thought or plans for them ever becoming active again. When_
Skylab reactivation became apparent, an effort was initiated to _
bring the necessary simulators Odt of storage and update_them to
the configuration_ required to . support EOVV flight pro_gram
development° ....................................................................................
I
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Prior to and during the original Skylab mission,, there were
several simulators which had been used for the Skylab.
performance analysis,., fligh_ software development, crew_training
and mission support. Upon completion., of the Skylab, mission.
these simulators were stored away or _disassembled with no
thought or plans for them ever becoming active again. When
Skylab reactivation became apparent, an effort was initiated to
bring the necessary simulators out of_storage and update them to ._
i the. configuration required to.__support EOVV _ _flight pro_ra_m
development._.
..... Prior to the beginning of the Skylab reactivation effort, all _
Skylab simulators were inactive. A study was made to decide_
what simulator requirements were needed for EOW software .......
development and. which simulators could be reactivated in the
'_ time available to best meet these requirements. Simulator
i requirements were developed by. experience gained -from previous .....
space related software development programs. These programs
: have shown that s ral different types of simulators are_
_' required to. provide complete simulation, support of software----
_. development_ .. --
i_ A fast running simulator, is needed to perform long term. _
performance analysis where simulations of ten or more o_bits are_
common_ A simulatox which has. a model of flight software that ....
i. iseasily modified, is needed for front-end studies on desian.
_ schemes where many approaches are proposed or where the scheme
i_ is in a preliminary design phase- and several changes, are.
ii anticipated.. Another simulator is.needed with. the capability
_ for:a large amount of contrQL, data gathering and visibility of
i the flight program to perform detailed instruction-by-
instruction testing. A real time simulator is needed for making
performance studies using the actual flight software. Each of
I these simulators ha_e unique characteristics which make them_best suited for their particular task and, when usedcollectively, provide the total testing requirements of the
ATMDC software.
The simulators used for .software development in the_reactivation
mission were:
. i) IBM System/360 Model 75 System Analysis Attitude
Simulator - Version II _AS-II)
2) IBM System/36@ Model 75 Interpretive ATMDC Workshop
System Simulator (Interpretive Simulator)
i
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1,1 addition tO the IBM simulatorS, the control system and
momentum management scheme w_s developed On a NASA SIGMA 5 ....
computer.
The AS-II simulator m_t-both requirements for fast Speed and
e_sy modification.
The interpretive simulator met the requirement for the next_
ii type of simulator needed, i.e., extensive control, data
collection and visibility._ The interpretive Simulator was an
t_' all-digital simulation which executed on _n IBM System 360/Model
75 computer. The_ interpretive simulator, had been saved intact
on computer tapes and an IBM System/160 Model 75 computer_was in
operation at the Data Systems Lab at MSFC and was made available
for EOirV._ftware development.
Although th= interpretive simulator existed On tape-and an IBM
il System 360/Model 75_ was available, there still remained
considerable effort t_ reactivate the simulator. When the
interpretive simulator had been used at the IBM Facility, all .
! inputs for simulator control were made through computer
,_ terminals. At-the Data Systems L_b_ however, terminal did not_
_ exist _nd the simulator had to be modified to use_ computer .....
cards. Also the-{nterpretive simulator had been designed to
read the---ATMDC_ £1ight prog[am from a__speci_lly formatted !Q_d_
/ tape,
_" An exhaustive search throJ_gh_ the IBM facility computer tape
files, records xetention and _II other possible locations failed.
to produce a single "ATMDC flight program load tape ....Some HSL ......
flight programs were. discovered in the old MSFC HSL facility
where they had _ been stored for over four years.. By modifying
the interpretive simulator and developing a special program to_
reformat these tapes, a load tape was generated which could be
used by the interpretive simulator. However, this load tape was
missing many of_the features that were part of the normal load __
tape and this caused m_ny capabilities of the interpretive
simulator to be precluded.
i
Another difficulty was that the IBM personnel who had developed
and programmed the irLterpretive simul_tor had since_ transferred
from the JBMHuntsvile Facility. Thes_ Dersonnel had to be
located and brought to Huntsville to perform the required
modifications to mske the interpretive Simulator operation_l__
again.
The next type of simulator reguired was. nne which operated real
time or near realo time with an actual flight program. The-- -
candidate simulators were part hardware and this hardware had ......
long since been disassembled with no pl_ns for subsequent
react-ivation_ The_ hardware had not been stored in any
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systematic manner and therefore few of the pieces could be _
located. Some of the p_rts were even being used on current NASA
i projects. It was conclu,!ed that a real time.simulator could beactiva ed only by expending a l rge amount of Tesources.and time
I that was not available. With the cost/time standpoint weightedagainst the risk involved, it was decided that a real-time
!! simulator was not absolutely necessary.
_! Therefore, it was planned to eliminate the requirement for a
real time simulator and to limit the amount of performance
!I analysis with the actual flight program to nominal environments.
iii Performance analysis in off-nomlnal situations could be
• _performed on the AS-II and the NASA SIGMA.5. Although this left
a "gap" in the testing of the software, it was decided to risk
this exposure in order to develop the EOVV software in the time
available ...................................
!i 3.7.2.1 IBM System/360 Model 75
System Analysi s (AS-II) Simulator
t,'
The AS-II Simulator was used to validate, the performance of
proposedcontrol system changes for Skylab developed on the NASA
SIGMA 5 computer by performing digital simulations .to obtain _
dynamical descriptions of the orbiting Skylab. This simulator
performed a variety of analysis and/or mission support task.
The most important ones were:
i) Determine parametric specifications of control system
parameters needed to meet system accuracy requirements
and satisfy energy constraints.
2) .....Determine the effect, over many orbits, of disturbance
torques upon control system energy expenditure and
attitude accuracy while maintaining desined vehicle
attitude characteristics.
3) Recreate observed anomalies to gain in depth under-
standing of anomaly and,insure proper onboard _
opprations.
4) Evaluate and optimize recommended procedures for
,_ acquisition of-different control modes and attitudes.
i Generate predictedperformance data to use as a basis
for real-tlme mission support.
The primary advantage of the AS-II Simulator was its capability
to operate within the-range of 10 to 100 times faster than real
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time (depending upon• output format opt:ions). Within the area of
mission analysis., the-AScii Simulator was used effectively for
determining critical design _or limits and performance
characteristics when the Sk¥1ab conflgur_tion .underwent severe
changes,
In addition to being able to. operate at high. Speed, the AS-If ....
was also relatively easy to modify. The -AS-II model of the
flight program is written in FORTRAN language which is much
easier to code than the ATMDC language. This-allowed. the
Software requirements to be. implemented into the AS-II and
! extensively tested with a long lead-_ime over ATM_C pr.ogramming.ii
ii _ 3.7.2_2 IBM System/360 Model 75 interpretive ATMDC
i i Skylab Simulator
Ii The IBM System/36_. Model 75 Interpretive ATMDC Skylab Simulator
is an all digital model of the Skylab anu the ATMDC flight.
program. _The Skylab system hardwa and vehicle dynamics a e
modeled by_FORTRAN mathematical, equations and logic statements._
i. The fl!ght prOgram_ is. modeled .....by converting ATMDC program
instructions to the equivalent System• 360/75 machine language .......
_ instructions. The ATMDC hardware models generally remain fixed
from run to run while the ATMDC flight program is input from a
I_ load. tape. A detailed description of the interpretive simulator
! is give_ by Reference 17_ This simula_tor was the only simulator .....
available during EOVV. and TEA software development which
L i
_ operated with the actual ATMDC flight program. A blo.ck diagram ........
of the iDterpr_tive simulator_ is shown in Figure 3-31.
-- The interpretive, simulator has an extensive inpu.t/output
capability for" controlling and. analyzing Simulations (see._
Reference 17). Thes_ Capabilities give_ the software analyst a ..............
comprehensive tool for performing flight pr.ogram verification.
A summary Of. these ca.pabilities are given belOw:
Repeatability - Thesimulator is. designed to give repeatable, i
results for runs with identical setups o.r with changes which do
not alter timing. For_this reason, if a proble_ is encountered
which requires_ more data for anlysis, the run may be re_eated
with additional_output requests. ATMDC program traces, ATM_C
memory and accumulator snaps,, and. vehicle data output requests _ i
may all- be - added without affecting . timingL___and___hence,
repeatability.
Availability of Data --_Selected time intervals and the ATMDC
memory areas may be traced, if necessary, to isolate a. problem
or_ to .ve.rify program flow through a Selected region. The data
output indicates the time since power up, instruction location,
i_6 ............................... -............................. ' ........ " .................................

I instruction executed, data location, _nd data used, The trace
I modes available are full trace (eVe,_y instruction executed),
blo0k trace (Sel_cted memory re_ions), and time trace (selected
time intervals).
A variation Of the trace is the accumulator snap, whieh prints
the trace information .plus the scaled accumulstor at selected
loCation_.
Vehicle Perturbations - The capability to-dock/undock the CSM or-
power up/down the CMG's is incorporated into the 6D vehicle
simulation in order to evaluate- the Flight Program and its.
ii interaction with the ve.hiCle _, unde.r common off-nominal_
i,! conditions. Normal sequencing diScretes and interrupts from the
ii vehicle to the ATMDC maz be selectively inhibited and for_ed to
i_! test._various program backup modes.
Attitude Referepce Perturbations - Rate gyro, sun sensor, star_
tracker and CMG direction cosine inputs may be modified in any
of several ways to force program processing of unusual sensor ....
data. Sensor readings may be simulated with scale factor_
errors, biases, and Constant_ readings, which may be selectivelymodified far e ch c mputa ion cycle. I.ndividual per±urbations_.
may be applied.to, each input_address_ even _though some addresses
may be redundant_Leads of the same sensor input,
ATMDC Perturbations --Each data input register in the ATMDC may
be loaded with_data, and any bits may be set or reset, at.
selec te_ time points... This capability is used to analyze
program.reactio.n to_ unusual input conditions, such as unexpected
interrupts and discretes.
Extensive Output -Every variable used in program computations.
is available, fDr_ printout after simulation. _his permits.
examination of- numenous_parameters without resor.ting ta traces
or snaps and facilitates trouble-shooting problem areas.. In
addition, _ormal output from the ATMDC and 6D-is synchronized so
that all data printed in a print block is_valid at one time
point.. Therefore, any problems which requir_ analysis of both_
_ ATMDC and 6D data are more easily sol.red than if synchronous_
I_ data were not available.. Changes in ....state of each discrete
register and BCD display are_p_inted as. they occur.
Error Checks- A number of checks on potential System errors are
per.formed- on every ran. Potential p_o_ram errors and system _
_ hardware violations are printed a_ they occur noting time,
program locations and type of error.. The error_ checked include
. addressing of non-existent inputs, in_ufficien_data _anversion
time, improper Setting. of discrete output registers,, program.
_ overflows, . and illegal instructlons. This output is printed on '
| every run-in conspicuous fashion facilitating a ° r_pid scan by
_J_ the analyst. " "
The disadvantage of the interpretive simulator was its run ratio.
of between 15 and 20 to Io This means that a simulation -of l_m
hour of- flight time required 15 to 2_ hours of CPU time. This
was not a problem 9riot-to and during the Skylab mission because
the types oftest cases which require long periods of time _such
as performance validation, runs) were made on one of th_ real ...................................
time simulators. Since these simulators no longer existed,
performance te_inq with the actual flight program had to be ........................
performed on the interpretive-simulator. Because of the poor
. run ratio only a limited amount of performance testing could, be
accomplished ln.th_t_me.a_ailable_
3.7.3. Software Definition
All modifications to the ATMDC flight software developed during
the Skylab reactivation mission were documented by IBM as
Software Change Requests _SWCR'-s). These SWCR's are summarized_.
- later in Section 3 The procedures used to generate these
! ....... SWCR's were basically the same as those used during the original.
_ Skylab mission to develop and control the. configuration of ATMDC .........
_ software.
The basic requirements for_ a SWCR originated either from MSECor
within IBM. Any requirements which effected momentum management
or control operations were. analyzed by NASA using the SIGMA 5.
_ computer_ and by IBM, using the AS-II simulator. If necessary,
_i the basic requirements were modified to meet the desired
operating goals based on these performance simulations. In ..........
addition, each new requirement, was analyzed to insure.
i'_._ compatibility with existing flight software capabilities and .....
mission support activities.. The results of_he .performance and
compatibility, analyses were. combined with the original .
requirements. The. combined requirements were then documented as
SWCR's to define, the specification to which flight software.
modifications were prqg;_a_d And verified.
3.7.3_I Fli@ht Software Baseline
The initial software configuration ofthe primary and secondary
....ATMDC_s was determined by reviewing mission summary data
provided at the end of the original Sky!ab missions (see
Reference 3).. The. primary ATMDC contained the FF50 vexsion of
the 16K flight program. This was. the result of a RF upllnk, via
the MLU, which was successfully executed just p_ior to.
termination of the_ original Skylab activities, on 9 February
1974. The secondary ATMDC contained the FF80 version of.the 16K
flight program plus SWCR 3_91. This was the result of several
memory loads during the course of the original Skylab mission.
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The flight software-confiqul_ation de.fi_.ed as. the baseline for
the reactivation n_i_sion modification._ was thoSen to be the FF.80............
plus S_4CR 3091 ve_._sion of! th6. 16K f].iqht _og._'am.. The primary
ceason foat thi.a decision was- that this vergion, was alr_.ady
:I _esident in the se_ondary_ Computer... By upd.atinq the p.rimary
computer to the.same, level as _ tl_e seconder?,, both computers
would contain the baseline- softwa_-'e. This would simplify
i updating the.secondary computer ifi.case of switchover. A memory
(I map of the FF88 plus SWCR. 3091 prO_r;_m is Shown in.Pig_u.re 3-32.
ii! The first flight software Changes for the _'eaetivation missionwere defined relative to this PF8&-plus SWCR 3fl91 baseline. The-
II baseline for.each subsequent change (i.e., SWCR)_ was defined
relative to the soft:ware-configuration existing, or planned to -' i
i_! exist, at the time of.its .implementatiOn (i.e_, baseline, plus
_! all previously implemented memory loads).!i- " "
i.i
!
ti :
i9i
iI_' 3.7..3.2 Requirements and Specifications
Most of the reactivation mission requirements dealing with the
• new control and momentum management laws fo_ two and one CMG
EOVV. operation and for _TEA control origlnated from MSFC. These
requirements.were generally given to IBM i_ rough equation and
logi_ form. _
From these requirements it was necessary to develop the 9 tailed
specifications necessary to design, code and verify changes
which could be integrated with existing flight software. Areas,
in addition to the basic requinements, which h_d to be specified
for each change included:
I) gr.ound command requirements an_ formats to.
provide manual coutrol and/or trim_capabilities
2) telemetry requirements for performance evaluatiQn ...................
3) initialization requirements ___.
5) timing and sequencing requirements
[! 6) implementation requirements to .insure compatibility
_ with-existing software ............
The final requirements specification for each proposed, change, to
the flight software was documented as. a SWCR relative to a
definition baseline consisting of theATMDC Program Definition
_ocument (PDD), Revision 22; plus the memory loads implemented,
and documented by SWCR's, during the-original Skylab mission;
_ plus any previously defined changes for_ the reacti_ation_
ii mission. In addition to the requirements specification, severalSWCR's also conta ned. Program_Notes to identify ny Qperational .
_ - constraints or peculiarities which would, exist when the
corresponding change was implemented into the flight software ............................
3, 7.3.2 Requirements Analysis <
All proposed requirements which _f•fected Skylab control and.
momentum management o.peration were analyzed using the AS-I.I
simulaton.. This simulator-was the Only analysis tool svailable
which was capable of long. flight-time performance simulations
with models_of the Skylab environment _nd vehicle dynam/c___uid .;
the ATMDC• £1igh__sO!t_are eq_a_, an__!Qgic ......................[
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The equ,ations and logic for each new control and momentum.
management requirement' were incorporated into the AS-II
', simulator. Simulations were made and analyzed to determine, that
the design goals could be achieved over the-expected operating
conditions (i.e., sun angle)_ to identify- any operational
limitations or constraints associated with the requirement_ and .....
to insure that existing performance capabilities were not
degraded.by in=lusion of the-new ,requirements. ,
Extensive analysis was also performed for every_critical Skylab
maneuver or. operation. Each was simulated to determine the
sequencing required to maximize usage of CMG control and
momentum management operational capabilities and to minimize.• I
usage of TACS fuel. Conditions which were examined for the _
critical Skylab operations included: rate gyro drift and scale.
factor errors_: attitude reference errors (primarily about the
_ sun line)1 availability of ground stations_ breakes in_ the
planned maneuver sequences_ and the range of sun angle (_). The
i simulations were not only required ....to design the .required -maneuver and op rati nal sequencies but w re also us d to.- .
compare with and evaluate the actual.system performance during
the sequence execution. -
i
Detailed simulations were_performed for each of . the followin_:
SI Attitude Acquisition - The operation of acquiring SI attitude•
! , ,
i with a spinnning vehicle (1.7.% about the X-principle axis) and . -
an unknown attitude reference was simulated to estimate the TACS.
i. fuel requirements, the attitude overshoot, and the time and_.
procedures required to settle the X-principle axis in the orbit-
plane. These were performed in the TACS only mode since CMG.
control, was not enabled at this time. Simulation estimates ..
closelyl follow the actual operation.
SI To EOW-A Maneuver - The p_anned maneuver sequence to acquire.
the EOW-A attitude (row with MDA forward) from Sl was
simulated to predict system performance (i.e., TACS usage,
settling time, etc.)during, and following the maneuver.. The
•- simulation and actual flight data were in agreement when .the
maneuvers were.performed.
EOW-A To EOW-B Maneuver - The maneuvers from EOVV-A attitude
to EOVV-B attitude (EOVV with MDA trailing)were simulated to
' - determine a maneuversequence which would not-require- TACS and
to predict performance during and following the maneuver. The ......
simulation andactual flight.data were .in__agreement ....when the
maneuvers were performed.
i.
..... EOW-B To EOW-A Maneuver - Although these, maneuvers were not
executed, they were simulated to determine a maneuver sequence
• which would not require TACS and which would establish EO3IV
parameters within their nominal range___Q[_E_q_.:A-operation. i
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EOW-BTpo, S,I Ma@euVer - -This maneuver was simulated to determine
the sequence for maneuvering from. EOVV-B to SI which would ...........
require no TACS usage and which would place the Skylab control
system within the capabilities Of nominal SI Operation. The.
actual flight data___from this msneuver agreed with s/mulation
data.
Cpntinuous sl offset - sI operation _ith a continuous 5 degree.
offset about the X-axis was simulated, over the range o£
i, expected sun angles, to insure that the Sl momentum management .-
performance would not be adversely affec.ted. A proposed change
"-" which would extend the-SI offset capability to IZ.3 degrees or
more (35 degrees maximum) was also simulated. Simulations
showed no adverse, effects which was in agreement with actual
flight data for a 5 degree X-axis offset.
SC-EOW Operation - The proposed EOVV operations with momentum
i management and CMG control laws for a single CMG (SC-EOVV) were
simulated. Simulations of the SC-EO_/V acquisition sequence,
If the SC-EOVV out-of-plane maneuvering capability, and the SC-EOVVroll rate phasing logic for Skylah.. power maintenance were
,, analyzed. After modifications were made to the roll.rate_
phasing logic, the overall . SC-EOVV .operating __oals were
determined to be achievable. _
SI Dump Performance - The SI momentum management operation was
simulated over the range of expected sun angle, solar activity,
and altitude to determine the expected SI dump performance as
Skylab's altitude decayed toward reentry. Results of these
simulations d_fined the ground maintenance activities required
_ to support SI control operation as well as identified the
.... altitude and sun angle limits where SI dump capaj_il_y would be _
lost.
TEA Control - TEA control operations over the expected altitude-
and atmospheric ranges were simulated. This included modifying
the AS-If simulator to model atmospheric effects and generating
TEA control p_ramete.ns as a function of Laltitude., density, and
momentum bias. Simulations for: initial TEA acquisition_Tl21G
and TI21P); continuous TEA operation (TI21G, TI21P, and T275)
under nominal, navigation error, attitude eLr_r, and rate gyro_--
error conditions) and maneuvers between equilibrium attitudes
(i.e., TI21P and T275) were performed. Results of these
: simulations provided expected _TACS usage data for maneuvers and
TEA control maintainability- data which were in agreement with
actual flight data as well as similar MSFC simulations.
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3._.7°.4 VERIFICATION
Software verification is the process by which the accuracy and
adequacy of_ the flight program is demostrated by ensuring that
the on-board software meets all mission requirements and is not
the limiting factor in the success of the mission. The ._
verification of the Skylab reactivation flight software was
performed by subjecting thesoftware to an exhaustive series of
tests using the AS-II and interpretive simulators.
3.7.4.1 Verifications Techniques
The technique used to verify the reactivation flight software_
were developed on previous verification effort of real-time
space related software such as the Saturn Program and the Skylab
mission. The success of these programs has demostrated that
these methods, when properly applied, will result in verified,
error-free, software. The software is verified by applying the
techniques one at a time in the following order:
lb. Baseline Program Validation
2) Co_ing Analysis
3) Logic Analy$is
4) EquatiDn Implementation Tests
5) Performance Validation
6) Mission Procedure Validation
3.7.4.1.1 Baseline Pro@ram Validation
Prior- to deactivation of. the Skylab vehicle, the primary
computer-was loaded with as FF50 level flight program by MLU and ..............
RF uplink and the secondary computer had an FF80 program plus
• software modifications for SWCR. 3091. When Skylab was_
reactivated, the primary computer was still in control and. the
FE50 program was resident and unaltered after four years.
i i The plans were to first update the primary computer from the
FF50 level to the same level as the secondary computer. This _
_ ! was to be done by the first three memory load buffers._ The_
i subsequent.buff s (wh ch were numbered startlng with FF81
Buffer l) would then upd_te-th_ program to the EOVV. (ox FF81)
level. By using• this., method,, if a primary computer failure
..... forced switchover, the secondary tomputer could- be updated to
the FFSI level by resending all buffers except the first three.
The baseline software was therefore defined as the Software in
the secondary computer, i,e., FF80 plus S3091.
Since the FF50 and FF80 plus S3091 programs had al_eady been
completely verified during the Skylab mission, no reverification
was considered necessary. However_, a method had to be developed
to verify that the FF50 program could be correctly updated to
the FF80 p!us S3091 level ....
A problem developed when no tapes of the FF50 program could be
located. Some flight program tapes had been found in the old
MSFC HSL facility but these were FF6@, FF70 and FF80 plus S3091
flight programs. To determine the difference between FF50 and
FF60, the computer program listings were compared and•all
miscompares were documented.
To ensure that all differences between PF50.and FF60 had been.__
found, the miscompares were summed in the same way that the•
_ flight program computes sum checks. The results were then_
checked against the differences of'_F5Z, and FF60 sum checks and
a favorable comparison gave a high degree of confidence that all
_ miscompares had been found. The differences between FF60 and
FF80 plus. S3091 were detected by a specia.l tape compare computer
program.
The total differences between FF50 and FF8.0 plus $3091 were then
formatted into DCS commands for three memory load buffers, with
each buffer containing new sum check constants. The uplinking
of these_ buffers were s.imulated, on the interpretive simulator
and after uplinking e_ch buffer, the program was executed
through at least two sum check cycles. Successful execution of
the sum check tests verified• that the memory loads _ere
correctly implemented. The sum.checks from the last memory load
were compared against the- sum checks in the FF80 p.lus $3091
flight program. By ensuring that these sum Checks were
identical and_ by performing a desk check of all memory load DCS .
commands, the baseline for the EOVV flight program was
validated.
3.7.4.1.2 Coding Analysis
This phase of the verification effort was to examine the actual ....
coding of the flight program_ to determine compliance • with
programming ground rules and to verify compliance with the
Software Change_Request. Exp_erience has shown that. this phase
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is by far the most efficient_ i.e., many more program problems
are uncovered per manhour:expended than in anyother phase. The . "
following paragraphs outline.the-procedure which was. followed to
effect.a systematic approach.to this effort°
The initial step required for a complete analysis of the
programming techniques was the construction.of flow diagrams of
:. every module. These flow charts were drawn from _ the program...
coding and were very near to .the instruction level.. Information
!. relative., to scaling and flight program organization were ......
.'- included. The diagrams were thenused in conjunction with the
• program listing . to_ accomplish the coding, analysis phase of
i verification. .......
i'_ The following items were investigated for every module,
subroutine, logic, statement L_equation and parameter changed in
i the fli_ht.j_/_qsram.
I) Consistency in.parameter scaling between modules
i:
: 2) Consistency in parameter scaling with maximum.
_ expected values
3) Interrupt pro tection._when required
i
ii 4) Correct logic statements considering specification
_, 5)_ Correct equation_implementation
: 6) _orrect use of "scratch pad'! memory ......
7) Potentialproblem areas with trigonometric functions_ .....
8) Interaction of, parameters and program control words.
which .might be. changed, in different_modules
E). Interference with use of parameters and control
words in different modules ....
I@). Correct use of_the shift instr.uct/D/Is
Ii) Correct protection against taking square root of a
• negative number
' 12) Cor'rect use of divide.operations _.
L"
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3.7o4.1..3- Logic Anal YSi_Sl
This phase of the. verifieati0n is d_signed to ensure that the
flight program is operationally consistent with the requirements
.... of the SWCR. It involves investigating the specifications in
the SWCR on a sectionalized .(modular) basis and designing short
time duration simulation runs to check thecorresp0nding logic
i path in the. flight program. All logic paths were excerCised and
interactions with other, parts of the program code were checked.
[ Consequently, this phase of verification required extensive_use.
of the System 360/75 Interpretive Simulator.
3.7.4.1.4 Equation Implementation Tests
As logic paths are Cycled, calculations of all parameters were
checked, by comparing against-hand Calculations or against the
results of. independent programs on_ the HP" 9820A calculator
created speCifically as verification tools. The inputs to the
equations were varied from run to run to cover the expec.ted
possible range.. This method_ was invaluable for finding accuracy
_ problems, .....s__c_a!ing problems and equation implem__mP_n__o_D__e_[r_Q[s_.....
3.7__4_1.5 Performance Validation
!i
[ The capability to. accomplis.h performance validation with the ..............
il actual flight program was extremely limited due to.the lack of a.
real time simulator .... The available resources can best be.
utilized by making one simulation, run of approxima ely 1 1/2 __
_ orbits with the. interpretive simulator while the flight program
i is operating in a nominal mode. Details of the performance of
this run were compared to an AE--II simulation run with the same
initial conditions.. This nominal per.formance case was run when
!_ all of the logic and equation analysis had been completed,
because minor software errors could invalidate the entire run
: which recluir.ed 27 hours of CPU_time and a minimum of 50 manhours
• analysis time.. The intent o.f this run was tO. check the
: implementation of the control scheme in the flight pr.ogram._
Many more runs of considerably longer duration are required to
properly verify all aspects of this implementation, but the
resources were not available. Therefore, all off-nominal
performanceS_ val ida_t_i_qD_w___sperformed with the .....AS-II .......Simulator,
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3o7o4olo6_ Mission Procedure Validation
The baseline program (FF8_ plus $3_91). was a completely verifled_,
program and, because of.. time. and simulator constraints, the.
parts of this program that were unchanged were not reverified°
The verification effort was directed mainly toward flight
program changes and to interactions between the changed and ..........................
_ unchanged parts of the program. Howe_er, some of these..
interactions were not. obvious, and to check as many interactions
[ as possible, the mission procedures were _alidated.__
i
Mission procedures validation consists of simulating procedures
on the interpretive simulator prior to implementing them in the
i!- mission. These simulators were. analyzed to ensure that the
procedure was executed, correctly and that no unusual
I interactions timing situations occurred. Examples oftheOr
procedures that.were validated were.: initial maneuver to EOVV,
maneuvers from EOVV A to EOW B, return to solar inertial and
! maneuvers to TEA control attitudes. In addition to mission ........
procedures, several contingency procedures were simulated such
as APCS mode changes, redundancy management reconfigurations,
entry into slngle CMG control, etc.
i
_ 3.7.4.2 Configuration Control
i
Configuration control is the process of ensuring that the .......
i! delivered software is identical to the software that
i> successfully passed all verification tests. Prior to the Skylab
mission the large number of programmers, analysts and verifiers
which were involved in software development_ made configuration
control a major--concern. A rigid set_of guidelines were
formulated which required documentation for all program
...... releases, program trouble reparts and software modifications. A
Software Review Board consisting of representatives from the
different areas of software development managed the software
configuration control. All change to the program were tracked
from conception until final verification. E_ery precaution was
made to ensurethat the delivered program was completely tested
. and verified.
The requirement for configuration control with the reactivation
software was significantly reduced. The personnel involved in
reactivation software development was a verysmall group working
in the same area and sometimes numbering only four_ people.
Configuration control was maintained during reactivation
software development as described in the following paragraphs.
The first step in configuration control was the establishment of
a baseline for eaoh buffer development. The FFSZ plus SWCR 3091
was the baseline Soff.war_ for the initial EOVV software
development. When the initial software modifi0ations (FFSI
buffers 1-8) were uplinked between June 1 and June 5, 1978, this
software then became the baseline for FFSI Buffer 9 development.
Thereafter, as each buffer was implemented, tn t software became
the new baseline for programming the ne_ buffer. The same
method applied for the development of the single_CMG control law
ii which was labeled the-FF9Z flight program. The software which _
contained all FF81 buffers through Buffer 14 was the baseline
for the initial Single CMG control program. FF9_ Buffer 1
through Buffer 16 contained the initial single CMG control
requirements (SWCR 4014) and became the baseline for FF9Z_Buffer
17 (SWCR: 4017).....
For each set of b_Seline sQftware a corresponding set of sum_
checks were computed. An incorrect set of sum checks would
cause compute_ switchovero By using the SNAP capability of the .....
interpretive simulator, the sum checks were included in the ....
simulation printout and if Ewitchover did not occur, the flight
program configuration was thereby known.
Software development of the new buffer load would be initiated ......
: by the release of--- a software change request (SWCR).
Modification ta the baseline flight program_ would then be
programmed so that the requirements specified by the SWCR would
[
be loaded into.the ATMDC computen. These modifications, along.
with their sum checks were thea implemented into the
i interpretive simulator_ by the HEX card capability for
i__, verification testing.
!! The modifications_were then subjected to a._eries of tests. Any
errors that were found were documented as Drogram trouble
i reports (PTR's). The software was then reprogrammed to correctthe error, new HEX cards-were formatted and a new set of sum
checks were_ computed. By snapping the su_ checks in the
! interpretive simulator, the software that was being tested was
always known. All program corrections were retested unt/_l__the
software passed all verification tests.
When verification was complete, the- program modification were
formatted into DCS commands. The DCS commands were formatted on
program cards for shipment to JSC in Houston, Texas. Before
these cards were released, they were reformatted by a special
DCS convert program into DCS commands for the interpretiwe
simulator. The memory load uplink of_ the buffen was then
simulated cn the interpretive simulator. By performing a desk
analysis on the DCS commands and verifying that the simulator
• did not switchover after memory load implement, the
configuration of the DCS memory load commands was assuned.
20_
A continuous slmulation_was maintained in which the memory load
buffers were loaded as they were verified. A restart point was
made at the implementation of each buffer and;.was the startlng_
point- foc tha next buffer load. In this way, the configuration ...................
of the. flight software was maintained. Each restart point was
saved so that if a.buffer that had been verified and delivered,
but for some reason not loaded, the previous._restart point could
be used for another buffer development.
3.7.4.3 _ Exposures
Only two simulators were available for flight software
development during the reactivation mission_ the AS-II and.
_i interpretive-simulators._ In order to develop the best software
:, in the time available, certain risks had to_he taken. These
i, risks, or exposures, are listed below: ....
L
_!!i! i) No performance v_lidation was made with a _eal-timesimulator
;i
_ 2) NO verification _as made with a hardware simulator
_: 3) No off-nominal performance analysis was made with___
! the actual, flig_h_htprogram
_ 4) Unchanged flight program madules were not reve1:ified
i! 5) Sensitivity of-_the new equations to variations iD
Navigation parameters, patch data commands and
APCS component characteristics were not ascertained.
6) Interaction of new logic with non-related existing
capabilities of the flight program was not verified_
except by nominal performance and mission procedure
validation.
Although these risks would not_have been taken for the original
Skylab mission, they were considered acceptable for the
reactivation mission software developmpn_t. .........
Ii
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3.7 _ .Im_l_me_%tation
Modifications to th_ ATMDC flight software wer_ imglemented
using the DCS m_mory load capability which was r_sident in the
ATMDC flight software. This capability was used 14 times during
the original Skylab mission (Reference 3) and f0x all memory
modifications during th_ reactivation mission ....An additional.
capability was made available_late in _he reactivation missian_
! which allowed high rate updating of any amount of memory using
i_ the 72 Kbps RF uplink, via the_MLU, to the ATMDC .....
The DCS command and memory load buffer descriptions were
delivered to NASA for e_ch flight software modification. The.Ii
format of .these was similar to. the formats used during the ....
original Skylab mission_ and w_s jointly agreed upon by IBM,
MSFC, and JSC prior to the reactivation mission. The DCS
i_•_ command description contained the octal and hexidecimal command
format, command type.s(i.e., load_begin, address, data, e_c.),
_ hexidecimal addresSes and_ data words to be loaded, and a l_ad
sequence number, for each_ command. The memory load buffer
_'_ description contained the memory load buffer addresses and
corresponding data words in hexidecimal, format with special ....
!_ notation buffer words used by the memory load r._utine itself
_ (i_e , pointers)
ill The procedure for real-time modification of the flight software
involved g_ound verification of the memory load buffer. The_
memory loadDCS commands were transmitted, in sequence, to the
operating_ ATMDC where they were stored, by flight software, in
a special area of the_ computer_memory reserved fox° the memory
load informatiOn. This memory load buffer was. telemetered, upon
command, back to the ground support centers prior to
implementation. The telemetry data was manually verified at
MSFC and JSC and if correct, the memory load implement DCS
commands were issued to the ATMDC_. If the buffer telemetry was_
incorrect, the memory load buffer was reinitialized, the uplink
commands were checked and corrected if necessar-y, 9Dd the_memory
load procedure-perfOrmed a_a_n, .................
! 3.7.6. Chronoloqy/Description of Fli_ht Software Modifications
Flight,, software changes were developed priorto and during the
Skylab reactivation mission. The purpose of these modifications
was to extend he capabilities of the existing flight and ground
systems to contcol Skylab during its remainlng lifetime with the
expected hardware configuration and environmental conditions.
Table 3-12 contains a llst of the software, modifications
developed in support of the reactivation mission. Table 3-13.
shows the modification timeline for the memory load buffers
implemented into the ATMDC flight software. A brief description
ofeach memQuy load buffer is contained in the follo_ing
paragraphs. Numbered buffers (1-23) were modifications to the
i_ ATMDC software baseline and were. all documented with SWCR,s. ......
Buffers with numbers preceded by a "P" or . "T "_ were not
i documented with SWCR's. The "P, buffer set was a preliminary
i software modification to establish a comman software baseline in
both ATMDCs by bringing the FF50 level software residing in the.-
Primary ATMDC up to the equiva ent FP8_ level plus. SWCR-S3091
_ which was known to reside in the Secondary ATMDC. These "P"
_i buffers were a combination of the changes made and documented
:, during the original Skylab mission (Reference 3), The "T"-
ii buffers were. temporary patches which were either implemented or-
o.verriden soon afterward or.prepared to reset .other buffers in .........
_ case of any difficulties with their operation,
!:_ Buffer PI, P2, P3. The purpose of this change to- the ATMDC
_ flight software was to bring the FF5_ level software residing in
the Primary ATMDC up to the_ same_level as the .software residing
in the Secondary ATMDC (FFB0 plus SWCR_-S3091). This established ....
a common software_baseline to which all Skylab reactivation
mission software changes, were made. Implemented into the
Primary ATMDC on. 5/31/78..-
Buffer- 1 through 8. The purpose: _ .the changes_ to the ATMDC ...........i
flight software was to provide conputations, and _logic for..
attitude maneuvering, momentum management, and strapdown
reference updating over extended periods of operation in the.
End-On-Velocity-Vector control mode. This new modex)f operation.
provided the capability to maintain a _inimum drag orientation
for extension_of Skylab.lifetime, --
Buffers 1 through 8 contained the baseline EOW _computations and .........
_ logic and were defined by SWCR-S4_00, Buffers_ 1-5 were_
implemented into the Primary ATMDC 6/1/78, Buffers 6 and 7 were .............
implemented . into the Primary ATMDC. 6/2/78, Buffer 8 --was.
implemented into the Primary ATMDC 6/5/78,
Buffers T2 •and T1. The purpose of the T2 buffer, was to
temporarily change the TACS control gains in the Z axis.
2_3
TABLE3-]2SOFI VAREt  ODIFICATLCL S _ORSKYLAB EACTIVATION
' ' -- ....... i(umberQf FinalModlflcetlc lltle , ,'Buff,ors - ; D1s_osltion,
P UpgradeAT_:DCSof.twarefrom FFSO 3 Ir,,ple,tentBuffer-
Level to FFB0 Level + S3091 P1-P3 in Prlr,,ar7_
ATHDF,.,r5/31/7B
$400D , 2 CMG EOVV operationInCludlng 9 Iripl_,entBuffer
revision to E0VY_SCr_apdownUpdate 1-B In Prir, ar¥
Test, Constant ATMDC6/1_¢o 6/5/78
i ImplementTo.Buffer
g In Primary
" ATRDC6/1117.8
L .TO. Change"Z" Axis TACS Only Control ' 1........Deliveredto NASA
! Gains 6/I/78-
i TI ... Restore"Z" 'AxisTACS .Only.Control 1 Impl_._,entBuffer
Gains (Re3et TO,T2) Tl'In_Pr|,_ary....
!. .... ATMDC.B19178
;_,
T2 Change"Z" Axis TACS Only Control. 1 Imp1_ent Buffer
_: G_Ins (FF60 * Buffers I-8_........... TZ in Primary
!i" ATMDC6/g/78
!i S4001 EOVVSun Pre_enceF1_,gDefinition. I ]niple_entBuffer
.... and.ATMDCTelemetryChanges 10 In.Prlmary
.. ATHDC6/;_(;/7B
73 • Change"Z" Axis TACS Only Control. 1 Deliveredto
Gains (same as T2 but for FFBO + NASA 7/10/78
Buffers1.10)
T4 ......... "Restore "Z" Axis TACSOnly Control l Delivered to
Gains(same as.T1 but for FF80 + N_A 7/10/78......
Buffers. 1-10)
S4002. Prevent.TArSOnly Selection............ 1 ImplementBuffer ,
. IOA In .Pr_r,,ar¥ I
AI_,DC7/Z4/78
S4OO_L /=zUpdatefor EOVV .' I ImplementBuffer .11 in Primary
- ATHDCB/I2/lB
S4004 Change.in _y Calculation 1 ......... Implement Buffer
...:.--o '..... 11 In.Pr_mar_f
ATHDC 8/1217.8.
o °
TIt . . Resetbf S4003 and S4004 (Buffer11) I . Deliveredto.
t(_A 81.5178
2e4
TABLE3-12.
, SOI:/VAREMODIFICATIONSFORSKYLABREACTIVATEON(CONTINUED)
, -....... Number,of _._ Ftnal
- t Modification Title Buffers Dispositioni
$4005 _yc ChangeAfter StrapdownUpdate 1 ImplementDuffer
. 13 |n Prtmery
i
, :ATHDC0111178
: S4005_ Automatic eTN Update 1 ImplementBuffer
.... 12 tn Pr_mar_t
i ATMDC918178
' ,54007 EOVVBackupStrapdownUpdate Logic 1 ImplementBuffer
' 13 tn.Pr|mary .
ATMDC9/11/78
T13 Resetof_S_4005and $4007 (Buffer 13) 1 Delivered to
NASA.8124178
S4008 Enable/Inhibit Standby Mode 1 ImplementBuffer•
Fol1owtng Swttchover . 12 t n.Prt_naz7
ATMDC9/8/78
S4009 Change.Vref Test Constants 1 ........Impl,ementBuffer
12 tn Prtmaw
ATMDC918178 ,
i -
S4010._ Automattc CMGFatlure Detecti on - Canceled8/1/78 _
I
: 54011. TACSFiring Ltmtt 1 ImplementBuffer
12 _n Primary.
ATMDC:918178
' S4012 TACSDesaturatton fo_.EOW , - Canceled8/1/78 ':
$4013. NewTACS.Only Control Gains - ImplementBuffer
17 in Prtmerjt
ATMDC.1/30/79
$4014 Single C_HGControl Law (SC-EOVV) 16 Delivered dF
....... Tape ContainingSC-EOVVto.HASA
_1/15/79 ,,
54015 GtmbalRate.,Ltm|.ttngAccuracy 1 ImplementBuffer
Improvement. 14 'In.:l'_msz'y ::
1 ATHDC.9120118 '
S;Olft Definition of Ba,:kwardEOVVOperation ... 1 ImplementBuffer :,
lS tn PHm_'
ATMDC1173/70
,_85
wk
TABLE3-12 SOFIWAREMODIFICATIONSFORSKYLABREACTIVATION(CONTINUED)
- - Number of Ftnal
Modification Title Buffers , Disposition
S4017 SC-EOVVRoll Rate Pha'slngChan_es 3 DellveredRF Tape
Containing$4017
to NASA 1/15/79 _
*
;4018. t_ewRequirements.to_,..SupportSC-EOVV, - Canceled11/I0/.78
Actlvation
14019 Correction:to Orbital,Z-AxiS 1 ImplementBuffer.
14_ntum_Predictlon 16 in primary
ATMDC 12/3/7B.
$4020 ExperimentPointingMode Enable 1 ImplementOuffer
DC$..C_s._ 17 In_Orimary
i, ATMDCi/30/79
S4021 S_lar Inertial Rol.].Operation I Verified21917g
;4022 TEA Control S ImplementBuffe_
1B-22 In Prlma_ry
ATMI)C 5/19/'(9.""
_u_d .5120179
F14 NomlnalQBL for T.121POpe.ration- I Imp]ementBuffe_..T14 In.Prlmarx
F>.':._2-/?__
$4023 QBL Normalization i ImplementBuffer23 I n.P.rlmary
ATMDC612217.9
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' TABLE3-]3. MEMORYLOADBUFFERIMPLEMENTATIONTIMELINE
,Date Buffer ....... Des.crtptt on
5/31/78 PI,, P2, P3 UpgradeA_DC Software from FFSOLevel to FFSO
Level Plus SWCR-S3091(See Reference 2)
611178 1-5 -.. First Ftve Buffers for 2 CMGEOYVOperation=_(SWCR._S4000)
612178 6-7 Next Two=uffer_ for 2 CMGEOVVOperation (SWCR-S4000)
6/5/78 8.................LastBufferfor 2 CMG EOVVOperatloo,(SJ_CR-S4000)
619/78 T2 ........ Change"Z" Axis TACSOnly Control .Gains
6/9/7B__r T1 Restore "Z" _xts TACS:OnlyControl Gains
6/11/78 9 Rev.isionto..EOVVStrapdown.UpdateTestConstant.__
(SWCR-54000)
6/26/7.8. 10 EOVV.Sun Presence Flag Definition andATMDC
Te.]emetwChanges(SWCR4001)
7/24/78 IOA. Prevent TACSOnly Selectfon.(SWCRS4002).
8/12/78 11....... #z UpdateforEOVVand .Changein_ Calculatlon
(SWCR-S4003and$4004)
9/BL7L 12 Automatic eTNUpdate, Enablre/Inhibit StandbyMode
Fol|owlng SwltchoveP, ChangeVref Test. Constants, and
Provtde.TACSFtrlngLtmt¢ ($WCR-S4006,S4O08=$4009,
and S4011)
9/11/78 13 _yc Change._f.ter Strapdown Update and EOVV.Backup
StrapdownUpdate Logic (SWCR,S4005and S4007)
,! 9/2017_8: 14 GtmbalRate_Limiting .Accuracy.Improvement($WCR-S4015)
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TABLE3-13 MEMORYLOADBUFFERIMPLEMENTATIONTIMELINE(CONTINUED)
i i, L, • , . ., .... .
Date Buffer Description
• ,, , , , ....
11/3/78 15 .- Definition of Backward EOUVOperation (SWCR-S4016)
!12/3/78 16: Correctionto OrbitalZ-AxlsMomentumPrediction........................
: (SWCR-S4019)
i
1I130/79 17 New.TACSOnly ControllGainsand ExperimentPointingMode
EnableDCS Command.(SWCR-S4013and S4020)
6:
5/19/79 18-22 TEAControl
i5/20/79 (SWCR-S4022)__
I
r=
6121/79 T14 Nominal QBLfor T121POperation
6122179 I ..
6/22/79 FI 23 QBLNormalization .
(swcR-s4o23)
2ff8 ....
-m_ mr
following the initial reacquisltion of the Solar Inertial
attitude. These gains provided rate damping to +0.025 deg/sec
in the Z axis while allowing gravident-gradient torques to
position the X-principle to its normal SI orientation near the
orbit plane. A +70 degree attitude deadband was also provided --
to prevent large attitude oscillations during the settling
interval. The purpose of the T1 buffer was to restore the Z
axis TACS gains back to their nominal values after the
x-principle axis had settled near the orbit plane, .
Buffer T2 was implemented in the Primary ATMDC 6/9/78
immediately after acquiring the _I attitude about the vehicle X
_ and Y axes. Buffer _ T1 was implemented in the Primary ATMDC
' 6/9/78 approximately two orbits following Buffer T2.
i
Buffer 9: The purpose of Buffer 9 was to lower the. rOW
strapdown update test constant. This was required because lower-
then nominal ACQ SS outputs, outside of its linear.
operating range_ were causing EOVV strapdown updates_ to occur
ii early (during the non-linear range). This situation was
detected soon after entering EOVV operations. SWCR-S400 defines
the updated test constant values. Buffer 9 was. implemented into
the Primary ATMDC 6/11/79 .....
Buffer 10: The purpose of Buffer 10 wasz to use the Sun Presence
Redundancy Management output as the EOVV sun presence indication
instead of the logical OR ?f.the sun presence discrete inputs .....
This prevented the po--sslbllity of erroneous strapdown updates
due to sun presence failures during EOVV operation.. In
_ addition, Buffer 10 provided five more EOVV parameters on ATMDC
_:_ telemetry to aid - ground controllers in evaluating and
_ maintaining EO_V operation. SWCR-S4001 defines buffer 10.
requirements. Buffer ill_was impl_e_ented into the Primary ATMDC
6/26/78.
Buffer 10Ai The purpose of Buffer 10A was to prevent automatic.
selection of TACS only control, and the resulting TACS fuel.
loss, for all conditions_ Buffer 10A also desensitized the
modified outer_gimbal drive logic to prevent unnecessary gimbal
drives during EOVV operation. Automatlc TACS only selection,
which occurred twice prior to Buffer 10A, required a large
amount of TACS fuel (1000 Ibf-sec) which was critical to future_
operations. SWCR-S4002 defines Buffer'10A requirements. Buffer
10A was implemented into the PrimaEyATMDC_7/24/78.
" Buffer ii: The purpose of Buffer ii was to eliminate X, Y axis
cross-coupling into the rOW Z-axis strapdown updates and to
eliminate EOVV Y-axis offset errors during offset limiting
conditions. SWCR-S4003 and $4004 define Buffer ii requirements.
Buffer ii was imp_nted into the__Primary ATMDC 8/12/78. •.....
Buffer 12: The.purpQse of Buffer 12 was fourfold: .
i) automatically adjust the EO_V nominal
momentum to provide 6 more timely response
to current operating conditions than was
available with existing tracking s__tation ............................
coverage-
2) provide DCS command capabilty to enable/
inhibit Standby Mode selection in the event
of a computer, switchover to minimize-TACS
usage following a. switchover.
3), desensitize CMGIA reference voltage, test
constants to minimize_ the change of._an .....................
unwarrented CMG failure .....................
4) provide an automatic TACS_firing limit, __
updatable via DCS, to conserve limited _
TACS fuel resources.
Buffer_ 13: The purpose of Buffer 13 was_to compensate, the EO.VV.
Y-axis offset command for EOVV strapdown updates and to .update
the backup strapdown reference when isolating rate gyro _.
failures. SWCR-S4005 and S4_07-define Buffer 13 requirements.
Buffer:13 was implemen.ted, inta the Primary ATMDC 9/11/78..
Buffer 14: The p_rpose of Buffer 14 was to increase the.
accuracy of _ the CMG. gimbal rate limiting c.omputations ........The,
computational accuracy at low rate limit values (I deg/sec, was .....
selected to minimize CMG wear.) actually allowed_.larger g imbal
_ rates ( 2 deg/sec) prior to limiting• SWCR-S4015 defines the,
Buffer 14 requirements. Buffer 14 was. implement__d, into the
Primary ATMDC 9/20/78.
Buffer 15: The purpose: of .Buffer 15 was to provide the-
capability for EOVV operation either, with_the MDA toward the_
positive velocity vector (EOVV A operation) _ or with the MDA
toward, the. negative ve.locity vector (EOVV B operation)•. The
EOW.A and B attitudes were selected, via DCS command, based on ........
the sun angle (_) being positive__nd negative, respectively.
This prolonged CMG 2 lifetime- by- increasing_, its operating
_ temperature with solar h,atlng Buffer 15 also. provided
increased capabilities for delayed ZLV and SI maneuvering to. _-
maneuver between EOVV A and B attitudes independent of tracking
station coverage. SWCR-S4016 defines the Buffer 15 reguirments. _
i_ Buffer 15 was implemented into__the Primary ATMDC 11/2/78.
21_.
JBuffer,16_ The purpose of Buffer 16was to modify the_ orbital
Z-axis momentum prediction during EOW operation to include all
four momentum samples during EOVV. B operation. -Different timing
in EOW B operation caused some sample data to be ignored.
SWCR-S4_I9 defines the Buffer 16 requirements.. Buffer 16 was .....
implemented into thePrimary ATMDC 12/7/78o
Buffer 17_ The purpose_ofBuffer 17 was to change the TACS only
control gains to be compatible with the..lower TACS impulse that
• was available during the reactivation mission. Buffer 17 also .......
provided the capability to activate, via DCS command,
Experiment Pointing Electronic Assembly (EPEA) functions during
. any mode ofoperation. SWCR-S4ZI3 and S4Z20 define the Buffer .......
17 requirements. Buffer 17 was implemented into the Primary
ATMDC 1/30/79. The EPEA activation capabilities were never used
in order that any chance of jeopardizing future reboost/deorbit
i plans could be avoided.
i Buffers 18 through 22: The purpose of Buffers 18 through 22 was _
! to p;ovide the capability to control Skylab as its altitude
decayed toward reentry in a Torque. Equilibrium Attitude (TEA) ...............
!_ Vehicle control in the SI and EOW operating modes became
_ impossible below the 140-145 n.m. altitude range and Skylab
i reentry pans required that vehicle control be maintained down to
the 80-70 n.m. range. SWCR-S4022 defines the buffer 18 throngh
_" 22 requirements. Buffers 18 through 22 were implemented into
the _Primary ATMDC on 5Z!9__/79 and 5/20_J9. _
_ Buffer TI4: The purpose of Buffer TI4 was to reinitialize the __
desired attitude.reference for TEA control. This was necessary
to reinitialize the reference quaternion to compensate for
i_ computation_drift-in TEA control operation. Buffer TI4 was
implemented into the Primary ATMDC three times from 6/21/79 to
6/22/79 while a permanent software modification was being _
prepared.
Buffer 23: The purpose of Buffer 23__was to maintain
normalization ofthe TEA reference guaternion thus eliminating
the effects of computational drift associated with reference .........
updates during TEA control operation. SWCR-S4Z23 defines the
Buffer 23 requirements. Buffer 23 was implemented into the
Primary ATMDC 6/22/79.
One additional memory load buffer was implemented into the___
Primary ATMDC during the reactivation mission. This buffer was
devel_ped prior to and used during the original Skylab mission
to reenable the use of external interrupts declared to be
occurring excessively by onboard software tests by resetting an
interrupt inhibit mask. SWCR-S3ZI3 from the original Skylab
mission defined the requirements for this buffer. The interrupts.
mask reset buffer was used several times during the reactivation ....
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- to reenable use Of the 24. pps interruDt which, failed when the-
ATM.transmltters wer_ cycled to conserve_lectrical power.
Several other memory load buffers, most notably the 16 buffers
associated with the Single. CMG Control law, were developed
during the r,_ctivation mission (Se.e..Table..3_12) but were not
implemented into either ATMDC.
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4._ THERMAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEM
4_ 1 INTRODUCT ION
Two of the Skylab Thermal/Environmental Control Subsystems were --
used during the reactivation period. The Airlock Module cooling
. loops were used to provide cooling for. the Airlock Module
battery and_electronics modules. The O2/N2 gas supply system
was used to maintain the Skylah internal pressures above .l_sia
to provide a passive environment for the rate gyros. The
' following paragraphs provide brief functional descriptions of
these systems, summaries of the status of the systems at the end_
Ii of the active Skylah Missions, and summaries of performance and
..'_ operation during the reactivation period. More detailed system
descriptions and active Skylab Mission performance information._
are available in Reference 16._ Brief"discussions of-the Skylab
thermal environments, status of the OWS sun shields and Sky!ab
temperatures during the final orbits are also provided.
4.2 AIRLOCK MODULE COOLING LOOP
[
4.2.1 System Functional Description
The Airlock Module (AM) cooling system (Figure 4-1) performed.
several functions during the. active Skylab missions. It removed.
latent sensible heat from the internal atmosphere, pro.vided.
i cooling for the crew. during EVA activities, cooled EREP and TM .....
equipment, and provided cooling to a warie.ty of other equipment.
including the Airlock Module battery modules and electronics.
modules which contained transmitters and. other commun/cations.
components. Two separate (primary add secondary), coolant .lonps
were provided for redundancy.
,
Temperature regulation within each cooling loop was provided ...........
automatically by three temperature control ....valves_. The key
control points were the 47. F_control valve at the inle.t to the
atmosphere temperature _control heater exchangers and the 40 F
valve at the inlet to the battery/electronics modules. The_
• system was designed to allow the atmosphere heat exchanger_inlet_
valve to take precedence and let the battery module valve
control_whenever total system load permitted .....
i"
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Each loop had two pump packages containing three coolant
i' pump/motor units. Three-inverters were provided for _ each loop
: _ to.convert spacecraft supplled DC power to th,_ AC power required
by the pump motors. During normal orbit operations, one
pump/inverter combination was operated in each loop. However,
i . during conditions of low system load (e.g. storage between
. missions), one pump in a singl_ loop was.operated..
_ i Heat was transported from the various sources within the system
_," by Coolanol 15 to a radiator mounted on the Multiple Docking
_ Adapter (MDA) and AM Structural Transition Section (STS) where
_ it was rejected to space. Transient heat rejection was
supplemented by two thermal capacitors (charged with tridecane_
wax) plumbed in series with the radiator. The.total heat .....
iI rejection surface area of the radiator was 432 ft.
4.2..2 . Status After Skyla b Missions
_ . Although some problems occurred, the Airlock Module Cooling
loops generally performed well during the active missions.. Pump
i flowrates were always higher, than specification requirements, and
. overall cooling Capabilities exceeded preflight predictions for
nominal conditions. At the end of the last mission, all ....components within the coolant loops were operational except fori
,_ inverter_one in the secondary loop which had failed during the
_.i_ first manned mission. The major problems associated with the
!. system during the active-missions were coolant loop leakage and_
!_ sticking ofcontrol valves. The status of the system at the end .....
of the missions relative to these problems are summarized in the
following paragraphs.
4.2.2.1 __Stickin@ of Thermal Control Valves
During the first Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) on the first .....
manned mission, the 47 degree F control valves at the inlet to
the atmosphere temperature control heater exchangers stuck in a
fixed position in both the primary and secondary loops. It was
determined that the sticking was caused by contamination which
originated in heat exchangers which were only used during EVA_
" operations.. Procedures. were developgd and implemented which ....
resolved the problems and returned_ the valves to normal
operation. However, whether, or not the valves would function
properly was a concern.when, the cooling loo_s were reactivated _
in April 1978.
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4_/..2.2 Coolant Loop Lgak_9_-
Both the- primary and secondary Coolant loopa leaked duringthe-
Skylab Missions. The leakage _n the primary io0_ depleted the-
rese:ve coolant in the reservoirs during the Skylab Missions..
The leakage in the primary loop depleted the reserve coolant in
the reservoirs during the second manned mission. A reservicing
kit was designed and fabricated and carried to Skylab by the---
crew for the third manned mission.. The loop _aS suc_essfullz.
serviced and normal operation of. the loop was restored.
However, fluid continued to leak from the loop, While_the
secondary loop did not require reservicing, by the end of the-
last mission the reservoirs were almost empty. Without coolant.
fluid in the reservoirs, the required pump inlet pressure could .....
' not be maintained. This would result in reduced flowrates, pump
J" cavitation and, possibly, pump failure. Since it was expected[
that leakage, would have continued over the four- year. period
i between the last manned mission and the reactivation period,
i
this constituted a major concern at the time of reactivation.
i_ 4.2.3 Reactivation to Splashdown
During the initial communications with Skylab in March 1979_
telemetry data was received which indicated that adequate
Coolanol 15 was probably present in both the primary and
_, secondary coolant loops t_ permit operation of the loops.. A
i_ direct comparison with loop pressures at the end of the Skylab
Missions was difficult at this point- since overall loop
temperatures were significantly higher due to the vehicle
attitude. However, the looppressures indicated that some fluid
was still in. the reservoirs of both systems. This was not
expected based on leakage rates_seen during the active missions.
The initial communications-also verified that temperature and
pressure instrumentation i_ the cooling loops was still
operational .....Most of the senso.rs _hich were functioning at the_
end of the last Skylab Mission were sitll providing realistic
data.
Both the primary and secondary loops were activated during the
reactivation period on April 24 and 25, 1939, t_ determine their,
operational status and capability t_provide cooling for the
battery and electronics modules. The checkout, consisted of _
operating one coolant pump inverter combination_in each loop and
monitoring appropriate dat_.
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The.temperature tontrol valves in both loops modulated properly
and provided outlet temperatures within their design control
band. Pump.differential pressures were nominal. The following
brief data summary illustrates the operational status of the_
coolant loops,
After two orbits of operation of the primary-loop, the following
data was obtained:
• ii The temperature at the outlet of the control,valve _
upstream of the cpbin, he_t exchangers was 47 F
(design rang_, 47_3"F)..
2) The temperature at the outlet of the control valve upT
stream of-the battery electronics module was 41"F-
(design range 40"+2"oL -4"F).
3) Thepump differential pressure was 57 psia which was a
nominal value for design flowrates.
4) The pump inlet pressure was 21 psia with the pump oper- .............I
ating as_compared to 24 psia at the end of the. missions. _
The following data was obtained during an eight minute operation
of the secondary loop:
" I) The temperature at the outlet ofthe control valve up- -
stream of the cabin heat exchangers _odulated from an
initial_temperature af 53'F to 48°F (see Figu!e 4-2).
2) The temperature at the outlet of the control valve up-
" stream of the battery electronics module modulated from
an initial temperature of 56°E to 41°F (Figure 4_3).__
3) The pump differential pressure increased to 75 psia
when the pump was turned on and decreased to approxi-
mately 57 psia during the operational period (Figure__
4-4). This was representative of nominal startup
operations.
4) The coolant flowrate into the warm inlet port of the__
47°F control valve, upstream of the cabin heat ex-
changers increased to approximately 24@ pounds per hour
•. during the operational period. As can be seen from
_ Figure 4-5, there was a delay of approximately 50
seconds prior to initiation offlow into this port.
' This was representative of nominally expected oper-
ation since the valve and coolant fluid in the lines
connected to the cold inle_ port were abo_e the
control point of the valve which would result in the .
- valve being ful!y open to this port. The delay was
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required to bring cold fluid from the radiator to the
, v_ive, The flowrate was-representative of values
observed during the active missions for similar
conditions.
5) The pump inlet pressure was approximately 18.7 psia with
the pump operating as compared to approximately 19:psia
at the end of the Skylab Missions. The coolant.
reservolu fluid low level indication.was
on, as it had.been at the end of,_the Skylab.Missions.
It was thus established that both coolant loops.were operational
and that key components within the loops still functioned .....
properly,. Except for some additional coolanol 15 loss due to
leakage, the. status of the loops appeared not to have degraded..
since the end of the Skylab missions. The major uncertainty
relative to the continued capability to support planned
operations was. assoclated with coolant leakage. The coolant ............................
leakage rate over the four year period, between final Skylab
deactivation on February 9,.1974, and.reactivation onApril 24, .-
_° 1978, was. significantly lower_than observed during the Skylab
Missions. The average-leakage rate for_-the primary loop prior
'_ to reservicing during the active mission was approximately 09
_ pounds/day and the average leakage_rate ._after reservicing _ was
approximately .BI2 pounds/day.• Over the four year-storage
!_ period the-leakage rate was approximately ,0_17 pounds/day_
_ Since the coolant loop was operated during the Skylab Missions_
! (with resulting higher overall sysrem pressure levels) and was
off during the long storage period, a strong possibility existed
that loop operation was_a major factor in the difference in
leakage rates. While average system temperatures could also.
have contributed _to the difference, the vehicle attitudes to_ be
employed after reactivation would reasonably approximate the.
Active Mission environmentand if storage_ attitudes had been ........................................................
_._ favorable, this factor would not be present. If the primary
loop leakage rate returnedl to the rate observed prior to
reservicing, more than 25. days of continuous operation would _
completely deplete the fluid in the reservoirs. Therefore, a
decision, was.made to turn one of. the coolant loops on only when
required to maintain battery and electronics equipment below
allowable temperature limits.. In.order to miv_mize the required_
loop operational time use of elements of _he Airlock Module
Power Conditioning Group (PGG's) was carefully controlled by
monitoring equipment temperatures, and bringing elements on and_
off-line to the maximum.extent possible to allow cooling without
use of the.coolant loop.i"
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Even with restricted operation, it was quite likely that the
reservoirs in the primary loop would be depleted long before, the
end of Skylab activities and the coolant loops would be required
to operate at inlet pressures far below the design value, Data
generated during the Skylab Missions indicated that the. coolant.
pump would operate with inlet pressures as low as 1.0 psla.
However, the pump was cavitating at pressures below 3 psla and
no data was available too give an indication of expected life in
this regime. Therefore, a series ofground tests were conducted._
at MSFC--to provide additional performance data at low inlet
pressures and_ to establish performance- characteristics. A
coolant pump was operated at an inlet pressure of .75 psia. for...
i_ _ total of 515,hours with. the pump being turned on and off. 351.
times (once. every 90 minutes). At this inlet pressure, level,
the flowrate was 224 pounds_hour. The pump was then. Dperated at
an inlet pressure level of.35 psia for a total of 100 hours
with the pump being turned on and off, 68 tfmes. At .35 psia,
i the flowrate was 50 pounds/hour. It was.also established thatat .28 psia, no flow occurred and the pump was operated for 3
i_ hours at this level. After these tests, the pump package was__
completely disassembled and inspected for signs of damage or_
unusual wear and none-was detected. These tests indicated that
the. coolant pumps could be expected to provide sufficient flow ..............................
for cooling the battery and electronics module as l_ng as_ the.
,: pump inlet pressure remained above .35_psia.
!
_. The residual coolant fluid in the secondary loop. reservoirs was.
_ depleted soon after reactivation. .(The exact_ date is unknown.
_ due to system anomalies during May which made the secondary pump.
inlet pressure sensor data. unavailable..) On July 22, 19.79,
during a r.outine operation of_the, primary loop, the pump. inlet
pressure decreased to 8.Z psia, indicating that leakage had
depletedthe fluid in the meservoirs. After depletion of fluid
in the reservoirs (and .resulting loss of positive__pressure
control), the pump inlet pressures varied_depending on average
fluid loop temperatures. The minimum value, observed in the_
primary loop.was 1.9 psia. When operated at this pressure the
flowrate was app[oximately 160 pounds/hour (nominal flowrate, for
either loop is approximately 26.0 pounds/hour). The nominal
minimum indicated pressure for the secondary loop was .3 psia_
but values_ of 0.0.were occasionally seen during pump operation.
- At inlet pressures of 0.3 psia, the m flowrate was. observed to .
vary between 30 pounds/hour and i_0 pounds/hour_ Some_._
_. uncertainty exists on the actual pressure.levels present in the ..
loop due to press.ure gauge inaccuracies. The range of the gauge
was_ 0_100 psia._
Although the flowrates sometimes were lower than design values,
the coolant loops weLe always capable of. providing the cooling
required. This can be attributed largely to the very low total
heat rejection requirememts for. neactivaion activities as
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compared to the design capability of the system which included.
significant heat rejection requirements from equipment not
functioning during the reactivation period, The seuondary_
coolant loop was frequently operated, ln the cavitation regime,
but no evidence of damage was detected. Both coolant loops were
_ still operational at the end of Skylab!s llfe. The secondary
loop was on and data indicated that it_was operating properly
over the last ground station (A_N) during reentry.
i
4.3 GAS SUPPLY SYSTEM
4.3.1 System Functional Description
The Airlock Module -,gas supply system (Figure 4-6) provided
oxygen, and nitrogen to maintain the Sky!ab internal pressure at .......
design levels, oxygen for. -use by the crew during EVA, and.
nitrogen for experiment use. and for maintaining required
pressures on selected systems. Gaseous oxygen was stored in six
cylindrical metal lined fiberglass tanks located on the fixed,.
Airlock Shroud. A total of 6113 pounds wer.e initially loaded ...........................
! into the. tanks.. Gaseous nitrogen was stored in. six spherical
!. titanium tanks located on AM trusses. A total of 162% pounds
,_ were initially loaded into the tanks.
i_ The pressure within, the. oxygen and nitrogen tanks was. initially
approximately 30%_ p sis. The oxygen passed through_,a 12% psig
regulator assembly to solenoid valves which were used to supply
oxygen for internal pressurization to quick disconnects for EVA
i use and to a 5 psia cabin pressure regulator for automatic
i. control of, internal pressure_.. The nitrogen passed, through a 15%.
psig regulator assembly to solenoid valves which were. used for
internal pressurization to the cabin pressure regulator, to. the.
Molecular Sieve pneumatics, to a 35 psig regulator for pressure.
control of the OWS water tanks and to a 5 psia regulator which
maintained pressure on the EVA and ATM C&D/EREP cooling system
reservoirs. A supply line was also provided directly from the
nitrogen storage tanks for experiment use. Both the nitrogen
and oxygen systems also contained latching s.olenoid valves ..... i
downstream of the storage tanks. All six oxygen storage tanks.
were connected into a common tubing and gas from all tanks was
utilized for all system functions.. Four of the nitrogen tanks i
were connected by common tuhing which supplied all system
functions.. The two remaining tanks were normally reserved for
experiment use but could be connected to the main supply system
by opening, a ....valve. This function could only be performed by
the crew.
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4.3.2 Status After Sk_lab Missions
The gas supply system performed as expected during the Skylab
_ Missions and no major anomalies were observed. Since sufficient
nitrogen was available without the two nitrogen tanks reserved
for experiment use, they were never connected to the main supply
system. Therefore, the residual nitrogen in these tanks was not
available for Skylab pressurization during the reactivation
ii! period. At the end of the Skylab Missions, approximately 2442
! pounds of nitrogen remained in the four tanks connected to the
ii nitrogen supply system. Another 331 pounds remained in the two ...
_ isolated nitrogen tanks.
iI• 443.3 Reactivation to Splashdown Period
Data obtained during the initial communication with Skylab in
March 1979, indicated that relatively little oxygen or nitrogen
had been lost from the tanks. A_status is provided in Table
4-1. These data, when compared with .data from February 9, 1974,
_ indicate that less than 6@ pounds of oxygen and less than 85
i pounds of nitrogen had leaked from the system.
!! On May 16 and 17 the Skylab pressurization system was activated ......
_ and the habitable volume was pressurized with nitrogen to
i approximately 0.6 psia. The nitrogen 150 psig regulator
ii provided _)utlet pressures within its design specifications.
_;_ Fill and supply solenoid valves also operated correctly.
__L The pressure was monitored over a three week _eriod following
!i
the initial pressurization to establish overall Skylab leakage
rates. Data from internal_pressure gauges.located in the MDA,
Airlock and Orbital Workshop were used. The range of calculated
leakage rates varied between 1.03 pounds/day and 1.4.7 pounds/day
• at an average indicated internal pressures_which ranged between
0..43 and 0.55 psia. When extrapolated to the nominal operating
pressure of 5 psia, the overall leakage was approximately equal
to the specification value of 14 pounds/day. Similar
evaluations during the storage periods between manned Skylab
Missions had_ established leakage rates of approximately 2.7-
pounds/day at 5 psia. Thus, overall leakage had increased by a
factor of approximately five, but was still quite low. This
indicated that the various seals employed in the Skylab design_
had not seriously degraded and that. no meteroroids had__
_enetrated the habitable volume structune_
Since the quantity •of-nitrogen available in_ the four_ tanks
connected to the pressurization system would have been
inadequate to maintain the desired internal pressure over the
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expected length of the reactivation per.iod, a decision was msde
to use the oxygen system.along with nitrogen and to maintain the
02/N2 mixture within the hsbitable volume near the_design value
of approximately 70 percent oxygen and 30 percent _itrogen. On
July 20, 1978, use of oxygen was initiated. The 120 psig
regulator provided outlet pressures within its design.
specifications and o fill and supply valves also functioned --
... properly. Data obtained from the- two active oxygen partial -
° pressure sensors in the- AirloCk Module indicated that the
sensors (and associated electronics) were still functioning._.
The oxygen_partial pressure indicated by the sensors was quite _
close• to the expected value, This was unexpected since_the
sensors were limited life items. Spares had been provided
on-board for possible replacement, during the active Missions.
Use of the. pressurization system on a periodic basis continued
throughout the reac.ti_kation period_ No anomalies were detected.
227
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4_4 SKYLAB THERMAL ENVIRONMENT
[
_i 4.4.1 Skylab Thermal Control Status
i After Skylab Missions ._
Thermal control for the_ATM, AM, MDA and OWS was achieved with a
wide variety of passive control techniques, heaters and coolant
loops. The designtechniques and performance summaries for the
active missions are contained in References 7, 8, and 9. Except
for the anomalies associated with the Airlock Coolant Loop
. discussed in section 4.2, there were no identified concerns
based on performance observed during the active missions which
might have impacted the success of the Skylab_reactivation. One
area of interest, however L, was the status of the sun shields
which had been installed on the side_of the OWS meteroid shield .
during launch. Data obtained during reactivation indicated that
i: the shields were still irLtact and effective (see section 4..4.3).
_' 4_1.2 Environment During Storage
_- Thermal analyses were conducted in i_74 (Reference i_) to ......................
establish the expected range of Skylab temperatures for the
gravity gradient attitude which the vehicle was expected to
maintain. While this attitude.was not maintained over the. fOUr
i_ year storage period, the .predictions did represent, the
_ temperature extremes which might have occurred. Some
representative extremes are provided in Figure 4-7. A review of ........
i available data prior, tQ the reactivation period indicated that
most Skylab equipment would probably not have- experienced.
temperatures which would have resulted in damage. One area of.
:: concern, however, was the ATM batteries.. Minimum predicted_
I temperatures for these batteries for the worst.possible attitude:- indicated potential temperatures of -130."F which is near the. Ifreezing point of the electrolyte.. Had the. electrolyte frozen,_
it was expected that the batteries would not recharge. However, i
the batteries, were successfully recharged- during the ............!
reactivation period, indicating that freezingdid n_t_occur.
Another concern was that the predictedminimum temperatures in
the MDA/AM area could have frozen the water in the EVA or
ATM/C&D coolant loops which interfaced via heat exchangers with
the Airlock Module coolant loops with resulting potential
rupture of heat exchangers and leakage ofcoolant. Performance
of the Airlock Module coolant loops after, reactivation indicated
that this did not occur ...................................................
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l _ 4.4,3 ReaCtivation t_ Splash_0wn
!
i Data obtained during the initial• activation phase priorto
achieving attitude- control indicated _elatively moderate
,..... temperatures throughout Skylab, A brief, summary of
: representative temperatures is prouided below_ ....
MDA
i
Internal Temperatures 50 to 55_F.
External Temperatures
- Under. radiator 50 to 55 F-
_ InternaL.Temperatures 50 to 60 F.
ATM
Overall Temperature Range 5_to 40 F.
Fixed Airlock Shroud
Overall Temperature Range 55 to 75 F
..... i
ii ow__ s
Internal• Average TemRerature _ 120 F, _.
. _ External Cylindrical Wail Temperatures 100 to 190 F.
Radiator Temperature - 90 to-IZS.F_.
After attitude control was achieved, the vehicle, was placed
first in the solar inertial (SI) attitude (which had been the.
predominant attitude, during the active missions) and_ later into
the End on Velocity Vector. (EO.VV) attitude. When these
attitudes were. obtained, which resulted in returning th_ OWS sun
shields to their correct orientation,.• the OWS internal
temperatures began to. decrease._ At the time of" vehicle..
reorientation, the OWS. average internal temperature was greater-
............than 120 F (sensor limit..). Over. the next few days, the cool
down of the OWS interior was consistent with the cool down seen ................................................
after the initial shield (parasol) was deployed at the beginning
- of the first manned mission (Figure 4=8). These data indicated .......
that.the sun shields were still intact and effective in limiting
the QWS ......i_ternal temperatures. OWS internal temperatures
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? remained, at expecSed levels throughout the reactivation, perlod
when the sun shields..were.corr.ectly, orientated.._
Representative external structural temperature measurements on_-
the OWS, FAS., MDA and OWS radiator were monltored,during the
<_ final Skylab orbits and during the initial reentry., phase to
provide data on aerodynamic heating, of the vehicle, Data from
five hours through the last available data at ACN are shown in
Table 4-2. No discernable increases in temperature were
observed pr.ior to the reentry orbit. Temperatures were observed
to increase significantly on some surfaces over the 15 _inutes .
between BDA and ACN. The. maximum temperature seen at 57
nautical miles over_ the final ground station was 275 F at u_
point on the. Fixed Airlock Shroud. As can be seen from the.
!;, data, however, most temperatures were still quite low .......................................
:<
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5.0 BL_CTRItAL PO_ER SYSTEM
-- 5_I INTRODUCTION..
The Skylab power system consisted of two power sources,, the ATM.
" Charger. Battery Regulator .Modules (CBRM's), and the AM Power_
Conditioning Groups (PCG's) and a distribution system, Figure
_I 5-i depicts_the relationship of the key elements in the system.
Reference II gives a complete description of the system. The
fact. that it was able to-survive four years oforbital Etorage.
and still maintain most of its operational capability was trul 7
remarkable. In the sections that follow the. Skylab power system _.
i_ will be taken through its orbital storage period, system
activation, system operation, equipment failures_ and finally
thr_ough a section dealing with. lessons ir_d. ......................
!i 5.2 _ • Orbital Storage
[. The_ most important element (_f the orbital storage environment
_ affecting the power system 'was the temperature extremes
_ experienced by the batteries, solar arrays and electronicS..
which the
i_ Thermal analysis of the gra_zity gradient attitude,
vehicle was left _in at the end of the manned mission, indicated
_ the concern would be the_cold temperatures. The ATM bat`teries
cou.ld be expected to go to-90 C-and the AM batteries to. -43 C.
The power electronics, chargers and regulators, were in close
prox imi.ty to the batter ies and experienced the same_.
temperatures. The analysis did no.t specify temperature extremes
for the._Solar Arnays._ Data from the gravity gradient attitude
i'_ at the end of....the manned mission indicated the Solar Arrays __would range down to and below -60 C_. At the beginning of the
; manned mission, when off-nominal, attitudes were used to _limit
internal Skylab temperatures, Solar. Array temperatures went
below -85 C. These two data points, reRresent the type of.
environment probably seen by the Solar At.rays for most of the ..........; .......
storage period and indicate their probable, range _ Of cold
temperatures.
The ATM batteries each had a small parasitic load which
completely discharged them within a few months after, the Start
! of the orbital storage-period in February of 197_ Four of the
_. AM batteries were left powering their respective Amp Hour .......
Integrator_ and completely discharged.in a matter, of weeks. The
i_ o thel four_AM batteries were. at 70 to 85% state-of, charge (SOC)
and left open.circuited. These batteries still showed over 3B
VDCwhen first checked again fr.om Bermuda_in March. 1978 after._
foul_ years of storage.
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< The generally colder environment presented two specific concerns.
i for the power system: degradation Of the solder_ interconnects
on the Solar Arrays _nd electrolyte freezing in the batteries.
Pre-mission testing of the Solar Array designs had indicated a
significant increase in the degradation of the Solar Cell
interconnects when temperatures were cycled this low. There was
- a concern that the interconnect system had deteriorated
sufficiently to drastically reduce, the available Solar Array
' power.. The ATM batteries were expected to go well below the
freezing point of their electrolyte and the resultant effect on
_ the cells was difficult to predict. Although. the power
" electronics were not qualified to these colder temperatures ,
there was not. a specific mechanism that .made them more
i •susceptible than any typical piece of electronic hardware..
< Subsequent experience did not indicate any appreciable system
degradation from any of these effects. Measurement of the
actual.environment•was not possible because when the vehicle was
•_ first reactivated in March of 1978 it was no longer in a stable_
attitude. Instead, it was tumbling, which resulted in a much ••
more favorable temperature environment for the__ehicle.
i 5.3 Power System Reactivation".
_ 5.3.1 AM Battery Reactivation
_ The recommended procedure for returning a Ni-Cad battery to full
I capability after an extended storage.period involves several.
complete charge discharge cycles at- a very low rate. The
purpose of this is tO aid in the even redistribution of
electroiyte on the active surfaces, so that hot spots will not
result when the battery is used at normal-charge/discharge
rates... Such full cycles wer.e not possible with the electro_ics.
associated with the. AM batteries but it_ was possible to
accomplish a low rate shallow cycling that would leave the
battery at a low SOC, This was attempted on two of-the AM.
batteries in ear.ly March 1978 at Bermuda when it°_as determined
that the intermittent Solar Array power a_ailable on the
tumbling vehicle would not allow any useful activity unless
supplemented by battery power. Batteries 3 and 7 were
configured for this shallow_cycling for two days and then put on
- full charge. Because of problems in the telemetry down link at
that time no _ battery data was available to v_rify the
configuration, It was only after the _ down link was
reestablished that it was determined, that the Power-C_nditioning
Group (PCG) charger on battery 3 had not responded to the
commanded Canfiguration. Battery 7, however, was fully charged -
• and demonstrated an ability to support high discharge loads.
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i Preparation for the increased vehicle activity antlcipated when .......
a better support.system was ready at JSC involved putting three ............
more batteries, 2, 4, and 5, into the shallow cycling.
configuration. These batteries were left in that mode until the..
vehicle reactivation was continued from JSC in late April . 1978,_
At the beglnning of the reactivation, activity at JSC it was .....
found that PCG 2's charger had apparently experienced problems_
similar ..to those of PCG 3 as battery_2 was no longer shallow
cycling. The problem in PCG chargers 2 and 3 was later -.
identified and appeared to result from a spurious command that
had disabled the chargers_ When the chargers were enahled again.
it was possible to charge their batteries. It was decided to
charge, all the AM batteries to.. provide maximum operational_-
flexibilityin supporting the planned vehicle reactivation.
However, the preliminary shallow cycling was not implemented
because at.that time the problems with chargers 2 and 3 had not
been identified_ and they had;experienced failures while in .the
shallow cycle configuration.. Table 5-1 summarizes, the
preparation done. on each battery-before bringing it up at.full .....
charge rates.. Subsequent mission performance did not. show any
noticeable_ differences in characteristics among the batteries,
regardless of how they had been reactivated.
5.3..2 ATM Battery Reactivation
Reactivation of. the ATM batteries was originally thought to be_.
impossible since the CBRM electronics had an automatic battery
cut-offfeature that would disconnect the. battery if its voltage
was below 26.4.VDC. As the CBRM batteries, had been completely
discharged by parasitic-loads, this. automatic disconnect would ..........
prevent charging of the batteries. However,testin_ performed on.
the. ground, showed that a small burst of charge would get into
the. battery every time a "CHARGER ON".command was issued. If
this command was given repeatedly the- battery voltage would .............................
slowly build up until it was high enough such that the battery
would stay on. The battery would then. he charged at the_ full -
rate as__he CBRM chargers did not havea selectable charge rate.
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i This procedure was initiated on the vehicle.,_n late April 1978.
i "CHARGER ON'! commands• were issued • to a •particular CBRM as
rapidly as the vehicle command systQm could process them/ about
4 to 5 times per second. It•became eviden_ that this procedure
was less effective if the ba.t£ery was warm, above i@ C.
_ortunately, the combination of vehicle attitude and changes in
the orbit beta angle (sun angle) reduced the thermal environment
..... of the warmer batteries and allowed them to be activated.
Typically, over .a thousand commands were required_to bring up
I one battery. By the end of May 1978, all but 4 of the 18 CBRM• batteries had been reactivated.•
The four batteries in CBRM's 3, 4, 15 and 16 were. never
Ii reactivated. CBRM 3 had lost its-regulator during the manned-
missions and its regulator was still failed. The charger in.
CBRM 4 would not _espond to the "CHARGER ON" commands, so its
i battery could not be brought u_. CBRM 15 initially appeared to.
be fully operational but its Solar_ Array contactor, stuck open-
i _: again, as it had in the-manned mission, and it could notbe used
after that. Charger 16_ initially responded very poorly to the
!i commanding but modifications to the -commanding sequence did.
i eventually bring the. battery voltage up. 8bore 26.4 wolts.
_ However, as the full charge_ rate then brought the battery
voltage_up, the battery again tripped off. Apparently the
_i batter_ voltage high trip circuit had failed such that .it would.
trip the battery off at normal charging voltages. In these 4.
iI CBRMs only the. regulators in 4 and 16 could be used. These.
,_ regulators could be turned on to help supply some of the load in___
_i power critical situations.
i! The battery in CBRM 6 did not require this procedure as this
CBRM apparently had_turned on sometime during the storage period .........
due ta a failure in its "SXSTEM ON" command, circuitry. This.
prevented .any of the normal CBRM cut-off functions from.
operating. The battery had cycled at a normal rate but at a
• very _low SOC.as this single CBRM could not support the parasitic
loads on the ATM buses._ When othe_ CBRMS were brought on to
share the load, this battery then charged up and began to
operate.normally except for_ evidence of one or two shorted
cells.
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5.4 Power System Operation , 4
i
5..4ol System Characteristics, , _..... ii
,j !'l
The-Skylab power system's two powers-sources., the ATM CBRM's._ and
the AM PCG's, and a distribution system are shown in Figure 5-1.
The powe_ distribution system allowed the two sources to be tied
..... together and thus any.- vehicle load could receive power from
either source. Management of this system was directed at.
effecting the proportion of the total_/oad that__as supplied by
each source. _
Determination of the desirable load distribution was influenced_
not only by the maximum energy available from each source but by
the operational constraints associated with each source. The
iiii_ PCG's were very flexible:, the PCG.Regulators could be switched.between two busses, each Solar Array Group (SAG) could be.
switched between two PCG's and PCG Regulators could be left on
line without the battery connected and would deliver power _hen i
the SAG's were illuminated. The major constraint was that the
PCG's were. designed to operate with a coolant_loop for heat_
rejection. The chargers and regulators functioned_ fairly well
on passive, cooling because they would operate properly even
though they were well above 180 °F. The batteries, howewer,
could not take these temperatures very long without significant .........
capacity degradation. Therefore, utilizing more of the energy
available from the_ PCG's required actiwating the coolant loop
more frequently. As there was concern for _the lifetime of the
coolant loops it was desirable to minimize their usage.
The CBRM's were passively cooled and more of the-maximum energy
available could be used with minimal temperature concerns. The.
capability to tailor_ a particular CBRM to any situation was
limited to turning it_ regulator on or off.
I automatic cutoff functions designed
The _BRM contained several
to protect the electronics and battery which.could turn off
parts or all of the CBRM under certain conditions. It was one
of these cutoff functions that hampered utilization of the ............
regulator_unless the battery was. on. The regulator could be
turned on and operated whenever its Solar Array was illuminated,
- but when the Solar intensity on the arrays went to zero, because
of vehicle attitude or earth shadowing, the regulator: would trip
off unless the battery was on also. This meant that a CBRM
regulator, without its battery, would supply_power only during
the sunlight period when it was turned on. Then it-would have
to be. turned on again during the nex_ sunlight if it-was needed
again. Another automatic function that affected power
management criteria, was the_battery voltage low cutof.£. As was
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mentioned earlier, thls function was why thousands of commands
were required_ to activate the batteries. The main problem,
operationally, was that if a battery did trip o_f, it would not
come back on automatically whenever-there was power to charge it
b_ck up. This, combined with the other automatic functions, had
the effect that whenever a battery would trip off, the entire
CBRM would be disabled until corrected by ground commands. This
_ behavior made the CBRM system less tolerant to errors in
estimates of its capability. If one CBRM tripped off this
significantly increased the load on those remaining as the
_ system had now lost the entire output from that particular Solar
, Array. The increased load" could then push another-CBRM to
: cutoff and so.on until all CBRM'swere tripped off. The ability
, to detect and interrupt this process was primarily dependent on
il the ground station coverage. In contrast, if a PCG were loaded
_ beyond its capability the battery would be discharged down to.
_ about 3Z volts but below that the regulator could not draw power
i_ from the- battery. As nothing was-di'sconnected or "cutoff"the ..........
li PCG would again supply power and charge its battery whenever
solar power returned Although a PCG in this s_tuation could
not provide a continuous source of. power, the entire-output from ............
!i its Solar, Array was still utilized. This response mechanism did.
allow more battery stress as the low voltage discharge could
cause cell voltage reversal but it also minimized_ the
il propagation of an overload on one PCG to other PCG!s .....
! These different characteristics of each system dictated _the ..................
fundamental premise, of the system management guidelines. The .......
_ CBRM's should supply only slightly less than rheim maximum
capability to. minimize the thermal problems on the PCG!s but -.
• still allow for contingencies in the CBRM system. This .
allowance for contingencies was-primarly a function of available_
ground station coverage. If_ contact with. the vehicle was.
possible at least once an orbit, the CBRM's could be loaded very
close to their maximum capability. When the gap in coverage was.
3 hours or more the CBRM load _as reduced to allow for at least ................
one_or sometimes more CBRM or PCG failures..
5.4.2 System Manapement Options
The methods, available for . implementing a deEired load
distribution involved changing the characteristics of _ither_
source or the impedance-tying thetwo, sources together. During
the manned missions the load distribution w.as adjusted by
changing the output voltage of. the-PCG regulators with on-board
manual potentiometers (Figure 5-1). There was one of these on_
each of- the-two main PCG busses. Their setting determined the.
output voltage of any PCG regulator that_was connected to that
bus. Adjustment of the potentiometers was not possible during
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this mission. However, the difference in the_settinga they were
left at made it possible to change the output voltage of the PCG
regulators by switching them from one bus to the. other. ....
The output characteristics of the CBRM's could be changed only
with the "POWER SHARING" circuit. This was a circuit that was
designed to affect power sharing between the CBRM's by having
them match their • output currents.. Another effect_ of this.
circuit was to reduce the_impedance of the CBRM outputs to about
_ 4_% of its value when the CiEcuit was turned off.• As the CBRM's
wouldshare power reasonably well, even with the circuit turned
off, it was used as apower management tool.
The CBRM's and PCG's could be tied together through two power
transfer busses. The impedance of this tie depended on whether
one or both transfer _usses were used. The impact of opening
one of the transfer busses depended on how much powers-was being .......
t_ansferred at that time. •.....
Another tool used for system management involved a reduction in, !
rather than a redistribution, of the total system load. In most_ i
areas of the system only those loads that were required or could
not be removed were on. Howe_er, the. ATM TM subsystem was.
normally left on continuously even though it was only required.
while the vehicle was over a ground station, typically 5 to 15
_ minutes_per 90_minutes orbit. There _ere two reasons it was
_ usually left on: a concern for the. lifetime of critical TM
;_ subsystems if they were frequently cycled on and off; also,
the_e was sometimes an adverse effect on the ATM digital
computer when a backup• reference sigDal, provided by the TM
system_ was cycled on and off. Thus, %heATM TM system was not ....
cycled on and off over ground stations unless other, power
management techniques could not maintain the system halance..
The AM TM subsystem was normally cycled because it could not be.
! left on unless a coolant loop was left on also .......
1.4.3 System Modes of Operation .......
The primary factor affecting the maximum available power was the
vehicle attitude. From the power system wiewpoint, the vehicle.
attitude presented four different profiles: tumbling, Solar .....
Inertial (SI), End on Velocity Vector • (EOVV) and. Torque-
Equilibrium Attitude (TEA). Ffgure 5-2 depicts the Solar Arlay
power profiles that were typical for. each attitude.
: The solar power was minimal whenever the vehicle was tumbling
• but this was .balanced by the fact that the vehicle guidance
system did not• have to be powered up which r__duced the vehicle
.' loads substantially. The typical power system configuration in
i
l
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!this. mode was the "CBRM POWER SHARE" circuit on, both transfer .I
ties closed and several of the PCG.batteries on line with their ........ :
: regulators tied to the higher voltage bus. SAGs normally I
associated with abattery-that was not. currently in use were
eltherconnected to another PCG to help recharge its battery or
were c_.nnected to the bus through their regulator so they would
deliver power whenever illuminated. This latter SAG
configuration, by itself, did not require coolant loop usage but
it did notmake the most.effective use ofl the SAG power. The
ii regulator would use only. 15 to 20%.of the peak SAG_power and the
_: rest went unused because there was not a battery configured to
store- the available excess, power... Although several PCG
batteries were usually in use, the load on each was low enough_
that activation ofthe coolant loop was reguired for about only
one orbit per day. Tumbling was encountered during the early
reactivation period before the first stabilization of the
vehicle. Later,.because of a power drop out. resulting from some
errors in power syEtem management concurrent, with sparse ground._
station coverage, .a similar tumbling occurred for.about 10 days .....
before the vehicle was stabilized agaiD.
i Solar inertial was the nominal attitude during the manned
i mission and was used during this later activity as a backup
i attitude whenever the_e were problems with the rOW
configuration. Because of _the abundant Solar Array power in
! this attitude none of th PCG batteries were usually needed. The
PCG regulators were all connected to the higher voltage_bus,
! both bus ties were closed and the CBRM power share circuit was.
L: off. This maximized the power supplied by the PCG's during
solar array illumination which meant that most of the ATM solar i
array powercould be used to recharge the ATM batteries. During
the dark portion of the_ orbit the ATM batteries carried.the
entire load. The only time that PCG batteries were used in SI
was later on in the mission when the reduced_number of CBRM's
left operating caused concern as to whether the lower capacity
batteries could carry their share of" the load for even one
discharge cycle.. Only one. or two PCG batteries were usually
_ used in these circumstances and this allowed the other batteries ....
to cool down passively before they were needed again. When a_
PCG had its battery turned on, its regulator would be switched
to the bus with the lower voltage setting. The difference in
the voltage settings between the busses was enough that, when in
sunlight, the regulators on the high bus would pick up almost
all the load. In the dark the regulators on the low bus would
relieve the CBRM's of some af the load ........
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•he power system configuration used for E09[V went through
several iterations-when that attitude was initlally encountered
but then settled into a well defined pattern with the basic
arrangement similar_to that used inSI.. The CBRM power share
circuit was off, both transfer ties closed and all PCG
regulators were on the high voltage-bus unless their battery was
.... on. The number of batteries that were on the low _oltage bus
depended on the beta angle: between +20' beta there weretwo AM
I batteries on, if the magnitude of beta was between 20 ° and 40"
_{ only one was needed, and for a beta outside +4Z_ no-AM batteries_I
i were on. This system was very effective and-it was found that
usage of the AM batteries couldbe scheduled such thatuse of
_ the coolant loop was very infrequent. The only additional
I management was when the beta angle war near zeros then it was
decided to cycle the ATM TM off during long gap9 in the ground
I I . "
" i station coverage to provide more safety margln,
i
The most intensive power management was required in the latter_
' part of the mission when it became necessary for the vehicle to.J
beplaced in the TEA attitude. The character of the solar power
. profile changed as different phases of this attitude control.
were implemented but._it was always somewhat below that of an.
E0VV profile at beta zero. Use of_a key management tool, ATM_TM
! cycling, was hampered by the requirement for certain amounts of
i_ recorded data to evaluate the attitude_ control system. This
meant that although the_TM transmitters could be cycled the rest
of the TM -subsystem had. to frequently be left on for several .....
consecutive orbits:. The power configuration used for TEA
involved sustained usage of-all available AM batteries. This
il meant frequent use of the coolant loops. However, the duration _
of--thiE mode was only a matter_of weeks and as both coolant .
loops were still providing adequate performance at thebeginning
of TEA this was not considered a serious problem. It was
decided to configure such that the PCG's would carry close to
their maximum capability. This was desirable because with usage
of-the coolant lo_ps the PCG system was more tolerant to an
overload condition: weakness in a partiEular PCG did not.
readily propagate to_ o.ther PCG's._ The appropniate system
balance was found_with the CBRM power'share circuit on, both bus .
ties closed and all PCG's.on thc. high voltage bu_. Extracting
the maximum available power from the PCG's involved continuous..
manipulation of their individual configurations. This was
required because although all were connected to the same bus
......... potentiometer setting the power, sharing between the.individual ..........
regulators was not very precise. Thus, when one cf the PCG's
that was carrying more than its share lost too much on the
battery SOCk_it was necessary to either--give it another SAG
temporarily, by taking one__ away fom another PCG that could.
afford to lose it for awhile, or to turn off its regulator to_.
allow the battery to recharge. When this type of manipulation
could not keep th PCG batte._ies_charged the total load on the
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..... d' woul_[ be reduced by temporarily opening one of the. f_ I
transfer, ties and/or,reducing ATM TM recorder usage as much as
possible.
5.5 EQUIPMENT FAILURES
5.5.1 PCG 's
- The battery chargers were the only problem area for the PCG's.
The difficulties with chargers 2 and 3 were apparently from
extraneous commands and when normal charger operation was.
restored they did not show any other anomalies. PCG l's charger
failed in. June of 1978, The failure mechanism was never
identified .nor did it ever clear itself. Shortly thereafter_ in
early July 19_8, PCG 5's charger exhibited _he same symptoms as.
PCG i. With the. occurrence of this second charger failure there
was considerable concern that something inherent in our method
of using the_chargers was causing the failures. As a result•the
power system was reconfigured so as not to use any of te PCG_
chargers or batteries until their use could be evaluated
further. The new con£iguration placed a little too much load on
the CBRM's and before it was corrected the_ vehicle, experienced a
power drop-out and a resultant loss of attitude control. During
_: the _ollowing_activity to reestablish attitude control, when PCG
_ 5's charger was exercised it_ functioned normally. For the,.
[i remainder of. the mission all the PCG electronics, except charger
i,_ functioned normally. Further analysis af the chargers did
not indicate any specific failure mechanisms nor any way to
reduce the high temperature, stresses on the chargers when their
use was required ..........
5.5.2 CBRM's
The ATM power system experienced failures in the electronics and
the solar arrays. Problems in the Solar Array area were evident
when the vehicle was first reactivated from Bermuda. The
configuration of the CBRM-electronics is such that with any
insulation breakdown to structure in the CBRM or upstream from
it, the resultant current flow passes through the shunt that was.
used for measuring the CBRM output current. Examination of the _
initial data from Bermuda showed output current from three
CBRMs- 2, 9 and 10 that were turned off_ The profile of this __
currentwas in exact proportion to the illumination on the solar
arrays which indicated that the faults were probably out on the
arrays. The currents on 2 and 9 were small in magnitude and
never prevented normal utilization of those_BRMs. The problem
i/
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..................was more pronounted ..n CBRM [0 but initi._,llythe bog was usable .....
LatQr the fault p_ogrds_{ed _o whe_e that CBRM could not provide
any output.
Small currents were measurod in CBRM ll's output also whsn the-
reactivation was plCk6d up_ again from JSC in April 1978. In
June 1978, the fault current . increas/_.d to almost full solar i
array output and CBRM ii was.no lOnger usable. CBRM 18 began to 1
:' experience solar array problems in late _une 19.78. By July it
als_ was showing fault-currents equal to th_ total solar array
capability. Howe.ver, in August the _ajor problem cleared itself ....
and although small fault currents later reappeared, they did not I
prevent utilization Of the CBRM.. In late July• CBRM 12 suddenly
began to show. high f_ult current alsO._ In this instance it -
pezsisted and CBRM 12 was not usable for the remainder of the
mission.
i There were a variety o_ electronics fail.ures starting with. the 4i CBRM'S whose b tt ries were not reactivated. Those electronics
!i problems were explained earlier. CBRM 6, which was found ON at.
!! initial reactivation, operated nor.m_lly until early September
1978 when it appeared to suffer a short on its regulatoroutput.
i_ Its problem could no.t be iden.tified further or corrected. CBRM
5 still_ had the.shorted. Charger that hed failed during the
_ manned missions and was. beiaq utilized similar to CBRM 4 and 16.
!i Its battery could still be kept charged, usin_ the shorted
charger_,, and used i.n certain Dower. critical situations.
_ However, in early Decembe_ _978_ its regulator began to show
erratic operation and could not be _ utilized after, that. The
" speg_ific Rroblem with the regulator was never, identified_
The onl_- Solar. Array that had shown intermittent faults to
structure during the manned missions was associated with CBRM
17. However, throughout the reactivation period it never gave ....
any indications of recurrence. The first problem with this
<
_ CBRM was_ in March. 1979, _hen it appeared.the battery discharge.
_' diode had opened. This diode also protected the. charger power
electronics from reverse biasing. After repeated checks to see
if the _roblem was still there, the charger power electronics .........................
finally shorted. This provided a path fk_m the battery to the
regulator input, so the battery could supply load during the
• night portion of'hhe orbit. The CBRM's characteristics were now
identical to those of CBRM 5 be•fore, its regulator failed: the
battery coald be charged through the shorted charger with.
charging tenminated by the..battery voltage high c.utof£. When .......
the. charging was norm_lly terminated by this cutoff, it made
full use of the CBRM-very cumbersome. Howe_er, when the TEA
attitu&e was implemented.the power b_lance was so. critical that ....
CBRM 17 rarely reached batto_v c_t-offf limits, either high or
• low. Thus, it made an equ_l contributio.n _lon_ with the working
CBRMs_ The most notable difference w_s-a much higher battery
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temperature, indicating that the battery ..was.._ usually being
overcharged.
-- 5.6 LESSONS LEARNED
5.6.1 Automatic Cut-Offs in CBRMs
The experience gained in the manned .portion of the mission had
already shown that management of the CBRMsL_ with their many
automatic cutoff functions, was more cumbersome_ than
anticipated. The usual response to this problem is to regret
not having put overrides in the system. However, this would
have presented another design op.tion: does one override disable ......
all automatic functions in a box or is it necessary to provide
individual overrides for each function. The latter solution can
easily involve a large demand on a vehicle command system while
it is not.always useful to have to inhibit many protective
functions when. only one is the p_oblem.
The problem can be better evaluated by categorizing the possible ....
_ automatic functions by the nature of the stress they are
I_. designed to alleviate. Table 5-2 lists the anomaly categories
!_ applicable to the CBRM circumstances and :he specific, responses.
ii In the first category, stresses from intennal failures, the high
battery voltage circuit w_s a factor in problems_with CBRMs 5,
16 and 17..In.two of these cases, 5 and 17, an o_erride.
capability would not have been used..as severe battery damage
would have_ resulted if the shorted charger were left to
overcharge the battery.. If the power balance allowed enough
overcharge to trip off the battery, then the contribution of
that CBRM was not essential and it could be left off. The
cut-off protected the battery for later use when a critical
power balance allowed that CBRM to. stay on line withont any
i!_ override capability. CBRM 16.'s battery appeared to have been _
disabled by a failure in_the cutoff circuit itself and in this_
instance an override_would have been_the only way to overcome
the problem .....
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• TABLE 5-2-
CBRM Anomaly. Categories ...........
Malfunction Type CBRM Responses _
i) Stress on CBRM from High Battery Voltage
inte._nal_.sour.ce...............................................................or Discharge Current
shuts off Battery
2) Stress.on system from Internal. Bias Supply ._
CBRM out of tolerance,
shuts off Regulator ....
High Regulator._Outpu.t
Voltage, shuts off __
_w Regulator ..........
- 3) Stress_.on CBRM fr.om Low Battery Voltaqe
System or High Battery
Temperature shuts.off.
............................................. Batter.y
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i " The culprit in the second category was a transient
out-of-tolerance condition in the CBRM Bias Supplies. This._
would occur whenever the CBRM experienced a. sunrise, or. sunset on
, , its solar'array and the. battery was not on, Thus, to use any of
the CBRM regulators, without their batteries, they had to be . I
turned back on during each sunlight portion of the orbit. An 4
' inhibit for this cutoff would have solved the problem. A better
solution would have. been for the detection circuit to have. had
sufficient delays built in to _revent it from reacting to _.
transient startup conditions.
I
The.•.most troublesome cutoff affecting system management was the
low battery voltage detection circuit. Whenever this response
was implemented it was because the system configuration had
placed too much load on the CBRMs. Because of mismatch in
regulator output or solar array input capability, a few .CBRMs
would reach this cutoff well before the others. When_the first
ones disconnected themselves this accelerated the decline of
those • still on line.. An override capability could, have
prevented this domino effect but it would have allowed stress.
conditions on those batteries that had low voltage but were.
i._ still supplying rated load. A better solution would have been a .
_i. proportional response. When the battery voltage approached a .....
critical level it would cause the- regulator to reduce its
output, ther.eby reducing the load on_the battery and. slowing or
stopping the. drop in battery voltage•. In an overload, situation_.
all the batteries w_uld still eventually reach cutoffilevels but .__
_i. the- system could endure that condition much longer before a
complete power-drop out occurre.d.
High battery temperature cutoffs were nevera factor in system ..
management, but a similar proportional response fea_'_re would
have been desirable here. also. Compar.ison of.the cir.cuit_y used
to implement the cutoffs with what would have been required for
typical, proportional response applications indicates a _ery ...............................
small_ incr.eas_..in complexity compared to the. benefits .realized..
Experience. with the CBRMs showed only one instance, where an ....
override capability would have been the best method for handling
automatic response problems; the high battery voltage cutoff in ...................
CBRM 16. In the_ numerous other problem situations the best
answer was either a better design to tolerate normal transients_
or: a proportional response to preceed or replace the discrete.
cutaff.. Although these conclusions .come from experience., with
one system they are applicable in any circumstance where power
is derived from.multiple pan allel sources.. For_ example., the ..... '
PCG's had, in.. effect, a proportional response to low battery
voltage in that the regulators could not deliver power to the
bus unless their source voltage was slightly higher thanthe bus.
voltage. Thus, a_PCG regulator could not discharge its battery
.._ below about 30 VDC even though the battery was .....still connected
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in the circuit. Although ideally the battery voltage should.
have been held at a slightly highe_ level this. still provided
some battery protection while the PCG was kept on llne to store
and deliver power whenever solar-array power became available_
again. This feature of staying on line and. delivering whatever
was available minimized the domino effect inherent in usin_
cutoffs to respond to system.overloads.
5.6.2 NiCad Batter[ Stress Tolerance
%
!
_ Batteries in both systems were.exposed to normal discharge rates_.
_. while at a low SOC. The specific consequence that causes-
i concern in this situation is voltage reversal of the weaker
cells. Because there was no instrumentation on the individual
: .cells in flight this reversal, can only be assumed based on .
ground test results.• What was revealing was the battery's ............................
} tolerance of this as long as it was not a sustained or. frequent_
_i occurrence. In. the-CBRM's the low voltage cutoff prevented this
_ _ from happening: to any except CBRM #6 which had a.failed ON-
i'
_. command circuit. As a result this battery experienced repeated
low_voltage, high rate discharges.with the. result being at least _
i - two cells failed short._ Each of the. PCG batteries were
! discharged at normal.rates down to 30 VDC, about 1 VDCper cell, ........:
at least once. Only PCG 5 experienced this more frequently,
i apparently due to problems in its Amp Hour Integrators which.
sometimes prevented full recharge of the battery.. This battery
i: showed no detrimental effects until the latter part of the
_: mission when it appeared that it too had at least one, shorted
: cell. This experience should not be. o verlo_)ked when evaluating
i battery_p_rotection.schemes in future systems.
5.6.3 S01a r ArrayDegradation
Considerable analysis and testing has been devoted to Solar.
Array degradation phenomena. The greatest concern in Solar
__ Arrays. is generally in the area of cell- to cell interconnects
and solder _ integrity, both of•which suffer when subjected to
long-term thermal cycling. The ATM Solar_Array had test modules
which had been subjected to approximately one year of ground
. _ thermal cycling (nonvacuum). When this experience was
extrapolated to predict the solar array capability thatwould be __
i i ' available for the reactivation of Skylab, approximately 4 yearsafter completion of the mission for__hich it was designed, even ,
i-' - the most optimistic predictions were not encouraging. Effects
on solar array materials under the unknown environment
(particularly thermal) to which, they had been subdected was_ at
best a guess. When the vehicle was finally reactivate _, it was
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a pleasant surprise to learn that approximately 9_% of the ....
original array capability was still there. _he lesson to be
learned from apparent breakdowns of some of the insulation
substrates is of -dubious value since the substrate materials -
design life as well as_their design thermal limits were greatly
exceeded. The value is lessened further by the.fact that a
significant part of their lifetime was spent in an unknown
environment._
The survival of the intercmnnect system does invite speculation
as there is considerable ground test data verifying the
detrimental effects of tempenature cycling on soldered
interconnects. The most plausible explanation seems to be that
although the interconnects became very fragile the absence of
gravity or a corrosive environment allowed them to still_
maintain electrical coz,tinuity. While it is difficult to
quantify the benefits of a zero-G vacuum environment in this
instance, the fact that the Solar Array performance greatly
exceeded exp@ctations should not be fongotten in future
planning.
1_
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6.0 INSTRUMENTATION AND COMMUNICATION
6.1 INTRODUCTION
i
i
The Skylab Instrumentation and Communication (I&C) Systems
i provided for the transfer of information between the SWS and. the
Manned Spaceflight Network (MSFN)during the Skylab's manned and ......
reactivation missions.
Information transferred during the manned mission phases
included instrumentation Kystem data, messages, for the Digital
Command System (DCS), voice communications, caution and warning
alerts, range information between the CSM and. SWS, .and
transmission _f television data..to the MSF_.
Reactivation operations utilized the-instrumentatiDn system for .
both real time and recorded data, and the DCS for SWS control.
These systems operated with the same high level of effec£iveness
upon reactivation .as at the close_of__the manned mission.
6.2 SYSTEM DEFINITION _
k
An overview of the Skylab I&C systems is shown in Figure 6-1.
The I&C systems interfaced with the CSM, the Saturn Instrument
Unit, Skylab Experiments, the Spaceflight _Tracking and Data
Network (STDN), and other Sky!ab systems.
Two independent data acquisition and transmitting systems--
processed the engineering and experiment data for the AM/MDA/OWS
and ATM modules. This data from 2060 separate measurements was
transmitted in real time when. over a. STDN ground site.
Equipment was provided to record data for playback when contact
wi.th a selected STDN station was reestablished._ The RF systems
_ incorportated redundant 10 watt transmitters on both the ATM and -
_ AM to assure availability of-transmitters during the life of the
program. A 2 watt transmitter, incorporated in the AM dat&
system, and redundant in frequency tcL one.ofthe 10 watt units,
was uKed during boost and selected flight_periods.
• Two seperate Digital Command Systems provided- control of
AM/MDA/OWS and ATM module functions from the ground. The ground
commands controlled _many functions, including updates to the ATM
_/. •.............digital computer. See. reference 12 for detailed systems
description.
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il_ FIGURE6":'.1SKYLABINSTRUMENTATIONANDCOMMUNICATIONSYSTEM
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6,,3 MANNED MISSION PERFORMANCE
During the inltial phase-of the-Skylab, program,, due to various.
attitude maneuvers _ required .....when the. OWS meteoroid, shield.was
lost during boost to orbit, I&C equipment was exposed to
off-nominal, temperatures,, both excessive heat and cold, which
caused many temperature sensors to. read off-scale and systems to
approach the-upper operating limit temperatures. When thermal
• stability was reestablished, the. I&C. system operated for the
duration of the 272 day program without evidence of
deterioration due to temperature ex£remes exposure. The
majority of the I&C systems operated continuously for 6506
hours.. The anomalies that did occur, did not really affect_the
return of..data. For details on. I&C system performance and
anomalies,, see reference 12..
ATM Data .Acquisition --The ATM data acquisition system performed
its functions as required. Although system redundancy was
available, it was not needed due. to the efficient operation of..
the ....primary ATM data acguiEition system. The secondary system ....
was not turned on except for end-of-mission testin.g. The
original procedure to use a single ATM magnetic tape recorder as.
a primary unit. and a second identical unit as a backup was
changed when the thermal problems at time of launch necessitated ............................................
establishing a use schedule to prevent the _tape recorders from
exceeding their thermal operating limits..• With the exception '.
of these recorders, the. redundant ATM data acquisition system
was not activated during the Skylab mission. A 40 hour. post_
Skylab test that energized the redundant system was. initiated.
and satisfactorily completed. This post flight tesh_er.ified
_ proper oper.ation of both ATM acquisition systems. -
ATM Command System - -The ATM Command System performed its
functions as_required, throughout, the entire Skylab mission even
though the. system was used much more than intended during the
first portion of" the. Skylab mission. _ No @nomalies or
discrepancies were attributed to the ATM command System.
Approximately 59,650.commands were executed, durin_ the -_mission..
AM Data Acquisition --The AM Da,ta Acguisi.tion System performed
-i-tSfunctions as required during the_Skylah manned mission with
Some of the hardware units operating continuously for the entire
.. mission.. During the first manned period an AM transmitter
" developed a low signal output and a work around was. initiated
' that required real time data transmission normally handled by .
this unit.to be switched to the 2 watt transmitter..
During the second manned• mission, period the low-level
• multiplexer B output bec_me intermittent. However, alternate-
L backup data provided adequate system performance information for[.
the duration of the Skylab..mission.
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During the. third.manned mission, a noisy s_cond-tier switch in
10w-level multiplexer P caused eight measurements,, comlnon to the-
- switch., tO be excessively noisy.. MissiOn objectives wer_ not
jeopardized,_ however,, since- alternate measurements provided.
these data. A. signal line sho.rt is thought t_ have caused AM.
low- level multiplexers tO e.xperience errati.c data approximately
midway through the mission (DOY 357).. The loss of .data. from _
these units was.a compromise t0-.the AM Data Szstem but did not
impose.any restriction on the mission.
• AM Command System - The AM-c0mmand. system functioned efficiently-
through the whole Skylab mission._
I
!i End of Mission Statu___s- After the- 272,_ d_ys (6506) hours, of__
i operating time for the Skylab I&C systems, a third .crew .................................................................
! deactivated and secured the vehicle, for indefinite • Storage ....
i After. undocking:, certain test were performed_.to ascertain the-
i operational, status.of equipment that either had. not •_been .used .....
during the mission .or_had failed during the .misSion.
The ATM.Data AcquiSition and Command Systems remained .configured!:_ essentially as launched until the. post mission test The backup
ii equipment was energized and operated properly during these.
checks. The_configuration of the-AM data System at the end. Of ,
_ mission was altered by the.change-out of tape recorders,.the ,
failure of OWS. low level, multiplexer. B, the.failure of the. first
I- 8 channels on all AM low. le._el multiplexers., the failure of." an ....
AM 10 watt. transmitter and the loss of 134.measurementS.. A
majority of. the measurement losSes were due . to. l.ow_ level
multiplexer problems._ (78. measurements .ios_), loss of the OWS
Solar Array Wing 2 (15 measurements lost3. The planned -
consumable replacement items werg_ used. as. scheduled. The
configuration o5 the Data-System at the end of the mission would
have adequately supported continued activity_
The AM command System at_ the. end of the--mission.mas, altered only
by the replacement of the tel.eprinten with the onboard spare.
The planned consumable replacement items were used as scheduled. ..
The VHF ranging system functioned properly during the rendezvous
of the three CSM's, and was p0we_ed down..for .storage. . ...................
6.4 REACTIVATION PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
The Skylab- Instrume_tation._and Communication (I&C) System
satisfactorily supported all Skylab reactivation activities.
Initial support was. provided, du_ing an eight day period of
limited systems reactivatio_ and StatuS det.e.rmination during
early March 1978. More than fourteen months of. support was
provided from 24 April 1978 through ii. Ju.ly 1979 for Skylab
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systems Eeactivatlon and attitude management. A summary of the
significant I&C Svs_temS_events durin.q__the.ae__eriD-ds is..presented i
ir_ table 6-i. --
iI
[
i'
....iiI
J
I
4
T_able 6-1
I&C SYSTEM S.7..G.7_N!FTC&NT_E_V_ENT_H_.-REACTIVATION MISSION
Date Event
6 March 1978 Initial AM commands and-
receipt of AM telemetry data, .__
Loss o5 AM telemetry
modulation due to DC-DC . '
con.verter _fai lure,
IZ March 1978 Activated AM backup telemetry .........
Played back AM Tape Recorder
i(10 minutes from End.of
Mission data receilved and
processed; could not decom 2
_: minutes of reactivation
recorded data) .........
! ii March 1978 Initial Activation of ATM
command and telemetry systems,
13 March 197&_ All systems commanded off,
L-
24 April 1978 ..... Reactivated AM .telemetry
: 25 April _1978 Reactivated ATM__telemetry7 197.8 Long periods of continuous
i commanding to charge ATM
batteries (e.q. 7.762 commands ..
_! sent at 64_ms. intervals, to
_: harge ATM b_ttery no, 7) ....
1 May 1978 AM-B and ATM-2 Transmitte_r.s
inadvertantly left on for one
orbit wi.th transmitter temps
increasing from approximately
60 degrees F. to 150 F,
2 May 1978 Operated on AM 2 watt-
transmitter wi.th reduced data
quality,. Dumped AM tape
recoxder. 2 with one. revolution
of recorded data,
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Date Ewnt
11 May 1978 Conducted the first of a
series of. tests on switch
s_lectors land 3, --
19 May 1978 Unable to look on.to AM
. sub-frame #2 data..
22 May 1978 AM sub.frame._2 data
• reacquired
i 2 June 1978 Spurious Switch selector |I. _........................command caused added
' electrical loads and_loss of
_ ATM electrlcal powerL_
6 Juna1978 Lost plus 24..VDCon AM DC-DC
converter #2. _
i:_ 9 June 1978 Spurious Switch selector #I
command turned off CMG-amp #3
causing excessive TACS usage..
22 June 1978 CMG #2 whael speed transducer
failed.
_7 21 July 1978 DC-DC converter _2 recovered. ,_ ........!.
i Connecting P.CG8 Battery to
its .charger caused shorting of
the AM DC-DC convertar #i.
31 July 1978 Unable to turn off the ATM
_, experiment bus.with the..true.
command, however, the
compli_ent command wo'rked..
18-24 August 1978 ATM tape recorder dumps
successfully played in from
..... all remote.sites.
• iI November 1978 ATM 2 transmitter power output ....
dropped, from 14 watts to 5
• watts.
5January 1978 and Spurious command by Switch
21 Apri!!979 ........ selector #l.caused a secondary..
power share on command.
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, Date Event 1i
%
Feb 9 to-Reentry The_ ATM recorders were run
frsquently tO gather data far
guidance, and navi_atlon-
updates and to evaluate the....._
electrical power system,
ii July 1979 ..... _ AM and ATM.transmitters. and
instrumentation systems-were
operating and producing valid
dat8 during the final ground_
_ station pass. over. Ascension
approximatly 45 minutes prior ..............
to Reentry at _n altitude of
app_Kp__imately 59 n.m,
!_ Early. in 1978, after .the decision was. made to attempt a .
i, reactivation of Sky.lab through ground control, the Bermuda
_' ground station of the Space Tracking and Data Network.(STDN) was .....i
iI chosen as the:gound command base.. Bermuda was chosen due ta the
existance _of Skylab.compatible commsnd and telemetry receiving
! hardware_ The necessary software was. prepared for command., and.
limited on-site real time data .processing. A team _f NASA.
_ engineers were sent to Bermuda.to. verify ground hardware and-
il software compatibility_ and to .conduct the initial ..Skyla_
reactivat.ion _perations _ ""< ,, _ •
On. March 6, 197B, ground command control of Skylab was
successfully obtained from the Bermuda ground stations. The AM
telemetry .Systems were, activated, and valid data. were. received at
the ground station for approximately two. minutes when telemetry
reception, was lost. After approximately three._ minutes the
telemetry carrier signal was reaquired but without modulation.
The loss of telemetry after, two minutes of reception was due to
a power loss cause by the lo.ss.o.fJ_unlight.on the. solar arrays.
It was determined that Skylab was spinning about the. X-axis at a
rate slightly greater;than 1 degree per second causing the solar.
arrays to experience cyclic periods of--sunlight and darkness.
The loss. of telemetry modulation w_s du__to a failure of a DC_DC
converter .................
On March 10, 1978 the AM backup telemetry system_ was activated_.
_- using a d_fferent DC-DCconverter and telemetrz data was again ..
successfully acquired. The AM tape recorder was placed in the-
record mode. for two minutes_and then played back• Ten minutes ..
of data still On the recorder from the end.of the manned mission ..............
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was recieved and. prOcessed but the two_ minutes-- of data just
recorded .could nat be decommutated by the Bermuda ground .d
station .....
EleCtrical power was succ_Ssfully transferred from the AM to the
ATM on Match ii, 1978 and the ATM telemetry system-was
successfully activated. During the initial contact period from.
Match 6 through March 13, 1978 the aitlock module-telemetry data
was acquired during seven passes over Bermuda and ATM data was
acquired du_ing two passes. A limited amount of this data was
processed in teal time at Bermuda to verify System Operation.
All of the data was recor.ded on magnetic data --tapes and
• processed at a later date for_engineering evaluation. It_ was
verified that all AM and ATM telemetry measurements were
operative and downlinking valid data.._ All telemetry
multiplexers were operating including the AM low level B.
multiplexer which was intermittent durin_the manned mission_and ....
nonoperative at .the end mf that mission.
With the exception of the three AM-batteries which were left to ...............
trickle charge, Skylab systems were deactivated on March 13,
1978 and the NASA operations team returned home to prepare for
the next phase, of;Skylab reactivations. During late March and
early April_ 1978, a Skylab control room at JSC was configured
with the necessary hardware and software to allow for real time .....
monitoring of Skylab. data to support the flight control team.
Ground commands would continue to be uplinked directly from the
STDN ground station following verbal direction from the JSC ........
flight control team. During April and May 1978, an operations
support.center was established at MSFC with capability to
monito_ in real time the same data processed at JSC for the
flight control team ...........
The STDN ground station a_ Madrid, Spain was configured to.
support Skylab operations and joined the Bermuda ground station
beginning on April. 24, 1978. The Goldstone tracking station was
activated on June 2, 1978, Ascension on August IZ, 1978 and
Santiago on October 15,. 1£78 to complete_ the STDN gound station
compliment.on 5 sites.. The-five site configuration allowed for
telemetry co_verage-of_Skylab on each orbital pgss in_support of
ground operations.
AM telemetry was successfully reactivated on April 24, 1978 and
• ATM telemetry on April 25, 1978. Following this the I&C systems .....
• successfully supported all Kky!ab reactivation activitie& for
more. that fourteen and One-h_If months until Skylab reentry
occurred on July Ii, 1979.
Charging of the AM and ATM batteries was one of the-initial
tasks to he conducted. Due t_ the.design characteristic of the
ATM batteries, which would automatically disconnect the changing
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z system when low batterz voltage was aensed, a. speOial eharging
probedure was required. This procedur.e required that multiple
Charge commands be uplinked to allow for incremental battery
charging until the low voltage cutoff threshold was _xeeeded ....
TO accomplish this, a ground procedure was established which
would result in a battery charge uplink command every 3@8.
milliseconds. This resulted in. heavy eycling of the command
system including the ATM #i Switch Selector. For example, 7762 --
: commands were required for _charging ATM battery #7 which was one
of fourteen ATM batteries charged. This excessive cycling may
il ha_e contributed to the switch selector anomolies which occurred
at various times throughout_the reactivation mission ......
On May I, 1978, as a result of miscalculating ground station
_ acquisition and loss of signal (AOS/LOS) times, Skylab was
! allowed to. pass out of. ground station range prio_ t_ commanding.
the AM-3 and ATe-2 transmitters off. As a result, the
transmitters were left on with the AM transmitter increasing in
temperature to approximately 153 degrees F b_ the next station
_. pass. The nominal temperature of this transmitter was
approximately 6_ degrees F. The primary coolant loop was .....
_ commanded on_for two revolution& ta bring _the transmitter back
_ to a nominal temperature operating range. There was no apparent
!_ effect on transmitter-- performance as a. result of the._high
i_ temperature. A similaL occurrence happened on May 6.,.1978, when
ii the Madrid graund_station had. command problems and could not
I! turn off.the AM-A transmitter.. The t_ansmitter temperature rose
I to ii_ degrees F and was coo_ed to normal tempe.rature by
_ commanding the pnimary coolant loop on for one revolutiQn ......
Again, there was no degradation of data transmission quality.
To conserve electrical power during a low Beta angle period on ......
May 2, 1978, the AM 2-Watt transmitter was used with a
resulting reduced data quality. On May 3rd control was switched
back to the AM-B 10 watt transmitters to regain the better data
quality.
Due to & significant number of command problems during the
reactivation mission period, a series of tests on switch
selectors #i and #3 were initiated on May ii, 1978. After
testing it was concluded.that. Bit 3 on switch selector #L an_
Bit 5 on switch selectar #3 were intermittent during operation.
During mid September 1978 Bit 3 on sw.itch selector #I failed to
the "_" position. Compliment Commands. were used to work around -
this failure.. The. reac_on for the switch selector anomolies is
unkno.wn but it is believed that the _ multiple, command cycles
required_-to charge- the ATM batteries were instrumental in the
failure_ Some of the more significant p,_obl.ems-associated with -
_witch selector #i failures included the commanding of APCS Bus
1 & 2 on and depleting electrical pawer on. June 2, 1978-,
_! commanding the CMG ......serv_ amp_..Qf.f.cau_ing attitude control
!
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problems on June 9, 1978, and causing a power share on command
to be executed on 2anuary 5 and April 21, 1929.
On May 19, 1978, it became impossible to lock on the AM
sub-frame 2 data. This problem caused the loss of 116
measurements which were used for.Skylab experiment data and did
not effect the operational data. The problem cleared itself
three days later on May 22, 1978.
The DC-DC -converter #2 24 VDC system was lost on June 6, 1978
but recovered on July 21, 1978. The reason for this-
intermittent failure was unknown• It was learned that the AM
i DC_DC converter _i would power to a short circuit wherever the .......
AM battery #8 was connected to its charger• This problem was.
i! circumvented by commanding one of the two systems off whenever
the other was being used.
!
!: On June 22, 1978, the CMG #2 wheel speed measurement was lost.
i After this date every time the wheel bearing temperatures on CMG
#2 exceeded approximately 123 .....degrees E the wheel speed
• measurement indicator read zero.• When the bearing temperatures I
decreased below approximately 123. degrees P the measurement
_:_ indicator would read the proper wheel speed. The wheel speed
measurement was backed up by a Phase A, B, and C wheel currents
measurements thus minimizing any mission impact when the bearing _
!_ temperatures exceeded 123 degrees_ F. The ATM_2-transmitter
!_ power dropped from 14 to 5 watts on November 17, 1978. The _
Ii transmitter appeared to operate normally, except that the output
i_ power was only 5 watts The #2 transmitter was used-for the
I/
_: remainde_of the mission with no further problems .........
The ATM tape re_orders were b_th used extensively during the
last six months of.the reactiwation mission for the purpose of
gathering electrical power and controlsystem data. During the
last few days prior to reentry, the recorders were run almost
-ontinuously to gather data for guidance, navigation, and
control system updates. Early in the reactivation mission a
preblem occurred in decommutating theAM-i tape recorder_ when
first attempted on March 10, 1978..
The AM tape recorder-_2 was used periodically to collect battery
discharge test data and other system data withno apparent
problems. Both ATM and AM tape recorder performance proved to
• be very satisfactory durirlg__the reactivation mission•
Overall telemetry system performance was goDd throughout_the
rea__ti_ation mJ&ion. Acceptable data was _recieved thrmugh the_
final ground station pass over Ascension on July ii, 1979, just
45 minutes prior to Skylab reentry. At this time the space
vehicle had descended to an altitude of approximately 59 _
nautical miles and had been commanded into a tumble mode.
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A summary of. the Instrumentation and Communications System ....
Failures with their effectoon th_ Skylab ReaO£ivation Mission is
presented in table 6-2. A detailed analysis of both the ATM and
AM measurement systems p_rformance during the reaCtivatiOn - i
m_ssion was conducted and is reported in the following Section.
The. individual end-Of-mission instr:umen_ performance proved to .................
be excellent with a total_failure of 4 measurements Out of. 692
measurements evaluated for an overall measurement systemperformance of 99.4%.
6.5 MEASUREMENT SYSTEM PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
During the Kkylab Reactivation Mission a selected set of system
performance measurements were processed in real time and
presented to flight control personnel in digital display format
to support real time operations. All down linked Skylab data
was recorded at the STDN ground stations on magnetic tape for
' post pass processing when requir.ed._-A selected number of these
tapes were shipped to the MDAC-HB data r:duction facility forprocessing and presentation in an analog engineering data format
to be used for more extensive system performance analysis. It
was this data, which included 495 AM/MDA/O_LS _nalog measurements
and 383 ATM analog measurements, whlch was used to conduct__the
measurement, system performance, analySis._
Overall instrumentation system performance was summarized in
Section 6-i. While large blocks of data were sometimes lost due
i to instrumentation system problems such as- intezmittant. --
! operation of transmitters, power supplies, and multiplexers the
ti end instruments proved to he extremely r:eliable with an overall.
performance of 99.4%. The worksheets used to evaluate ....
measurement system performance are included as an appendix to
this report and include indi.vidual measurement valu_.s at four
_i selected time periods. These measurement values may prove
_ benef/c/al as performance-reference data for all Skylab systems.
'i The Skylab Measurement System performance_analysis is divided!
into two parts: (I) the manned mission, which is briefly
-i summarized herein, and is detailed in ref._rence-12; and (2)the
Reactivation Mission, commencing on March 6, 1978, fox the
I_i AM/MDA/OWS and on March ii, 19.78 for the_ ATM, and continuing
_. through last data transmittals, p/_tor to reentry__ over_ AscenSi_)n
!_ Island on July ii, 1979.
It should be noted that although the Skylab da1:a system was.uSed_
_! throughout the reactivation period, measurement performance was
i analyzed on a selective, basis dependent on processed data
ii a_ailability. Dat_ in the Appendix is from the followi_g dates:
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o February .9, 1974 End ofthe, manned mission
o March_ 6, 1978 Rea_ti.vatiOn.o.f AM/MDA/OWS •
0 March ii,_ 1978 .... Reactivation_of ATM
o July..ll, 19.79... BDA and ACN prior to reentry
Data from June .27, 1978, and May-28, 193.9, was. used to. verify
measurement .status when there _ was a question concerning data _
reliability from the-seleOted dat@ dates..
Measurement "status." egaluation involved 4 pq.ssible conditions_
_i' (I) Good (G): Measurement performance was valid throughout
r the manned and reactivation phases .of'Skylab's life.
!i
il,i (_) Questionable (Q): Those measurements that were part
'__ of systems that were no_ re.activated, or remained at
_'_ the.same zero or off scale. Nalues. as recorded at the
ii_i end of the manned mission,, and therefore, could not
i i be further e_aluated.
_! NOTE: An assumption.may, be made that the measurements
classified as "questionable" are inlall probability .......
<_ good, in.that actual measurement failures were.an ..
i!- extremely small percentage of the total Skylab
!i measurement szstem. _
_ (3) Manned Mission Failure (MF): Those measurements con-
_ sidered manned missi_ failures, as reported in ref 12.
_. (4) Failure (F): Those measurements that failed dur.ing
the quiescent stora_e....9..rreactivation mission.
i.
i: 6.5.1 Manned Mission Performance
The Skylab_data. system was activated during Skylab. 1 launck
i countdown and continued., successf_l operations during all ..operatio al, phases, a total of6,506 hours.. Of the 1,164 Skylab
system measurement monitored by the data _ystem, 134 were no
longer pro.viding usable, information at the end of ti_e manned ........................
mission representing a recovery rate of. 88.5%. The great
majority of. these losses were due to instrumentation system •
problems (e.g., multiplexexs) as . opposed to individual
measurement, failure. The_ overall.data system had no problems.
that_ caused any significant impacts, to. the Skylab missions.
Detailed manned, mission _erformance _.data.....may .be found in
_- reference 12
i
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6.5.2 Reactivation MiSsion Performance Summar Z i
The Skylab Data System was activated on Ma_eh 6, 1978, and
supported reactivation mission operations until reentry on July .....
Ii, 1979. During.the storage and reactivation phaseS of Skylab,
the measurement system developed no SignifiCant additional_
problems. Data System measurement performance at reentry (July
1979) was essentially the sameaS at the end of the manned
mission (.February 1974.) more than five ypa_s earlier. There was
- a total of_ four measurement failures indentified during the
reactivation mission_for an overall measur__ment recovery rate of
99.4%.
6..5.3 AM/MDA/OWS Measarement AnalySis_
Four-hundred ninety-five (495) measuremen.ts were evaluated with .
respect to operational reliability with the results noted in
Table 6_3. _ !
.... I
The measurement faiLures during Zhe reactivatian mission were:
C _ 0302-512 TEMP TM XMTR BIO CASE
' C_- _052-806 TEMP EXT CM DOCKING PORT TUNNEL
D- 7001-A36 PRESS, R$, PR LOOP, PUMP DIFF
These failures did_not adversely effect reactivation mission
operations support.
The_AM/MDA/OWS Reactiwation Missio.n measurement oerformance rate-
was 9.9.2%. The performance-rate is defined as the ratio of good
measurements to good plus failed measurements. The questionable.
measurements probably would show the same big5 performance rate
_ were they able to be evaluated.
/ i 6.5.4 ATM Measurement Analysis
i
[
: Three-hundred. eighty-three (383) measurements were evaluated
with respect to operational reliability, with. results noted in
Table 6-4.
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The only ATM.measurement _ailure identified was T-0Z02-7._2, CMG .......
# 2 wheel speed, which was intermlttent as a function of CMG #2
bearing temperatures. The CMG %3 wheel speed indication had.
failed during the n%._nned mission. The wheel speed:transducer
was believed to be the most probabl_ failure. This measurement
was. backed up by Phase A, Band. C wheel cur_rents_nd therefore,
created no mission impact. Based on this one failure, the
overall ATM reac.ti_ation mission .measurement pg!_[mance-..rate
was--99.7%__- .............................................
[.
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7.0 UNCONTROLLED VEHICLE MOTION
The-progress of the Skylab from i£s initial stable • state to a .............
, very dynamic• condition just p_ior to the resumption of Oontrol
was a very interesting technical problem to analyze.. One.
approach to such an analysis is to. compute all the. pertinent.
external torques acting on the vehicle and nume_ically integrate
_ the equations of motion tO.obtain time histories of the vehic.le .....
'i, motion. While this has. the _dvan_tage of providing accurate
results with few._if any approximations, it generally makes the
physics of. the problem dif£icula to understand and explain.. A .-_
....... better approach and the one used in this analysis draws upon
simplified theoretical work to explain the nature of the motion•
in certain regimes. The numerical approach is then used to.
<. substantiate these conclusions, and to combine the. various
effects. Theory• and numerical result_ can be checked, against
I each other at every stage and th.is greatly enhances confidence.
in the results. The major advantage, however, is in the
explanation and interpretation of results.. This is especially
important in a problem of this type where much of-the observed _
data seemed to contradict some elementary dynamic2_ concepts.
For example, data showed the vehicle had left the gravity
gradient equilibrium orientationwhere it had stayed for" over
three• years Instead the vehicle seemed to be oriented with the
long axis perpendicular_to the orbit _lane (an_unstable gravity
gradient orientation). Also, the vehicle had developed_ a ..
!: relatively rapid spin rate about-•the long axis and. this gave
_: every indication of accelerating.. Sinc_ spin about this axis is
generally unstable•in the presence of"energy dissipation(usually
found in real systems) the development and persistence of this
motion was Ruzzling.
Skylab's motion after it wa__parked, in 1974, probably built up
in stages, but the exact time. of transition between stages may.
i_ never be known.because the observations were made infrequently .....
I It is known, however, that for many moaths it remained•in its
:i original gravity gradient, orientation. In 1977, data showed the
vehicle out of the gravity gradient equilibrium position and
rotating through large angles.. While some Singular-event, such.
as meteoroid .strike, a gas bottle leak, etc.,.• could have been ....
• . responsible-, this . seems unlikely since ..the. status of the
on-board systems did not support such an occurrence.
Interestingly enough, there are other le£s dramatic'explanations
for what took place. A number.of papers have been published
dealing _ith the instability produced _hen a. gravity gradient
Stabilized bo_y is subjected to a torque which forces it _
slightly away from the true gra.v.ity gradient equilibrium.
position (i.e., axi.s _f minimum ....iner_tia aligned with. the
perpendicular to the orbit plane). This i_ sometimes-called the
-: '_arber_ Instablllty" after the author of the orig.inal paper .__
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(reference 19). It was shown by both Nurre .(reference_20)and.
Sperling (reference. 21) that in the original Skylab.- i
configuration_ (i.e., two OWS solar arrays) aerodynamic forces ......................
could produce the necessary perturbation, subjecting the vehicle
to this instability. Both of. the last two investigators were .........
working with mass properties associated with the original Skylab
configuration (i.e. two OWS solar arrays). An effort was
therefore made to asses the effect of. the absence o£ one solar
panel on the aerodynamic torque disturbance and hence on the
possible equilibria and stability of the Skylab. Nurre and
Sperling used Fourier series to represent the aerodynamic forces
and torques, taking advantage of.symmetries, simplifications and .....
various invariance conditions to achieve a reduction in the
- number .of terms used. For our study such reductions were not.
always possible because the actual Skylab configuration did not ......
exhibit these symmetries. Not withstanding these conditions,
the study basically paralleled the woLk of Sperling. The
I analytical determination of the equilibria of the equations of
motion pro_ed to be somewhat intractable._ An attempt__to do a
complete search fox equilibria for a given altitude and density
combination was too costly and prohibitive by computer time
_ i requirements• However, from our large simulation, equilibrium ....
orientations were obtained. A linear.ized infinitesimal analysis
was then used to study the stability of-the equilibr.ium.
orientations An examination of_the coefficients of the sixth
degree characteristic polynomial of our system revealed that the
_ coefficient of the fifth power, was identically equal to zero•..
Since this coefficient is the sum of the roots of the
chara-wteristic polynomial, not all roots can have negative real
i parts. These results agree.with Sperling"s conclusion about the
stability of the_ Skylab._ An indication of the Skylab
instability as a function of altitude is shown in a comparison_
of the time conKtants: the approximate time constants are 23.50
I! and 2130 orbits for altitudes of- 235. and 150 n.m. orbits,
respectively. It was also found that the roots were very
sensitive t relatively small displacements from the equilibr um
i posftions, thus tending to confirm the highly nonlinear natureor ou_ problem_
With the. _eak instability indicated by these large time .......
constants, a very small amount of energy dissipation (damping)
could stabilized the vehicle• However, as the density increased
(due to altitude decay or solar activity), the required damping
to maintain stability would have to increase. On a vehicle like___
Skylab, energy dissipation is probably small in relative terms.
_ and could not be increased• An assessment to determine how much.
damping was available-and the source of such damping was made
when the first indications were received that the Skylab had
left the gravity gradient attitude ....Calculating backwards from.
!_ the observed density, i_. appears that the system damping
i available should have been on .the order of .01 percent of
[i
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critical. The sources 6f damping considered were:, l) external ................--
damping as a result of i_teraction with the Earth's atmosDher_
I and magnetiC- field (these were assessed and found to be below
the required value.); and, 2) internal damping which would result
from structural vibrations and. th4 relative motion of. internal
par.is. Once a-struetur_ is _xoi.tod, structural, damping values
il .on the order of 0.,5 percent (.reference 22) have been observed.
i In this case, however, _he frequency of the gravity gradient
motion fs very low (only abou.t _.5 cycles 0_r Or.bit). The
i lowest flexible body mode had a f-requen.cy approximately 10_0
iI_ times greater (reference 22) and would, thus, he-very difficultto excite.. Internal motion of_ large quantities of material
inside the vehicle was difficult to justify. Liquids were ..................
ill thought to still be-rest.rained by bladders and mOst equipment ,
was-secured in some fashion. Above-all the very low rates and
iI ac.celeration levels being observed offered no plausible '1
mechanism forLexciting the. material., It would then appear that
il the very small damping value backed out of_ the stability
analysis, is consistent with that required to hav_.maintained the.
Skylab in a stabilized, gravity gradient attitude prior to the
Fall of 197_.,.
In view of these findin.gs, it is our conclusion that (i) the
: system damping for,the vehicle in gravity gradient attitude was.
_.. very small (i.e. on the Order of 0.01 _ercent o.f critical) and _
(2) the vehicle wenh. out of its, gravity gradie,nt orientation ....
when the increase in atmospheric density cause_ the instability
to exceed the threshold established._b¥ the-Small system damping._
value .........
Given this instability it was.inevitable that large amplitude
motionwould build.up.. When this happened, another relatively
small aerodynamic ' effect began to be felt ....Because of the
asymmetric-OWS Solar array configuration of this vehicle, the
aerodynamic moments, were-unbalanced producing a_ tendency to spi_
about the longitudinal axis.. That is_, if the vehicle were
rotated slowly about the X.axis and the aerodynamic roll moment •,
! recorded_ the integral _ver one complete revolution would not be .....
zero. This effect is analogous to the aercdynamic•effec.t which --
Causes an anemometer, to spin. Once started, rotation about this
i axis. slowl Z accelerates. This e-ffect was suspected after •
examination of the_ aexodynami.c data . (reference 23) anH was
confirmed when these data were input to a dynamic simulation ....
At this poiht, the Duzzle as. to why the.vehicle had left it.s
gravity gradient attitude_ and begun.to spin had. been largely
:i answered. F.o_ a. bette_ _nderstanding of. the motion el the
vehicle'S spin.axis in the orbit_l . coordinate fxame, it was
decided to consult Some_. of the analytical.work _n spinning ....
satellites published du_ing the past 2_ yea_s.
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" Because the moments Ofiasr£1a _bou.t ths Y and z.Drlncipal axes .....
are nearly the- same.. (see Table.. 7-i), the e problem clossly .
resembles the classic body 0_ revolution spinning about its axis
of symmetry.. The-case of _ symmetrica.l _igid hody in a circular
orbit has Seen considered by _ numbe._ o.f authors and-some of
these r_sults were- v_ry h_ipful, in understanding both the
observed.vehicle motion and the eomp.uter simulation results.
Pringle .(refer.ence- 24) formulated the problem in. terms of a
ij dynamic potential function,. U, which he. derived from theHamiltonian. With the potential-function he wss..thsn able- o
determine equilibrium Orientations where a. static balance
i. existed between gyroscopic, and gravitational torqueS. The
_> stability of. these equilibria was then eaamined and closed
i contours of the poteutial functio_ used to illustrate, the types
I Of vehicle motion possible as _ function, of spin rat.e_,and
inertia ratio. For a symmetric vehicle with the Skylah.inertia
!_, ratio, contours of'the potential function are. shOwn in Figures
i 7-1 and 7-2 for two spin rates over. the ranqe observed. The_e ....
I contours are plotted on the surface-of a sphere with the viewerlooking down the orbit normal.. The filled cirCles, represent
Ii stable equilibria and the contour-_lines can be. interpreted as
bounds on the mo_ion of the spin axis. That-is, if the spin
_: a_is is initially placed within a closed contour surrounding a
,i
stable point it will_ not" cross, that contour although i.ts path.
_, will no.t necessarily parallel it. Note that for no spin,
_. equilibrium is found with. the axis.of symmetxy along the radius-
vector.. As the spin rate increases, the equilibria move out of ....
_. the single., stable orientation with the spin axis perpendicular-
i to the plane.. It was found that. this description was consistent"
with the results obtained from. integrating the equations o.f
_ - motion. Equilibrium orientations were. found where p/e.di.cted and....
the__losed contours were not violated. To determine the effects .........
i_ of the mass assymetry, aerOdynamic torques, and orbital
regression, these were incorporated into the simulation,
individually and the_ resulting changes noted. By _.,ndlarge,.
these were. found t_ be second order influences_ but. they were
retained in the.. simulation £or completeness. Ac.tually, these
effects have_also been treated analytically in previous works,
bu_ no.t.-in a single analys_s.. Meirovitch (reference 25)
extended Pringle's work to include the effect of simple
aerodynamic, torques. In the cases he treated, this produced a
small shift in the equilibrium point and a distortion in the.
countour, lines. It was possible to confirm this qualitatively
in our simulation, but_ because of- the more complex aerodynamic.s
a qu.antitave check could not be. made. Several investigations ...........
(Cochran (refereace 26.1, Pringle. (reference 27), and others)
have examined the effect of. or.bital regression on long term
vehicle metion. Briefly put, for Spin rahe.s below a. critical
value, the vehiole, will precess and follow the--Orbital plane._
If the. rate i_ t_o fast, the body will try to remain iner.tially
• fixed and will _t follow the movement.of the orbital pl_ne. In_
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[!_ TABLE2-1.
' SKYLAB MASS PROPERTIESi
F_
I
_ PRINCIPAL MOI,IENTS OF IrCERTIA
, Ixp = .759 X 106 Kgm 2 (.bB2 X'I_SLUG_.FT 2)
:, Iyp 3.896X 1061Kgm 2 (2.873Z.>" 106SLUG-FT 2)
i Izp= 3.823X 10GKqm2 (2.81£GX 106SLUG-FT 2)
P DIRECTION COSINE MATRIX BODY TO PRINCIPAL AXES
i_. CA?p_ ._8,12.... o21o. .17Go1
.o1_ .97_1 -.2o,'a
" .1705 .2069 .gG23_J ._
i
!.
": 27 5
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In the case of Skylab, the rates were low and the motion did not
follow the orbital plane. These analyses as well as work
presented in references 28-31 helped establish confidence in the
numerical solutions obtained from the simulation program and ....
provided a guide in evaluating the Contributions of the- various..
, effects. Without such a framework, this task would have_been
much more difiicult,
il 7.1 _ ---SIMULATION DESCRIPTION
I:
i_ The uncontrolled motion of t.he Skylab vehicle in orbit was -
ill simulated using a 6-degree-of-freedom digital program on the .............................................
I: Honeywell CP-V system. The equations of motion for a small
_ rigid body in orbit about the earth have been published in
_ numerous documents and will not be restated here. If the reader
i is interested he is referred to reference 21 for a - typical_
i: example. The rigid body _rogram utilizes an oblate rotating.
i earth model and includes the effects of p rturbing torques due
to gravity gradient and aerodynamic forces. Quaternions were
!_ used to represent the attitude of the uncontrolled vehicle and a -
variable step-size, five pass Runge-Kutta integration scheme was..
used. Using this scheme, the Skylab motion could be simulated -
i_ for" approximately a month's time withaut appreciable
i- integration round-off_errors
I
i The Jacchia 1970-3 atmosRhere mQdel and the predicted solar and
I• geomagnetic activities data use-to determine density profiles
_ were provided by Space Sciences L_boratory, MSFC.. These-
predicted data were based on the smoothed ].3 month mean values
and were updated monthly. A detailed description of the model
is given in. reference 32.
The Skylah in-orbit aerodynamic data are given in Reference 23. _
Force and moment coefficients for each of the three _ body axis
are glven as a function of angle of attack and aerodynamic roll-
: angle. The data _over all possible orientations of the Skylah
and were used on the simulation in table look-uR _orm..
In the followingsection results obtained from this simulation
are presented .and. compared with data obtained from vehicle ....
telemetry.
7.2 COMPARISON.OF TELEMETERED DATA AND
SIMULATION RESULTS
i-
- After _ contact was established with the vehicle in March, data-
were_available from the on-board sensors and these were examined
2.78
for clues to the vehicle's behavior. The two major sources of
data were the vehicle's rate gyro system and the solar array.
system; however, each of these had certain limitations. The
rate gyros provided an accurate source of rate information, but
were scaled so that only rates below 1 degree per second mould
be measured. Since the X axis rate was greater than this, only
the sign was _available for this axis. A fairly accurate
measurement of-the roll rate magnitude could be obtained by
timing the light-dark cycle observed in the solar array output,
but the axis of rotation could not be determined accurately.
The strength of_ the output from the solar arrays gave some
indication of the sun incidence angle on the solar arrays.
Occasionally the sun would pass within the field of view of the
acquisition sun _ensor. These were the only sources of
information concerning the orientation of the body in space.
Both the data from the simulation and the spacecraft indicated
that while the vehicle was underqoing considerable motion and
! the pattern was rather_complex, the motion was no_ random_
_! - An example of the motion observed can be obtained by
_ initializing the simulation program using data from the on-board
:_ rate gyros and sun sensorE. Th_se data were taken in March 19.78il
_ about 24 hours prior to the activation of attitude_contr_l ....
I_ Initially the Skylab was oriented with the__X princip_l axis in
I the YcZ, plane, approximately 8 degrees off the oroit normal ....
il The Z body axis was directed up, 2 degrees off the radius vector
_< in the YcZ, plane. This/esulted in a 15 degree angle between
i_ the solar panels and the sun line. The Skylab was spinning
_ about the X principal axis at a rate of 1.73 degrees/sec (_l).
The total angular rate about the Y and Z principal axes was
0.203 degrees/&ec. Figure 7-3 shows the initial orientation of
the vehicle_ the angular momentum vector H and the angular rate
vector;_ in the orbital coordinate &¥stem .........
Since the external torqHe_ are small and the vehicle is
approximately symmetrical about the Xp axis, the motion _ver _
short time period (15-30 minutes) can be compared to_that of a --
!_ torque-free spinning body of revolution (reference 33). If-we
consfder the tarque free motion, the angular momentum would._
remain constant in magnitude, and its direction fixed in space.
For the angular rates of 1.71 degrees/sec and 0.203 degrees/sec,
the angle between _,_nd H would remsin constant at 31 degrees.
The angle between H and the orbft normal would he a constant 24
degrees. If viewed by a space fixed observer, both _ and _,
would precess about the angular momentum vector at a rate of _.4
degrees/see (15 minutes/cycle). Simulation results, which
include both the effects of external tocques and an asymmetric
vehicle are shown in Fiqure 7-4 through 7-6 for approximatelyab
1/3 of an orbit (3_ min). The OI coordinate system is_
inertially fixed and is ini_ially aligned with the orbital
coordinate frm_e O. A unit vector along the engular momentum is
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b represented by a solid line and the symbol O. The long-short•
I
i dashed line with the symbol _ represents a unit vect_r along
_ and short dashed line with the symbol X represents a unit
vector along the Xp _ axis. Figure 7-4 presents traces of
! these unit vectors in .the orbital plane (X.,-_,)as viewed from
the orbit normal. During this 3_ min interval, the momentum
vector remains nearly constant in this plane, while the _ and
_,vectors complete a little more than two revolutions about H.
Figures 7_5[.and 7-6 show the same data in the X,, -Y_ plane • and
the Y0, -Z0z plane,• respectively•, and show that the motion of_
these vectors is Confined to one side of the orbit plane. For _
the torque-free symmetrical body motion, the momentum vector
would appear as a single point, while the _ and _L vectors
would trace repeating circles about that point. _
In late 1977, when observations indicated the Sk¥1ab was no
longer in the stable gravity gradient attitude, it was first -
_ thought to be in a random tumble mode. At best, the ground
observations could give the orientation of-the longitudinal axis
of the Skylab, and at times, the direction of the solar •panels.
Figure 7-7 is the motion of H, _ and Xp in the orbit plane as .......
they would appear in the rotating _rbital coordinate system O.....
While the m_tion appears more complex when viewed in this
[_ system, there s_flL exist a definite p_ttern. Because of the
_ offset of the principal spin axis. from the longitudinal body i
axis (_10"), determining the motion of the Skylab based on .....................................
_ groundr observations was more dif.ficult. Figure 7-8 shows again..
! the motion of X_ in the orbit plane as it would appear to •a
ground observer. In addition, the motion_of the X body axis is
[ represented by the solid line with the symbol D ._ As the
ii principal axis comes about the•angular momentum vector at a rateO
of 0.4. /sac, the body axis is rotating_@hQut the principal axis
at a rate of 1.73 /sec.
In view of the similarity between ther numerical results and. the
torque-free solution, it seemed thatthe-body rates measured by"
_ the on-board rate • gyro system ....should also exhibit some
consistency when viewed in the someway.
Table 7-2 presents measured rate data from the vehicle obtained
in early March. _ As previously stated, the X rate gyro was
saturated and the.roll rate determined from the solar arrays was
1.20°/sec. This rate was assumed to be along the X_ axis. The
angle between X and the angular velocity vector,8 , and the
angle between X and the momentum vector,#, were-- computed using
the equations of reference 13. i__ the same fashion, the....
precession and nutation rates _ and _ war_e determined-from th_
given rate data.
If the torque-free-approximation were strictly true-a.nd if the
measurements were--free from error, all four of these parameters
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TABLET-2
SKYLABBODYRATES .............
MEASURED3,-11-78
I,
TIME RATE RATE RATE
Ii HR: ABOUTXp ABOUT YB ABOUT'ZIL ¢' _0 __ _
_ MIN:SEC ~ °/SEC _" °/SEC "- °/SEC "-°/SEC "_ °/SEC "-, -Q/SEC -_ °ISEC
.5_ • ..... 7
20:38:50. 1.20 + -.014 ” _16512.2 :
..... _2.3 .24 .96
.!
.,
_, 39:00  .009+ ..16B 12.3, 2.3 .24 .9_
39:20. -- .002 + .170 12.6 2.4 .24 .96
I_ 39:40 - .010 + .178 12.3 2.3 .24 .96
_" 40:00 -- .015 _ .186 12.1 2.3 .24 .96
40:20 -- ,012 _ * .198 10.3 , 1.9 .24 .gG
I
40:40 _ --- .012_ + .260 15.2 2.9 .24 ,96
I
..... i
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would have Constant values._ While this is. not Drecisely
correct_ note the consistency that is introduced by viewing the
data In this form as opposed to booking at the. body rates
themselves._ Data taken on subssquent days also showed the same ......
pattern and gave confidenCe-that this approach was applicable.
When the processed data from Several days _as _xamlned some long
term trends were indicated. (Table 7-3).. these data represent ............................
all them measurements, obtained from the vehicle rate_gyro system
_: between initial contact (3-6-78) and control moment gyro ....
activation (.6-9_78). These. data show that over this period the
! spin rate increased with time, as did the precession and
nutation rates. During th_ same time, the angle between the X.
principal axis and th_ momentum vector grew from 12 to 30
'!i
giving amuch wider cone.
While the -torque-free approximation can be used for the
short-term motion, the effect of the external torques must be
_ considered for the long-term, motiDn.. These torques, though _ _
small, cause, the momentum vector to precess about the orbit
normal. For. this case,, the period of precession is
_ - approximately 14 hr. _ i
Simulation results covering 21 hr. are shown in Figure 7-9. The
solid line shows the motion_of the angular momentum vector in
the iner%ial system as viewed from the- orbit normal.. For _
clarity, the X principal axis is represented by dots with_its
_' motion for a 3.0 min period at the beginning and ending of this
time from indicated by the_ dashed circles. A pictorial
representation of this . motion as it would appear to an
inertially !ixed. observer is shown in Figure 7-10.
While the cone angles and rates in late" 1977 differ _ from the
simulation results shown here, the basic motion of the Skylab
was the same. Thus, it is easy to. see that early, ground
observations, with sighting times of only a few minutes
_ - duration, might give the indication of a random tumble.
Shown in Figure 7-11 are the. angular rates.about the principal
axe_. These simulation results show that while the. rates about
the Y and Z axes oscillate, between +Z.2 °/sec, their average
value_ remains constant, the rate about the X axis has a small
short term oscillation with the average value increasing at a.
constant rate due t_ the aerodynamic- torque. Figure 7-12
presents another comparison of" measured data and simulation
results. Just prior to _ctivation of the attitude control ....
system, a systematic effor.t was made to deduce the vehicle's
attitude. This was important because the. vehicle had to be
maneuvered to face the sun _and, as there, was no on-board
attitude reference_ , some idea as to where-the vehicle was
expected tO he pointed at a given time was needed. The
vehicle's solar arraM system _as perpendicular tO the vehicle's
288
TABLE"/-3.
" TREI,,]DS,DERIVEDFRO&_[.,/'IEASUREDRATES
l--
¢],, 8 _ ,_ RATE-
DATE , .'-, o. ,','o . "°/SEC ""°/SEC
3-11.-78 12,4 ..... 2,3 ,96 1,20
5-_5-78 22,8 4,7_ ,34 1,28 1,60
5-7-78 23,9 5,0 ,35 1.28 1,60
5-10-78 21.2 4.3 ,34 1,28 1,60.
5__30-78 28.1 5.9 ,39 1.41 1,7.6
: 5.7 ,39 1,4.1 1,76
i: 6_01-_78- 27.0
6-06-78 3B.O 8,1 ,42 1,39 1,73
6 _07 --:..7_8_ 31,0 .... 6,7 ,40 1,39 1,73
l
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_i' Zaaxis. Since the vehicle was rotating at nearly 2 "/sec about
the Xp axis, the. side of the arrays with the solar, cells
attached would go through a light-dark cycle every three-
minutes. From an examination of the maximum output level, and_
knowledge of the array performance, one could estimate ._the__
minimum angle between the ZD axis and the sunllne ((_A-_ )._
This would.only give a magnitude, however, and other data-had to.
be used to determine sign. Fortunately for most of this period,
the acquisition sun sensor was available and, though the angles.
I_ were usually beyond its linear range, its signature did indicate ..................
ii sign. The O points plotted in Figure 7-12 are the result of
._ _combining-these data to give. the minimum angle between Z_ and
r_._ the aunline. Note,.there are some data gaps. These were due to _
_.. the necessity of having the. vehicle simultaneously_in, the sun
I_ and over the ground station.
The X points in Figure 7-12 were obtained from the simulation
and represent the. vehicle's attitude .to the solar vector In.the
manner indicated above. Since the flight data consist of .....
discrete Points covering quite• a range_,_ it would be incorrect .to
say that the simulation results duplicate the• observed data in _
_ the usual_ense. However, the simulation results and observed
data do exhibit the- same ranges and periodic•characteristics
_• leading one to conclude that the vehicle's motion was. probably
p very close to that indicated by the simulation.
il '_ 7.3 _ SUMMARY
I ....
The motion_ of Skylab prior to the resumption of active control
provided an illustration of; the effect of aerodynamic and. i
gravity gradient tarques on vehicle motion. Once the vehicle
began to rotate, gyrodynamic effects began to play an important
part and this became more pronounced as the spin rate increased.
Though complex, this behavior can be predicted both numerically
and analytically. In the course of this study , the
complementary roles of both numerical integration and closed
_ form analysis were demonstrated. In cases such as this, a .
combined approach will_ produce better results than either
app;oach alon_. ....................................................................................................
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8.8____ MISSION ANALYSIS
8. I ..... INTRODUCTION
This section discusses the mission analysis and trajectory
aspects of Skylab from the end of the. a_tive manned phase,
February 8, 1974, until impact on July II, 1979, at 16:37:3Z
GMT.
• 8.2 BACKGROUND
[
I At the end of the Skylah manned_mission Skylab was expected to
i_ remain in orbit between 5 1/2 and 9 years• (Mid 1979 to 1983).
i This prediction was .based on the 1974 prediction of solar cycle
i 21, a theoretical ballistic coefficient and assumption that.ii Skylab would remain it_ a gravity-gradient attitude until impact.
The theoretical ballistic coefficient (BC -= W/C D A) , was
calculated for the OWS Solar panel trailing• the direction of ......
_, flight, where W is the weight in kg., C D is the drag.
_ coefficient, and A is the area in M_. The ballistic coefficient..
_: was calculated as 2Z7 kg/m* Six months later the BC was
•
ii:" determined to be 140-kg/m*: based upon the comparison of Skylab's
actual .and predicted decay. This chang_ reduced the expected
i Skylab reentry by approximately 2 1/2. years.
_ It was determined in the fall of. 19117.that Skzlab had left the
original gravity gradient attitude and was experiencing an
increased orbital decay rate. In addition, there was a greater
solar_ activity increase than expected at the beginning_of solar ......
cycle. 21. This increased activity incr.eased the drag forces on
the vehicle. Skylab was then predicted t_ reenter the earth's..
atmosphere in late 19.78 or early 1979 unless something was done -
to reduce the drag forces acting upo_ it. It was necessary to
make a decision to either accept an early uncontrolled reentry
of Skylab or to attempt to actively_ control Skylab in a lower
drag attitude thereby extending its orbital lifetime until a
Shuttle mission could effect a boost or deorbit maneu.ver: with
, Skylab. From the fall of 1977 on, it became increasingly
important to accurately determine the _ remaining lifetime of
Skylab in order to ascertain which Of several options might be
available to NASA in regard to the disposition of Skylab._ As-
the mission progressed and the various attitude options were--
selected their effect on mission li._etime had to be ContinualLy
monitored.
As fs now apparent_ the Combination of the above-mentioned
conditions and other_s to be discussed (changg_H___n th_._ballistic
29_
coefficient, changes in Skylab's attitude, changes in the ...........
predicted solar maximum date and magnitude) resulted, in the
earlier than orginally expected. Skylab reentry. Predicting
Skylab's lifetime was a very complex and non-deterministic
analysis which continually ruequired updating as new information
became available.
i 8.3 _OLAR ACTIVITY
I:
A predominant factor in predicting the lifetime of orbiting
!i vehicles is the orbital atmospheric density level that the
vehicle is expected to.experience. The density is a function of.
solar activity- and altitude. For reference Figure 8-1 .....
summarizes the predicted, peak-solar__(smoothed sunspot number,
_sJ ) activity level for solar cycle 21 made throughout the time
period Skylab was in orbit from December 1972 through May 1979.
It should be noted, that it was. the integrated effect upon the _.
vehicle's lifetime of the actual orbital density and not a_
_. single peak value for the cycle that determined the lifetime of
_ Skylab. The 50% (nominal) and the 9_%/95% confidence-bands are
shown. Several other solar predictions made during the period_
_ by other organizations are_shown foL comparison purposes. -
_i: The 5_% or nominal value of the predicted peak sunspot number at ..........
_ the time of Skylab's.impact was greater than the upper level of
_._ the 9@% confidence band for the predictions made at the end of.
_. the manned _period in early 1974. Figure 8-1a is provided for
refenence on. the predicted behavior of sun spots to Fi0.1 cm.
flux activity since the Fto._ cm data. is what is actually
utilized in the atmospheric density model used to predict..
satellite lifetimes.. The predicted .date of the solar activity
maximum along_ with the maximum sun spot magnitude and the
corresponding[ F,o._ cm solar flux magnitude are shown as a
function of the date of the solar activity prediction_ The
predictions, are shown for the entire per_iod Skylab was in orbit
along with some preflight and post flight predictions. The.
predicted date of the solar.maximum, also shown on Figure 8-1a,
varies from early 1982 for the 1974 predictions to late 1979 at
the time of SkylabLs impact. The combination of higher peak and
earlier .date of the peak reduced the. Skylab lifetime since both ..........................
factors cause an increase in density.
Figures 8-2 through 8-5 show_the actual solar activity during
Skylab's orbital lifetime. The. daily FIQ.? cm solar flux, the
162 day average of solar-flux (F_._ ) and the daily geomagnetic
index (Ap) variations are shown. During the time Skylab_was_ in
orbit the maximum 162 day solar flux average reached a maximum
of 185.
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8.4 SKYLAB ORBITAL DECAY MAY 1974 TO JUNE 1978
Sky!ab began experiencing orbital decay as soon as it was placed
in o_bit in May 1973. During the manned_pOrtions of the Skylab
mission several attitude adjustments were made to c_mpensate for.
the orbital decay. Shortly before the last crew left Skylab
(February 1.974) the Apollo Command and Service Module boosted.
Skylab into an orbit slightly higher (238 nm) than the origin_l
235 nm orbit. After the last crew left, Skylab.was commanded to
a gravity-gradient stabilized attitude. Figure 8-_ shows the
decay of the Skylab orbital altitude from launch to impact ................
, Mean Orbital elements were received from NORAD (NOr.th America_.
Aiz: Defense) on a regular basis during the passive Skylab .....
--- period. One of the parameters received was mean motion from
which, the mean semi-ma3Or axis could° be calc.ulated. With• the
actual semi-major axis for comparison and the actual sOlar
activity data, the lifetime prediction program could be utilized _
to determine, a ballistic_ coefficient that matched the actual
decay.. During the passive period the "best"_decay comparison
was found utilizing a ballistic coefficient o£ 130 kg/m _- ......
Figures 8-7• and 8-8 sho_ the predicted (based on the ballistic
coefficient of 130 kg/m z) and the actual, altitude decay and the
decay rates during the passive Skylab period. The-actual and
predicted decay matched well until the middle of 1976 when ,the
predicted decay began.to slightly exceed the actual decay. By
the end of 1937 the actual decay was exceeding the predicted
decay. Over" the entire passive period the actual and.predicted
altitudes differed no more than 1 km. Decay comparisons made
fox shorter periods (6 months to 1 year) resulted in different
ballistic coefficients (From 120 to 144 kg/mZ ). Figures 8-9
shows -the Beta angle•history during the passive Skylab _eriod ........
A number of Skylab lifetime predictions were made during the
i passive period which are depicted on Figure 8-1Z. The 50% or
il nominal and the-97.7% or +2._ level predictions are shown. The
ballistic coefficient used in..making the predictions are. shoan.
_ The ballistic coefficient used in making the prediction ar(.
denoted along with the. predicted impact time. The prefli_!_t
value of 122 kg/m z was based upon the two panel configu_anion,
the best• available weights, and the preflight theoretical
. aerodynamics, assuming that the vehicle would be controlled in
the Sl attitude to impact.
During the unmanned period between the first and second._isit.
(approximately 5 weeks) a decay comr,ariSon.was made to determine
the-ballistic coefficient. That is, the actual, orbital decay
was compared to the decay predicted with. the lifetime prediction_
program. The resulting, ballistic coefficient that gavethe
"best"*deca¥ comparison was l_Z-kg/m z-. After. the manned Skylab
mission, waS completed the vehicle was-understood to be left in a
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gravity-gradient stabilized 8ttitude (x-local vertical, docking
port away from the earth, and a roll attitude such that the OWS
solar panel was trailing in relation _to th_ orbital motion)..
This was the basis for the 207 kg/m_ used in making the end of
mission lifetime _rediction, rather than the smaller value
(122/170) for the solar inertial attitude. However, in 1977
when renewed interest in .Skylab's impact developed it was
learned that Skylab was lef.t in the above attitude with the
exception that the ATM was trailing rather: than the OWS solar_
li panel. This made a significant difference in the area relative
_i_ to the velocity vector. The resulting ztheoretical ballistic
i_ coefficient for this.attitude was 96 kg/m . All other ballistic
,.... coefficients shown on Figure 8-1Z are based upon decay
_ " comparisons off6 months.to one year in duration.. Once enough
time had passed that a decay comparison could be made, Skylab'S
ballistic coefficient was determined to be---140 kg/m_: - for_ the
period just after the last manned mission. Thus the
gravity-gradient stabilized attitude, ofSkylab was not with the .
ATM or OWS solar panel exactly trailing the direction of o.rbital
motion. In fact, the ballistic coefficient was almost, midway
between the ballistic coefficients of these two attitudes..
Other decay cDmparisons were- made which resulted in
_ approximately the same magnitude ballistic coefficient.
How_,er, toward the end of the S.kylab's flight the_impact.
preo._ctions occur_red, earlier. This is because the actual solar--
!: activity began its dramatic increase during the latter_ part of
_ 1977.. This. increase was subsequently reflected in the solar
activity prediction__._nd contributed to the earlier predicted
impact dates.
8..5 SKYLAB ORBITAL DECAY JUNE 1978 THROUGH JANUARY 1979
Development of the EOVV. control mode (see Section 2.1.1)
resulted from the decision to ex±end Skylab's orbital life until
a reboost or deorbit via an orbital retrieval system could be
accomplished._ Skylab. was in the EOVV. attitude from June- ii,
19_8 through January 25, 1979 except for a short time .in
!, June/July. The effect of the EOVV attitude on orbi_ decay is.
_,, illustrated, in Figu.re 8=6. A noticeable decrease in.orbit decay
rate (from 128 m/day to 51 m/day average) is evident when Skylah
was. first maneuvered, into the EOV_ attitude in June-i978 .....
Likewise, an increase in, the orbit, decay rate (from 144 m/day to
385 mZday average) occurred when Skylab was maneuvered from the -
EOW attitude to the Solar inertial attitude in. January 19.79.
The time spent in the EOVV attitude extended $kylab's orbital
lifetime-approximately I 1/2 months, i.f Skylab had remained in
the-EOVV atti.tud%_ until impact_ reentry would hBve prohab.].y
_ occurred - very early in 198_. While- Skylah was in the EOVV ....
attitude the ballistic coefficient _ried aSoa .function. of the
3.09
i beta angle. This was_ue.to the solar panels being held toward
• the sun. Figure 8-11 shows_ the Beta angle over. the rOW
attitude period. Figure 8-11a shows_ how the -ballistic_
i, coefficient varied while in the EOW _ttitude. The ballistic
cosficient varied from 303 to 333_kg/m_...
As in the passive phase of Skylab's orbital life, comparisons of ....
the actual decay and predicted decay over the EOVVcontrol ....
period weremade using the variable ballistic coefficient time
i! history in Figure.8-11a and actual solar activity inputs to the__
i_ orbital atmospheric density model. Figure 8-12 shows the. actual
i and predicted altitude history• Figure 8-13 shows the actual
and predicted decay rate It is obvious that after about two
i_ months of very good comparison the predicted altitude does not ......
_ decay rapidly enough. This behavior is attributed in part to.
il rapid changes in the solar activity that are not._ totally
_ accounted for in the orbital atmospheric density model utilized
'_ in the orbit lifetime prediction program. This phenomenon was
i verified in-house and in discussions with SAO (Smithsonian ................
• Astrophysical Observatory) whose model forms the basis for-NASA
SP-8021, as well as by observation and comparison with other
!_ satellites. The derived_bias of the density model averaged
_i approximately 6% over the EOW period. Figures 8-14 and 8-15
_ show the actual and predicted decay comparison using the_ 6%
_ atmospheric density bias. A much better comparison between the
_ actual and predicted data was obtained._ Numerous lifetime..
_ predictions were made during the. rOW period. Table. 8-i
_i summarizes the lifetime predictions.. The EOV_ attitude was.
_ assumed to be held until imp ack__n these predictions
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i TABLE 8-1 LIFETIME PREDICTIONS WHILE IN EOW
[
PREDICTED DATE TO REACH
DATE OF ,_JSFCSOLAR 15o-NM'.I IMI_ACT .
VECTOR DATE ACTIVITY PREDICT_DN.. NOM. * +2a NOM *- +2c
7-4-78_. July 78 4-13-80 11-6.-7.9 6-28-80 I-3_.80
7.-25-78. August_78. 3-28-80 11-4-_79 6-18-80 1-.1:80-
8-21:78 September 78 ....... 4-13-80 11--22-79 6-27-80_ 1-22-80
9-.6-78 September 78_ 4-10-80 II-23_-79 6-24-80 1-23-8D
9-29-78 September 78 4-9-80 11-25.-79 6.-.23-80 1-25-80 .....
9-29,78 .... October 78. 4-5-80 12-2-.79. 6-18-80. 2-3-80
I0_.27-78 . October .78. 3-31,80 12-4-79 _-12-80 2-4-80
11-2-78_ November 78 . 3-_8-8D. 11-24-79 5-16-80.. 1-24-80
11-27-78. Novemben_78 3-3-80. 11-25-80 5-11-80 1-25-80.
12-3-78 ..... December 78 2-22-80 II.-5-80. 4-30-80. 1-23-80
1-1-79 Decemben 78.___ 2-18-80 11-.]_6-80 4-26-.80. I-2@-80-
I-.I-79 ..............January. 79 2-9-80 II-20-79 4-17-80 1-18-80
I
!
- * SOLAR AC$IVITY PROBABILITY LEVELS
NOMINAL _ 50% _ _
+2o = 97.7% I
_17
, i 8°6 8KYLAB ORBITAL DEC,AY JANUARY 25, THROUGH JUNE 21, 1979 _
Prior to the-decislon in December of. 19.78 to terminate efforts
to attempt a controlled reboost or deorbit of Sky lab with an
orbital retrieval system, every effort possible was made to keep
Skylab in orbit as long as possible. After this decision Sk_lab
was placed_in the SI control attitude, on January 25, 1979, and
attention was then directed to the remaining orbital lifetime
i considering the SI attitude.
- Precise derivation of the ballistic coefficient (BC) for, this
, attitude was necessary. Since the SI attitude places the plane
of the solar arrays perpendicular to the Earth/sun line,
Skylab's orientation relative to the velocity vector and the
resulting BC were continually changing. It was necessary to
_ take this into account in predicting the ballistic coefficient.
i: Knowing that the long axis of the vehicle (X-axis) was ....
essentially in the orbit plane and that the vehicle roll angle
was a function of the beta angle (se . Figure.. 8-16), it ... ........
possible to derive a time history of BC as a function of beta .
which was later ver.ified to be within a few percent of the
observed_ values. The range of these BC's was between. 140 and_
22_..(see Figure 8-17)o Figu[e 8-18 shows the beta angle history .......
for_this time period.
During the time Skylab was in SI attitude several uncertainties.
compounded the task of predicting Skylab's lifetime. First_ to_
what minimum altitude cDuld Skylab be controlled in the SI
attitude? Second, in what. attitude could Skylah be controlled
i to a lower attitude? Third,. what would be the ballistic.
coefficient for thi_ attitude? Finally, when would the attitude __
_ change occur? In order to make the best possible lifetime
i prediction for Skylab these questions'had to be answered. These
i questions were eventually answered and are discussed in Section
8-7 of this document. In the meantime lifetime predictions were
made assuming the vehicle's SI attitude was held until 150 nm
_ altitude with tumbling occurring from 15_ nm to impact. This.
ii strategy provided consistent lifetime predictions until the .
above questions _ere answered as well as a data base of lifetime
predictions to. evaluate daily solar activity effects upon
Skylab's decay. Table 8-1a shows_the results of using this BC..
Figures. 8-19 and 8-20 show the_predicted and actual altitude_and .....
- the predicted and actual decay rates of Skylab during the SI.
period.. This comparison was based upon the solar activity data
shown in Figure 8_3 and the ballistic coefficient history shown ....
in Figure 8-17. The_actual and predicted decay did not compare
very well. As in the rOW period this is attributed in part. to.-
the density modeling during periods _f very active solar
.: _ activity. Also, other contributing factors couldhave been ...............................
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i, TABLE 8-.IA. PREDICTED IMPACT DATES USING-S/ AND TUMBLE BC
Vector Date Impact Date
1/25/79 8/12/79.
2/_/79 811179
•-2/12/79. 7/28/79
2/22/79 7124179 .....
2128179 .......................' ..................... 71201,79
31117$ 7112179
!,,_ 3116179 71.1o179 , .............................................
_; 41_/'7_ 714179.
4116/79. 7/3/79.
, 5/1/79 7/3/79
!; 5/15/79 7/5/.79ii
i'_ 5/25/79 7/8/79
_. 5129/79 718179
f_ 5/30/79 7/9/79---
| 5/31/79 .. 7/9/79
, 6/4/79 7/10/79
_. 6/5/79 7/10/79
_: 6/6/79 7/11179
- ' 6/7/79 7/11/79-
,! 618179 7/.11/79
_ 6/11179 • 7/12/79
_. 6/12/79 7/12/79
i! 6/13179 7/12/79
_, 6/14/79 7/12/79
_ 6115179 7/13/79 -
_: 6118179 7113179.
_: 6/19179, 7/13/79
6120179 7113179
6/21/79 7/13/79
6/22/79 7/13/79
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uncertainties in the aerodynamic and solar activity data. When
the lifetime was calculated using_a plus. 18% bi_s in atmosphe.ric _
density, the decay more. closely approximted the obServeddecay
as can be seen_inoFigures 8-21 and 8-22.
The denSity b/as. used in the calculated decay, to provide for: a
closer -match in decay is not a constant, but seems to-be a
function of the magnitude of the solar activity qariationS and
other factors, e.g. aerodynamic data, attitude, etc. Comparison
of the Actual and predicted decay was made for the last month --
of SI (May 25 to June 20). When the decay was calculated with a
_' plus 4% density bias it closely approximated the observed data.
" as can be seen in Figures 8-26 and 8-27. This comparison was
,_ based upon the solar activity data shown in Figure 8-3 and th_ .......
ballistic coefficient history shown in Figure 8-24. _
! 8.7 _KYLAB ORBITAL DECAY JUNE 21 t 1979 TO IMPACT-
Development of. the TEA Control mode (Section 2.1.3 and _3.1.2)
resulted from a.decisio_ to try to control the impact of' Skylab
_ to a particular orbit, on_ which would be characterized by a low
_ population density. There were essentially two conStraints
_ which determined when the TEA control scheme could be used. One
of these, depended upon the sun angle_on the solar arrayS.. The '
! other constr.a.int was the minimum _ altitude (140nm) at which
Skylab could still be contnolled .in _the SI. attitude.
L"
_: It thus became necessary to accurately predict both the beta
I angle and the altitude ofSkylab such that a time (window) could.
i_i_ be picked where_sufficient power would be available-during the
total time Skylab would.be in the high drag attitude (TI21P).
It was also necessary for the window tn open befo.re Skvlab's ....
altitude_fell below th_ SI control th/eshold. Figure 8-21 shows
the beta_angle and..altitude that were-acceptable for the TI.21P
control.. As can be seen, June 19, 1979 to June 24, 1979
satisfied both the power and altitude constraints for entering
TI21P. Based upon p[edictions of altitude and beta angl_, _une
20, 1979 was selec.te_ as the date to go to the new attitude,
which corresponded to an altitude-- of 142 nm. It was now
necessary to derive a BC for the TI21P attitude.. Initial
estimates were predicted by dynamics and control, s±muLations, of
the vehiCle, in_its oper&ting _nvironmen.t. Final_ values were.
, determined by methods developed by observing, the orbital decay__
behavior. This me_hod compared the decay rate of.' the vehicle
foL various BC's to that BC which gave the best lit of the
actual decay rate. The method.w_s modified by checking other.
satellite decay rates in order to be aSsured that atmospheric
model variatiOnS and other factors_.were, accounted fo_- in the
Calculation of BC .....
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Figures 8-24and 8-25 show Dlots of the resulting BC"s for a
representative period Of time for both the SI attitude and the
T121P attitude respectively. Figu re_8"26 shows the _redictsd-_
and actual decay of Skylab during the final month of the SI
attitude where decay.is determined using the predicted BC's.-
Figure -8-2.7 shows that a 4% density bias is required to match
the actual decay curve. Again, this 4%. density bibs may include
uncertainties in the aerodynamic data and the solar activity
data. Similarly, figures 8-28 and 8-29 show that a 3% density
bias is required to match predicted decay w.ith actual decay fo_
the TI21P attitude.- As Can be seen, the predeicted and observed
decay curves were quite close in term&_f a daily a_erage.
Lifetime predictions 'for this scenerio (i.e., SI until June 21,
1979, TI21P until 8Z n.m.., a tumble ther.eafte.r) are shown in
Table 8-2. The TI21_ configuration was maintained . until 7:45.
GMT on J.uly Ii, 1979, when the maneuver to tumble.was initiated ..............................................-
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TABLE 8-2 PREDICT_D_TES USING SI, 121P AND TUnaBLE BC
:_. VoctOr D_te ' Impact Date
5/25/79 ' 71_9179.
5/291:79 7109/79
5/3Z/79 .... 7/10/79
513!/79 .....................................7fI_179
f 61_4179 711Q/79
I,
iI 6/05Z7.9 7110179 .....1o6179 /i/ 9
6/07/79 7/10/.79
6/08/79 ........... 7/10/79.
6/1.1/79 7/10/79 .......
6/12/79 -- 7/10/79
6/!3/.79 7/09/79 ...........
6/14L79 7/09/79.
6/15/79 . 7/0 _/79
6/18/79. 2/09/79 ..
6/19/79 7/10/79.
6/20/79 7/10/79
6/2!/79.-- 7/10/79 .......
6/22/79 ,. 7/10/79 "
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_; 9•_ SKYLAB REENTRY
9.1 .... DRAG MODULATION
With the decision to discontinue the effort to extend Skylab's
orbital lifetime, a scheme had to be developed to maintain
vehicle control in varying attitudes as a function of altitude,
since lower altitudes resulted in a different aerodynamic drag
i _ effect on the. vehicle, thereby control stability• Also by!i
changing the vehicles attitude its orbital decay rate_could be
increased or decreased as necessary to insure that the reentry
[,
_ of Skylab occured on an orbit characterized by a low population _
!_ density. This provided several options that could be
_ excercised. For. example; (i) if it was desired to extend
!i vehicle lifetime a multiple number of revolutions,, the vehicle.
[ could be maneuvered from the high drag TEA attitude to the low ...........................
drag TEA attitude reducing the drag approximately 5Z% (holding
the low drag attitude for 12 revolutions resulted, in a lifetime
extension of approximately 6 revolutions); (2) a maneuver to
i effect a tumble during the terminal phase of decay (below about85 n.m. to 75 n.m.)_educed the drag by approximately• 15% for a-
lifetime extension of up to one reuolution and (3) continued
_ control in a high drag attitude in conjunction with a tumble .......
_ - (approximately 70 n.m.) reduced orbital lifetime by up to one
revolution In the actual mission, option (2) was Successfully
_ executed at about 81 n.m.
9.1.1_____ Procedures
The procedures used in real time were: first, determine the
predicted longitude of the ascending, node, time, and impact .......
position _f the reentry orbit; second, estimate the uncertainty
in this impact point and time and the associated population
hazard; and third, apply previously established mission rules to
help establish a NASA.headquarters "veto" or approval of-any
proposed maneuver. Decisions were to be based _largely on the
initial values- of the population hazard, on the predicted
revolution of impact and_the reduc.tion of that hazard afforded-
by implementing a maneuver to alter the aerodynamic dr.ag on the
vehicle and thus shift the revolution of impact. Ground rules
• for implementing the maneuver were: (I) if the predicted
reuolution of reentry was such that a substantial reduction of
risk to the:world population occurred the planned maneuver would
be implemented unless vetoed within a_preset time; (2) if the
predicted, reentry orbit population hazard was l_w but the ......................
predicted impact point (and its assoniated footprint) endangered
a populated area_ appLo_v_al was required to implement_a maneuver
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to shift the impact footprint. Technically, the procedures
varied slightly depending on the maneuver selected. For the low
drag attitude multiple rovolution shift maneuver, the plan was
to determine the numberof revolutions required to reduce the
: population hazard without danger of shifting the impact
revolution to one of hiqh population -density. With this
- accomplished,.it was then desirable to place the predicted
impact point over the maximum amount of water on the impact.
revolution such that. the nominal center of the footprint (heavy
pieces at the front end of the footp[int) was centered in water.
This established the preliminary- maneuver time-and duration.
Final calculations precisely determined the maneuver time. and ............
duration. A final recommendation was then to be made to
implement, the maneuver which would be done automatically unless
overruled byNASA Headquarters.. For the tumble maneuver, only a
small specified population area was_to be protected.by shifting
the predicted impact point and its nominal footprinttoan ocean..
impact. To implement this plan required NASA headguarter's .................
approval. In the actual situation, this was the procedure used..
The decision criteria for determining what data should be used
to plan and implement the final maneuver went as follows. Based_.
on historical NORAD statistical d_ta, the state vector, which
appeared to correlate most.solidly with the actual determination ..............._
_ of final impact was the T-24._our.vector.. Less satisfactory
fits resulted with the T-12 hour. vector. With the data ..........
' available from Skylab decay history Sin_e 1974, the vehicle drag
_ coefficients and associated ballistic terms fo_ the uncontrolled
: tumble, End-On-Velocity-Vector, solar inertial and TEA attitudes
I were determined. Also based on the results of'a simulation -performed during the decay of object #5644, the siqnificance of .
the phenomena of tr:_nsition from free molecular to continuous
aerodynamics was established..
The impact time results from the T-18 and T_.I2 hour vectors as
compared to the T-24.hour vector.established an uncertainty of .......
impact of +25 min(+i/4 revolution).. Based on .these.results, the
time to initiate the tumble was.selected to place the impact
point within the +1/4 revolution uncertainty in the south
Atlantic-based on th_ T-2A hou_ vector. The time selected was
7145 GMT July ii, 1979._
9.1.2 Results_
Table. 9-1 shows a summary o.f the projected times, latitude and
longitude of impact (approximately to end of the footprint) from
72 ho_rs prior to impact until 1 hour prior to impact.. Figure_
9-1 shows the population hazard _ersus the longitude of the
ascending node for the reuol_t[on_of imp___pj_ evaluate this
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:, _ TABLE 9-1 ALL DATA IS FOR IMPACTS ON JULY-f1, 1979, D.O.Y_ = 192
t
_ MSFC CALCULATIONS
L
Time of. Time _, LAT LONS
E_timate Decay (deg)_ (deg)
(hours) (GMTh
T-72 15:06:51 .............17 0S 139.5 E
T-48 13:53:20 _. 4.5 N 2.01.1 E
Iz
i: ...................T-42 13:55:01 10 ..__N 205.3 E
1 ....................................
T-36 15:06:49 37 8 S 1.38 2 EI' • •
i_ T.-30 14:49:50 -40.3 .S 47.._,_E
W
il T-24 ].5:27:3Z 23.2 N 194.3 E
i T-18 1.5:52:15 3_4._6N 311.B E .......
T-12. 15..:50:12 39.5 N. 304..i E
_ T--9. 16:31:28 44.2 S 102.3 E--
C
!. - T-7 16:33:.03 .................41 0 S I10.0.E
!
_' T-6 16:35:.04 36_4 S 118.1 E
_Z
_ T-4 16:37:39 29.6 S 127.2 E
_ T-2. 16:,42:16.................16 1 S 140.4 E
T-I 16_52:44. 16.7 N 166_2 E
•
iiI

i_'i -_'.... ii?_ ........_......................................................................i_!:
data, note that a 22.2 degree:delta in node results in a shift
of one revolution or about 88 minutes. On the right is shown -
the date that the predictions were made starting with June 25,
1979. All cases predicted the impact revolution to be on July.
ll, 19_9 but varied from +4 to -2 revolutions until the
predictions made on July 5 and subsequent at which time they
were within +i. revolution. The impact prediction was
essentially-on the correct revolution from _-24 hours on. This
corresponded to the "best" possible revolution of impact denoted .......
i by a-low hazard index. The hazard index is the ratio of the
total population beneath a certain orbit to that lying beneath
I the revolution of maximum population.
Figure 9-2 shows the impact predictions based on the baseline 75 _
ii n.m. tumble and the predictions that resulted from the decision
to tumble earl[ (81 n.m.) for the T-24 hour, T-18 hour, _nd T-12
hour vectorK. As shown in figure 9-2, the predicted impact
points for the baseline 75 n.m. tumble (with uncertainty)
trended toward the U.S. and Canada. These data points are
_! indicated by circles and spread from the Pacific Ocean (10 min -
_: from the west caas.t) to points just off the east coast (about 5.
! min from .the east caast). Taking into. account the debris
footprint (358Z n.m. behind these points), this indicated a .
relatively large population area had a.high probability of being
i impacted by Skylab debris. After the planned maneuver, the_
impact area (shown hy dots) was shif.ted to the Indian Ocean
(T-24, T-18,T-12) with a slight probability of an Australian -
impact.. Additionally, the population density over that portion
of Australia was very low indicating that if an overshoot
_!
occurred there would_e very little risk to the population.
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9,2,1 _Reconstruction Procedures
Data has been analyzed to reconstruct a best estimate of- what
actually occurred based on observations after_ the decision was
made to tumble at 81 n.m. and what possibly would have occured
if the tumble had been postponed until the 75 n.m. altitude had
been reached. The reconstruction procedure_for Skylab decay was
complex due to the extreme sensitipity that verv small
deviations, in the_observed data has on moving the impact point
by a large amount. The data (and uncertainty) and sources used
for this analysis were as follows:
o Actual.Solar Data (_25%) NOAA
o State Vectors Based on. Tracking NORAD
(+2 n.m.)
°
o Special Altitude/_ime NORAD ..............................................
Observations
o Range/Elevation, Telemetry (_2 Ascension Tracking
n.m) Site
o Time of Tumble. NASA
o Predicted Aerodynamics and NASA ....
Breakup Sequence
Small uncertainties were associated with the preceding data.
For. example, the actual solar, data .was an estimate by NOAA of.
_ the final Eolar data which was not available at the time the
analysis was done. If the data changed by 5_ a _three to five_
minute change in the impact time could occur. Another example
w_uld be to consider the state vector as being off. slightly (2.
n.m.) in altitude then up to a 10 minute _ariation in impact
time could occur, similarly with . the special observation, and
range/elevation data. Fur.ther_ in the case of the T,24 hour
prediction, a 1% variation in predicted aeradynamics_or_ breakup
altitude could easily change the impact point by up to i_ .........
• minutes. Finally, it was impossible to separate these -errors;
therefore, no sinqle database.will.give the same impact points
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Iwhen run from each of the different state vectors. The analysis
was_based on the follawing assumptions; ......
o Use of estimated solar data
o The altitude history as Observed should fit reasonably
well with the reconstructed predictions.
_ o All orbital workshop (OWS) solar array system _SOL_
i_ arrays were intact at Bermuda. .
o The OWS SAS arrays were broken before ACquisition of
Signal at-Ascension
The Sky!ab breakup scenerio was as •follows:
0 The OWS SAS array (aerodynamically)off ._t 62 _.m.
I o The ATM _-_eparates from the remaining OWS at 54. n.m.i
o ATM SAS arrays separate from the vehicle between
54 to 58 n_m.--
o ATM and O_S_hreak up at 42 n.m_&
<
[,
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9.2.2 Result___._s
An analysis was conducted to determine the drag and related BC
of each-of the attltude tonfiguration "nominal" impact points
required to match the Observed data. First, however, the effect-
of the revised breakup Sequence was evaluated. Figure 9-3
depicts the rationale for this analysis. The upper portion is
thetimeline showing the times when the NORAD vectors were
obtained. There are three attitude4onfigurations which had to .....
be considered: high drag T121P, tumble, and breakup. Any
time/impact predictions based on vectors from T-24 to T-9
required BC's for all three config_r.ations. However, from T-7
to T-I , only tumble and-breakup needed to be considered. The
T-7 ho.ur case was selected and the e£fect of the revised breakup
sequence was determined, this moved the impact point uprange.
The tumble drag c_efficient was varied to adjust the T-7 hour
impact point to the actual impact D.oint. This required a
reduction in the tumble drag coef.ficient of about 4%. To che£X ......
the breakup sequence further, these results were used for_ the
sequence and the drag coefficient assumptions for each element.
The results of these cases are shown in Figure 9_4 denoted by
solid dots. AS expected, these two cases moved closer to each
other than had been estimated from real time results (Figure
9-2)_. The _-7 hour vector moved downranqe from the Indian Ocean_
to close to the actual impact peint, and the T-I hour vector
_' mowed uprange from an impact north of- the equator to the ,_
_ northeast tip of Australia. This indicated that the revised
_i£ estimate of the _umble. drag coefficient and_the revised breakup
seque/_ee.fit quite well. -
Ha_ing dealt _ith the tumble and breakup sequence,_all that
remained was to adjust the TI21P high drag coefficient. Using
the T-I2 hour vector, the-drag coefficient was reduced by !/2%.
These. results are shown in Figure 9-4 again resulting in a
impact extremely close to the actual impact point for the T-12
hour vector and comparing favorably with all other vectors. The
effects of these analysis can be _ompared. with the- real time
results shown in Fiqure 9-2. Since the T-7 hour vector
prediction provided the bes_ correlation of the analysis te the
observed data, the baseline impact point was deri_vedwith the
_ T-7 hour vector resulting in the following: ....
Time of-Impact.- 16:37:28 GMT-
Latitude - 30 Deg South_
" Longitude ...... - 132 Deg East
ii
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' As iS seen from Figure 9-4 denoted by solid dots, the entire set _
• of reconstructed predictions fall within a guarter revolution of
each other. The altitude fit is shown in Figure 9-5 for three
vectors, T-24, T-12, and T-9. The data was very close to the
observed altitude.
The last set of data generated shows where the impact points
would have been for the T-24, T-12, and T-9 state vectors if the
baseline 75 n.m. (Ii:35 GMT) tumblehad been inftiated. These
results are shown as clear circles on the ground track in Figure
9-4. These reconstructions of the planned 75 n.m. tumble now
appear to center about a latitude of approximately 18 degrees .....
north. Also shown are estimates of where the T-2, T-4 hour
impact predicitons would have been. As--can be seen the .........
predictions are as far uprange as about 46 degrees nor.th
latitude. With the extrapolation of the debris footprint this
shows that a significant probability of-a United States Canadian
" impact still existed after the reconstructian. The
i reconstructed T-7 hou_ impact prediction and the estimated T-2
and T-4 hour cases all show significant amounts of'debris in the
" United States and Canada. These results are all-_ell within the
estlmated uncertainty of + I/4 of a revmlution. The primary
cause of Skylab impacting down range from the nominal impact
point was:due to the_less than expected drag experienced by the
i vehicle (4% less) during its tumble phase. The lack of this
knowledge resulted in the planned time to tumble being earlier
! than required. In heal time it was felt that drag _redictions
should be accurate to within +5%. In the actual case the drag
was predicted to be within 4% of what it actually was ....Based on --
!: real time data, the decision to tumble at 81 n.m. in leiu of
i waiting until 75 n.m. was correct when the accuracy of the daZa
used i_aking the decision was considered.
9.3 IMPACT FOOTPRINT ANALYSIS
Figures 9-6 and 9-7 show preliminary results of the footprint -
analysis of Skylab debris. This analysis --was based on the
following data:
i. Special Per.t Vector at T-2 hr.
2. Altitude at Ascension overflight = 57 n_m. _
(elevation, range deri_ed)
- 3. OWS arravs still attached but aerodynamically off
(i.e. folded.back or dangling at 62 n.m.; all
arrays off at 54_ n.m.)
4. Special altitude observations by NORAD
!. 5....Location of pieces in Australia
a. Oxygen _anks at__l.15 degrees_South, 125.3 ...................
degrees East.
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b. Water Tanks at 33.8 degrees South,_122.Z5 .....
degrees East
c. degreesH at ExchangerSEast....at 33.75 degrees South, 12__2.1 •
AS shown in Figure 9-6, this footprint extends from 46.9 degrees .
South 94.4 degrees east to 26.0 degrees South, 131.2 degrees ............
East (about 2140. n.m.). Figure 9-7 provides additional detail.
- of the footpIint showing the location of _ieces which_ were
found and identifying where major elements.are predicted to_be
located. The OWS/Cluster and AM pieces are centered around 32 ....
degrees South, 124 degrees East, and the ATM pieces are
predicted tu be centered around 28.5 degrees Kouth, 128.5_
degIees East. The observed impact footprint compared fav_o.rably
to that predicted at the T-2 and T-4 hour impact predictions
times and was within +1/4 orbit of.all predictions made.from 18
hours to_o/ie_J_rio? to impact.
L,
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L10.0 MISSION OPERATIONS
10. I INTRODUCTION
-- Skylab systems, needed-constant attention if the reactivation .
mission was to be successful. In order to accomplish this,
frequent communicatiOn._ith.the vehicle was necessary in order -
- to check the status of onboard systems, and to xeconfigure
and/or modify their operation as required. In order, to
accomplish this, a mission Control Center_w_s established at the
L. B. JohnSon Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas, and a
mission support Center at the MarshaLl Space- Flight Center. in
Huntsville, Alab_.ma.-
In addition, since mission support computer programs at MSFC
were already predicting Skylab's decay, which essentially
involved predicting orbital p_rameters, it was logical that this
capability be extended to provide mission operation tracking_
site coverage and navigatio.n.updateo data...to fiigh_ ......co___trollers ..............
a_ hoth MSFC..and JSC.
10.2 OPERATION
_ The JSC operation center was manned 24 hours per day, seven.days
_, a week, from June 1978 until .splashdown July ii, 1979 The MSFC.
,_ support center was manned in_ a similar manner except for. a
period from the February l, 1979, to May 13, 1979, when the.
vehicle, was under SI control and only normal working hour
support was required from MSFC..
Each operation center had CRT displa.ys ofpro-selected data on
spec/al formats. Two consoles monitored guidance and navigation
data at JSC while one. console monitored_this data at MSFC.. The --
data was hardcopied off the displays and used .to. determine the
health of-the various systems._ In addition, the displayed data
contained ATMDC command data such that computer commands could
be checked in realtime before being executed into the. computez
• software.. Figures 10-1, 10,2, 10-3, and 10-4. are typical ..................
guidance• control and navigation d_ta displays. In addition to i
• these• displays, JSC had one console to monitor vehicle. Dower and• '
one console to. monitor the vehicle comm_nd and telemetry system,
w il MSFCh d one console-whose prime,- responsibility as. to_
monitor, both the power and Communication systems of Skylab.
Typical CRT displays of. this data are shown in figures l_0-5___and_
10-6 ..
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All aommands to the vehicle Or.iginated 8t JSC and were Sent
verbally via one of the JSC flight Contr@llers to a spacecraft,
command encoder (SCE) operator-_t one Of the _round .tracking.
stations. The SCE operator loaded and transmitted the commands
to the vehicle in atcordance with directions from the f_.ight
controllers. This command food wa.S.monito.red at MSRC in order
that support personnel wexe able to keep. aware of the VariOus
actions being t_lemetered to the vehicle..
i; The primar_ volee loop for data transfer and system -operations
Ii discussion between JSC-and MSFC was th_ Huntsville Oper.ationS
- Support Center_ (HOSC)_oiCe loop. Tt was on this loop that. the
results of analysis- of the variouS systems were-passed on to
: JSC.. In addition, this loop-provided a means.where planning, and ,.
realtime emergency, ac2_ions _could be discussed prior to
implementation.
! IZ.3 OPERATIONAL SUPPORTI_ Operational support consisted of. the- generation _ and
ii
L!I interpre.tation of dat;_ requi._ed tO keep the- Skyla.h_ functional.
The availability or the various tracking sta.tions, together with
_il predicted acquisition of signal (AOS.L and.loss.of signal. (LOS)
_ were generated for ever_ Skyl_b orbit.
!_ I_. 3.1 Tracki_/_q Station Coveri_g_e
I
A computer: program w._s _,eveloped to produce a s_tat%on coverage
and orbital parameter chart commonly known as a circle..cha-r.t, an
example of. which is shown i_ fi.gure 18-7. A circle chart was ...........
.._ produced for each of Sk.ylab's orbits which contained at least
one.. station pass. These charts were used in sc:neduling stations
for naviget ion updates, power management, control parameter
updates, and any other grmund.support functions, which, required
communication with Skylab. Between twelve and fourteen thousand
of these charts were producP_d during, th__-Skylab reactivation
miss io.n. •
Station. Coverage_was especially important dur.ing attempts to
change Skylab's attitude since these-changes, wer_ initiated and
monitored from the tracking Stations. AIF_o the var._ous Sky lab.
attitudes Lequired constant monitorinq and _djustments to keep
the vehicle under control and the. electr, ical. power system
adequately charged.. For.. this reason a. tot-_l .of five tracking
stations wece used to. give a minimum coverage of o no st_tiorL
pass per_ Crbit (figure ].0-8) ....The stat.i_)ns which were used we[.e
Ascension, Bermuda, Gold.gtone, Madrld,..An.d_.S._.ntJ._go, Chile..
36e ....
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FIGUREI0-8_ SKYLABREACTIVATIONMISSIONSTDNGROUND ......
STATIONCOVERAGE. ....
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' i_ 3.2 Navigation Updates
_ Navigation data ....was continually being generated and updated
based on vehicle state vector information received from the-
North• American Air Defense Command (NORAD). Updates were
produced at specified times during critical mission periods and-
on an as needed basis at other times. A navigation update for-
i Skylab meant that the actual time of orbital midnight (TMID)was.
,_ - be&ng updated. This was required because•orbital drag shifted
i_i TMID which was not mOdeled by the onboard computer. The actual_
i _ TMID was required to maintain correct _ehicle attitude.
" Techniques of biasing the orbital period were developed which
ii allowed the _avig_tion update to be done_ at reasonable time
!ii! intervals. This was especially important near_-the end of the I
i mission_when navigation updates wauld have been needed every
couple of orbits which would become difficult since station.
!i coverage was deteriorating rap_d_ due_to Skylab's low orbital
i altitude_
_; Once it was determined that a navigation update was needed, a ........
site was picked using the circle charts at which the update..
i would be sent to the onboard computer A Skylab tracking vec_tor
!_ from NORAD was then projected .forward in time to the midpoint of
I_, the _ass over the chosen site. Figure 18-9 shows the data which ,
_ was sent to the flight controllers at JSC'who converted it to a
i_ form to be uplinked to the onboard computer The flight
i controllers calculated a new TMID and a correction (DMID) to the _.,
ii onboard TMID and the DMID was actually uplinked to the computer.
r_
IZ.3.3 Control Scheme and Power System Management Updates
Control. scheme parameter updates were generated on off-line
i computers at MSFC and sent to JSC for implementation in the.
vehicle. Finally, power system _ata was carefully plotted for
• the various Skylab attitudes, and discussions between MSFC and
JSC led to agreed upon battery, solar array, and voltage
regulator configurations of the two vehicle powex systems.
Detailed. system operational problems are discussed elsewhere in
• this document under their par t_¢_l_._system section ..................
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11.0 .....SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS ........
ii.i__ COnclusions
The performance of Skylab systems exceeded all expectations
during, the primary Skylab Mission and particularly during the
Skylab Reactivation Mission. When Skzlab reentry occurred on
July ii, 197-9, the Skylab systems had successfully supported
1596Z_ hours (665 days) of..po.wered flight operations of which.__
9432 hours (393 days) followed a 4 year and 3Z day period of
pass ive on-or bi.t storage. Du r-ing both the primary and ....
reactivation missions, many Skylab system were required, to.....
operate, in modes never intended by its. designers_ and to
' accomplish.tasks dictated by unforeseen events.
The Skylab Reactivation Mission offered NASA a unique
opportunity to evaluate complex power generation, mechanical.,
computer and environmental control systems afte.r having, beerL in
a space, environment for over six.years. Farther, these systems_
were in orbital storage, for over. four of the six years in a
uncontrolled space envir_)nment before being reactivated in_March
of .1978. System degradation, was deter.mined_to_ be minimal.
After Skylab Control wa& regained .in June o/ 1978. at an altitude
of 218 nautical miles, it_ was essentially maintained under
control to approximately 8Z nautical miles before the.vehicle
was allowed to. tumble. This. permitted an opportunity to compare
the predicted aerodynamic _environment through which the vehicle ....
transcended (218 n.m.. to 8Z n_m. ) with the observed
aerodynamics. Very little data of this type was available prior
to the time of the Skylab transition. It is felt that this data .
will significantly increase the impact predi t_ accuracy of ..
future .space objects.
Finally, unique control schemes were developed (EOVV and TEA)
which enabled Sky lab to fly thr ouq[h the gravity
grad ien.t/aer odynamic torque transition negion. Torque
equilibrium, points, were discovered where g.rav.ity gradient and ......
aerodynamic torques balanced.._ At these, points very little
_: . ,....... vehicle control authority was required to maintairu control..
,. Moreover, vehicle orientations at these Doints..were such_that
one could choose attitudes exhibiting high or low vehic.l.e, drag
characteristics. By modulating, between these orientations the
rate_ of_vehicle descent could be.increased or decreased, forcing
it into an impact, orbit which was. characterized by a iOW
population density. .......................
l
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